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Jung.
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as a psychiatrist
discovered
It is only
beginning
to dawn onand
the ps
e~.uchotherapist
cated world, hewhat
a magphenomenology of its manifestations
t a depth never before observed systematicaIly. As a result of th s experience, he could then
in his patients and in himself the re~lity of the psyche and the
recognize the same phenomenology expressed in the culture-products of mankind-myth, religion, philospphy, art and literature. Re
has penetrated to the root source of alI religion and eulture and
thus has discovered the basis for a new rrganic syncretism of human
knowledge and experience. The new viewpoint thus achieved, is so
comprehensive and aIl-embracing that, once grasped, it cannot fail
I

I

the
world.
to have
revolutionary consequences fo~ man's view of himself and
Pronouncements are not sufficient t9 convey new levels of consciousness. The realization of the "rerlity of the psyche" which
makes this new world-view visible, car only be achieved by one
opment. This individual opus is caIle by Jung individuation-a
process in which the ego becomes inc easingly aware of its origin
from and dependence upon the arch typal psyche. This book is
about
the process
individuation,
its stages,
its vicissitudes
and
individual
at a timeofworking
laboriOUSlfon
his own
personal develits
goalultimate
that Jung's
aim.. work
1 hopehas
it will
madebeever}tuaIly
a ~mall contribution
certain, namely,
towardthea
reconciliation of science and religion.
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CHAPTER ONE

The Inflate~ Ego

The sun will
not overstep ofhisJustil~e,
meqsures;
he does,
the
Erinyes,
the handmaids
will iffind
him out.
-HERACLlTUS 1

1. EGO AND SELF
Jung's most basic and far-reaching dislcovery is the colIective unconscious
researches,
we now
know
that or
thearchetypal
individual psyche.
psyche Thwqgh
is not justhisa product
of personal
experience. It also has a pre-personall or transpersonal

dimension

found
wh.ich in
is manifested
alI the world's
in universal
religions patterns
and Imythologies.2
and imagesIt such
was as
Jung's
are
further discovery that the archetypal psyche has a structuring or
ordering principle which unifies the tarious archetypal contents.
has termed the Self.
The Self is the ordering and unifyin center of the total psyche
(conscious
and unconscious)
as t e of
egowholeness
is the center
the
This is the central
archetype orjust
arChetY~~e
whichofJung
conscious personality. ar, put in othe~ words, the ego is the seat
The
of sub;ective
Self is thus
identity
the while
supreme
the psychic
Self is tpe
seat of ob;ective
identity.
authority
and subordinates
I

i

cal deity and is identical with the
go Vei. Jung has demonthe ego to it. The Self is most simply dlscribed as the inner empiriEarly Greekand
Philosophy,
Nel' York,
Meridian C.W.,
Books,VoI.
p. 9,
135.i.
I Burnet,
Jung, C.John,
G., Archetypes
the Collectite
Unconscious,
2

par. 1-147.

3

4

EGO AND

ARCHETYPE

strated that the Self has a charaoteristic phenomenology. It is
expressed by certain typical symbolic images called mandalas. All
images that emphasize a circle with a center and usually with the
additional feature of a square, a cross, or some other representation
of quaternity, fall into this category.
There are also a number of other associated themes and images
that refer to the Self. Such themes as wholeness, totality, the union
of opposites, the central generative point, the world naveI, the axis
of the universe, the creative point where God and man meet, the
point where transpersonal energies :flow into personal life, eternity
as opposed to the temporal :flux, incorruptibility, the inorganic
united paradoxically with the organic, protective structures capable
of bringing order out of chaos, the transformation of energy, the
elixir of life-all refer to the Self, the central source of Ilie energy,
the fountain of our being which is most simply described as God.
Indeed, the richest sources for the phenomenological study of the
Self are in the innumerable representations that man has made of
the deity.3
Since there are two autonomous centers of psychic being, the
relation between the two centers becomes vitally important. The
ego's relation to the Self is a highly problematic one and corresponds very closely to man's relation to his Creator as depicted in
religious myth. Indeed the myth can be seen as a symbolic expression of the ego-Self relationship. Many of the vicissitudes of psychological development can be understood in terms of the changing
relation between ego and Self at various stages of psychic growth.
It is this progressive evolution of the ego-Self relation which 1
propose to examine.
Jung originally described the phenomenology of 'the Self as it
occurs in the individuation process during the second half of life.
More recently we have begun to consider the role of the Self in
the early years of life. Neumann, on the basis of mythological and
ethnographical material, has depicted symbolically the original
psychic state prior to the birth of ego consciousness as the uroborus,
using the circular image of the tail-eater to represent the primordial
Self, the original mandala-state of totality out of which the individual ego is born.4 Fordham, on the basis of clinical observations
3 For a further discussion of the Self as it appears in mandala
symbolism,
see Jung's essay "Concerning Mandala Symbolism" in The Archetypes and
the Collective Unconscious, C. W., VoI. 9, i, Par. 627 ff.
4 Neumann,
Erich, The Origins and History of Consciousness, Bollingen
Series XLII, Princeton University Press, 1954.
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I

ofinfants

and children, has also postulated the Self as the original

totality
to theaccepted
ego.5
It is prior
generally
among 1nalytical psychologists that
the task of the first half of life involv,s ego development with proI

of life requires a surrender or at least relativization of the ego as it
gressive separation
between
egoSelf.
and lelf;
whereas working
the second
half
experiences
and relates
to the
he current
formula
ego-Self reunion. This formula, altho gh perhaps true as a broad
generality, neglects many empiric al observations made in child
psychology
theofpsychotherapy
of adults. According
therefore is, and
first in
half
life: ego-Self Sf:1eparation;
second halftoofthese
life:
one, which could be diagrammed thus'
observations, a more nearly correct !OrmUla would be a circular

(EgoEgo-Self
-Self Separation.,
IUnion ~
The process of alternation between
separahon seems to occur repeatedl
individual both in childhood and in
(or better, spiral) formula seems to
psychological development from birth

ego-Self union and ego-Self
throughout the life of the
maturity. lndeed, this cyclic
express the basic process of
to death.

According to this view the relatior between the ego and Self
at different stages of development cpuld be represented by the
following diagrams:

\i;)
((f}'fJn
Fig. 1

Fig.

2

5 Fordham,
Michael, New Developments
Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1957.

Fig.

ir

Analytical

Psychology,

4
London,
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These diagrams represent progressive stages of ego-Self separation appearing in the course of psychological development. The
shaded ego areas designate the residual ego-Self identity. The line
connecting ego-center with Self-center represents the ego-Self
axis-the vital connecting link between ego and Self that ensures
the integrity of the ego. It should be understood that these diagrams
were designed to iUustrate a particular point and are thus maccurate in other respects. For example, we generally define the Self
as the totality of the psyche, which would necessarilyinclude
the
ego. According to these diagrams, and to the method of this
presentation, it would seem as though ego and Self became two
separate entities, the ego being the smaller lump and the Self the
larger lump of the totality. This difficulty is inherent in the subject matter. lE we speak rationally, we must inevitably make a distinetion between ego and Self which contradicts our definition of
Self. The fact is, the conception of the Self is a paradox. It is simultaneously the center and the circumference of the drcle of totality.
Considering ego and Self as two separate entities is merely a necessary rational device for discussing these things.
Figure 1 corresponds to Neumann's original uroboric state. Nothing exists but the Self-mandala. The ego germ is present only as a
potentiality. Ego and Self are one, which means that there is no
ego. This is the total state of primary ego-Self identity.
Figure 2 shows an emerging ego which is beginning to separate
from the Self but which still has its center and greater area in
primary identity with the Self.
Figure 3 presents a more advanced stage of development; however, a residual ego-Self identity stiU remains. The ego-Selfaxis,
which in the first two diagrams was completely unconscious and
therefore indistinguishable from ego-Self identity, has now become
partly conscious.
Figure 4 is an ideal theoretical limit which probably does not
exist in actuality. It represents a total separation of ego and Self
and a complete consciousness of the ego·Selfaxis.
These diagrams are designed to illustrate the thesis that psychological development is characterized by two processes occurring
simultaneously, namely, progressive ego-Self separation and also
incre asing emergence of the ego-Selfaxis into consciousness. lE this
is a correct representation of the facts, it means that ego-Self separation and growing consciousness of the ego as dependent on the
Self are actually two aspeets of a single emergent process continuous from birth to death. an the other hand, our diagrams also
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demonstrate the general validity of LSigning awareness of the
relativity of the ego to the second half of life. It we take Figure 3
to correspond to middle age, we see th t only at this stage has the
ness.
The process by which these develo mental stages unfold is an
alternating cycle which is represented in the dia gram (Figure 5,
psychic
p.
41). As
development
this cycle itrepeats
brings itself
about a~ain
~ progressive
and again
differentiation
throughout
of the ego and the Self. In the early ppases, representing approximately the first half of life, the cycle i~ experienced as an alternaLater a third state appears when the ego-Selfaxis reaches contion between(Figure
two states
of being,
namrlY,
inHation
alienation.
sciousness
3) which
is charaa
erized
by a and
conscious
dialectic
ego andtheSell
This
stateinHation.
is individuation.
In
thisrelationship
chapter webetween
shall consider
fi1st
stage,
I

The dictionary definition of inHation is: "Blown up, distended with
aiI', unrealisticalIy large and unrealisti ally important, beyond the
limits of one's proper size; hence, to be vain, pompous, proud,
2. INFLATION AND ORIGINAL WtOLENESS
presumptuous." 6 I use the term inHat~on to describe the attitude
and the state which accompanies the identification of the ego with
arrogated to itself the qualities of s, mething larger (the Self)
and hence is blown up beyond the limi s of its proper size.
the Self. It is a state in which som~~hing small (the ego) has
We are bornexists.
in a state
If earliestThe
infancy,
consciousness
AII isofininHation.
the unc01scious.
latent no
egoego
is 01'
in
complete identification with the Self. 11he Self is born, but the ego
is made;
by
Neumann
and as
in the
the uroborus
beginning (the
alI istaif-eating
~elf. Thisserpent).
state is described
Since the
with the Self experiences itself as a d ity. We can put it in these
terms retrospectively although, of c· urse, the infant does not
think in this way. Re cannot yet think t alI, but his total being and
experience
are ordered
around ofthe
a priori
assumption
of deity.
Self
is the center
and totality
beinl'
the ego
totalIy identified
This is is
theresponsible
original state
wholeness
andtoward
perfection
which
for oftheunconscio~s
nostalgia we
alI have
our
origins, both personal and historical.
6

Webster's

New

International

Dictionary,

ISecond edition.
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Many myths depict the original state of man as a state of roundness, wholeness, perfection, or paradise. For instance, there is the
Greek myth recorded by Hesiod of the four ages of man. The first,
original age was the golden age, a paradise. The second \vas the
silver age, a matriachal period where men obeyed the mothers. The
third age was bronze, a period of wars. And the fourth age was the
iron age, the period at which he was writing which was utterly
degenerate. About the golden, paradise age, Hesiod says:
(The golden race of men) lived like gods without sorrow of heart
remote and free from toil and grief ... They had alI good things;
for the fruitful earth unforced bore them fruit abundantly and without
stint. They dwelt in ease and peace upon their lands with many good
things, rich in flocks and loved by the blessed gods.7
In the paradise age, the people are in union with, the gods.
This represents the state of the ego that is as yet unborn, not yet
separated from the womb of the unconscious and hen ce still partaking of the divine fulness and totality.
Another example is the Platonic myth of original man. According
to this myth, the original man was round, in the shape of a mandala. In the Symposium Plato says:
The primeval man was round, his back and sides forming a circle ...
Terrible was their might and strength, and the thoughts of their
hearts were great, and they made an attack upon the gods ... and
would have laid hands upon the gods ... the gods could not suffer
their insolence to go unrestrained.8
Here the inflated, arrogant attitude is particularly evident. Being
round in the initial period of existence is equivalent to assuming
oneself to be total and complete and hence a god that can do aU
things. There is an interesting paraUel between the myth of the
original round man and Rhoda Kellog's studies of pre-school art.9
She has observed that the mandala or circle image seems to be the
predominant one in young children who are first learning how to
draw. Initially a two-year-old with pendl or crayon just scribbles,
but soon he seems to be attracted by the intersection of lines and
7 Hesiod,"Worksand Days," The Homeric
Hymns and Homerica, translated
by Hugh G. Evelyn-White,Loeb CIassicaILibrary, Cambridge,Harvard University Press, 1959, p. Il.
8 PIato, Symposium,
Dialoguesof PIato, Jowett, B., Trans., New York,Random House, 1937. Sections 189, 190.
9 Kellog,Rhoda, Analyzing
Children's Art, Palo Alto, Calif., National Press
Books, 1969, 1970.
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prob,bl. ~olution of hum•• fi"",,, in
of young ,bll_.
begins to make crosses. Then the crosis is enclosed by a circle and
we have the basic pattern of the mandala. As the child attempts to
do human ngures, they nrst emerge asicircles, contrary to alI visual
like extensions
experience,
with ofthethearms
circle
and (Picturf
legs bring1).represented
These studies
only provide
as rayclear empirical data indicating that ilie young child experiences
the human being as a round, mandalk-like structure and verify in
an impressive way the psychologiCalltruth of Plato's myth of the
original round man. Child therapists also nnd the mandala an
operative, healing image in young ~hildren (Picture 2). AU of
originaUy round, whole, complete; in a state of oneness and selfthis
indicates
symbolicalIy
speating,
sufficiency
thatthat,
is equivalent
to deity
itself. the human psyche was

Picture 2. This painting by a seven-year-old girl during psychotherapy marks
reestablishment of psychic stability.

The same archetypal idea that connects childhood with nearness
to deity is presented in Wordsworth's
"Ode on Intimations
of Immortality" :
Our Birth is but a sleep and a forgetting:
The Soul that rises with us, our life's Star,
Hath had elsewhere its setting,
And corneth frorn afar:
Not in entire forgetfulness,
And not in utter nakedness,
But trailing clouds of glory do we corne
Frorn God, who is our horne:
Heaven lies about us in aur infancy! 10
From the standpoint
of later years, the close connection of the
child's ego with divinity is a state of inflation. Many subsequent
psychological
difficulties are due to residues of that identification
with deity. Consider, for instance, the psychology of the child in
10

Wordsworth, W., Poetical Works, London, Oxford University Press, 1961,

p. 460.
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the first five years 01' so. an one hand it is a time of great freshness
of perception and response; the child is in immediate contact with
the archetypal realities of life. It is in the stage of original poetry;
magnificent and terrifying transpersonal powers are lurking in
every commonplace event. But on the other handthe
child can
be an egotistic little beast, fun of cruelty and greed. Freud described the state of childhood aS polymorphous perversion. This is a
brutal description but it is at least partialIy true. Childhood is innocent but it is also irresponsible. Hence, it has an the ambiguities
of being firmly connected with the archetypal psyche and its extrapersonal energy, and at the same time being unconsciously identifiecl with it and unrealisticalIy related to it.
Children share with primitive man the identification of ego with
the archetypal psyche and ego with outer world. With primitives,
inner and outer are not at an distinguished. For the civilized mind,
primitives are most attractively related to nature and in tune with
the life process; but they are also savages and falI into the same
mistakes of inflation as do children. Modern man, alienated from
the source of life meaning, finds the image of the primitive an object of yearning. This aeeounts for the appeal of Rousseau's concept
of the "noble savage" and other more recent works which express
the civilized mind's nostalgia for its lost mystieal eommunion with
nature. This is one side, but there is also the negative side. The
real life of the primitive is dirty, degrading and obsessed with
terror. We would not want that reality for a moment. It is the
symbolical primitive for which we yearn.
When one looks back on his psychoIogieaI origin, it has a twofold connotation: first, it is seen as a eondition of paradise, wholeness, a state of being at one with nature and the gods, and infiniteIy
desirable; but secondIy, by our eonscious human standards, which
are related to time and space reality, it is an inflated state, a condition of irresponsibility, unregenerate Iust, arrogance and crude
desirousness. The basic problem for the adult is how to achieve the
union with nature and the gods, with which the child starts, without bringing about the inflation of identification.
The same question applies to the problems of child-rearing. How
can we suecessfulIy remove the ehild from his inflated state- and
give him a realistic and responsibIe notion of his reIation to the
world, while at the same time maintaining that living iink with
the arehetypaI psyche whieh is needed in order to make his personality strong and resilient? The probIem is to maintain the integrity of the ego-Selfaxis while dissoIving the ego's identification
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versus
with thediscipline
Self. an in
thischild
questifn
r~~ing.
rest aU the disputes of permissiveness
Permissiveness emphasizes acceptance and encouragement of the
energy with which he is bo ,n. But it also maintains and encourages
child' s spontaneity and noujishes his contact with the s.ource of life
outer life. Discipline, on th other hand, emphasizes strict limits of
behavior, encourages dissol tion of the ego-Self identity and treats
the inflation quite successf Uy; but at the same time it tends to
the inflation of the child, fhiCh is unrealistic to the demands of
damage the vital, necessary connection between the growing ego
and its are
-they
rootsa pair
in theofuncons~ious.
opposifes, and
There
mustis operate
no choicetogether.
between these
universe. The mother at urs answers that demand; hence, the initial
relationship tends to encou age the child's feeling that its wish is
The Child. experiences hi~self quite literally as the center of the
If the
the
world's
constant
command,
and total
and c1mmitment
It is absolutely
of the
necessary
motherthat
to the
this child'
be so.s
need is not experienced, the child cannot develop psychologically.
However, before long, the world necessarily begins to reject the
infant's demands. At this, he original inflation begins to dissolve,
being untenable in the face of experience. But also, alienation
begins; the ego-Selfaxis is damaged. A kind of unhealing psychic
wound is created in the pr cess of learning he is not the deity he
ing and separation occur.
Repeated
experiences
of alienation
continue
progressivelywoundright
thought
he was.
He is eXiler
from paradise,
and permanent
into the
an
adult
onelife.
hand
Oneweis are
cons~_antlyencountering
efPosed to the reality a encounters
two-fold process.
which
Iife provides, and which are constantly contradicting unconscious
ego assumptions. This is hor the ego grows and separates from its
andAtSelf
order
maintain
the
unconscious
recurring reunion
identitybetween
with tfeego
Self.
the in
same
timeto we
must have
integrity of the total pers nality, otherwise there is a very real
danger that as ego is separ ted from Self the vital connecting link
between themwill be dam ged. If this happens to a serious extent
we are alienated from the depths of ourselves and the ground is
prepared for psychological illness.
The original state of aff irs-experiencing oneself as the center
I

I

of the universe-can

persisf long past childhood. For instance,

1

picturebook." AU the thing he encountered he thought were put
there for his purposes-for his amusement 01' his instruction. He
recall a young man who t~OUght quite naively: "The world is my
quite literally considered t~e world to be his oyster. External ex-
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periences had no inherent reality or meaning except as they related to him. Another patient had the conviction that when he died
the world would come to an end! In the state of mind that generates
such an idea, identmcation with the Self is also identmcation with
the world. Self and world are coextensive. This way of experiencing
things does have a certain truth, agenuine validity; but it is a viewpoint which is absolutely poison in the early phases of development
when the ego is trying to emerge from the original wholeness.·
Much later in life, the realization that there is a continuity between
the inner and outer worlds can have a healing effect. Here is one
more example of the ,Mercurius of the alchemists who may be the
panacea to some and poison to others.
Many psychoses illustrate the identincation of the ego with the
Self as the center of the universe, or the supreme principle. For
instance the common delusion among the insane that one is Christ
or Napoleon is best explained as a regression to the original infantile state whel'e the ego is identined with the Self. Ideas of
refel'ence are also symptoms of extreme ego-Self identity. In such
. cases the individual imagines that certain objective events have
a hidden relationship to himself. If he is paranoid the delusion will
be of a persecuting nature. For example, 1 remember a patient
who saw men nxing the wil'es on a telephone pole outside hel'
apartment window. She interpreted this as evidence that a wire
tapping device was being installed to eavesdrop on her telephone
calls and thus get evidenceagainst
her. Another patient thought
that the news commentator on television was conveying a private
message to him. Such delusions derive from a state of ego-Self
identity which assumes that oneself is the center of the universe
and hence attaches private signincance to outer events which are
in fact totally indifferent to one's existence,u
A common example of the inflated state of ego-Self identity is
provided by what H. G. Baynes has calIed, "the provisional life."
Baynes describes the state as follows:
(The provisional life) denotes an attitude that is innocent of responsibility towards the circumstantial facts of reality as though these
facts are being provided for, either by the parents, or the state, or at
least by Providence ... (It is) a state of childish irresponsibility and
dependence.12

Il For further psychotic manifestationsof ego-Selfidentity see Perry, John
Weir, The Self in Psychotic Process, Berkeleyand Los Angeles,Universityof
CaliforniaPress,.1953.
12 Baynes, H. G., "The ProvisionalLife" in Analytical
Psychology and the
English Mind, London, Methuen and Ca. Ltd., 1950, p. 61.
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M.-L. Von Franz describes the same condition as an identification with the puer aeternus image. For such a person, what he
is doing:
... is not yet what is really wanted, and there is always the fantasy
that sometime in the future the real thing will come about. If this
attitude is prolonged, it means a constant inner refusal to commit
oneself to the moment. With this there is often, to a smaller or greater
extent, a saviour complex, or a Messiah complex, with the secret
thought that one day one will be able to save the world; the last
word in philosophy, or religion, or politics, or art, or something else,
will be found. This can go so far as to be a typical pathological
megalomania, or there may be minor traces of it in the idea that one's
time "has not yet come." The one thing dreaded throughout by such
a type of man is to be bound to anything whatever. There is a terrific fear of being pinned down, of entering space and time completely, and of being the one human being that one iS.13
The psychotherapist frequently sees cases of this sort. Such a
person considers himself as a most promis ing individual. He is fuU
of talents and potentialities. One of his complaints is often that
his capacities anq interests are too wide-ranging. He is cursed with
a plethora of riches. He could do anything but can't decide on one
thing in particular. The problem is that he is aU promises and no
fulfillment. In order to make a real accomplishment he must
sacrifice a number of other potentialities. He must give up his
identification with original unconscious wholeness and voluntarily
accept being a real fragment instead of an unreal whole. To be
something in reality he must give up being everything in potentia.
The puer aeternus archetype is one of the images of the Self, but
to be identified with it means that one never brings any reality to
birth.14

There are numerous lesser examples of inflation, which we might
caU the inflation of every day life. We can identify a state of inflation whenever we see someone (including ourselves) living out
an attribute of deity, i.e., whenever one is transcending proper
human limits. Spells of anger are examples of inflated states. The
attempt to force and coerce one's environment is the predominant
motivation in anger. It is a kind of Yahweh complex. The urge
ta vengeance is also identification with deity. At such times one
13 Von Franz, M.-L., The Problem of the Puer Aeternus, New York, Spring
Publications, Analytical Psychology Club of New York, 1970, p. 2 ..
14 A literary
example of a puer aeternus is to be found in Henry James'
novel The Beast in the Jungle, See: James, Henry, Selected Fiction, Everyman's Library, New York, E. P. Dutton & Co., 1953·
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might recall the injunction, "'V engeance is mine,' saith the Lord,"
Le., not yours. The whole body of Greek tragedy depicts the fatal
consequences when man takes the vengeance of God into his
own hands.
Power motivat ion of alI kinds is symptomatic of inflation. Whenever one operates out of a power motive omnipotence is implied.
But omnipotence is an attribute only of God. Intellectual rigidity
which attempts to equate its own private truth or opinion with
universal truth is also inflation. It is the assumption of omniscience.
Lust and alI operations of the pure pleasure principle are likewise
inflation. Any desire that considers its own fulfillment the central
value transcends the reality limits of the ego and hence is assuming attributes of the transpersonal powers.
PracticalIy alI of us, deep down, have a residue of inflation that
is manifested as an illusion of immortality. There is scarcely anyone that is thoroughly and totally disidentified from this aspect
of inflation. Hence, when one has _a close call with death, it is
often a very awakening experience. There suddenly comes a realization of how precious time is just because it is limited. Such an
experience not uncommonly gives a whole new orientation to life,
making one more productive and more humanly related. It can
initiate a new leap forward in one's development, because an area
of ego-Self identity has been dissolved, releasing a new quantity
of psychic energy for consciousness.
There is also negative inflation. This can be described as identification with the divine victim-an excessive, unbounded sense of
guilt and suffering. We see this in cases of melancholia which
express the feeling that "no one in the world is as guilty as I am."
This is just too much guilt. In fact taking on oneself too much of
anything is indicative of inflation because it transcends proper
human liillits. Too much humility as well as too much arrogance,
too much love and altruism as well as too much power striving
and selfishness, are all symptoms of inflation.
States of animus and anima identmcation can also be seen as
inflation. Arbitrary pronouncements of the animus are a deity
talking, and so are the sullen resentments of the anima-possessed
man who says in effect, "Be what I tell you to be, or I will withdraw from you; and without my acceptance you will die."
There is a whole philosophical system based on the state of egoSelf identity. This system sees everything in the world as deriving
from and relating to the-individual ego. It is called solipsism from
solus ipse, myself alone. F. H. Bradley presents the viewpoint of
solipsism in these words:
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this it follows that nothin beyond myself exists; for what is experienced is its (the Self's) states.15
Schiller defines solipsism rather more colorfulIy "as the doctrine
1 cannot transcend experiente and experience is my experience. From
that solipsist
alI existence
is experieDjce
and onel"
that 16
there is only one experient.
The
thinks
that he lis the
3. ADAM ANDPROMETHEUS
What
folIowsAntheexcellent
state of ehmple
qriginal inflation
is presented
vividly
in
mythology.
is the Garden
of Eden
myth
which, significantly is calI$d the tall of man. About this myth
Jung writes:
of a dim presentiment th the emancipation of ego consciousness
was
deed. Ma
very beTherea Luciferian
is deep doctrine
in ~e's whole
legendhistory
of the consists
Fall; it from
is thetheexpression

According to the account in Genesis, God put man in the garden
of Eden saying: "You may freely eat of every tree in the garden;
a conflict
his of
feeling
inferiority
his not
arbut;~;~~:~.:~
of the tree
of the betw1een
kno ledge
goodofand
evi! youandshall
eat, for in the day that yO~ eat of it you shall die." Then folIows
serpent who told her "You ill not die. For God knows that when
you eat of it your eyes will be opened, and you will be like God,
knowing good and evil." S, Adam and Eve ate the fruit. "Then
the creation of Eve from Afam,s rib and Eve's temptation by the
the eyes of both were opened and they knew that they were naked;
and they sewed fig leaves ogether and made themselves aprons."
God discovered their disob dience and put the curse upon them
folIowing which are these ignificant words. "Then the Lord God
said, 'Behold, the man has become like one of us, knowing good
and evi!; and now, lest he ,ut forth his hand and take also of the
tree of life, and eat, and l've for ever' -therefore the Lord God
sent him forth from the g rden of Eden to till the ground from
which he was taken. Re d ove out the man; and at the east of

15 Bradley,F. R., Appearance
. nd Reality, London, OxfordUniversityPress,
1966, p. 218.
the16Encyclopaedia
garden of Eden
he pla19[d5, xx,
the p.cherubim,
and a flaming sword
951.
Britannica,
17 Jung, C. G., The Archetype~ and the Collective
Unconscious, C. W., Val.
9 i. par. 420 ff.
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which turned every way, to guard the way to the tree of life." 18
This is the myth which stands at the beginning of the Hebrew
branch of our cultural tradition and it is rich in psychological
meaning. The Garden of Eden is comparable to the Greek myth
of the golden age and Plato's original round man. The Garden of
Eden has certain features of a mandala with four rivers flowing
from it and the tree of life in its center (Plate 1). The mandalagarden is an image of the Self, in this case representing the ego's
original oneness with nature and deity. It is the initial, unconscious,
animal state of being at one with one's Self. It is paradis al because consciousness has not yet appeared and hence there is no
conflict. The ego is contained in the womb of the Self (Picture 3).

3. P ARADISE
XV Century.

Pictul'e

AS A VESSEL

from an Italian

manuscript

of the

Another feature indicating original wholeness is the creation of
Eve out of Adam. Clearly, Adam was originally hermaphroditic,
otherwise a woman could not have been made from him. It is
likely that we have here vestiges of an earlier myth in which the
original man wal> definitely hermaphroditic.
Undoubtedly this
earlier myth was modified by the one-sided patriarchal attitude of
18

Gen. 2-3, Revised

Standard

Version.

the Hebrews which deprec'ated the feminine component of the
psyche, reducing it to no more than a rib of Adam. Adam' s
separation into masculine
nd feminine
components is a process
18
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which is parallel and equivalent to his separation from the paradise
garden. In any case the eff,ct is that man becomes separated and
The drama of temptation and fali begins when the original state
of passive inflation turns int the active inflation of a specific deed.
alienated
from whole
his original
The
serpent's
appro.fhOleness.
ch and appeal is expres sed in inflaI

tionary
and
youterms-when
will be like you
Gad.ea~
Spofthethisfruit
fruit,
of your
the tree
eyesiswill
eaten
be and
opened
the
Eve dare to act on their de ire to be like God.
The mythconsequences
depicts the Ulltld.
bi, h ofItconsciousness
as a crime
inevitable
alI begins because
Adamwhich
and
alienates man from God an1 from his original preconscious wholeof the tree of the knowled e of good and evil, which means that
it brings awareness of the opposites, the specific feature of conness.
sciousness.
The fruit
Thus,
is clearly
accordin
S~bOlical
to this
of consciousness.
myth and theIt theological
is the fruit
hybris, and the root cause f alI evil in human nature. However,
others
have
it d,'fferently. isThe
a Gnostic
sect,
doctrines
thatunderstood
rest on it, con~iousness
the Ophites,
original sin,
the original
worshipped
modern
psychology.
the serpent.
To thet
Tfey thehad
serpent
essentially
represented
the same
the spiritual
view as
principle symbolizing re de ption from bondage to the demiurge
that created the Garden of den and would keep man in ignorance.
The serpent was considered good and Yahweh bad. Psychologically
the serpent is the princip e of gnosis, knowledge or emerging
consciousness. The serpent's temptation represents the urge to selfrealization in man and sy bolizes the principle of individuation .
. Some Gnostic sects even i entified the serpent in the Garden of
Eden with Christ.
state of unconscious onene s with the Self (the mindless, animal
state) to a· real, conscious life in space and time. In short, the
fru1'
arksego.
theThe
transition
from
eternal
E.ating
the forbidden
myth
symbolizes
the birth
fm
the
effect of
thisthe
birth
process is to alienate the ego from its origins. It now moves into a
world of Imffering, conflict and uncertainty. No wonder we are
reluctant to take the step to greater consciousness (Picture 4).
Another feature of the ' alI" into consciousness is that Adam
and Eve became aware of heir nakedness. Sexuality and the instincts in general suddenly become taboo and objects of shame.

Picture 4.

THE EXPULSION OF
ADAM AND EVE
by Massaccio.
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Consciousness
as a spiritual
crea teddissociation
a counterpole
to
natural, instinctive
animalIprinciple
function. has
Duality,
and
repression have been born tn the human psyche simultaneously
ness
in its ownThis
rightmeans
must,simply
initialIy
least, be
with in
the order
birth to
of exist
consciousn1ss.
that atconscious-

I

utopian psychological
antagonistic
to the unconscifus.
theoriJ~ which
This assume
insight that
teaches
the human
us that peraU
sonality can be whole and healthy if only it is not subject to sexual
and necessary stages of psyc ic development require a polarization
of the opposites, conscious v unconscious, spirit vs. nature.
our surveyrepressions
of the m h childhood
of the falIare
is not
wrong.
complete
The innate
if we
andButinstinctual
leave it with the image of ~dam and Eve sadly taking up their
of their brow and bringing forth children in pain. There were
two trees in the garden of den,not only the tree of knowledge
of good and evil, but alsohe
tree of life. And indeed Yahweh
hard life in the world of rea~ity, earning their bread by the sweat
demonstrated some anxiety ~hat man might discover the second
tree and partake of its blessi~gs. What can this mean? There is an
berg'
s Legends
the Jew~ which
some
insight inonGinsthe
interesting
Iegendof concerni9g
the treeoffers
of life
reported
question:
forming a hedge about the ormer. OnIy he who has cleared a path
In paradise
stands the
and the tree
knowledge,
for
himself through
thetree
tree0tlife
f knowledge
canofcome
close tothe
theIatter
tree
to traverse a distance equai o the diameter of the trunk, and no Iess
of
is so shaded
huge thajit
take
five From
hundred
years
crown
of arnan
branches.
beneath
vastlifeis which
the space
b itswould
flows forth the water that ifrigates the whole earth, parting thence
I

phrates.19

Legends
d a myth
oftentheamplify
into four growing
streams, up
thearou
GaJ,es,
the Nile,
Tigris,and
andelaborate
the Euaspects Ieft out in the original story, as though the collective psyche
needed to round out the pic1re and clarify the full symbolic meaning. Such, 1 think, is the cas~ with the legend quoted. The Biblical
account gives
a quite
ambiguousand
picture
concerning
the relation
between
the tree
of knowledlge
the tree
of life. This
legend
presents a much clearer and Isatisfying image. The legend presents
the tree of life as an omphqlos or world naveI, analogous to the
19 Ginsberg,
G., Legends ofScMster,
t~e Jews,
abridged
New York,Simonand
1956,
p. 37.
Bible.

version, Legends

of the
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world tree Yggdrasil. The Bible tells jUsthat the fruit of the tree
of life conveys immortality. Adam an1 Eve were immortal before
the faIl, but they were also unconsciofs. If they can eat the fruit
of the tree of life after the faIl, they have achieved both consciousness and immortality. Yahweh is oPPo1ed to any such infringement
on his realm and sets up the cherubiIf with the flaming sword as
an obstacle. However the Jewish le~end quoted gives us some
hint as to how the tree of life can ~e found. It can be reached
of good
by
clearing
and evi!.
a path
That
through
is, one the
musthedg,-like
reP1atedly tree
accept
of the
the temptation
knowledge
of the serpent, repeatedly eat the frult of knowledge and in that
covery of our Iost wholeness can only be achieved by tasting and
assimilating the fruits of consciousnes to the fuIl.
way eat his way through to the tree O~life. In other words, the reof the original birth of consciousness out of the unconscious, but
also
of myth
the process
one goes athrough
onea form
or not
another
The
of the that
fall expresses
p:ttem inand
process
just
with
every
increment toofdepict
consci~usness.
believe
with
the
Ophites
that new
it is onesided
A~am and IEve
just as
shamefuI
orchard
Their action
coulej. equaIly
an
heroic
one. thieves.
They sacrifice
the passivb
comfort beofdescribed
obedienceas for
benefactor in the long run if we gr nt consciousness a greater
value than comfort.
.
We
see
fragments
of
this
theme offesthe indeed
original prove
fall oftoman
gre ater consciousness. The serpent
be ina
a good many dreams in the course of rnalytic treatment. They are
very common at times when new conscious insights are being
mon in dreams.
the succumbing
bom.
Thehad
theme
of Eden
for

The latter generaIly has the same meaning that
to the temptation of the serpent in the Garden
O.fencountering
or bejl.ngbitten
snakeofisaffairs
comAdam
and Eve; name
y, that an by
oldastate

often experienced as something alien and dangerous; hence it is
never a pleasant dream. But at the s e time such a bite usuaIly
is being lost and a new conscious i~1ight is being born. This is
initiates a whole new attitude and 9rientation. It is generaIly a
transition dream of considerable iurportance. AIso, dreams of
having committed a crime may hav~ the same meaning as the
original crime of stea ling the fruit. What is a crime at one stage
of psychological development is la\Vf~1 at another and one cannot
reach a new stage of psychological fevelopment without daring
to challenge the code of the old stage. Hence, every new step is
experienced as a crime and is accom~anied by guilt, because the
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old standards, the old way o being, have not yet been transcended.
So the first step carries the eeling of being a criminal. Dreams of
being given fruit to eat-ap! les, cherries, tomatoes-may have the
same meaning. They are aU sions to the theme of eating the forbidden fruit and represent an introduction to some new are a of
conscious awareness with
uch the saine consequences as the
original eating of the fruit.
The foUowingis an exarhple of a modem dream that strikes
the old theme of the temp ation in the Garden of Eden. It was
dreamt by a man in his fo ies. Re first carne to see me with the
complaint of "writer's block" and anxiety attacks. Re was a talented
man fiUed with creative i eas and inspirations. Re could have
the most amazing dreams, omplete plays down to the last detail
of costume and music, exit and entrance; but he could never get
I

himself to do the hard wo~k of putting them down on paper. It
just the fact that he could ave such magnmcent compositions in
fantasy were sufficient realit to relieve him of any sense of obligation to realize them in fac . Such an attitude is an identification
seemed
though unconscio
the drea~ s itself
was adequate
reality, as though
with the asoriginal
wholeness,
the provisionallife,
which
avoids the hard work requ red to make the potential actual. AIthough he thought he wante to write, fantasies were unconsciously
considered sufficient reality in themselves. Such a person is afraid '
to make the commitment equired to create something real. Re
would Iose the security of anonymity and expose himself to disapproval. Re is afraid toubmit
himself to judgment by being
something definite. This am unts to living in the "Garden of Eden"
state and not daring to eat he fruit of consciousness.
Rere is his dream: 1 am in a setting and atmosphere that reminds me of Kierkegaard. 1 go into a bookstore looking for a particular book. 1 find it and b y it. The title is A Man Among Thoms.
Then the scene changes. My sister has made me an immense,
black chocolate cake. It is c, vered with a thin covering of red icing
that looks like red tights. Although chocolate has always been
bad efJects.
forbidden
becauses I'Jm
allergic to
it, 1the
eatfollowing.
the cake Re
without
Some of tothemedreamer'
a Isociations
were
saw
Kierkegaard
as a troubled
:pgure,
a manthe
in aesthetic
conflict between
antitheses,
particularly
the con4ict
between
and religious
posites.
attitudes.The
Risbook
booktitle,
Either
Ma~
/ (l(r
Among
represents
Thorns
the reminded
whole problem
the dreamer
of op-
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of Christ and his crown of thorns. About chocolate cake the dreamer
said he always considered it poison because it would make him
sick. Red icing like "red tights" reminded him of "something the
devil might wear."
This dream, although expressed in modern and personal imagery
has a close parallel with the ancient myth of Adam's falI from
paradise. On the basis of this archetypal paralIel we can hypothesize
that it represents a potential transition in this man's personal development. The most striking feature of the dream is the eating
of the cake. It is black and has a red covering which associates
to the deviI. Black as the antithesis of white carries the implications of evil and darkness. In the dreamer's case the chocolate cake
was considered poison indicating his conscious fear of the unconscious. To eat this poisonous cake is symbolicalIy equivalent
to being bitten by a serpent or eating the forbidden fmit. The
consequence is the awareness of the opposites (knowing good and
evi!) and this means being thrown into a state of conscious conflict. With each new increment of consciousness, conflict comes
too. That is how a new piece of consciousness announces its presence
-by conflict.
Although the dreamer states that he ate the cake without ill
effects, the consequences are presented symbolicalIy in the first
dream scene. It does not matter that this scene preceded the eating of the cake. Temporal sequence and causality do not apply in
dreams. When a dream has several scenes they can usually be best
understood as varying ways to describe the same central idea. In
other words the stream of images in dreams circumambulates
certain nodal centers rather than proceeding in a straight line as
does rational thinking. Thus, being in a Kierkegaardian atmosphere
and buying a book called "A Man Among Thorns" is only a symbolic
variant of the image of eating a poisonous black cake. To eat the
cake means to enter the Kierkegaardian experierice of conflict
and to understand the man among thorns-either Christ who endured the most extreme tension of opposites by being both God
and man, or Adam who on being expelled from the garden was
obliged to till the ground that brought forth thorns and thistles.
What did this dream mean practically for the dreamer? It led
to no sudden insight or change. Re was not aware of being different after the dream. But our discussion of it, together with
subsequent dreams, did pave the way for a progressive increase
in consciousness.
When this patient first entered psychotherapy

he had symptoms
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but no conflict. Gradually tte symptoms went away and were
replaced by a conscious awa eness of conflict within himself. Re
carne to see that he didn't w ite because part of him didn't want
to write. Re carne to realize t at his anxiety was not a meaningless
symptom but a dan ger sign 1 trying to warn him that his prolonged residence in the Gard n of Eden might have fatal psychological consequences. As the dream suggested, it was time to eat
the fmit of the tree of knowl dge of good and evi! and accept the
inevitable conflicts of bein
a conscious individual. And this
The paradise state, too long
expulsion is then no Ionger
release.
In Greek mythology there
transition is not all pain and

persisted in, becomes a prison; and
xperienced as undesirable but as a
is a parallel to the Garden of Eden
!Uffering. The myth is onesided here.

it mns as follows:
drama. I refer to the myth rf Prometheus. In simplified outline
Prometheus presided over tre procedure of dividing the meat of
no need for division becaus gods aud men ate together (ego-Self
identity). Prometheus tricked Zeus by offering him only the bones of
the animal covered by a lay r of enticing fat. For man he reserved
an the edible
meat.
Zeus,gOldS
ngered
by this
trickery,there
withheld
fire
sacrificial
victims
between
and men.
Previously
had been
gods, man.
and gave
it to manki~d.
In ir.ltOheaven,
punishment for
from
But Prometheus
sfPped
stolethis
thecrime,
fire of Prothe
liver and every night it was ealed agaio.. Punishment was also sent
to his brother Epimetheus. Zus fashioned a woman, Pandora, whom
he sent to Epimetheus with box. From Pandora's box emerged aH
metheus
wassufferings
chained tothat
a rOf
where
every day aage,
vulture
at his
the ills and
p ague
mankind-old
labor,tore
sickness,
vice and passion.
I

The process of dividing tl:le meat of the sacriRcial animal bethe
tween
archetypal
the gods psyche
and menorrep~~sents
Sef The the
ego,
separation
to establish
of the
itself
ego asfrom
an
The stealing of the fire is a analogous image for the same proautonomous entity, must app~opriate the food (energy) for itself.
ego development at the pric of suffering.
Considering Prometheus a d Epimetheus as two aspects of the
cess. Prometheus is the LU1·ferian figure whose daring initiates
same image we can note m1any parallels between the myths of
withholds the fmit of the t ee of knowledge. Both the fire and
Prometheus
and the Gardenff
Eden.
Zeus leads
withholds
Yahweh
the
fmit symbolize
conscio sness
which
to a fire.
measure
of
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frlm God. Just as Prometheus

steals the fire, so Adam and Eve stefl the fruit in disobedience
authority.
to
God. In This
each willful
case a willful
act is the
act grasPling
is corp,mitted
for consciousness
against the reigning
which
is symbolized in each myth as a crime folIowed by punishment.
Prometheus is cursed with an unhealihg wound, and Epimetheus
healing
is analogous
to the
the co~tents
eXlmlsionoffrom
of
is cursedwound
by Pandora
and alI
her the
box.Garden
The uning that Pandora released are parallel to the labor, suffering and
Eden, which is also a kind of wound'l The pain, labor and sufferThis that
alI Adam
refers ,md
to Eve
theinevitable
of becoming
y left the Garden
of Eden.
death
met afte.r thelconsequences
conscious. Pain and suffering and deatr do exist prior to the birth
of consciousness, but if there is no fonsciousness to experience
them, they do not exist psychologicîlly. Distress is nullified if
consciousness is not present to realize it. This explains the tremendous nostalgia for the original un~onscious state. In that state
one is freed from alI the suffering t~at consciousness inevitably
brings. The fact that Prometheus' liver is eaten by the vultun~ during
the day and restored at night conveys ~ significant insight. The day
consciousness.
oneconsciousness.
of us at night rfturns
to thatis original
wholeis the time ofEach
Iight,
The night
darkness,
unness out of which we were born. And tfis is healing. It is as though
ness itself is the wound-producer. Th eternalIy unhealed wound
the Prometheus
wounding influence
is not
indicates
consciousof
symbolizes
theactive.1is
conseq ences
of thethat
break
in the
original unconscious wholeness, the ~lienation from the original
unity. It is the constant thorn in the Hesh.
These two myths say essentialIy th~ same thing because they
are
expressing theThe
archetypal
reality
9f the psyche isand
its course
of development.
acquisition
of cbnsciousness
a crime,
an
act of hybris against the powers-that-be; but it is a necessary
crime, leading to a necessary aIien~tion from the natural unconscious state of wholeness. If we are going to hold any loyalty
crime.
It is better of
to consciousness,
be conscious w1-must
t~tn to remain
animal
to the development
consider init athe
necessary
state.against
But inthe
order
to emerge out
at alI,
egoitis carne
obliged
set itself
up
unconscious
of thf
wtJ.ich
audto assert
its
relative autonomy by an inflated act.
There are several
different
understanding.
On the
deepestlevels
levell
0r itwhich
is a we
crime
can against
apply this
the
universal powers, the powers of na~ure, or God. But actualIy
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in
everyday but
lifeinit quite
is generlfilly
experienced
in such religious
categories,
personal not
ways.
On the personallevel
the
act of daring to acquire a hew consciousness is experienced as a
crime or rebellion
environment,
against
against
one'sthfparents,
authorities
and that
laterexist
against
in one's
other
personal
outer
authorities.
Any step becaulse
in indlividuation
is experienced
as a identicrime
against
the collective,
it challenges
the individual's
fication
with some
represen~ative
whether
be
family, party,
church,
or ~ation. ofAtthethecollective,
same time
each itstep,
but also runs the very rea risk that one wiU get caught in an
inflation
carries
the co tct,
sequences
of a accompanied
fall.
since it isthat
truly
an inflated
is not only
by guilt
ment has been arrested j st at the point where the necessary
Some say, "1 can't disappoint my
crime needs to be enacte
parents
or my family."
Th man
with his whose
mother developsays, "1
We encounter
many peOfle
in living
psychotherapy
1.

it might do just that becau e the symbiotic relationship that may
wouldcan
likebetoa marry,
but t~at
would feeding;
kiU pODI
And
exist
literal kind
f psychic
it old
the mother."
food is withdrawn the partner may weIi die! In such a case obligations to the
mother are seen as too stron~ to envisage any other set of standards
for living. The sense of resppnsibility towards one's own individual
We see thehassame
themf
operating
at times in the psychodevelopment
simply
no~ yet
been born.
has emerged towards the nalyst. Such a reaction may be accompanied by a great deal f guilt and anxiety, particularly it the
analyst
is carrying
the proj
ction a ofnegative
archetypal
authority. reaction
To extherapeutic
relationship.
perhaps
or rebellious
press a negative

reaction rth

genuine affect in these circum-

It will seem to be a dang rous act of inflation certain to bring
retribution.
Buttoat besome
unless
the forbidden
fruit the
is eaten,
stances is felt
verypOI'nt
~imilar
to the
crime against
gods.
unless one dares to steal t~e fire from the gods, he will remain
ceed.
stuck
4.
HYBRIS
in a dependent
AND NEMESI
translrence

and development will not pro-

instance the myth of Icarus:
There are many other myt:s that depict the state of inflation, for
Daedalus
his ason
were and
imprisoned
in they
Crete.were
The able
father
made themand
each
pairIcarfs
of Iwings,
with these
to
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escape. But Deadalus warned his son, "Don't fly too high or the sun
wiII melt the wax on your wings and Yfu wiII falI. Follow me closely.
I

his
Re
Do
In

ability to fly, he forgot the warning and did follow his own course.
went too high, the wax melted, an he fell into the sea.
not set your own course." But ICtrus became so exhilarated by

this myth the dangerous aspec
Although there are times when an
achieve a new level of consciousness,
it is foolhardy and disastrous. One
own course safely until he knows w
on the superior wisdom of others is

of inflation is emphasized.
inflated act is necessary to
there are other times when
cannot presume to set his
at he is doing. Dependence
often an accurate appraisal

away his finalwOlth when he hath cast away his servitude." 20
I have spoken of a necessary crime of inflation, but it is a real
of the reality situation. As Nietzsche r:aid, "Many a one hath cast
situation he suffers the fate of Icarus.
crime and does involve real conseqJences. If one misjudges the
I think that aU dreams of flying haye some alIusion to the myth
of Icarus; this is particularly true ofJ?e dreams of flight without
any dan
means
of that
mechanical
'rhenimpact
one with
is off reality,
the ground
the
ger is
he may support.
fan. Abrupt
symbolized by the earth, may be dan~erously jarring. Dreams 01'
symptom-images of airplanes crashing, faUing from high places,
phobic fear of heights, etc. alI derive rom the basic psychic set-up
represented by the myth of Icarus.
The folIowing is an example of an carus dream. It was dreamt
by a young man who was identified with a famous relative. Re
had borrowed wings constructed by another man and flew with
them: 1 tI/as with people at the edge of a high clif!. People were
diving of! into very shallow water .elow, and 1 was sure they
would be killed. While still in the ~ream or immediately

upon

Icarus."
Breughel'
s "Fan immediately
of Icarus" of
(Picture
5) is
a painting
of the
1 thought
Bretghel'S
painting,
the "Fall
of
waking
Italian countryside. On the left far~ers are plowing and going
aboutlower
theircornel'
business.
sea as
with
boats. In
the
one On
seesthe
the right
legs is
of the
I,Icarus
he ais few
disappearing
into the water. One of the significan features of the painting is
that the fate of Icarus on the right ide is completely neglected
by the figures on the left side, who are not aware that an archetypal happening is being presented before their eyes. The
20 Niet~sche,
"Thus
Spake
Zarathustrf.,"
17,
in1942,
The p.Philosophy
Nietzsche,
New F.,
York,
Modern
Library,
Ran4'0m1,House,
65.

of

Picture 5. THE FALL

OF ICARUS

by Pieter BreugheI.

dreamer commented on this aspect of the painting and it suggests
that he himself is unconscious of the significance of what is
happening to him. Re was in the process of a falI from the heights
of unreality but this insight dawned on him only later.
Another example of an Icarus dream is the folIowing, dreamed
by a woman: 1 am travelling along a road and see a man, like
Icarus, in the sky. He is holding up a torch. Suddenly his wings
catch fire and everything flames up. Fire engines on the ground
train their hoses on him and manage to put out the fire, but he
falls heavily to his death, still holding up the torch. 1 see him
land near me and am horrified, cry out "Oh God, Oh God!!"
The dreamer was a victim of frequent, intense, idealistic animus
projections. This dream marked the death of such a projection
which had lured her into an inflated attitude about herself.
Another myth pertaining to inflation is the myth of Phaeton:
Phaeton was told by his mother that his father was Helias the sun
gad. In order to prove this to himself, he traveled to the place of the
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sun
and
asked
Helios,
"Are
you
in
faqt
my
father?"
Helios
assured
him that he was and made the mist~ke of saying, "To prove it 1
to drive the sun chariot across the sky. Immediately Helios regretted
his rash promise, but Phaeton insisted and against his better judgwill give
you whatever
ask for."
to be
ment
his father
gave in.you
Phaeton
drovPaeton
the sunasked
chariot,
butpermitted
because
the task was quite beyond the yout~l'S capacities, he crashed in

1

Again the
myth teIIs us that inflatiopr has, as its inevitable conflaming
ruins.
sequence, a falI. Phaetonis
the pro~otype of the modern "hot
rodder." And perhaps the myth has sfmething to say also to the
indulgent father who against his bett,r judgment puts too much
power too soon in the hands of his so~, whether it be the family
car or excessive rights of self-determil1ation, before it is balanced
by an equal sense of responsibility.
pres
was with
that of
jaunty, cavalier
attitude.
The rules
1 sion
recaIIhe agave
patient
a a"Phaetonl
complex."
The initial
imfoIIowed
whom
hebydid
others
not did
respect,
not apply
and consistently
to hiI1J'Re had
belittled
had a 01'
weak
father
ridiculed
figures who were in authority over h m. Re had several dreams
of being in high places. In the cours of discussing one of these
dreams, the therapist told him the 1yth of Phaeton. For the
first time in psychotherapy the patie t was profoundly moved.
He had never heard the myth before ut immediately recognized
it as his myth. He saw his life depicte in the myth and suddenly
realized .the archetypal drama which he had been living.
However, aII mythical images are ambiguous. We can never
be certain in advance whether to interpret them positively 01'
negativelJ:. For instance, here is a posltive Phaeton dream dreamt
by the same man who had the chocol~te cake dream. He had this
the
firstthetime
was able
to Significrnt
assert himself
effectively
against
dream
nighthebefore
a most
experience
in which
for
an arbitrary and intimidat ing authojity figure at his place of
sider that it was "caused" by the out l' experience. But since the
dream came first, and the courageou encounter second, we are
justified in thinking that the dream ca sed the outer happening, OI'
work. If this dream had happened af~r the event we might conthe dream:
1 am Phaeton
havemade.
iust itsucceeded
at Here
least is
created
the psychological
atUI and
ude 1that
possible.
in driving the sun chariot across the skV' It is a magnificent scenebrillwnt
sky and u;hite
clouds.fi*t
ioy
and blue
accomplishment.
Myvery
t have
thought
a feeling
1Oas, "Jung
of intense
was
right about the archetypes after aU."
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is changed to suit the dr· am' s purposes. The dreamer Phaeton
succeeds
where
Ial is
Phaeton
had failed.
Obviously
the
Here the
myththe
of mythi
Phaet{n
incorporated
into the
dream but
dreamer was taking a step hat was not beyond his powers. What
he was doing is risky. It oes involve some measure of inflation.
However, coming after th prior dream, 1 understand it to refer
to a necessary, heroic infl tion that would relate the dreamer to
a new level of effectivenes within himself, as indeed it did. It is
surely evident by now tha the whole question of inflation is an
ambiguous one. an the onel hand it is risky, and on the other hand
the individual and the par icular situation he is in.
Another myth of inflatio is the myth of Ixion. Ixion's inflated
act
his attempt
to se
uce should
Hera. Zeus
foiled the depends
attempt by
quitewas
necessary.
Which
aSIct
be emphasized
on
shaping a cloud into afIse
Hera, with whom Ixion took his
pleasure. Zeus surprised
im in the act and punished him by
binding him to a fiery wh el that revolved endlessly through the
sky (Picture 6). In this ,ase inflation manifested itself in Iust
and pleasure seeking. Ixi In, representing the inflated ego, attempts to appropriate toi self that which belongs to the supra-

o

THE WHEEL, Ancient Vase Painting.
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is d90med before it starts. The

Hera, a fantasy. His punishment, be ng bound to a fiery wheel,
represents quite an interesting idea The wheel is basically a
mandala.
connotes
theisSelf
to the
most withIt which
Ixion
ableand
to the
mlkewholeness
contact pertaining
is only a cloudSelf, but in this case it has been transformed into an instrument of
cation with the Self lasts too long. Th identification then becomes
torture, and the fiery passions of the instincts become a hell-fire
binding one to the wheel, until the go is able to separate from
the Self This
and torepresents
see its instinctual
y as when
a suprapersonal
dynamtorture.
what caneIier
hajPen
the ego's identifiism. So long as the ego considers instinctive energy its personal
The Greeks
had a bound
tremendous
fearl~ery
of what
they called hybris.
pleasure,
he remains
to Ixion's
wheel.
In original usage this term meant wanton violence or passion
am calling inflation. Hybris is the human arrogance that appropriates
to man
what isbelongs
to th with
gods. one
It is aspect
the transcending
arising from
pride.It
synonymous~
of what I
of There
proper are
human
unseen
limits.
barriers
Gilbert
which
Murrar
a mfn puts
whoithas
well:
aidos (reverence)
in
wish
to pass.
seehim
thatdoes
the not
poor
man
or theHybris
exile Pfsses
h~s come
themfrom
alI. Zeus:
Hybris Hybris
does not
is
the insolence of irreverence: the brutafty of strength. In one form it
is a sin of the low and weak, irreveren~e; the absence of Aidos in the
off;" it spurns the weak and helples out of its path, "spurns," as
Aeschylus says, "the great Altar of D ke" (Agammenon, 383). And
OI' satiety-of
"being to.o welI
strong
proud.
It issin
born
of Koros, by
Hybris and
is ofthe
typical
condemned
presence
something
higher.
But n~arlY early
alwaysGreece.
it is a Other
sin of sins,
the
except some connected with definit, religious taboos, and .some
derived fram words meaning "ugly" r "unfitting," seem nearly alI
to be forms or derivatives of Hybris.21
I

Murray considers Aidos and Neme is to be central concepts of
the emotional experience of the Gre ks. Aidos means reverence
for the suprapersonal powers and als the feeling of shame when
these powers have been transgressel:l. Nemesis is the reaction
provokel:l by a lack of Aidos, Le. Hyb is.
A gool:l example of the Greek's fear of going beyond reasonable
human limits is presented in the stor of Polycrates recorded by
Herodotus. Polycrates was a tyrant o Samos in the 6th Century
I

21 Murray, Gilbert, The Rise of the Greek Epic, London, OxfordUniversity
Press, 1907, p. 264 f.
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B.C. Re was an incredibly
successful man. Everything he did
worked out perfectly for hifIl. Ris good luck seemed infallible.
Rerodotus writes:
I

The exceeding good fortune of Polycrates did not escape the notice
of Amasis (his friend the Ki, g of Egypt) who was much disturbed
thereat. When therefore his successes continued increasing, Amasis
wrote him the following Ieter and sent it to Samos. "Amasis to
Polycrates speaks thus: It is a pleasure to hear of a friend and ally
prospering, but your exceedi g prosperity does not cause me joy, for
as much as 1 know that the gods are envious. My wish for myself,
and for those whom 1 Iove, i9, to be now successful and now to meet
with a check; thus passing through life amid alternate good and ill,
of anyone succeeding in all is undertakings, who did not meet with
calamity at Iast, and come t, utter min. Now therefore, give ear to
rather than with perpetual g~Od fortune. For never yet did 1 hear tell
my words, and meet your good Iuck in this way. Think which of all
your treasures you value mOft and can least bear to part with; take
it, whatsoever it be, and thrqw it away, so that it may be sure never
to come anymore into the s~ght of man. Then if your good fortune
be not doing
thenceforth
chequer<jd
with 22ill, save yourself from harm by
again
as 1 have
counselled!"

Polycrates took this advice and threw a treasured emerald ring
into the sea. Rowever a fe
days later a fisherman caught so
large and beautiful a fish t at he thought he could not sell it
but must present it as a gi t to King Polycrates. When the fish
was opened, in its belly la the emerald ring which the king
had thrown away. When A asis heard of this development it so
I

fearing he (Amasis) might be involved in the ultimate disaster
that was sure to follow such uncanny good fortune. Sure enough,
Polycrates eventually died
y crucifixion following a successful
uprising
frightenedand
himrebellion.
that he termt~nated his friendship with Polycrates
The fear of excessive gooj fortune is deeply ingrained in man.
Psychologically this means that the conscious personality may
not go too far without takin the unconscious into account. The
Thereofis God's
an instinctive
the gods that
envyinflation
human will
success.
fear
envy is sens~that
a dim realization
be
checked.
of
the psychic
Limits structure
do exist in
itse~f.
the nature
Of course,
of things
sometimes
and in the
the fear
nature
of
22 Herodotus,
Persian
,vart,1942,
trans.p. by
Modern
Library, The
Random
House,
231.George

Rawlinson,

New

York,
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individuals dare not accept any succes or any positive happening
God's
be carried
to quite
extremes.As Certain
for
fearenvy
that can
it willlead
to some
obscrlxcessive
re punishment.
a rule,
accordingly
this seems to
it needs
be there-evaluation.
resuIt of adve;te
Bu~ beyond
childhood
this personal
conditioning;
conditioning there is an archetypal realitYJ involved. Everything that
goes up must come down. Oscar Wilde once said, "There is only
one thing worse than not getting what +u want, and that is getting
it." Polycrates would be an example of that.
Emerson expressed the same idea. He discusses it in his essay
Jung later developed concerning the compensatory relation ben'leen the conscious and the unconscio s. Here are a few passages
Compensation which is a literary expoilSitionof the theory which
rrom that essay. Emerson had been des1cribing how every happening for good or ill has its compensation somewhere in the nature
I
of things. He continues:
A wise man will extend this Iesson to aU parts of life, and know that

demand on your time, your taIents, 01' your heart. AIways pay; for
it is the part of prudence to face everYIclaimant and pay every just
first or Iast you must pay your entire debt. Persons and events may
stand for a time between you and justi6e, but it is onIy a postponement. You must pay at Iast your own d~bt. If you are wise you will
benefit
dread awhich
prosperity
you receive,
which onIy
a tax Ioads
is Ievie1.23
yqu with more ...
for every
The terror of cloudIess noon, the emerald of PoIycrates, the awe of
prosperity, the instinct which Ieads evertI generous souI to impose on
itseIf tasks of a nobIe asceticism and vicarious virtue, are the tremblings of the balance of justice through the hear't and mind of man.2~
We find further expressions of the ide~ of inHation in the Hebrew
and Christian theological concepts of sin. The concept of sin in
That
which is
taboo is apparently
considered grew
uncl~an,
I out but
of taboo
it alsopsychology.25
has the adthe Hebrew
scriptures
excess of dangerous energy. Initially, sin was the breach of a
ditional touching
implications
of being
charged with
an
taboo,
something
thatsacred,
shoul lOIY,
not and
be touched
because
the tabooed object carried supraperso~al energies. To touch 01'
23 The
Writings of Ralph Waldo Emersonj New York, Modern Library,
Random House, 1940, p. 181.
24Ibid.
25 Burrows,
MilIar, An Ol/tline of Biblicall Theology, PhiIadelphia,
Westminster Press, 1956, p. 165.
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was transcending proper h man limits. Hence taboo can be seen
as
a protection
in' ation. a Later
ideabecause
was reappropriate
such against
an ObjeC~was
dan gertheto taboo
the ego
it
formulated in terms of Go~'s wiU and the inevitability of punishment
His willstiU
is transgresed.
But new
the formulation.
idea of taboo and the
fear ofit inflation
lurks behind the
ego. The beatitudes, appro· ched psychologically, can be best understood
as praise
the on-inflated
Christianity
also of
practic~llY
equates ego,
sin In
withChristian
inflationtheology
of the
In his C onfessions he give. a vivid description of the nature of
the
concept
of sin as inflati~
is beautifully
Augustine.
inflation.
Recollecting
his otivations
as apresented
child for by
stealing
fruit
I

from a neighbor's pear tre1' he records that he did not want the
pears themselves but rather he enjoyed the sin in itself, namely,
of sin as the imitation of d ity:
the feeling of omniPotence'jHe then goes on to describe the nature
For so doth
imitate ~xaltedness;
whereas
alone
God
exalted
over pride
aU. Ambitiorl,
what seeks
it, but Thou
honors
andartglory?
Whereas Thou alone art tT be honored above aU, and glorious forevermore. The cruelty of tliJ.egreat would fain be feared; but who is
to be feared but God alo e ...
Curiosity makes semblance of a
desire of knowledge; wher as Thou supremely knowest aU ... sloth
would fain be at rest; but hat stable rest besides the Lord? Luxury
affects to be called plenty and abundance; but Thou art the fulness
never-failing plenteousness of incorruptible pleasures ...
Covetousness would possess many tIiings: and Thou possessest aII things. Envy
disputes for excellence: whlat more exceIIent than Thou? Anger seeks
revenge: Who revenges m0r.ejustly than Thou? ... Grief pines away
nothing taken from it, as othing can from Thee....
Thus alI perfrom Thee
anditliftwould
themselves
vertedly
imitates
Thee,
wh remove
for things
lost, the
delig~t
of its far
desires;
because
have
I

of GOd.26

up against Thee ...

Souls In their very sins seek but a sort of likeness

same"not
ideaknowing"
of inflat~on
is implicit in the According
Buddhist to
notion
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the
of The
avidya,
I

desirousness
fr0r. ignorance
state and
of
Buddhist viewstemming
human suff~ring
is caused ofby reality.
personalThis
craving
affairs
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pictqrially
to
the
wheel
of life which
isi turnedby bythetheimage
pig, of
the man
cockbound
and the
York,Modern
26 The
Confessions
Library,
of Random]
St.. Augustine,
House,translated
1949, p. 31
byff.
Edward B. Pusey, New

Pic ture

7. WHEEL OF L1FE, painting, Tibet.

snake representing the various forms of concupiscence. (Picture 7).
The Indian wheel of life is paralleled by Ixion's revolving wheel
of fire; both signify the suffering which accompanies the ego's
identification with the Self when the formeI' attempts to appropriate
for personal use the transpersonal energies of the latter. The wheel
is the Self, the state of wholeness, but it is a torture wheel so
long as the ego remains unconsciously identmed with it.
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Various states of irrflation due to residual ego-Self identity are
commonplaces of psychotherapeutic practice. Grandiose and unrealistic attitudes and assumptions of aU kinds emerge as the
therapeutic process uncovers the unconscious background. It is to
these infantile-omnipotent assumptions that the theories and techniques of Freud and Adler have given almost exclusive attention.
The reductive methods of these approaches is valid in dealing
with the symptoms of ego-Self identity. Although even here one
must never for get the need to maintain the ego-Selfaxis. The reductive method is experienced as a criticism and depreciation by
the patient. And indeed those features are objectively present. An
interpretation which reduces a psychic content to its infantile
sources is a rejection of its conscious and evident meaning and
hence causes the patient to feel belittled and rejected. This method
may be necessary to promote ego-Self separation but it is a sharp
sword to be used with care. The purpose is to deHate and it is this
underlying purpose that is given expres sion in vernacular speech
when the psychiatrist is caUed a "head shrinker." To those who
resent the reductive method even when used judiciously, 1 would
cite the words of Lao-Tzu:
Re who feels punctured
Must once have been a bubble,
Re who feels unarmed
Must havecarried arms,
Re who feels belittled
Must have been consequential
Re who feels deprived
Must have had privilege ... 27

27 Lao-Tzu, Tao Teh Ching,
Verse 36. Translated by Witter Bynner as The
Way of Life, New York, The John Day Co., 1944.

CHAPTER TWO

The A lienated Ego

Danger itself fosters the rescuing power.
-HOLDERLIN

••

1. THE EGO-SELF AX1S AND THE PSYCH1C LIFE CYCLE
_\lthough the ego begins in a state of inflation due to identification with the Self, this condition cannot persist. Encounters with
reality frustrate inflated expectations and bring about an estrangement between ego and Self. This estrangement is symbolized by
such images as a fan, an exile, an unhealing wound, a perpetual
torture. Obviously, when such images come into play, not only
has the ego been chastened, it has been injured. This injury can
best be understood as damage to the ego-Selfaxis, a concept which
now requires further discussion.
Clinic al observation leads one to the conclusion that the integrity and stability of the ego depend in an stages of development
on a living connection with the Self. Fordham 1 gives examples
of mandala images in children which emerge as magical protective
circles at times when the ego is threatened by disruptive forces.
He also cites several occasions with children when the drawing
of a circle was associated with the word "1" and which led to
some effective action the child had previously been unable to
take. A similar occurrence takes place in the psychotherapy of
••Patmos, Wo aher Gefahr ist, wiichst das Rettende auch.
1 Fordham,
M., "Some Observations on the Self and the Ego in Childhood," in
.. ew Developments
in Analytical
Psychology, Routledge and Kegan Paul,
London 1957.
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adults when the unconscious may produce a mandala image which
conveys a sense of calm and containment to a disordered and
confused ego. These observations indicate that the Self stands
behind the ego and can act as a guarantor of its integrity. Jung
expresses the same idea when he says: "The ego stands to the
Self as the moved to the mover ... The Self ...
is an a priori
existent out of which the ego evolves. It is, so to speak, an unconscious prefiguration of the ego." 2 Thus ego and Self have a
close structural and dynamic affinity. The term ego-Selfaxis has
been used by Neumann to designate this vital affinity.3
This ego-Self affinity is illustrated mythologicalIy by the Old
Testament doctrine that man (ego) was created in God's (the
Self's) image. Also pertinent is the primordial name ascribed to
Yahweh-"I am that 1 am." Do not the words "1 am" also define
the essential nature of the ego? We therefore seem on firm ground
when we postulate a basic connection between ego and Self that
is of crucial importance for maintaining the function and integrity
of the ego. This connection is depicted in the diagrams on page 5
by the line connecting the center of the ego circle with the center of
the Self circle and labelIed ego-Selfaxis. The ego-Self axis represents the vital connection between ego and Self that must be relatively intact if the ego is to survive stress and grow. This axis is the
gateway or path of communication between the conscious personality and the archetypal psyche. Damage to the ego-Selfaxis impairs
or destroys the connection between conscious and unconscious,
leading to alienation of the ego from its origin and foundation.
Before \Ve consider how damage to the ego-Selfaxis occurs in
childhood, a few preliminary remarks are necessary. Every archetypal image carries at least a partial aspect of the Self. In the unconscious there is no s'eparation of different things. Everything
merges with everything else. Thus, as long as the individual is unconscious of them, the successive layers we have learned to distinguish, Le. shadow, animus or anima, and Self, are not separated
but merged in one dynamic totaIity. Behind a shadow or animus
problem or aparent problem willlurk the dynamism of the Self.
Since the Self is the central archetype, it subordinates alI other
2 Jung, C. G. Psychology and Religion: West and East, C. W., VoI. 11,
par. 391.
3 Neumann, E. "Narcissism, Normal Self-Formation,
and the Primary Relation to the Mother" in Spring, published by the Analytical Psychology Club
of New York, 1966, pp. 81 ff. This seminal paper warrants careful study by
alI analytical psychologists.
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archetypal dominants. It surrounds andl conta ins them. AU problems
of alienation, whether it be alienatiop between ego and parent
animus ), are thus ultimately alienatio· between ego and Self. Although
separate
for descriptive
purposes,
figures, we
between
egothese
and different
shadow, figures
or ~etween
ego and anima
(or
in empiric al experience they are not usuaUy separated. In aU serious psychological problems we are thetefore dealing basicaUy with
the child's psychology.
theNeumann
question of
ego-Self relationshiJ'
This
true of
hasthesuggested
that the lelf
mayis particularly
be experienced
in
childhood in relation to the parents, initiaUy the mother. Neumann
caUs this original mother-child relatiopshiP the primary relationship and says "... in the primary relrtionship the mother as the
directing, protecting, and nourishing spurce represents the un conchild
cious represents
and, in thethefirst
childish
phase, ego
alsoand
the 10nsciousness."
pelf and ... the
dependent
4 This
means
simply that the Self is inevitably experfenced initiaUy in projection
on to the parents. Thus the early phase of the developing ego-Self
axis may be identical with the relatidnship between parents and
child. It is precisely at this point that ~e must be particularly carea priori, archetypal factors. The Self i an a priori inner determinant.to However,
with~storical
out a concrete
parent-child
fuI
do justice it
to cannot
both theemerge
personal
factors and
also the
relationship.
Neumann
has drawn
atte~tion
to thisthis
andphase
caUs itof "the
During
expersonal
evocation
of the
archetype."
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most vulnerable to damage by adverse environmental influence. At
this time what is within and what i without cannot be distinperiencingTherefore,
the Self inability
in projection,
the [go-selfaXiS
likely to be
guished.
to experie
ce acceptanceis 01'rapport
is
felt to be identic al with loss of accepltance by the Self. In other
words, the ego-Selfaxis has been damaged, causing ego-Self alienation. The part has become separated ~rom the whole. This experience of parental rejection of some asp ct of the child's personality
is a part of the anamnesis of almost ev ry patient in psychotherapy.
By the word rejection 1 do not mean the necessary training and
discipline of the child that teaches him to restrain his primitive desirousness; 1refer rather to the parental ejection that stems from the
projection of the parent's shadow onto the child. This is an unconscious process experienced by the child s something inhuman, total,
chology,"
4 Neumann,
lot/mal
E., of
"The
Analytical
Significance
Psychology
of the G~netic
11', 2, p.Aspect
133. for Analytical
5 Ibid. p. 128.
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appearance has two origins. n the first place the child's projection
of the Self on to the parent will give that parent's actions a transpersonal importance. Second y, the rejecting parent who is functionand
irrevocable. Itwill
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from
an area
implacable
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strength and stability. Thisense
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cept
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matterhehow
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is not
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o~ers such
cases
a person
this can
an opportunity
amount to the
to exrepair of the ego-Selfaxis jhich restores contact with the inner
and
sources
grow.
of strength and acceptance,
1_
leaving the patient free to live
Patients with a damaged jgo-Selfaxis are most impressed in psychotherapy by the discovery that the therapist accepts them. Initially they cannot believe i~. The fact of acceptance may be discredited by considering it o' ly a professional technique having no
genuine reality. However, li the acceptance of the therapist can be
recognized as a fact, a powe fuI transference promptly appears. The
source of this transference eems to be the projection of the Self,
especially in its function as the organ of acceptance. At this point
the central characteristics o the therapist-Self become prominent.
The therapist as a person bfcomes the center of the patient's Ilie
week. A center of meaning and order has appeared where previously there was chaos and despair. These phenomena indicate that
aand
repair
of theThe
ego-Selfaxis
is occurring. Meetings
with
the therathoughts.
therapy SlSSionsbecome
the central
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pist will abesense
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liferequire
which
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of hope an
At first
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effects
however, the inner aspect of the ego-Selfaxis becomes increasingly
prominent.
frequent
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wanej nce
quickly
between
sessions.
Gradually,
The experience
of accept.
not only
repairs
the ego-Selfaxis
but also reactivates residuJI ego-Self identity. This is bound to
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occur as long as the ego-Selfaxis is completely unconscious (condition represented by figure 2). Hence inflated attitudes, possessive
expectations, etc. will emerge which evoke further rejection from
therapist Of environment. Once again the ego-Selfaxis will be damaged producing a condition of relative alienation. Ideally in psychotherapy and in natural development one would hope for a progressive dissolution of ego-Self identity so gentIe that it would cause no
damage to the ego-Selfaxis. In actuality this desirable condition
scarcely ever occurs.
The process of the development of consciousness seems to follow
the cyclic course represented in figure 5, page 41. As indicated in
Original Wholeness
Inflation

Passive

~

Ego-Self Identity ~
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.
Inflation
Inflated ar
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e
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S. The Psychic Life Cycle.
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the dia gram, psychic growth involves a series of inflated or heroic
acts. These provoke rejection and are folIowed by alienation, repentance, restitution and renewed inflation. This cyclic process repeats itself again and again in the early phases of psychological development, each cycle producing an increment of consciousness.
Thus, gradualIy consciousness is built up. However, the cycle can go
wrong. It is subject to disturbances, especialIy in the early phases of
life. In childhood the child's connection with the Self is largely
identical with his relation to the parents. Hence if this relationship
is faulty the child's contact with his inner center of being willlikewise be faulty. It is this fact that makes early family relationships
so crucialIy important in personality development. If the interpersonal family relationships are too damaging, the cycle may be almost completely interrupted. It may be interrupted in two places
(Points A and B in figure 5).
A block can develop if sufficient acceptance and renewal of love
does not occur at Point A (figure 5). If the child is not fulIy accepted after punishment for misbehavior, the growth cycle can be
short-circuited. Instead of completing the cycle and reaching the
position of rest and reacceptance, the child's ego can be caught in a
sterile oscillation between inflation and alienation that builds up
more and more frustration and despair.
Another place a block can occur is at Point B. If the environment
of the child is so totalIy permissive that he has no signincant rejection experiences at alI, if the parents never say "No," that also shortcircuits the cycle. The whole experience ofalienation, which brings
consciousness with it, is omitted, and the child gets acceptance for
his inflation. That leads to the spoiled-child psychology and contributes to the provisional life in which limitations and rejections
have scarcely been experienced at alI.
Figure 5 represents the alternation between inflation and alienation occurring in the early stages. It leaves out of account the later
stage of development when the cycle is superseded. Once the ego
has reached a certain level of development, it does not have to continue this repetitious cycle, at least not in the same way. The cycle
is then replaced by a more or less conscious dialogue between ego
and Self.
2. DESP AIR AND VIOLENCE
In the state of alienation, the ego is not only disidentined from the
Self, which is desirable, but is also disconnected from it, which is
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most undesirable. The eonneetion bet~veen ego and Self is vitally
important to psyehie health. It gives foundation, strueture and seeurity to the ego and also provides e~ergy, interest, meaning and
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Yahweh does not seem to realize that it was his own rejeetion of
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Cain said to Abel his brother, "Let us ~o out to the Reld." And when
they were in the Reld, Cain rose up against his brother Abel, and
killed him. Then the Lord said to Cain, "Where is Abel, your
brother?" He said, "1 do not know; am 1 my brother's keeper?" And
the Lord said, "What have you done? The voice of your brother's
blood is crying to me from the ground. ~nd now you are cursed from
blood from your hand. When you till ,he ground, it shall no Ionger
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the earth." 7
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jection and alienation. His reaction to an excessive and irrational rejection is characteristic, namely, violence. Whenever one experiences an unbearable alienation and despair it is followed by
violence. The violence can take either an external 01' an intern al
form. In extreme forms this means either murder 01' suicide. The
crucial point is that at the root of violence of any form lies the experience of alienation-a rejection too severe to be endured.
I recall a patient I encountered in a mental hospital who lived
out the Cain myth. From earliest childhood his greatest problem
and the central theme of his life experience was rivalry with his
older brother. His brother was successful in everything he put his
hand to and was the favorite of both parents. This favoritism was so
pronounced that the parents commonly referred to the patient by
his brother's name. This, quite understandably, infuriated him,
meaning, as it did, that he was not experienced as a separate individual and scarcely existed in their eyes. The patient was left in a
state of bitterness and frustration with a sense of utter worthlessness. How identified he was with "the rejected one" was revealed by
his react ion one time while attending a movie, East of Eden, based
on the novel by J ohn Steinbeck. This story is a modernized form of
the Cain and Abel theme. There are two brothers in the story, one
the favorite of the father, and the other neglected and rejected. The
patient identmed powerfully with the rejected brother and in the
midst of the movie he had such an extreme reaction of anxiety and
distress that he was forced to leave.
Later the patient married, but things did not go well between him
and his wife. His wife had an affair with another man. This situation then provoked the old rejection theme in full intensity, and he
made a murderous assault an his wife but did not kill her. Later he
attempted suicide. It was unsuccessful the first time but finally, an
his third try, he succeeded. Thus he lived out his mythological fate
to the bitter end.
From the inner standpoint there is very little difference between
murder and suicide. The only difference is in the direction in which
the destructive energy is moving. In the depressed state one often
encounters murderous dreams; the dreamer murders himself internally. Such dream images indicate that murder and suicide are
essentially the same thing symbolically.
Another Biblical figure, likewise a typical representation of the
alienated state, is Ishmael (Picture 8). Ishmael was the illegitimate
son of Abraham by the bondwoman Hagar. When Isaac, the legitimate son was born, Ishmael and his mother were cast out into the

'~lOG 9AnlSUD Âq D:l3S3:G 3:H.L NI '13:VWHSI GNV 1:IVDVH '8 a.mp1J

Picture 8. HAGAR AND ISHMAEL IN THE DESERT by Gustave Dare.
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desert. The theme of illeg timacy is an aspect of the alienation experience. Actual illegitima e children usually have a severe alienation problem, what might e called an Ishmael complex.
Melville's book, Moby V'ck, 1S a beautiful example of the working
out of an Ishmael comple . The name of the central character is
inflation and alienation. T ,e first paragraph of Moby Vick reads:
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We do not lack for modern expressi~ns of the alienated state. In
fact theyare sa ubiquitous, aur time could well be called the age of
alienation.
Consider for instance these passages from T. S. Eliot's

The Waste Land:
Out of this stony rubbish? SOH of man,
You cannot say, 01' guess, for you now only
A heap of broken images, where t e sun beats,
And the dead trec gives no shelte , the cricket no relief.
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Goethe, Faust, Trans. L. MacNeice, Lo~don, Oxford Press.
"To Nature," quoted in Jung, C. G., Syrnbols of Transformation,
VoI. 5, following par. 624.
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Which are mountains of rock without water
If there were water we should stop and drink
Amongst the rock one cannot stop or think
Sweat is dry and feet are in the sand
If there were only water amongst the rock
Dead mauntain mouth of carious teeth that cannot spit
Here one can neither stand nor lie nor sit
There is not even silence in the mountains
But dry and sterile thunder without rain.
There is not even solitude in the mountains
But red sullen faces sneer and snarl
From doors of mudcracked houses.12
This powerfulpoem expresses the individual and collective alienation that is characteristic of our time, The "heap of broken images"
surely refers to the traditional religious symbols which for many
people have lost their meaning. We live in a desert and cannot nnd
the source of life-giving water. The mountains-originally the place
where man met God-have nothing but dry sterile thunder without
rain.
Modern existentialism canbe considered as symptomatic of the
collective alienated state. Many current novels and plays clepict lost,
meaningless lives. The modern artist seems forced to depict again
and again, to bring home to all of us, the experience of meaninglessness. However this need not be considereda totally negative phenomenon. Alienation is not a dead end. Hopefullyit can lead to a
greater awareness of the heights and depths of life.
3. ALIENATION

AND THE RELIGIOUS

EXPERIENCE

Just as the experience of active inflation is a necessary accompaniment of ego development, so the experience of alienation is a
necessary prelude to awareness of the Self. Kierkegaard, the fountainhead of modern existentialism, recognized the meaning of the
alienation experience in this passage:
... so much is said about wasted lives-but only that man's life is
wasted who lived on, so deceived by the joys of life or by its sorrow
that he never became etemally and decisively conscious of himself
as spirit ... or (what is the same thing) never became aware and
in the deepest sense received an impression of the fact that there is
12 Eliot, T. S., Collected Poems, New York, Harcourt, Brace and Company,
pp. 69 f. and 86 f.
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occur as long as the ego-Selfaxis is completely unconscious (condition represented by figure 2). Hence inflated attitudes, possessive
expectations, etc. will emerge which evoke further rejection from
therapist Of environment. Once again the ego-Selfaxis will be damaged producing a condition of relative alienation. Ideally in psychotherapy and in natural development one would hope for a progressive dissolution of ego-Self identity so gentIe that it would cause no
damage to the ego-Selfaxis. In actuality this desirable condition
scarcely ever occurs.
The process of the development of consciousness seems to follow
the cyclic course represented in figure 5, page 41. As indicated in
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the dia gram, psychic growth involves a series of inflated or heroic
acts. These provoke rejection and are folIowed by alienation, repentance, restitution and renewed inflation. This cyclic process repeats itself again and again in the early phases of psychological development, each cycle producing an increment of consciousness.
Thus, gradualIy consciousness is built up. However, the cycle can go
wrong. It is subject to disturbances, especialIy in the early phases of
life. In childhood the child's connection with the Self is largely
identical with his relation to the parents. Hence if this relationship
is faulty the child's contact with his inner center of being willlikewise be faulty. It is this fact that makes early family relationships
so crucialIy important in personality development. If the interpersonal family relationships are too damaging, the cycle may be almost completely interrupted. It may be interrupted in two places
(Points A and B in figure 5).
A block can develop if sufficient acceptance and renewal of love
does not occur at Point A (figure 5). If the child is not fulIy accepted after punishment for misbehavior, the growth cycle can be
short-circuited. Instead of completing the cycle and reaching the
position of rest and reacceptance, the child's ego can be caught in a
sterile oscillation between inflation and alienation that builds up
more and more frustration and despair.
Another place a block can occur is at Point B. If the environment
of the child is so totalIy permissive that he has no signincant rejection experiences at alI, if the parents never say "No," that also shortcircuits the cycle. The whole experience ofalienation, which brings
consciousness with it, is omitted, and the child gets acceptance for
his inflation. That leads to the spoiled-child psychology and contributes to the provisional life in which limitations and rejections
have scarcely been experienced at alI.
Figure 5 represents the alternation between inflation and alienation occurring in the early stages. It leaves out of account the later
stage of development when the cycle is superseded. Once the ego
has reached a certain level of development, it does not have to continue this repetitious cycle, at least not in the same way. The cycle
is then replaced by a more or less conscious dialogue between ego
and Self.
2. DESP AIR AND VIOLENCE
In the state of alienation, the ego is not only disidentined from the
Self, which is desirable, but is also disconnected from it, which is
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most undesirable. The eonneetion bet~veen ego and Self is vitally
important to psyehie health. It gives foundation, strueture and seeurity to the ego and also provides e~ergy, interest, meaning and
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Yahweh does not seem to realize that it was his own rejeetion of
Cain and his offering that has eaused tne whole trouble.
Cain said to Abel his brother, "Let us ~o out to the Reld." And when
they were in the Reld, Cain rose up against his brother Abel, and
killed him. Then the Lord said to Cain, "Where is Abel, your
brother?" He said, "1 do not know; am 1 my brother's keeper?" And
the Lord said, "What have you done? The voice of your brother's
blood is crying to me from the ground. ~nd now you are cursed from
blood from your hand. When you till ,he ground, it shall no Ionger
yield to you its strength; you shall be fugitive and a wanderer on
the earth." 7
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jection and alienation. His reaction to an excessive and irrational rejection is characteristic, namely, violence. Whenever one experiences an unbearable alienation and despair it is followed by
violence. The violence can take either an external 01' an intern al
form. In extreme forms this means either murder 01' suicide. The
crucial point is that at the root of violence of any form lies the experience of alienation-a rejection too severe to be endured.
I recall a patient I encountered in a mental hospital who lived
out the Cain myth. From earliest childhood his greatest problem
and the central theme of his life experience was rivalry with his
older brother. His brother was successful in everything he put his
hand to and was the favorite of both parents. This favoritism was so
pronounced that the parents commonly referred to the patient by
his brother's name. This, quite understandably, infuriated him,
meaning, as it did, that he was not experienced as a separate individual and scarcely existed in their eyes. The patient was left in a
state of bitterness and frustration with a sense of utter worthlessness. How identified he was with "the rejected one" was revealed by
his react ion one time while attending a movie, East of Eden, based
on the novel by J ohn Steinbeck. This story is a modernized form of
the Cain and Abel theme. There are two brothers in the story, one
the favorite of the father, and the other neglected and rejected. The
patient identmed powerfully with the rejected brother and in the
midst of the movie he had such an extreme reaction of anxiety and
distress that he was forced to leave.
Later the patient married, but things did not go well between him
and his wife. His wife had an affair with another man. This situation then provoked the old rejection theme in full intensity, and he
made a murderous assault an his wife but did not kill her. Later he
attempted suicide. It was unsuccessful the first time but finally, an
his third try, he succeeded. Thus he lived out his mythological fate
to the bitter end.
From the inner standpoint there is very little difference between
murder and suicide. The only difference is in the direction in which
the destructive energy is moving. In the depressed state one often
encounters murderous dreams; the dreamer murders himself internally. Such dream images indicate that murder and suicide are
essentially the same thing symbolically.
Another Biblical figure, likewise a typical representation of the
alienated state, is Ishmael (Picture 8). Ishmael was the illegitimate
son of Abraham by the bondwoman Hagar. When Isaac, the legitimate son was born, Ishmael and his mother were cast out into the

Picture 8. HAGAR AND ISHMAEL IN THE DESERT by Gustave Dare.
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desert. The theme of illeg timacy is an aspect of the alienation experience. Actual illegitima e children usually have a severe alienation problem, what might e called an Ishmael complex.
Melville's book, Moby V'ck, 1S a beautiful example of the working
out of an Ishmael comple . The name of the central character is
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We do not lack for modern expressi~ns of the alienated state. In
fact theyare sa ubiquitous, aur time could well be called the age of
alienation.
Consider for instance these passages from T. S. Eliot's

The Waste Land:
Out of this stony rubbish? SOH of man,
You cannot say, 01' guess, for you now only
A heap of broken images, where t e sun beats,
And the dead trec gives no shelte , the cricket no relief.
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Goethe, Faust, Trans. L. MacNeice, Lo~don, Oxford Press.
"To Nature," quoted in Jung, C. G., Syrnbols of Transformation,
VoI. 5, following par. 624.
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Which are mountains of rock without water
If there were water we should stop and drink
Amongst the rock one cannot stop or think
Sweat is dry and feet are in the sand
If there were only water amongst the rock
Dead mauntain mouth of carious teeth that cannot spit
Here one can neither stand nor lie nor sit
There is not even silence in the mountains
But dry and sterile thunder without rain.
There is not even solitude in the mountains
But red sullen faces sneer and snarl
From doors of mudcracked houses.12
This powerfulpoem expresses the individual and collective alienation that is characteristic of our time, The "heap of broken images"
surely refers to the traditional religious symbols which for many
people have lost their meaning. We live in a desert and cannot nnd
the source of life-giving water. The mountains-originally the place
where man met God-have nothing but dry sterile thunder without
rain.
Modern existentialism canbe considered as symptomatic of the
collective alienated state. Many current novels and plays clepict lost,
meaningless lives. The modern artist seems forced to depict again
and again, to bring home to all of us, the experience of meaninglessness. However this need not be considereda totally negative phenomenon. Alienation is not a dead end. Hopefullyit can lead to a
greater awareness of the heights and depths of life.
3. ALIENATION

AND THE RELIGIOUS

EXPERIENCE

Just as the experience of active inflation is a necessary accompaniment of ego development, so the experience of alienation is a
necessary prelude to awareness of the Self. Kierkegaard, the fountainhead of modern existentialism, recognized the meaning of the
alienation experience in this passage:
... so much is said about wasted lives-but only that man's life is
wasted who lived on, so deceived by the joys of life or by its sorrow
that he never became etemally and decisively conscious of himself
as spirit ... or (what is the same thing) never became aware and
in the deepest sense received an impression of the fact that there is
12 Eliot, T. S., Collected Poems, New York, Harcourt, Brace and Company,
pp. 69 f. and 86 f.
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a God, and that he, he himself ...
exists before this God, which
gain of infinity is neuer attained except through despair (italics
mine) .13
Jung says essentially

th~ same thing in psychological

terms:

The self, in its efforts at self-realization, reaches out beyond the egopersonality an ali sides; because of its all-encompassing nature it is
brighter and darker than the ego, and accordingly confronts it with
problems which it would like ta avoid. Either one's moral courage
fails, or one's insight, or both, until in the end fate decides ... you
have become the victim of a decision made over your head ar in
defiance of the heart. From this we can see the numinous power of
the self, which can hardly be experienced in any other way. For this
reason the experience of the self is always a defeat for the ego.14
There are numerous descriptions
of religious experiences which
typically are preceded
by what St. J ohn of the Cross called "the
dark night of the saul," what Kierkegaard
called "despair," and
what Jung called "defeat of the ego." AII these terms refer ta the
13 Kirkegaard,
S., Fear and Trembling, the Sickness Unto Death,
City, N.Y., Doubleday Anchor Books, 1954, p. 159 f .
.14 Jung, C. G., Mysterium
Coniunctionis, C. W., Val. 14, par. 778.
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same psychological state of lienation. We nnd again and again in
the documentation of religio s experienees a profound sense of depression, guilt, sin, unworth'
ess, and the complete absence of any
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sense of transpersonal support or foundation for one's existenee to
rest upon.
And jt is here, eharacteristic lly, that some manifestation of God is
encountered. When the wa derer lost in the desert is about to
The classic symbol for alitnation is the image of the wilderness.
perish, a source of divine nOfrishment appears. The Israelites in the
9). Elijah in the wilderiless is fed by ravens (Kings 17:2-6) (Picture 10). According to the l gend, the desert hermit St. Paul was
likewise fed by a raven (P'cture 11). Psyehologically this means
that the experience of the supporting aspect of the arehetypal
wilderness are fed by mann! from heaven (Exodus 16:4) (Picture
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This is a good example o~ an acute attack of alienation: The questions that Tolstoy asks are ~he same questions that lie at the root of
say that he has never seen' a patient past the age of thirty-five who
was cured without finding a religious attitude towards life.16 A religious attitude, understoo
psychologically,
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the But
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lG Jung,
C. G.Library,
Psychology
amdff.Religion: West and East, C. W., VoI. 11,
par. 509. The full quotation m s as follows: "Among ali my patients in the
second half of life-that is to say, over thirty-five-there has not been one
whose problem in the last resor was not that of finding a religious outIook on
life. It is safe to say that every one of them fell ill because he had lost what
the living religions of every age ave given to their followers, and none of them
has been really healed who did not regain his religious outlook. This of course
has nothing whatever to do ith a particular creed or membership of a
church."
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"But my original and inward polIution, that was my plague and my
afHiction. By reason of that, 1 was more loathsome in my own eyes
than was a toad; and 1 thought 1 was so in God's eyes too. Sin and
corruption, 1 said, would as naturaIIy bubble out of my heart as
water would bubble out of a fountain. 1 could have changed heart
with anybody. 1 thought none but the Devil himself could equal me
for inward wickedness and polIution of mind. Sure, thought 1, 1 am
forsaken of God; and thus 1 continued a long while, even for some
years together.
"And now 1 was sorry that God had made me a man. The beasts,
birds, fishes, etc., 1 blessed their condition, for they had not a sinful
nature; they were not obnoxious to the wrath of God; they were not
to go to heII-fire after death. 1 could therefore have rejoiced, had my
condition been as any of theirs. Now 1 blessed the condition of the
dog and toad, yea, gladly would 1 have been in the condition of the
dog or horse, for 1 knew they had no soul to perish under the everlasting weight of HeIl or Sin, as mine was like to do. Nay, and though
1 saw this, felt this, and was broken to pieces with it, yet that which
added to my sorrow was, that 1 could not find with aU my soul that
1 did desire deliverance. My heart was at times exceedingly hard. If 1
would have given a thousand pounds for a tear, 1 could DOtshed one;
no, nor sometimes scarce desire to shed one.
"1 was both a burden and a terror to myself; nor did 1 ever so know,
as now, what it was to be weary of my life, and yet afraid to die.
How gladly would 1 have been anything but myself! Anything but a
man! and in any condition but my own." 17
Bunyan's state of mind has a distinctly pathologieal eharaeter.
The same feelings of total guilt and impossibility of redemption are
expressed in psyehotie melaneholia. Ris feeling himself the guiltiest
man on earth is a negative inRation. Rowever, it is also alienation.
Bunyan's envy of animals is something that eomes up again and
again in the aeeounts of the alienated eondition that precedes religious experienee. This envy of animals gives us a cIue as to how
the state of alienation is to be healed, namely, by renewed contact
with the natural instinctive life.
Although alienation is an arehetypal and henee a generally human experienee, exaggerated forms of the experience, sueh as Bunyan's, are usually found in people with a eertain_type of traumatie
ehildhood. In eases where the ehild experienees a severe degree of
rejection by the parents, the ego-Selfaxis is damaged and the ehild
is then predisposed in later life to states of alienation whieh can
11
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reach unbearable proportions. This course of events is due to the
fact that the child experieilces parental rejection as rejection by
God. The experience is then built into the psyche as permanent egoSelf alienation.
In the context of Christian psychology, the alienation experience
is commonly understood as divine punishment for sin. Anselm's doctrine of sin is relevant here; according to him sin is a robbing of
God's prerogatives and thus dishonors God. This dishonor requires
satisfaction. Anselm writes:
Every wish of a rational creature should be subject to the will of
God ... this is the sole and complete debt of honor which we owe
to God, and which God requires of us ... Re who does not render
this honor whiCh is due to God, robs God of his own and dishonors
him; and this is sin. Moreover, so long as he does not restore what
he has taken away, he remains in fault; and it will not suffice merely
ta restore what has been taken away, but, considering the contempt
offered, he ought to restore more than he took away. For as one who
imperils another's safety does not enough by merely restoring his
safety, without making some compensation for the anguish incurred;
so he who violates another's honor does not enough by merely rendering honor again, but must, according to the· extent of the injury
done, make restoration in some way satisfactory to the person whom
he has dishonored. We must also observe that when anyone pays
what he has unjustly taken away, he ought to give something which
could not have been demanded of him, had he not stolen what
belonged to another. So then, every one who sins ought to pay back
the honor of which he has robbed God; and this is the satisfaction
that every sinner owes to GOd,18
Sin is the inRated presumption of the ego which takes over the
functions of the Self. This crime requires punishment (alienation)
and restitution (remorse, repentance). But according to Anselm,
full satisfaction requires the return of more than was originally
taken. This is impossible since man owes God total obedience even
without sin. He has no extra resources to pay his penalty. For this
he must use the grace provided by the sacrifice of the God-man
T esus Christ.
In the sequence of sin and repentance God himself
pays the :Bne by an inRux ofgrace. This corresponds to St. Paul's
statement: "But where sin was thus multiplied, grace immeasurably
exceeded it, in order that, as sin established its reign by way of
death, so God's grace might establish its reign in righteousness, and
18 St. Anselm, Cur Deus Homo, Chapter XI, in Basic Writings,
Open Court Publishing Ca., 1962, pp. 202
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21) Paul's folIowing question "Shall we persist in sin, so that there
may be alI the more grace?" is of course answered in the negative.
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Picture 12. THE PENITENCE
OF DAVID. David, reproached by the
prophet Nathan, repents at having abducted Bathsheba. On the right is a
personification of repentence
(metanoia).
IlIumination Irom a Byzantine
manuscript.

mentally, such a patient is facing the problem of whether ar not he
is justified before God. We have here the psychological basis of the
theological question of justification. Are we justified by faith or by
works?-which puts into a nutshell the difference between theintroverted and extraverted viewpoints. The alienated person feels
profoundly unjustified and is scarcely able to act according to his
own best interests. At the same time he is cut off from a sense of
meaning. Life is emptied of psychic contt;nt.
In order to break out of the alienated state some contact between
ego and Self must be re-established. If this can happen, a whole
new world opens up. Here is a description of such an experience
which I take from a case reported by Dr. RoUo May. The patient
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She reports her experience if these words:
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wonder of flnding the inner seed good to eat in its bitter sweetness ...
It is like a sailboat in the h rbor being given an anchor so that, being
made out of earthly things, it can by means of its anchor get in touch
again with the earth, the gr und from which its wood grew; it can lift
its anchor to sail but alway at times it can cast its anchor to weather
I

the storm 01' rest a little .. 1.
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The following dream of a oung woman in therapy also illustrates
the beginning repair of a da, aged ego-Selfaxis. She dreamt: 1have
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The first thing we try to do is establish some language in common.
(This problem occupies much of the dream but 1 shall omit this
portion.)
There is on this planet a super-order which is enforced on all
its inhabitants. But it is not enforced as though by a person or a
govemment but by benign authority which we suppose to be
nature. There is nothing threatening to the individuality about
its ability to exercise this control on everyone.
1 am then distracted by something happening in an emergency
chamber. One of the planet's four has had an attack. It seems that
his excitement over our arrival has caused his heart to beattoo
fast. And it is in the nature of the. super-order to intervene when
things of this sort happen. He is placed in a semi-comatose state
duririg which he is plugged into the master heart beat which will
absorb the "overload:' until he has been equilibriumized.
1 begin to wonder if the four of us will be allowed to stay. Then
we receive the information that we will be allowed to stay on the
condition that we be placed on wavelengths so that the "Central
Source of Energy Law" will be able to measure and detect when
we get into what the planet caUs "danger" and what the earth calls
"sin." At the moment we enter into danger, the super-order will
"take over" until the condition has been corrected. Danger will
be whenever an act is performed for the immediate gratification
of the ego or any conscious part of the personality rather than
with reference to the archetypal roots of that act-that is, without
relating that act to its archetypal origin and the aspect of ritual
that was involved in the first root act.
The central feature of this most impressive dream is the "superorder" and "central source of energy law" that exists on another
planet (the unconscious). This remarkable imageis
a symbolic
expression of the trans-personal regulating process of the psyche
and corresponds to our concept of the compensatory function of the
unconscious. The dream states that dan ger arises "Whenever an
act is performed for the immediate gratification of the ego ...
( without) reference to the archetypal roots of that act." This is
an exact description of inflation in which the ego operates without
reference to the suprapersonal categories of existence. Furthermore
the dream equates this condition with sin-a precise equivalent
to Augustine' s view as quoted previously (page 34)'
The dream te lIs us that the "super-order" goes into effect to remove the "overload" as soon as the ego becomes inflated-thus
protecting against the dangers of subsequent alienation. This protective or compensating mechanism is a close parallei to Walter
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of homeostasis in Iphysiology.21 According to

this concept, the body has a built-in pqlcess of homeostasis or selfregulation which will not permit the b~sic body constituents to get
too far out of proper balance. For instance, if we ingest too much
chloride in the urine. Or, if too grea a concentration of carbon
sodium chloride, the kidneys increase :he concentration of sodium
dioxide accumulates in the blood, th n certain nerve centers in
ilie brain increase the respiratory rat in order to blow off the
excess carbon dioxide. The same self- egulating, homeostatic process works in the psyche providing it is free to operate naturally
aud has not been damaged. Like the b dy, the unconscious psyche
bas an instinctive wisdom which can co rect the errors and excesses
I

function derives from the Self and re uires a living, healthy connection between Self and ego in orde to operate freely.
of consciousness if we are open to i~. messages. This .corrective
Even for the "normal" man, alienati3n is a necessary experience
il psychological development is to proceed because ego-Self identity
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CHAPTER THREE

Encounter With the Self

1 look on this life as the progress of an essence royal;
the soul but quits her court to see the country. Heaven
hath in it a scene of earth, and had she been contented
with ideas she had not travelled beyond the map. But
excellent patterns commend their mimes ... but whiles
she scans their symmetry she forms it. Thus her descent
speaks her original. God in love with His own beauty
frames a glass, to view it by reflection.
-THOMAS

VAUGHN"

1. THE ROLE OF THE COLLECTIVE
We have seen that the states of inHation and alienation, both
being parts of the psychic life cycle, tend to turn into something
else. The inHated state, when acted out, leads to a falI and hence
to alienation. The alienated condition likewise, under normal
circumstances, leads over to the state of healing and restitution.
InHation or alienation become dangerous conditions only it they
are separated from the life cycle of which they are parts. If
either becomes a static, chronic state of being, rather than a part
of the comprehensive dynamism, the personality is threatened.
Psychotherapy is then called for. However, the mass of men have
always been protected Erom these dangers by collective, conventional (and therefore largely unconscious) means.
The psychic dangers of inHation and alienation, under different
names, have always been recognized in the religious practice and
"Vaughn, Thomas, Anthroposophia Theomagica, in The Works of Thomas
Vaughn, Waite, A. E., (ed.), reprinted by University Books, New Hyde Park,
N.Y., p. 5.
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folk wisdom of all races and ages. There are many collective and
personal rituals which exist for the purpose of avoiding any inflated tendency to tempt God's envy. For instance, we have the
age-old practice of knocking on wood when one says things are
going well. Behind this is the unconscious or conscious realization
that pride and complacency are dangerous. Hence, some procedure
must be used to keep one in a humble state. The uSe of the phrase
"God wiIling" has the same purpose. The taboos encounteredin
primitive society in the majority of cases have the same basisprotecting the individual from the inflated state, from contact
with powers that would be too big for the limited ego consciousness
and that might explode it disastrously. The primitive procedure
of isolating victorious warriors when they return from battle serves
the same protective function. Victorious warriors may be inflated
by victory and might turn their strength against the village itself
if they were permitted in. Hence there is a few days' cooling ofI
period before reintegration iuto the community takes place.
There is an interesting ancient Mithraic ritual called "The Rite
of the Crown" designed to protect against inflation. The following
procedure was enacted during the initiation of a Roman soldier
into Mithraism. At sword's point a crown was ofIered the candidate; but the initia te was taught to push it aside with his hand
and affirm "Mithra is my crown." Thereafter he never wore a
crown or garland, not even at banquets or at military triumphs,
and whenever a crown was ofIered him he refused it saying, "It
belongs to my god." 1
In Zen Buddhism subtle techniques have been developed for
undermining intellectuai inflation, the illusion that one knows.
One such technique is the use of koans or enigmatic sayings. An
example would be: A pupi! asks his master "Do dogs have a
Buddha-nature?" The master replies, "Bow Wow."
In the Christian tradition there is great efIort to protect against
the inflated state. The seven deadly sins; pride, wrath, envy, Iust,
gluttony, avarice, and sloth, are all symptoms of inflation. By being
labelled sins, which require confession and penance, the individual
is protected against them. The basic message of the beatitudes
of Jesus is that blessing will come to the non-inflated personality.
There are also many traditional procedures to protect the individual from the alienated state. Understood psychologicaIly, the
1 Willoughby, Harold R., Pagan Regeneration,
cago Press, 1929, p. 156.
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central aim of all religious practices is to keep the individual (ego)
related to the deity (Self). All religions are repositories of transpersonal experience and archetypal images. The innate purpose
of religious ceremonies of all kinds seems to be to provide the
individual with the experience of being related meaningfully
to these transpersonal categories. That is true of the Mass, and of
the Catholic confessional in a more personal way, where the individual has an opportunity to unburden himself of whatever circumstances have brought about a sense of alienation Erom God.
Through the acceptance of the priest as God's agent, some sense
of return to and reconnection with God is established.
All religious practices hold up to view the transpersonal categories
of existenceand attempt to relate them to the individual. Religion
is the best collective protection available against both inflation and
alienation. So far as we know, every society has had such suprapersonal categories in its collective ritual of life. It is quite doubtfuI it collective human life can survive for any period without
some common, shared sense of awareness of these transpersonal
categories.
However, although collective methods protect man from the
dangers of the psychic depths, they also deprive him of the individual experience of these depths and the possibility of development which such experience promotes. As long as a living
religion can contain the Self and mediate its dynamism for its
members, there wiU be little need for the individual to have a
personal encounter with the Self. He will have no need to find his
individual relation to the transpersonal dimension. That task will
be done for him by the Church.
This raises a serious question, i.e., whether modern Western
.society stiU has a functioning container for suprapersonal categories
01' archetypes. 01', as Eliot puts it, do we have no more than "a
heap of broken images?" The fact 1S that large numbers of individuals do not have living, functioning, suprapersonal categories
by which they can understand life experience, supplied either by
the church 01' otherwise. This is a dangerous state of affairs because,
when such categories do not exist, the ego is likely to think of itself
as everything 01' as nothing. Furthermore, when the archetypes have
no adequate container such as an established religious structure,
they have to go somewhere else because the archetypes are facts
of psychic life. One possibility is that they wiU be projected into
banal 01' secular matters. The transpersonal value can then become
how high one's standard of living is, 01' personal power, 01' some
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manipulative powers and de~ies the sacred mystery inherent in life
and nature. 3. The third ppssibility is that the projected supratainer wiU be reprojected o to some secular 01' political movement
personal
which
has bXen
withdrawn
Erom an
its adequate
religious con(Case 3, value
Fig. 7).
But secular
purposes
are never
consecular object we have what can be described as idolization-which
is spurious, unconscious reli ion. The outstanding current example
tainer for religious meaning.~When religious energy is applied to a
Communism in particular is learly a secular religion which actively
attempts
to channel
secular andand
social
ends.
of
reprojection
is thereligiou
conRiJ energies
between to
communism
capitalism.
conRicting politic al ideologi s, it is as though the original wholeness of the Self were spit into antithetical fragments which
When the value of the seff is projected by opposing groups onto
God are acted out in histo y. Both sides of the partisan conRict
deriveon their
from
t e case
same the
source,
the shared
01'
war
each energy
other. In
suc~a
antinomies
of theSelf;
Selfbut
being unconscious of this thfY are condemned to live out the tragic
conRict in their lives. God hfmself is caught in the coils of the dark
conRict. In every war wi~hin Western Civilization, both sides
And we are here as n a darkling plain
Swept
confuse·
of struggle
and put
flightit:
have prayed
to with
th.e same
Gtd.alarms
As Matthew
Arnold
(DOVER BEACH)

4. The fourth possible way of dealing with the loss of a religious
projectionWhere
is shown
in arm[s
Cas 4,clash
(Fig.
If when the individual
by 7).
night.
ignorant
is thrown back on himself through the loss of a projected religious
value, he is able to confrdnt the ultimate questions of life that
decisive development in onsciousness. If he is able to work
consciously and responsibly with the activation of the unconscious
are posed for him, he mayl be able to use this opportunity for a
he
Thismay
possibility
discover isthereprese~f.ed
lost v,lue, in
thethe
god-.image,
diagram within
by the the
circle
psyche.
that
now has a larger section of îfself outside the arc of unconsciousness.
The connection between ego and Self is now consciously realized.
purpose;
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jectivity of the individual. This is re111y a modern phenomenon,
and indeed could not exist as long f-s the transpersonal values
were satisfactorily contained in a tradifonal collective religion. But
once the traditional symbol system reaks down, it is as if a
great surge of energy were returned t the individual psyche, and
much greater interest and attention then becomes focused on
the subjectivity of the individual. It is out of this phenomenon
that depth psychology was discovered. The very existence of depth
psychology is a symptom of aur time. Other evidences are in all
the arts. In plays and novels the ma t banal and commonplace
individuals are described exhaustivel
in their most petty and
personal aspects. A degree of value a d attention is being given
ta inner subjectivity that never befo e happened. Actually this
tendency is a pointer toward things to come. If it is pursued to its
inevitable conclusion,it
cannot help but lead mare and more
people ta a rediscovery of the lost sup apersonal categories within
themselves.
2. THE BREAKTHROUGH
intense aliena ti an experience, the eg -Selfaxis suddenly breaks
At
certain point
psychological
dtelopment,
usually
after an
intoa conscious
view.inThe
condition repr
sented by Fig.
3 is realized.
ta which the ego is subordinate.
Jung
happening
as fa lows:
The
egodescribes
becomes this
aware,
experientiallt,
of a transpersonal center
When a summit of life is reached, when the bud unfolds and from
the lesser
INietzschesays,
"Onewhich
becomes
Two,"
andthe
thegreater
greateremerges,
figure, then,
whichasope
always was but
remained invisible, appears to the lesser ersonality with the force of a
revelation. Re who is truly and hopele sly liule will always drag the
revelation of the greater down to the l veI of his littleness, and will
never understand that the day of ju gement for his littleness has
dawned. But the man who is inwardly great will know that the long
expected friend of his soul, the immorlal one, has now really come,
I

"to
him lead
by captivity
whom this
captive"
immortal
(Ephesians
had ah1ays
f: 8), been
that is,
confined
to seizeand
hold
held
of
deadliest periI! 2
prisoner, and to make his life flow into rhat greater life-a moment of
Myth and religion provide many irpages which symbolize this
2 Jung,
c. G., The Archetypes
9, i, par. 217.
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moment of breakthrough. Whenever man consciously encounters
a divine agency which assists, commands or directs, we can understand it as an encounter of the ego with the Self.
The encounter generally occurs in the wilderness or in a fugitive
state, i.e., alienation. Moses was a fugitive from the law, pasturing
his father-in-law's sheep in the wilderness when Yahweh spoke
to him from the burning bush and gave him his life-assignment
(Exodus 3). Jacob, obliged to run away from home becaus~ of
Esau's wrath, dreams of the heavenly ladderin
the wilderness
(Picture 13) and makes his covenant with God (Genesis 28: 10-22).
Francis Thompson, in his poem The Kingdom of God is Within
You, uses this image:
The angels keep their ancient places;Turn but a stone, and start a wing!
'Tis ye, 'tis your estranged faces,
That miss the many-sp1endored thing.
But (when so sad thou canst not sadder)
Cry-and upon thy so sore 10ss
Shall shine the traffic of Jacob's ladder
Pitched betwixt Heaven and Charing Cross.3
Jonah provides another example. Ris initial encounter with
Yahweh occurred in the midst of normallife but could not be accepted, Le., the ego was still too inflated to acknowledge the
authority of the Self. Only after futile efforts to escape which
lead him to ultimate despair in the belly of the whale could Jonah
acknowledge and accept the transpersonal authority of Yahweh.
When a woman (or the anima in a man' s psychology) encounters
the Self it is often expressed as celestial impregnating power. Danae
while imprisoned by her father is impregnated by Zeus through a
golden shower and conceives Perseus (Plate 2). Similarly, the
annunciation to Mary is commonly depicted with impregnating
rays from heaven (Picture 14). A more psychological version of
the same image is used by Bernini in his sculpture, The Ecstasy of
St. Theresa (Picture 15).
A modern example of this theme is the striking dream of a
woman which was preceded by a long process of psychological
effort: 1see a young man, naked, glistening with sweat who catches
my attention first by his physical attitude-a combination of the
falling motion of a Pieta figure and the energetic release position
3

Thompson, Francis, Poetical Works,
f.

1965, p. 349

London, Oxford University Press,

Picture 13. JACOB'S DREAM by Gustave Dore.

Pic ture 14. THE ANNUNCIATION by Botticelli.

of the famous Greek Discobolus. He's in a group of other men
who in an ambiguous way seem to be supporting him. He stands
out Irom them partly by the color of his skin (bronze) and its
texture (anointed, as it were, with sweat) but mainly by the fact
that he had an enormous phallus in the form of a third, extended,
leg (Picture 16).
The man is in agony with the burden of his erection. This shows
not only in the athletic expense of efJort (musculature and sweat),
but also in the contortion of his facial expression. My sympathy
for his plight, and my astonishment (admiration, intrigue) at his
male member, draws me to him. We then join in intercourse. Just
his entry is enough to cause in me an orgasm so deep and widespread that 1 can feel it in my ribs and lungs ...
even when 1
wake up. It's full of pain and pleasure in an indistinguishable
sensation. My entire insides are, literally, "up-set," and my womb,
specifically, feels as though it has made an entire revolutioninside-outor 180 degrees, I'm not sure which.
In addition to The Discus Thrower (Picture 17) and Michaelangelo's Pieta (Picture 18), the three-legged man also reminded
the dreamer of an alchemical engraving (Picture 19) and a picture
of a three-footed sun-wheel (Picture 20) she had once seen.
Thus the dream figure is a rich condensation of multiple images

Opposite:

Picture 15. THE ECSTASY OF ST. THERESA by Bernini.
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Picture 16.
PATIENT'S

Picture 17.
DISKOBOLOS by Myron,
c. 460-450 B.C., Roman Copy.

DRAWING.

Picture 18.
PIETA by Michelangelo.

ALCHEMICAL

Picture 19.
DRA WING.

Picture 20. VARIETIES OF THE THREE-FOOTED SUN WHEEL.

and meanings which warrant extensive amplification. vVithout
pursuing that task here, a few observations can be noted. The
dreamer has been penetrated and transformed by a masculine
entity of creative power. Re is an athlete of both body and spirit
(St. Paul). Re is associated with the ultimate spiritual principle
(the sun) and also expresses the whole process of psychic transformation (the alchemical picture).
For the dreamer, this dream initiated a whole new attitude and
awareness of Iife. As its sexual imagery suggests, new levels of
physical responsiveness were opened. In addition, the whole sensation function, heretofore largely unconscious, became available.
Most important of all was an increase in authentic individual autonomy and the emergence of very sizable creative talents. By the
accompanying associations it is evident that this dream expresses
a decisive encounter not only with the animus but also with the
Self. The triadic symbolism indicates emphasis on the process of
concrete, spatio-temporal realization. (See Chapter 7.)
An outstanding example of the breakthrough of the ego-Self
axis is the conversion of the apostle Paul (Acts 9: 1-9), (Picture
21). Jonah tried to escape his vocation by flight; Saul attempted
to escape his by persecuting the representatives of his own destiny.
The very intensity of his attack against the Christians betrayed his
involvement with their cause, for, as Jung says, "The important
thing is what (a man) talks about, not whether he agrees with it
01' not." 4 That which one passionately
hates is sure to represent
an aspect of his own fate.
3. TRE BOOK OF JOB
The Book of Job provides us with a remarkably comprehensive
symbolic account of an encounter with the Self. Jung has written
about Job in his Anstcer to Job.5 In this book he treats the Job
story as a turning point in the collective development of the
Jung, C. G. Symbols of Transformation. C. W., Val. 5, par. 99.
Jung, c. G. "Answer ta Job" in Psychology and Religion: West and East,
C.W., Val. Il.
4
5
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OFI ST. PAUL, Woodcut

1515.

EGO ANn ARCHETYPE
Rebrew-Christian myth, invalving an evalutian ,of the Gad-image
ar Self-archetype. Jab's en~aunter with Yahweh is cansidered ta
represent a decisive transi~ian in man's awareness ,of the nature
,of Gad, which required in t6-n a respanse fram Gad leading ta Ris
humanizatian and eventua~IY ta Ris incarnatian as Christ. The
stary ,of Jab can alsa be considered in anather way, namely, as
the descriptian ,of an indiv~dual experience, in which the ega has
its first majar cansciaus enfaunter with the Self. I shall examine
Job fram the latter standpa~nt.
The present text ,of J ob is a campasite dacument and we cannat
determine whether, in fact,[ it derives from an individual's actual
experience. Rawever, this is highly likely and in what faIIaws I
shaII cansider it as describfug an individual's experience ,of active
imaginatian. This is a pradess in which the imaginatian and the
images it thraws up are eJperienced as samething separate rram
the ega-a "thau" ar an "at~er"-ta which the ega can relate, and
with which the ega can hr,ve a dialague.6 The fact that Job is
written in the farm ,of a dialague, the anly baak in the Old Testament canan ta be sa-cansttucted, supparts the hypathesis that it
repetitiausness
may
be based ,of
an the
an dialafue
expeyencerings
,of active
true when
imaginatian.
we cansider
Even it the
as
a recard ,of persanal experience. Returning again and again ta the
same paint which the ega rbfuses ta accept is typical behaviar far
persanificatians ,of the uncdnsciaus encauntered in the pracess ,of
active imaginatian.
I
The stary begins with the plat between Gad and Satan ta put
Jab ta the test. The questibn ta be answered is whether ar nat,
thraugh adversity, Jab can be made ta curse Gad. The wager in
heaven can be understaad as partraying the transpersanal ar archetypal factars in the uncansciaus which are setting up Jab's ardeal and which ultimately!giVe it meaning. It Jab's misfartunes
were anly fartuitaus they would be chance and meaningless happenings withaut a transpersana~ dimensian ,of reference. It is significant
that Jab never entertains this passibility. The basic assumptian that
meaning, is maintained thr, ughaut. This assumptian
respands ta the necessary :ypathesis that ane must
ta da active imaginatian at alI. It ane's maads and
aII things carne fram Gad, IJ.e.,reflect a transpersanal

,of Jab's carhald it he is
affects, which
purpase and

6 For Jung's description of active imagination see his essay on "The Transcendent Function" in The Struicture and Dynamics of the Psyche, C. W.,
VoI. 8, pp. 67 ff.
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Picture 22. THE FIRE OF GOD HAS FALLEN FROM HEAVEN.
Etching for the Book of Job by William Blake.
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are the starting point for the effort of active imagination, are considered to be fortuitous or to have only external or physiological
causes, there will be no ground for seeking their psychological
meaning. The knowledge that a psychological meaning exists is
acquired only by experience. In the beginning one must have at
least enough faith to be willing to take the proposition of psychological meaning as an hypothesis to be tested.
Since Yahweh and Satan are warking together, they can be considered as two aspects of the same thing, i.e. the Self. Satan provides the initiative and dynamism to set up Job's ardeal and hence
represents the urge to individuation which must break up the
psychological status quo in order to bring about a new level of
development. The serpent played the same role for Adam and
Eve in the Garden of Eden. AIso similar to Eden is the fact that
Job's ordeal is designed as a temptation. He is to be. tempted
to curse God. This would mean psychologicaIly that the ego is
being tempted to inflation, to set itself above the purposes of God,
Le., to identify with the Self.
Why should alI this be necessary? Evidently Job still has some
tendency to inflation. In spite of his blameless reputation, 01' perhaps because of it, there is some question whether 01' not he knows
decisively the difference between himself and God, between the
ego and the Self. Therefore the program is arranged to test
the ego in the fire of tribulation and out of that ordeal comes
Job's fuIl encounter with the reality of God. It prior purposes can
be discerned on the basis of effects we can then say that it was
God's purpose to make Job aware of Him. Apparently the Self
needs conscious realization and is obliged by the individuation
urge to tempt and test the ego in order to bring about fulI egoawareness of the Self's existence.
InitiaIly Job is a prosperous, esteemed and happy man, corresponding to a contented "secure" ego blissfuIly unaware of the
unconscious assumptions on which its shaky "security" rests.
AbruptIy, alI that Job values and depends upon are withdrawn
-family, possessions and health.
The calamities that precipitously befalI Job are represented in
an engraving by William Blake (Picture 22). Above the picture
Blake printed the caption, "The Fire of God is faIlen from Heaven."
(J ob 1: 16). Understood psychologicaIly, the picture represents a
break-up of the conscious status quo by an influx of fiery energy
from the unconscious. Such an image heralds an individuation
crisis, a major step in psychological development which requires

Plate 3
PAINTING OF A PATIENT
Frorn C. G. Jung,

The Archetypes

of the Co/lective

Unconscious
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that old conditions be destroyed to mrke room for the new. Dea mixture of both. Emphasis on the lat er is seen in a picture published in a case study by Jung (Plate 3).7 In this picture, which
began a decisive
phase effects
of individuatio
, the lightning
from there
heavenis
structive
or liberating
may p]dominate,
usually
aspect. When the ego is particularly 'nHated, as representedby
23) emphasizes
destruc.tive
born.
The tarot
cardout
XVI
(Picture
the
tower,
breakthrough
of ener·
ies matrix-the
from thetheSelf
can be
is blasting
a the
sphere
of its
surroundIng
dangerous. The appearance of the ~elf inaugurates a kind of
and based on reality.
"last judgment" (Picture 24). Only thtt survives which is sound
With the loss of almost everything tp which he attached value,
Job is plunged into. an acute state ~f alienation corresponding
to
is to
Tolstoy'
be recognized
s state as as
previously
the supreme
descri~ed
~alue,(page
attachments
52). If to
thelesser
Self
nected to family, property and healt . When deprived of these
he
fell into
and entered
k night of
soul. 8 convalues
must despair
be destroyed.
Job's the
lifeda~eaning
wastheevidently
Perish the day when 1 was born .. , .
Why was 1 not stiH-born,
Why did 1 not die when 1 carne 3ut of the womb?
Why is
should
life given
the sufferer
to men be
whoborn
findlit
~b see
so bitter?
the light?
...

7

hedged in by God on every side? 9
Why should arnan be born to warder blindly,
Jung, C. G. The Archetypes and the Collective Unconscious, C.W., VoI.

8 St. John of the Cross repeatedly uses Job as a paradigm of the dark night
of the soul. In speaking of the benefits of th dark night he writes, "... the
soul
learns
9 i, par,
525toffcommune
Picture 2.with God with more respect and more courtesy, such
as a soul must ever observe in converse wi~ the most high. These it knew

j

the preparation whith God granted to Job in arder that he might speak with
Rim consisted not in those delights and gl. ries which Job himself reports
that he was wont to have in his God, but in eaving him naked upon a dunghill, abandoned and even persecuted by his friends, filled with anguish and
not in its prosperous times of comfort and c[nSOlation ...
Even so likewise
bitterness, and the earth covered with wormsl And then the Most Righ Cod,
Re
uphim
the there
poor face
man to
from
dung-hill was
to come
down
and that
speaklifts
with
face,therevealiIilgto
him pleased
the depths
and heights
of
Ris wisdom,
a way
he had
neveralso,
dorie
(Dark
Night ofinthe
Saul,that
1, XII,
3, See
V,in5;the
II, time
VII, of
1; his
II, prosperity."
IX, 7 & 8;
II, XVII, 8; II, XXIII, 6. )
9 Job 3:3-23, New English Bible.
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Picture 23.

THE TOWER, Tarat Card,
Marseilles Deck.

TIIE TO\\ER OF DESTRlCnO:\

With these words Job gives vent to his suicidal despair and
his utter alienation from life and its meaning.
The repeated quesI
tions "Why?" indicate that Job is searching desperately for meaning; meaning lost and regained can be considered the ultiri1ate
theme if Job is viewed as an individual document.
In states of depression and despair, much of the libido which
normally maintains conscious interest and vitality has, sunk into
the unconscious. This in turn activates the unconscious, causing
an increase in dream and fantasy imagery. We can assume that
such an occurrence happened to Job. Personified images from the
unconscious come to Job in the form of friends 01' advisers and
speak to him in active imagination,
These figures confront him with another viewpoint and gradually
draw him closer to the encounter with the numinosum-Yahweh
himself. One of the evidences that the speeches by Job's counsellors

Picture 24. FIRE RAINS FROM REA VE~ by Albrecht Durer. Engraving
for "The Revelation of St. John."
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are authentic active imagination is that they are contaminated mixtures of several elements. They are partly elaborations of the conventional religious viewpoint that Job has discarded, but they
are also partly genuine autonomous expressions of the deeper layers
of the unconscious. This kind of contaminated mixture of different
things is common in active imagination. Hence the process, to be
productive, requires the alert, active participation of consciousness
which leads to real dialogue and not just a passive acceptance
of whatever the unconscious says. For instance, in the first speech
of Eliphaz, Job is told:
Think how once you encouraged those who faltered,
how you braced feeble arms,
how a word from you upheld the stumblers
and put strength into weak knees.
But now that adversity comes upan you, you Iose patience;
it touches you, and you are unmanned.l°
This can be considered as Job's own self-criticism speaking. He
is realizing how easy it had been for him to give advice and help
to others, but now he can't take his own advice. This self-criticism
can only depress him still further and make him even more miserable. Eliphaz continues with .superficial reassurance and conventional expressions which perhaps Job had given to others in
distress:
Does your blameless life give you no hope?
For consider, what innocent man has ever perished?
Where have you seen the upright destroyed? 11
These shallow and unrealistic thoughts are of no help. They
are a whistling in the dark against the reality of life which is
pressing against Job so heavily. Perhaps the very expression of
such a superficial, wish-fulfilling view was enough to dissolve it,
at least temporarily, because Eliphaz immediately shifts to a
deeper chain of associations. Eliphaz tells Job of a numinous
dream. Considering the entire dialogue as Job's active imagination,
it will be Job's dream that he is being given or being reminded of.
A word stole into my ears,
and they caught the whisper of it;
in the anxious visions of the night,
when arnan sinks into deepest sleep,
10
11

Ibid., 4:3-5.
Ibid., 4:6-7.

terror seized me and shuddering;
With t1he
the trembling ofEncounter
my body frightene
me.Self
A wind brushed my face
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I

and amade
figurethestood
hairsthere
bristlewhose
on my
shapf
fle~h;
1 could not discem,
an apparition loomed before me,
and 1 heard the sound of a low voice
"Can mortal man be more righteousl than God,
or the creature purer than his Makef.?"'2

Shortly later, Job himself mentions frightening dreams.
that sleep
When
1 think
wiIl that
relieve
my my
bed complaini4g,
will comf~rt me,
thou dost terrify me with dreams
and affright me with visions.'3

r

has done
a striking
illustration
Job' s dreams
(Pictureside,
25).
In Blake
the picture
Yahweh
is entwined
by tf serpent,
his Satanic
Job and threatens to engulf him by Ha es and ominous clutching
figures. The He
depths
of the to
unconscio
s have opened
opened up
andbeneath
Job is
presumably.
is pointing
hell Whf,Chhas
I

faced which
with the
primordial
power than
of natu~e.
Obviously
is nothing
with
to argue,
any more
one would
disputethiswith
a tiger
must have a more powerfullesson.
he chanced to meet. But Job does not~earn from his dreams; he
Job is convinced of his innocence ani righteousness and hence
unconscious of the shadow. For this r1ason his companions must
speak repeatedly about wickedness and evi! ones as a compensation
for Job's one-sided conscious attitude oflpurity and goodness. Job is
dirty. At one point he exclaims:
Am that
1 the his
monster
of the deep,
a king
1 thehim feel bestial and
dimly aware
experience
is m~.
sea-serpent,

that thou settest a watch over me?'4

and later:
Though 1 wash myself with soap
or cleanse my hands with lye,
thou my
wiltclothes
thrust will
me make
into the
and
memu~
lmlthsome.'5
12Ibid.,
13Ibid.,
14Ibid.,
15Ibid.,

4: 12-17.
7: 13-14.
7: 12.
9:30-31.
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Picture 25. YAHWEH FRIGHTENS ]OB WITH A GLlMPSE OF HELL,
William Blake.

At one point he does acknowledge

past sins;

Wilt thou chase a driven leaf,
Wilt thou pursue dry chaff,
prescribing punishment for me
and making me heir to the iniquities
of my youth ... ? 16
Re does not say what the iniquities of his youth were and obviously
does not consider himself responsible
for them now. Those past
sins will be repressed contents which he does not want to make
conscious since they would contradict his self-righteous
image of
himself. Job's self-righteousness
is revealed most clearly in Chapters
29 and 30:
16Ibid., 13:25-26.
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If 1 could only go back to the old days
If 1 went through the gate out of the town
to take my seat in the public square,
young men saw me and kept out of sight;
old men rose to their feet,
men ih authority broke off their talk
aud put their hands to their lips;
the voices of the nobles died away,
and every man held his tongue.
They listened to me expectantly
and waited in silence for my opinion
1 presided over them, planning their course,
like a king encamped with his troopsY
"But now 1 am laughed ta scorn
by men of younger generation,
men whose fathers 1 would have disdained
to put with the dogs who kept my flock." 18
Job's scornful attitude towards his intellectual inferiors is perhaps one of the "iniquities of his youth" and indicates an inflated
ego which projects the weak, shadow side on others. The process
of individuation requires that he consciously accept and assimilate
his dark, inferior side.
The over-all effect of Job's ordeal is to bring about a death and
rebirth experience. Rowever, in the midst of his complaints he is
stiH the once-born man. Re reveals his ignorance of the twiceborn state in the following passage:
If a tree is cut down,
there is hope that it will sprout again
and fresh shoots will not fail.
Though its roots grow old in the earth,
and its stump is dying in the ground,
if it scents water it may break into bud
and make new growth like a young plant.
But a man dies, and he disappears;
man comes to his end, and where is he?
As the waters of a lake dwindle,
ar as a river shrinks and mns dry,
so mortal man lies down, never to rise
until the very sky splits open.
If a man dies, can he live again? In
17

Ibid., 29: 1-25.

18 Ibid.,

I°Ibid.,

30: 1.
14:7-12.
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As the dialogue continues between Job and his companions
a mixture of profound truths and conventional, banal opinions are
expressed. Generally he is advised to return to the traditional and
orthodox views. Re is told to accept God's chastening humbly without questioning 01' trying to understand. In other words, he 1S advised to sacrifice the intellect, to behave as though he were less
conscious than he is. Such behavior would be a regression and he
quite properly rejects it. Instead he remonstrates against God,
and says in effect, "If you are a loving and good father, why don't
you behave like one?" In daring to contend with God, there can
be no question that from one standpoint Job is acting in an inflated
way; but the whole context makes it clear that this is a necessary
and controlled inflation; it is essential for the encounter with God.
Fatal inflation would have occurred if he had taken his wife's
advice to curse God and die. But Job avoids both extremes. Re
does not sacrifice the measure of consciousness he has already
achieved, but also he does not curse God. Re continues to question
the meaning of his ordeal and will not relent until he knows for
what he is being punished.
Of course the very fact that he thinks in terms of punishment
means he is relating to God in an immature way, in terms of a
parent-child relationship. This is one of the attitudes from which
the encounter with deity releases him. But most important is Job's
insistence that he discover the meaning of his experience. Re challenges God boldly, saying:
... take thy heavy hand dean away from me and
let not the fear of thee strike me with dread.
Then summon me, and 1 will answer;
01' 1 will speak first, and do thou answer me.20
In chapter 32 a change takes place. Job's three companions
have finished and now we are introduced to a fourth man, previously unmentioned, named Elihu. Re claims he had refrained
from entering the discussion previously because of his youth. This
brings up the theme of "3 and 4" to which Jung has drawn attention. If Elihu can be considered as the previously missing
fourth function, Job's totality has finally been constellated. This
interpretation also fits the nature of Elihu's discourse which is
largely a prelude to Yahweh's appearance and presents many of
the same ideas Yahweh is to express even more forcefully. Particularly noteworthy are Elihu's remarks about dreams:
2°Ibid., 13:21-22.
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In dreams, in visions of the night,
when deepest sleep falls upon ~en,
while
they
sleep in strikes
their beds,
makes
them listen,
and his
correction
themGo~
with
terror.
To turn arnan from reckless con1duct,
to the
at
check
edge
theofpride
the pit
of he
mortal
holdsmar
h~F back alive
and stops him from crossing the river of death.21
This reference to dreams and their 1unction has an astonishing
psychological accuracy. It is further praof that !ob is the report of
an individual's actual experience. Evider.tly Job's unconscious tried
to correct his conscious attitude through dreams without success.
conscious encounter with Yahweh. It 's amazing to find in this
ancient text a description of the compe satory function of dreams
which Jung has only recently demonstra ed.22
The
dreams Elihu's
can thus
be Yahweh
seen as him
an tnticipation
of Job'
s later
Following
speech
elf appears. The
numinous,
transpersonal Self manifests out of tHe whirIwind (Picture 26).
Yahweh
product of
delivers
a greata magnificent
deal of conscious
speech efort
~hich in must
tryinghave
to assimilate
been the
the raw numinosity that surely accompa1ied the original experience ..
Yahweh's reply is a review of the attrib1f1tesof deity and a majestic
description
Self
and ego:
of the difference between qod and man, Le., between
1.

Where
Tell me,were
if you
youknow
whenaud
I laid
unders~and,
the .Farth's foundations?
Who stretched his measuring-lin over it?
On what do its supporting pillars rest?
Who
set its corner-stone
in splac
Who settled
its dimenSiOnS?
urerl, you should know.
When the morning stars sang tOl51ether
The ego did not make the psyche and knows nothing about
And all the sons of God shouted a!OUd?23
the profound foundations on which its r the ego's) existence rests:
Or
walked
in the unfathomable
deep?Of the sea
Rave
you descended
to the springs
Rave you
the gates
ever seen
of death
the door-keepers
been reveale1
1f to
theyou?
place of darkness?
21
22

Ibid., 33: 15-18.

24
Rave
comprehended
the vast expa[se
of the of
world?
ef.
e.g.,you
Jung,
e. G., The Structure
and , ynamics
the Psyche,
e.w.,

VoI. 8, par. 477 ff.
23Ibid., 38:4-7.
241bid., 38: 16-18.
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Picture

26. YAHWEH

ANSWERS

JOB OUT

OF THE

WHIRLWIND,

William Blake.

The ego is being remil~ded that it knows nothing about the
psyche Can
in itsyoutotality.
~art ofcannot
encompass the whole:
bind theThe
cluster
the Pleiades
or loose Orion's belt?
Can you bring out thj signs of the Zodiac in their season
I

Did you proclaim the rules that govem the heavens,
or determine
guide Aldebaron
the lawsa1ldf nature
its train?
on earth? 2j

the archetypeswhich
dete mine psychic existence.
The ego is here being tontrasted with the size and power of
Yahweh
turns ofto thq
t~e beasts,
animal especially
kingdom and
in review
theThen
uncanny
powers
the passes
most monstrous
ones of an:
25

Ibid., 38:31-33.
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Behold Behemoth which 1 made as 1 made yoU.26
Can you draw out Leviathan with a fish hook,
press down his tongue with a cord? 27

01'

Now Job is being shown the abysmal aspect of God and the depths
of his own psyche which contains devouring monsters remote from
human values. This aspect of the theophany as pictured by Blake
is shown in Picture 27. Behemoth and Leviathan represent the
primordial concupiscence of being. God reveals his own shadow
side and since man participates in God as the ground of his being,
he must likewise share his darkness. The ego's self-righteousness
here receives the coup de grace.
By the conclusion of Yahweh's self-revelation Job has undergone
a decisive change. A repentance 01' metanoia has occurred:
1 had heard of thee by the hearing of the eal',
but now my eye sees thee;
therefore 1 despise myself,
and repent in dust and ashes.28

Job's questions have been answered, not rationally but by living
experience. What he has been seeking, the meaning of his suffering,
has been found. It is nothing less than the conscious realization of
the autonomous archetypal psyche; and this realization could come
to birth only through an ordea!. The Book of Job is really a record
of a divine initiation process, a testing by ordeal, which when successful leads to a new state of being. It is analogous to alI initiation rituals which attempt to bring about a transition from one state
of consciousness to another.
The cause of Job's ordeal is Yahweh, through his dynamic agency,
Satano Satan's psychological role in the Job story is described cogently by Rivkah Scharf Kluger:
Re (Satan) appears here in full light, as the metaphysical foe of a
peaceful life and worldly comfort. Re intervenes as a disturbance
and hindrance ta the natural order of living and steps in man's way
like the mal'ah Yahwch as Satan in the path of Balaam. Rowever,
while the Balaam story concerns the experience of a clash of wills
and blind obedience-a first realization, so to speak, that God's will,
not one's own, must be fulfilled-in Job's case it is a matter of con26

Job 4: 15, RSV.

27 Ibid., 41: 1.
28

Ibid., 42:5-6.
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to God's will, born o~ inner insight. Satan is here
bringer of light. Re ~rings man the knowledge of
the suffering he inflict~ on him, Satan is the misery
alone drives man inward, into the "other world. "29

chologically accurate, brings him in dos· proximity to the figure of
Wisdom.
This description
In Ecclesiasticus,
of Satan, the
which
feminin.
mus}' personification,
be acknowledgedWisdom,
as psyis described in these terms:
Wisdom brings up her own sons,
and cares for those who seek her.
for though she takes him at nrst through winding ways,
bringing fear and faintness on him,
plaguing him with her discipline until she can trust him,
and testing him with her ordeals,
in the end she willlead him back to tht straight road,
and reveal her secrets to him.30

as Yahweh did Job, through the agency of Satano The favorites of
According to this passage, Wisdom p1ts her sons to the test just
God receive the severest ordeals, i. e'l it is one' s potential for
individuation that .:auses the test. John Ij)onne makes this observation:

... the
God
say,best
that men
he hath
have found
had most
an laid
uprightl
uP9nman,
them.that
As feares
soone as
God,
1 heare
and
eschews evill, Gob 1:1) in the next lines 1 'nde a Commission to Satan,
to bring in Sabeans and Chaldeans upon is cattell, and servants, and
nre and tempest upon his children, a d loathsome diseases upon
himselfe. As soon as 1 heare God say, That he hath found a man
according to his own heart, (1 Sam. 13:1 ) 1 see his sonnes ravish his
daughters, and then murder one another and then rebell against the
Father, and put him into straites for his ife. As soone as 1 hear God
am well pleased, (Mat. 3:17) 1 nnde that Sonne of his led up by the
beloved
Sonne1 heare
in whom
testine to
of be
Christ
at hisofthe
Baptisme,
is fY4:1)
Spirit,
tempted
Devill.This
(Matt
And after
God1
ratine the same testimony againe, at his 1 Transnguration, (This is my
beloved Sonne, in whom 1 am well pleased) (Matt. 17:5) 1 nnde that
beloved Sonne of his, deserted, abandoneH, and given over to Scribes,
and Pharisees, and Publicans, and Rerodians, and Priests, and Souldiers, and people, and Judges,
29 Kluger, Rivkah Scharf, Satan in the Old Testament, Evanston, Northwestern
University Press, 1967, p. 132.
30 Ecclus., 4:11-21, Jerusalem Bible.
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and
witnesses,
thatglory
was of
called
the beloved
Sonne
of God, and
and exect!.tioners,and
made partaker ofhethe
heaven,
in this
world, in his TransRgurafion, is made now the Sewer of all the cormeere man, as no man, ut a contemptible worme.31
ruption,'of
the sinner
Although
the all
testing
ma of
bring
this wisdom
world, asit nois Sonne
a fearful
of God,
thingbut
anda
bring us to the test, but save us from the evi! one." 32
Jung
considers
that Jo~equests
was released
his despair
through
hen
ce the
Lord's prayer
that wefrom
be spared
it: "and
do nota
process of increasing cOfsciousness on the part of deity. Kluger
reports the folIowing re ark of Jung in paraphrase:
In his great Rnal speech God reveals himself to Job in all his frightfulness. It is as if he sai, to Job: "Look, that's what I am like. That
is why I treated you lik this." Through the -suffering which he infiicted upon Job out of his own nature, God has come to this selfto Job. And that is wh t redeems the man ]ob. This is really the
solution to the enigma of Job, that is, a true justiRcation for Job's fate,
which, without this bac ground, would, in its cruelty and injustice,
knowledge and admits, ; it were, this knowledge of his frightfulness
remain
also as the
an open
carrier
problem1
of thj âivine
Job appears
here that
clearly
as meaning
a sacriRce,
fate, and
gives
to but
his
Rudolf oUo,
the man iho
33 experience of the numinosium
suffering
and liberation
If hisgave
soul.the
as an example of the n minous experience: 1 quote him at some
length
the passae has
conveys
well encounter
his understanding
of the
its
firstbecause
clear formulatio~,
used soJob's
with Yahweh
numinous mysterium:
person. And He conduct it to such effect that Job avows himself to be
overpowered, truly and 'ightly overpowered, not merely silenced by
superior
I abhor
And thenstrength.
Elohim Then
Himstlfe confesses:
appears to"Therefore
conduct His
own myself
defenceand
in
repent in dust and ashes." That is an admission of inward convin cemerely superior power, Nor is there here at all the frame of mind
to which St. Paul now nd then gives utterance; e.g., Rom. ix. 20:
"Shall and
the conviction,
thing formed
sayof toimpotent
him thatcollapse
formed and
it, Why
has thou
n1bt
suhmission
to
ment
made me thus? Hath not the potter power over the clay, of the same
lump to make one vesset unto honour, and another unto dishonour?"
University
of California
Press,J1ahn
Berkeley
andSermans
Los Angeles,
p. and
97 f. Gaspels,
31 Simpson,
E. M., (Ed.),
Danne's
an the1967,
Psalms
32 Matt. 6:9 NEB.
33 Kluger, Satan, p. 129.
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the passage in Job thus would be a misunderstanding

of it. This chapter does not proclaim, {s Paul does, the renunciation
of, the realization of the impossibility o , a "theodicy"; rather, it aims
at putting forward a real theodicy of i s own, and a better one than
that of Job's friends; a theodicy able ti convict even a Job, and not
only to convict him, but utterly to s ill every inward doubt that
assailed his soul. For latent in the wei d experience that Job underwent in the revelation of Elohim is at nce an inward relaxing of his
soul's anguish and an appeasement, ~n appeasement which would
the Book of Job, even without Job's 'ehabilitation in Chapter xlii,
alone and
in itselfprosperity
perfectly suffice
of the problem
where
recovered
comes as
as tfe
an solution
extra payment
thrown of
in
"moment" of experience that here oper tes at once as a vindication of
after toquittance
been already ofrend,Jred.
But 34
what is this strange
God
Job and has
a reconciliation
Job to God?
works as presented
reviewing the examples
his mighty continues:
byAfter
Yahweh-Leviathan,
Behemoth, of etc.,-Otto
I

Assuredly these beasts would be the mpst unfortunate examples that
one could hit upon if searching for ev~dences of the purp9sefulness
amples and the whole context, tenor, a d sense of the entire passage,
do express in masterly fashion the d, wnright stupeitdousness, the
weIlnigh daemonic and wholly inco prehensible character of the
etern al creative power; how, incalculabl and "whoIly other," it mocks
of the divine "wisdom." But they, no~ess than all the previous exat all conceiving but can yet stil' the mil1d to its depths, fascinate and
simply, but at the same time also as "f scinating" and "august"; and
overbrim
heart.
is meant
thf in
mysterium
not concepts,
as mysterious
here,
too, the
these
latterWhat
meanings
live,is no
any explicit
but
in the tone, the enthusiasm,

in the v1ry rhythm

of the entire ex-

ing alike the theodicy and the appease ent and calming of Job's soul.
The
mysterium,
as such,
would merely
(as passage,
discussed comprisabove)
position.
And heresimply
is indeed
the pOint~f
the whole
though it might strike Job utterly du b, could not convict him inwardly. That of which we are conscio, s is rather an intrinsic value
be a part of the "absolute inconceivab~' 'ty" of the numen, and that,
ing." This is incammensurable
with thoughts of rational human
teleology and is not assimilated ta them: it remains in all its mystery.
But it is as it becomes feIt in conscio sness that Elohim is justified
and
in theat incomprehensible-a
the same time Job's value
soul brough
ineXPlrSSible,
ta peace.35
positive, and "fascinat340tto, Rudolf, The [dea of the Holy, Lfmdon, Oxford University Press,
1910, p. 78.
35 Ibid., p. 80.
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The Job drama is perSO~allYapplicable to all. It speaks immediately to the almost universal question, "Why must this happen to
me?" We all have an unde~IYing resentment against fate and reality
which is a residue of inflation. Such resentment takes many forms:
had had
bett+- childhood;"
1 werehusband
married;"
"If only 1 were
not amarri~d;"
"If only 1 "If
hadonly
a better
or
wife," etc., etc. AII of theseI "if onlys" are the means by which one
excuses himself from relatipg productively to reality as it is. They
are symptoms of inflation ~vhich will not grant the existence of a
should happen to him. Tie answer that emerges from the Book
greater
PIrsonal
of Job isreality
so thatthan
he one's
may se
God. desires. Job asked why his misery
Blake has captured the ~ssential feature of the individuated ego
in his picture of the repe,tant and rejuvenated Job (Picture 28).
What is pictured is the sa9rificial attitude. Having experienced the
transpersonalcenter
of thf psyche, the ego recognizes its subordinate position and is prepared to serve the totality and its ends
rather than make personali demands. Job has become an individuated ego.
4. THE INDIVIDUATED

EGO

Individuation is a process, Inot a realized goal. Each new level of
integration must submit to further transformation if development
is to proceed. However, Je do have some indications concerning
what to expect as a result ~f the ego's conscious encounter with the
Self. Speaking generally, tpe individuation urge promotes a state
in which the ego is related to the Self without being identmed
with it. Out of this state there emerges a more 01' less continuous
dialogue between the consbious ego and the unconscious, and also
extent
betweenindividuation
outer and inner
is achleved;
experience.
firstA twofold
the split split
between
is healed
conscious
to the
and unconscious which b~gan at the birth of consciousness, and
second the split between fubject and object. The dichotomy between outer and inner reality is replaced by a sense of unitary
reality.36-37 It is as though original unconscious wholeness and
36 Neumann,
Erich, "The ps~che and the Transformation
of the Reality
Planes" Eranos-]ahrbuch XXI. Zurich, Rhein-Verlag 1953. Translated in Spring,
Analytical Psychology Club of *ew York, 1956. 1 am in debt to this paper of

subject.
37 Jung discusses unitary
reali
under the term unus mundus in Mysterium
Neumann's which
the 14,
clearett
presentation
we have of this most difficult
Coniunctionis,
C.W.,is VoI.
pa . 759
ff.

emerge, can now be recovered in part n a conscious level. Ideas
and images representing infantilism at ne stage of development
oneness with
life, in
began Im gesoutand
of which
we had
to
represent
wisdom
at which
anotherwestage.
attributes
of the

a1d

the ego. This experience brings with it he realization that one }s
not master in his own house. Re comes to realize that there is an
Self are now experienced as separate fr,0m and supraordinate to
autonomous inner directiveness, separatF from the ego and often
antagonistic to it. Such an awareness i~ sometimes releasing and
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sometimes exceedingly bur1densome. One may indeed feel suddenly
cast in the role of St. Chri~topher (Picture 29).
The dawniug realizatioq of something living in the same house
ing
withthe
oneself
dreamer
is often
with·presa~ed
happenings
by certain
paradoxical
types 01'of miraeulous.
dreams, presentSueh
dreams open up a transp1rsonal eategory of experience alien and
lowing. The patient was a woman who was a scientist with a very
of her acquaintance) was having a heart attack. H e picked up a
wa.sbreast.
her
nwn (a
scientist
strange
rational
matter-of-fa.
to eonsciousness.
ct minfn itThis
example
of dream:
such
a Adream
ishis
theheart
folCanna plant
and clutche
ta his
Immediately
I

•

attack
fellow tVas
scientists
healed.
nwyThen
laug.~
~e at
tumed
me for
ta using
the dreamer
this treatment,
and said,but
"Myit
works and my children arf too young ta be left fatherless."
This dream was follow€d a short while later by a singular experience of synehronicityl that finally penetrated the dreamer's
impressive.
rational, meehanistic
Like the worl1
sup:r,-order
view and
in was
the earlier
experienced
dream,as something
it is as it
restore the heart to its P' evious state. The plant symbolizes the
the plant were
to dr~in
off the effects
the heart qttaek
and
vegetative
state able
of life;
it s analogous
to theof autonomie
or vegeta-

primordial,which
vegetative
sta eupor destructive
mode of life
experienee
tha.t has
reservoir
ean take
exeesses
of energy
thata
may
aeeumulate
in
the
e
nscious
personality.
This
happening
tive nervous system. onfhe
psychologieal level it represents is
a
I

the categories of eonsciou understanding.
Another example of the same theme is a dream of a man in the
experienc ed by the eonscirus mind as miraeulous, Le., transeending
late thirties who had a very alienating childhood. Both parents were
as if
obliged
to assume
alcoholies,
so theand
patient
responsibilities
attitu es
the family
was preeociously
to function atadult
all.
J.,J

in
Renee
a responsible
he grew up
position.
iuto an ~ut
lextremely
then he
rational
began man,
to Iose
functioning
his bearings.
well
Re didn't like his work; hF didn't know what he wanted. Progressively, everything he was doing lost all meaning. Re was very diffiThen he had this dream: He met a strange and unusual woman
cult in therapy
because
wt rd
eouldn't
get beyond
rational
diseussion.
whom
he felt he
had he,
of before.
She was
an exponent
of
"HotV can you believe in uch a thing as homeopathy? The latest
scientific medical advice
always the best. H omeopathy is only a
homeopathic
medicine.
Af~ter
with
awhilesmiled
he exclaimed,
relic of primitive
magic."
n talking
response,
theher
woman
mysteri-

i

PictuTe

29. ST. CHRISTOPHER

CARRYING

OiI painting by the Master of Messkirch

(c).
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andawoke.
ously and said, "Yes, exactlr'" At this the dreamer was flabbergasted
In his associations to thi dream the patient said he knew nothing
about homeopathy except that it used the principle of similarity.
Re was reminded of Fra er' s account of homeopathic magic in
The Golden Bough and he also thought of my method of dream interpretation, the method of amplification which brings similar
images from mythology to amplify and clarify dreams. Re had no
possesses
associations
the tosecret
the know11dge
woma~, butof she
the unconscious
is obviously and
the isanima
servingwho
as
a bridge between the ego and the coHective unconscious.
is presenting him with a w ole new mode of experience, something
similar to primitive magic According to this mode of experience,
The dream indicates tht the unconscious is being activated and
analogies are taken as realities. It is the method of associative
symbolical analogy.
analogical
thinking.
dream interpretation
pletely erroneous to

It is the principle on which our method of
This
the way the unconscious
by
is ba.liS
ed-amplification
by analogy. works,
It is comapplyl such a primitive mode in dealing with

outer
practices
reality;
of aHthat
kinds.
would
But fnvolve
~t is precisely
us in the
magical
right and
appraach
superstitious
to deal
with the unconscious and to make contact with the archetypal
psyche.
Modem man urgently eeds to re-establish meaningful contact
with the primitive layer o the psyche. 1 do not mean by this the
compulsive expres sion of nconscious primitive affects which is a
symptom of dissociation. 1 mean rather the primitive mode of experience that sees life as n organic whole. In dreams the image
of iln animal, a primitive, or a child is commonly a symbolic expression for the source of help and healing. Often in fairy tales
it is an animal that shows he hera a way out of the difficulty. The
images of the primitive anC!the child serve a healing function beI

cause they symbolize ourl birthright to wholeness, that original
state in which we are in rapport with nature and its transpersonal
energies which guide and ~upport. It is through the child or primithe state of alienation. In order to relate to the mentality of the
child inand
primitive
usly, connection
rather than with
unconsciously
andheal
intive
ourselves
thatconsci
we fake
the Self and
I

experienceweinto
world
view without denying or damaging our
flatedly,
mustourleam
hOW1 to incorporate primitive categories of
conscious, scientific categjries of space, time and causality. We
must leam how to apply p~imitive modes of experience psychologi-
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caUy, to the inner world, rather than physicaUy in relation to the
outer world. To be primitive in our relation to the outer world is to
be superstitious; but to be primitive in relation to the inner world
of the psyche is to be wise.
Jung achieved such an attitude of sophisticated primitivity and
that is why aU who knew him could not fail to be impressed by his
wisdom. Only a few days before his death he was asked bYan interviewer about his notion of God. Re replied in these words: "To
this day God is the name by which 1 designate aU things which cross
my willful path violently and recklessly, aU things which upset my
subjective views, plans and intentions and change the course of my
life for better or worse." 38
The view Jung is here expressing is essentiaUy a primitive view,
albeit a conscious and sophisticated one. Jung is caUing "God"
what most people caU chance or accident. Re experiences apparentIy
arbitrary happenings as meaningful rather than meaningless. This
is precisely how the primitive experiences life. For the primitive
everything is saturated with psychic meaning and has hidden connections with transpersonal powers. The primitive, like the child,
lives iri a world that is continuous with himself. Re is in rapport
with the cosmos. The more one attempts to relate consciously to
the depths of the psyche, the more he is led to the same attitude
expres sed by Jung, namely, that aU the vicissitudes of the outer
and inner life have a meaning and are expressions of transpersonal
patterns and powers. Chance as a category of experience is a symptom of the alienated life. For the Self-connected man, as for the
child and the primitive, chance does not exist. Perhaps this is the
meaning of Jesus' saying, "Unless you turn and become like children
you will never enter the Kingdom of Reaven." 39
Emerson expressed the same idea, namely that law lies behind
alI apparent chance:
The secret of the world is the tie between person and event ... the
soul contains the event that shall befall it ... the event is the print
of your forrn.40
Events grow on the sarne stern with persons.41
38Interview published in Good Housekeeping
Magazine, Dec. 1961.
39Matt. 18: 13.
40 Emerson,
RaJph WaJdo, The Conduct of Life, New York, DoJphin Books,
DoubJeday & Co., p. 29.
41 Ibid., p. 30.
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as Each
the slug
creature
sweatsputs
out its
fotth
,flimyhouse
Eram itself
on the
its' own
pear condition
leaf.42 and sphere,
meet,
A man
but which
will see
exude
his frfm
c~laracter
and accompany
emitted in him.43
the events that seem to
..
there are no cOI}tingencies...
Law rules throughout existence .. 44

one' s own ego. This ide' of the hidden God corresponds to the
Gnostic
myth of Sophia,
personincation
of the Wisdom
of God.
In
in Inthethecleverest
hiding
lace
of alI-indevelopment,
identincation
with
one,self,
early stages
Of1pychological
God
is hiddenthe process of creation, Slophia, the divine wisdom, descended into
matter; and then in the cF.urse of that descent she became lost and
imprisoned
in matter,
thys becoming
hidden
God divine
which spirit
is in
need
of release
and redtmption.
Thisthe
notion
of the
imprisoned in matter, hilllden in the darkness of the fiind, represents the Self hidden in ~dentincation with the ego. Matter, which
is hiding Sophia, symbolzes the concrete, temporal, earthy reality
of the individual ego. If God is imprisoned in matter, in the immature personality, the ask of psychological development is no
less than the redemption of God by human consciousness.
The redemption of Go was a theme basic to alchemy. The alchemical opus was a w rk of redemption. The whole process of
from its bondage in bas matter. The base matter was the prima
materia, the stuff that o e started with, corresponding to the inflated immaturities of one s own psyche. This was to be transformed
transmutation attemptedito release and redeem a supreme value
is our ego-Self ide~tity, t e residue of original inflation. To submit
into material
the philosopher's
stfe,mical
a divine
primaconscious
materia
this
to the alch,
processessence.
means The
to apply
effort Rnd attention to th task of renning and separating this composite mixture to the end that the Self or archetypal psyche will be
freed from its contaminaion with the ego.
There is a contrast be ween the conventional Christian attitude
which has the theme of assive redemption of man through faith
in Christ, and the alche ,ical attitude which is an active effort by
man to redeem God. Abo t this contrast, Jung writes:
... (In the Christian atftude) man attributes to himself the need of
redemption and leaves t e work of redemption, the actual athlon, or
42Ibid., p. 30.
43 Ibid., p. 31.
44Ibid., p. 35.
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man takes upon himself the duty of car ying out the redeeming opus,
and attributes the state of suffering an consequent need of redempopus,totothe
the anima
autonomous
figure;in.~matter.45
. (in the alchemical attitude)
tion
mundi divine
imprisoned

and again:
cause of the divine
...
the alchemical
performed by Christ,
effort a "panacea of

world-soul slumber ng and awaiting redemption
opus is the labor l'f Man the Redeemer in the
but the alchemist reates for himself by his own
life." (Paraphrased slightly.) 46

Modern
man is obliged to proceed in much the same wal' as the
in matter. The Christian earns the flitS of grace from the work
tion of11ist.If
sacredheimages,
has no he
recourse
must rell'
to passi~e
on h~s own
redemption
active efforts
by the to work
on his own prima materia, the unconsfious,in
hopes of releasing
and bringing to awareness the suprapeeonal nature of the psl'che
itself. This is the central theme: Psychplogical development in all
its phases is a redemptive process. Th€J goal is to redeem by contion u;ith the ego.
scious realization, the hidden Self, hiddjn in unconscious identificathe conscious process of individuatio
when awareness of the
reality of the ego-Selfaxis occurs. On, e the realitl' of the transThe repetitive
cycle
of inflation
and flienation
superseded
bl'
personal
center has
been
experienced
dialectic is
process
between
ego and Self can, to some extent, replfce the previous pendulum
swing between inflation and alienati0f' But the dialogue of individuation is not possible as long as th~ ego thinks that everl'thing
in the psl'che is of its own making. About this mistaken attitude
Jung sal's:
I

they
... aU
assume
modern
that people
there is
feel
nothing
alone that
in th:1
t~ey
world
haveofnot
themade
psyche
up. because
This is
comes from the fact that we think
e have invented everything
the very best demonstration
simply
psychical-that
nothing would of
be our
doneGJ0rI-almightiness,
i we did not do which
it; for that
is

~:l
alone
in one's
exactly like th creator before
creation.47
our
basic
andpsyche,
it is an
... the
Then
one is
" Jung,
C. idea
G., Psychology
andextraordinarlassumption
Alchemy, C .. , Val. 12, par.
414.
47 From excerpts of a seminar given by Jung on thc Interpretation
of Visions,
46Ibid., par. 557·
publishecl in Spring, Analytical Psychology qub of New York, 1962, p. 110.
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For the modern man, a ~onscious encounter with the autonomous
an experience
archetypal
psyche
he is equi~alent
no lorger alone
to the in
discovery
his psyche
of God.
and After
his whole
such
wor1d view is altered. Re lS freed to a large extent from projections
of
tendency
the Selftoonto
identify
secularwit~.
atmsany
andparticular
objects. Re
partisan
is released
factionfrom
which
the
wor1d. Suchhim
might.lead
a person
to liveisojlt
tonsciously
the conflict
committed
of opposites
to thein process
the outer
of
individuation.
The 1 Ching describesl the effect an individuated person can
have:

... in naturearea uniformlYI
holy seri9usness
be seen
in the fact ofthat
occurrences
subject istotolaw.
Contemplation
the natural
divine
who is called
meaning
underlying
upon to
theinr.uence
Fn0rkingsothers
of thetheuniverse
means of
gives
producing
to the man
like
effects. This requires that power of inner concentration which religious contemplation

devflops in great men strong in faith. It enables

them toofapprehend
fysterious
and divine
life, and by
means
profoundestthe i9ner
concentration
they~aws
giveof expression
to
these laws in their ow~ persons. Thus a hidden spiritual power
being aware of how it ha pens.48

Stated in the broadest ossible terms, individuation seems to be
the innate urge of life to r· alize itself consciously. The transpersonal
infltencing
and dominating
their
lifeemanates
energy, from
in thethem,
process
of self-unfolding,
uses others
humanwithout
consciousness, a product of itself, a~ an instrument for its own self-realization.
A glimpse
situdes
of human
of this process-Igives
life and makes
oneone
a new
realize
perspective
that:
on the vicisThough tht mills of God grind slowly,
Yet they g~'ind exceeding fine.

48 Wilhelm, Richard (Transl.)
The I Ching or Book of Changes, Bollingen
Series XIX, Princeton Universtty Press, 1950. Commentary on Hexagram # 20,
Contemplation, p. 88.

Part II

INDIVIDUATION AS A
WAY OF LIFE
... the work of human works ... (is) to establish, in
and by means of each one of us, an absolutely original
center in which the universe reflects itself in a unique
and inimitable way.
-PIERRE

o The Phenomenon

TEILHARD DE CHARDIN o

of Man, New York, Harper

Torch Books, 1961, p. 261.

CHAPTER FiuR

The Search for fMeaning

those
he wouldis put.
He actsinithieroglyphic
as life, before
Every inquiries
man's condition
a solutitn
to
he apprehends it as truth.
RAI!.PH WALDO Ej\'IERSON

1.

THE FUNCTION

OF THE SYMBiOL

One of the symptoms of alienation in t~e modern age is the widespread sense of meaninglessness. Many patients seek psychotherapy
not for any clearly defined disorder bur. because they feel that life
has no meaning. The thoughtful psychotherapist can scarcely avoid
theimpression
that these people are ~xperiencing the disrupting
effects not only of an unsatisfactory chpdhood experience, but also
to
be upheaval
passing occasioned
through a bycollective
IPsychological
reorientation
of an
a major fultural
transition.
We seem
equivalent in magnitude to the emerge~1Ceof Christianity from the
ruins of the Roman Empire. Accompan>jing the decline of traditional
religion
increasing
evidenceOur
of Irelation
tion.
'Vethere
haveis lost
OUl' bearings.
r general topsychic
life has
disorientabecome
ambiguous. The great symbol system w~ich is organized Christianity
or to fulfill their ultimate needs. The l' suIt is a pervasive feeling of
meaninglessness and alienation from ife. Whether 01' not a new
collective
symbol
will emerget~eremains
to be seen. For
the
seems
no religious
longer able
to command
full commitment
of men
present those aware of the problem are obliged to make their own
individual search for a meaningfullife.llndividuation
becomes their
way of life.
107
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1 use the word "meanin~'
EGO iNDhereARCHETYPE
in a special sense. In general we
can distinguish two different usages of the word. Most commonly

the representation.
term refers to abstract,
pbjective
knowledge
conveyed
a signa
or
Thus, fbr
example,
the word
horse by
means
particular species of four-Ie~ged animals; or a red traffic light means
stop. These are abstract, <ilbjective
meanings conveyed by signs.
I
living meaning which doe not refer to abstract knowledge but
However,
is anotherr
kind
of meaning,
rather to a there
psychological
st te
which
can affirm namely,
life. It issubjective,
this sense
of the word we use when J,e describe a deeply moving experience
as something
~'uch
an experience
does living
not convey
abstract
meaning,meaningful.
at least ndt
primarily,
but rather
meaning
which, laden with affect, r~lates us organicalIy to life as a whole.
Dreams, myths, and works I of art can convey this sense of subjective, living meaning which is quite different from objective, abstract
meaning. It is the failure t? separate these two different usages of
the word "meaning" which leads one to ask the unanswerable question, "What is the meanink of life?" The question cannot be answered in this form becausJ it confuses objective, abstract meaning
make
it more subjective
an~ ask, "What
the meaning
of my life,"
with subjective,
living metning.
If we isrephrase
the question
to
it then
begins to of
have
P?ssibility
of an answer.
The problem
lifethemedning
is closely
related to the sense of
personal identity. The question, "What is the meaning of my life?"
is almost the same as the qyestion, "Who am I?" The latter question
is clearly a subjective one. An adequate answer can come only from
within. Thus we can say: Mraning is found in subjectivity. But who
say
or imply
only subjective~
though
the subjective
were
values
subjectivity?
When re asuse
the word
subjective,element
we usualIy
of no consequence. Since tfe decline of religion, we have had no
adequate collective sanction for the introverted, subjective life. AlI
trends are in the opposite direction. The various pressures of WestI

ern society alI subtly urge Ithe individual to seek life meaning in
externals and in objectivitt. Whether the goal be the state, the
corporate organization, the good materiallife, or the acquisition of
objective scientific knowledge, in each case human meaning is being
sought where it does not lexist-in externals, in objectivity. The
unique, particular, not-to-bEi-duplicated subjectivity of the individual which is the real source of human meanings and which is not
rejected by to
susceptible
theanbuilders
objective,
of fatistical
pur contemporary
approch is
world
the despised
view.
stone
Even the majority of pSJi'chiatrists, who ought to know better,
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contribute to the prevailing attitude which depreciates subjectivity.
Some years ago 1 gave a paper concerning the function of symbols
before a group of psychiatrists. Afterwards the discussant gave a
critique of the paper. One of his chief objections was that 1 described the symbol as though it were something real, almost alive,
as indeed 1 had. This criticism reflects a general attitude towardthe
psyche and subjectivity. The psyche is thought to have no reality
of its own. Subjective images and symbols are considered to be
nothing but reflections of one's environment and interpersonal relations, or nothing but instinctive wish fulfillments. Harry Stack Sullivan has even made the extreme statement that the idea of a unique,
individual personality is a delusion! A famous psychiatrist thus becomes unwittingly another exponent of collectivistic, mass psychology.
Modern man's most urgent need is to discover the reality and
value of the inner subjective world of the psyche, to discover the
symbolic life. As Jung has said:
Man is in need of a s)!mboliclife ... But we have no symbolic life ...
Rave you got a comer somewhere in your houses where you perform
the rites as you can see in India? Even the very simple houses there
have at least a curtained comer where the members of the household
can lead the symbolic life, where they can make their new vows or
meditation. We don't have it ... We have no time, no place ... Only
the symbolic life can express the need of the soul-the daily need
of the soul, mind you! And because people have no such thing, they
can .1ever step out of this miIl-this awful, grinding, banal life in
which they are "nothing but." 1
Man needs a world of symbols as well as a world of signs. Both
sign and symbol are necessary but they should not be confused with
one another. A sign is a token of meaning that stands for a known
entity. By this definition, language isa system of signs, not symbols.
A symbol, on the other hand, is an image OI' representation which
points to something essentially unknown, a mystery. A sign communicates abstract, objective meaning whereas a symbol conveys
living, subjective meaning. A symbol has a subjective dynamism
which exerts a powerful attraction and fascination on the individual.
It is a living, organic entity which acts as a releaser and transformer
of psychic energy. We can thus say a sign is dead, but a symbol is
alive.
1 Jung, C. G., "The SymboJicLife," Transcript of a lecture given in 1939
from the shorthand notes of Derek Kitchin, London, Guild of Pastoral Psychology,Guild Lecture No. 80, April 1954.
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SymboIs are spontaneous products of the archetypaI psyche. One
cannot manufacture a symbol, one can only discover it. Symbols are
carriers of psychic energy. This is why it is proper to consider them
as something alive. They transmit to the ego, either consciously or
unconsciously, life energy which supports, guides, ,and motivates
the individual. The archetypal psyche is constantly creating a steady
stream of living symbolic imagery. Ordinarily this stream of images
is not consciously perceived except through dreams ar through
waking fantasy when the conscious level of attention has been
Iowered. However, there is reason to believe that even in the full
waking state this stream of symbols charged with effective energy
continues to flow beyond the notice of the ego. Symbols seep into
the ego, causing it to identify with them and act them out unconsciously; OI' they spill out into the external environment via projection, causing the individual to become fascinated and involved with
external objects and activities.

2. THE CONCRETISTIC

AND REDUCTIVE

FALLACIES

The relation between the ego and the symbol is a very important
factor. In general there are three possible patterns of relation between ego and symbol or, which means the same thing, between
ego and archetypaI psyche:
1. The ego may be identified with the symbol. In this case the

symbolic image will be lived out concretely. Ego and archetypal
psyche wiII be one.
2. The ego may be alienated from the symbol. Although the symbolic
life cannot be destroyed, in this case it will function in a degraded
fashion outside consciousness. The symbol will be reduced to a
sign. Its mysterious urgencies will be understood only in terms of
elementary, abstract factors.
3· The third possibility is the one to be desired. In this instance the
ego, while clearly separated from the archetypal psyche, is open
and receptive to the effects of symbolic imagery. A kind of conscious dialogue between the ego and emerging symbols becomes
possible. The symbol is then able to perform its proper function as
releaser and transformer of psychic energy with fuU participation
of consciousunderstanding.
These different relationships between ego and symbol give rise
to two possible fallacies which I shall call the concretistic rallacy
and the reductive fallacy. In the concretistic fallacy, which is the

I
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more primitive of the two, the indivi~ual is unable to distinguish
Inner symbolical images are experie ced as being real, externa]
symbols
of the of
archetypal
psyche
concrete,
external
reality.
facts.
Examples
this fallacy
are thefrfl nimistic
beliefs
of primitives,
hallucinations and delusions of psychbtics, and superstitions of all
kinds.
Confused
mixtures astrology,
of PsychicJand
reality
such· as
the practice
of alchemy,
a d thephysical
numerous
present-day
cults of healing fall into this category.1 The same fallacy is at work
in those religious believers who misurderstand symbolic religious
images to refer to literal concrete facts and mistake their own personal
parochial
religious
convictiOIis for
universal
and absolute
truth. or
There
is danger
of succumbing
to the
concretistic
fallacy
whenever we are tempted to apply ~ symbolic image to external
physical facts for the purpose of ma ipulating those facts in our
own interest. Symbols have valid and legitimate effects only when
they serve to change our psychic stat or conscious attitude. Their
effects are ilIegitimate and dangerou when applied in a magical
way to physical reality.
The reductive fallacy makes the o 'posite mistake. In this case,
the significance of the symbol is misse1 by misunderstanding it only
as a sign for some other known content. The reductive fallacy is
behind symbols to their "real" meani g. This approach reduces all
symbolic
to elementary,
n factors.
It operates
on the
based on imagery
the rationalistic
attitudeknoW~iCh
assumes
that it can
see
assumption that no true mystery, no rsential unknown transcending the ego's capacity for comprehensi1on, exists. Thus, in this view,
there can be no true symbols but onl1 signs. For those of this persuasion, religious symbolism is no mOIjethan evidence of ignorance
and prim.itive
superstition.
Thewho
reducrive
faIlacy
is also shared
by
those
psychological
theorists
c~nsider
symbolism
to be no
morefall
than
primitive,
prelogicalwefunctioning
of the archaic
ego.
We
intothethis
er1'Orwhenever
treat our subjective
reactions
and images
science
and inphysical
the abstract,
reaJity.
statistical
This nVstake
+anner is
appropriate
the reverse
to natura]
of the
manipulate physical facts, thus doing violence to them. Here, the
abstract, objective attitude appropri· te for an understanding of
outer reality is applied to the uncons ious psyche in an attempt to
manipulate
it. This
attitude
does violes[mbOliC
lce to theimage
autonomous
reality
preceding one
where
a subjective
was used
to
of the psyche.
The conflict
fallacy
and the
reductive
faIlacy
is at thebetween
core ofthctheconcrctislic
conten porary
conflict
between
the

UZ

EGO

traditional

religious

AND

view of ban

ARCHETYPE

and the so-called

view. And since this is a coll~ctive
of the conflict within ourselves.
writes:

modern

scientillc

problem, we ali carry something
Concerning
this problem Jung

Whoever talks of such ma ters (as religious symbolism) inevitably
runs the risk of being torn to pieces by the two parties who are in
mortal conflict about these very things. This conflict is due to the
strange supposition that a thing is true only if it presents itself as a
physical fact. Thus some pJople believe it to be physicalIy true that
Christ was bom as the son I of a virgin, while others deny this as a
physical
impossibility.
see do
that
therenotis no
logical
solution
to this
conflict andEverrone
tha~ one can
would
better
to get
involved
in such sterile disputes. Botf are right and both are wrong. Yet they
could easily reach agreement if only they dropped the word physical.
truths which can neither b _explained nor proved nor contested in
any
physical
way.
for c~!iterion
i, stance, of
a general
belief are
existed
the
Physical
is not
the If,only
truth: there
also that
psychic
river Rhine had at one time flowed backwards from its mouth to its
source, then this belief would in itself be a fact even though such an
assertion, physicaIly unde~stood, would sound utterly incredible.
Beliefs of this kind are psydhic facts which cannot be contested and
I
need no proof.
Religious (or symbolic) statements are of this type. They refer without exception to things thaJ cannot be established as physical facts .

. . . Taken as referring tol anything physical they make no sense
whatever. ...
The fact that religious (or symbolic) statements frequently conflict with the 0fserved physical phenomena proves that
in contrast to physical perce~tion the (symbolic) spirit is autonomous,
and that data.
psychic
is autonomous
to a certain factor,
extent and
independent
of
physical
The experiencj'l
psyche is an
religious (or
are based on unconscious ...
processes. These processes are not
accessible to physical per eption but demonstrate their existence
,symbolic) statements are p~! chic confessions which in the last resort
through the confessions of ~he psyche ...
Whenever we speak of
religious (or symbolic) con~ents we move in a world of images that
point to something ineffabl~. We do not know how clear or unclear
these images, metaphors, and concepts are in respect of their transcendental object ...
(Hdwever) there is no doubt that there is
operates
somethingin behind
such a way
thesethatirr)ages
jhe statements
that transcends
do not vary
consciousness
limitlessly and
chaotically, but clearly alI relate to a few basic principles or archeas such.2
2

Jung, C. G., "Answer to Job" in Psychology and Religion: West and East,

C.W., 11, 1958, par. 553-555.

types. These, like the

PSYC11

e itself, or like matter,

are unknowable
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As with aU matters pertaining to persenality, the concretistic and
ality
development.
The
statebeofas
iden
between
and
ActualIy
they
can bewill
considered
two ,ification
successive
stagesexhortation.
inego
p.ersonreductive
fallacies
not
changld
by rational
unconscious symbols gives rise to the c3ncretistic falIacy. This state
is characteristic of an early stage of egp development seen, for instance, in primitives and children. The feductive falIacy stems from
a state of alienation
conscious.
It seems to
between
be a later
the ego
stagelof
a~d the
development,
symbolism of
perhaps
the un-a
nec_essary reaction against the previour state of identity between
ego and unconscious. At this point eg~ development may require
a depreciation of the unconscious and ~f the power of its symbolic
images. However, this leaves a dissociation between ego and unwhole.
conscious
which goal
sooner
later must
bejherapy
bridged isiftoone
is tothe
become
The ultimate
of or
Jungian
psycho
make
symneed to know how a symbol behaves w en it is unconscious. AU the
inhuman practices of savage rites and rituals as welI as neurotic
bolic process conscious. To become c~nsCious of symbols we first
symptoms and perversions can be undtrstood if we realize how a
symbol functions unconsciously. The basic proposition is this: An
the unconscious symbol is experienced nly as a wish or an urgency
unconscious
lived but
The urgency
dynamism
of
toward
some symbol
externalisaction.
The not
imagPfrceived.
behind the
is not
seen. No
purely
psychological
meaning
it discerned
the motivating
force
of the
symbolic image
whtch
has one behind
in its grip.
The
ego, identmed with the symbolic ima~e, becomes its victim, conthan to understand
demned
to live out itconcretely
consciously.
the To
mefning
Ithe degree
of thethat
symbol
the ego
ratheris
identified with the archetypal psyche, the dynamism of the symbol
explains the distinct ion between the de th psychology of Jung and
alI other psychological theories. Only ung and his school, so far,
will be seen and experienced only as ati urge to Iust or power. This
have been able to recognize the symb1.l, and therefore the archeego ispsyche
typal
not identified
of whichwith
it is it.
a manifestat~on,
In Freudifn psychology,
as it functions
for when
instance,
the
where Jung sees the transpersonal arcpetypal psyche, Freud sees
psyche
the Id. and
The its
Id is
symbols
a caricature
are seen
of the
only.l.
~uman
by thesoul.
wayThe
theyarchetypal
manifest
themselves when the ego is identified with them. The Id is the unconscious seen only as instinct with no Iconsideration of the images
that lie behind the instincts. To the extent that images are dealt
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with
at alI, they areEGO
red lAND
ctivelyARCHETYPE
interpreted back to the instinct.
The symbolic image per le is granted no substantive reality. This

stand because it is shared in one form 01' another by practically all
the schools of modern p. ychotherapy. No psychiatrist will deny
that
the urgencies
of the 'nstincts
are alive isand
effective tobutunderthey
Freudian
attitude to\Vardlthe
unconscious
important
almost alI join in denying the life and reality of symbolic images
in This
and for
themselves.
-1
widespread
attitude
of modern psychology which sees the
unconscious psyche as mdtivated only by the instincts is basically
antispiritual,
land
destructive
the symbolic
To
the extent thatanticultural,
such an atbude
is held, theof cultivation
of alife.
meanI
ingful inner life is impossirle. Instinctive compulsions do, of course,
exist-in abundance. But itI is the symholic image, acting as releaser
and transformer of psychic energy, which lifts the instinctive
and acculturates the raw animal energy. The instinct contains its
urgency to another level tf meaning and humanizes, spiritualizes,
own
imagehidden
that liesmeaning
embedded
w~ch
lin the
is instinct.
revealed only by perceiving

the

analogy. As Jung says, "T 'e creation of ... analogies frees instinct
and the biological sphere as a whole from the pressure of unconscious contents. Absence of symbolism, however, overloads the
One way of discoverin1 the hidden image is by the process of
sphere of instinct." 3 As an example of the analogical method 1 recall
a patient who was in the unconscious grip of a powerful symbolic
understand it consciously. Since it is easier to see large things than
small ones, 1 choose an ex mple that is magnified so to speak by the
fact
it isrequired
a symptom
of live
psychopathology.
1 am until
thinking
of a
imagethat
which
hin~to
it out as a symptom
he could
case of transvestism-a Y01!ll1g
man who had a strong urge to dress
his attitude towards himse f underwent a radical change. Ordinarily
in \Vomen's
piece wearing
of feminine
clothing,
he
felt shy, clothes.
inferior, When~kvearing
and i lpotent. some
But when
some
article
of feminine apparel which! could be hidden from general view, he
felt confident, effective, and sexually potent. Now what does such
a symptom mean? This ~atient was living out an unconscious
symbolic image. Since sucf, symptom images have the same origin
as dreams, we can approa~h them in the way we would a dreamby the method of amplifidtion. We then ask ourselves what about
dressing in women's clotheb? What general and mythological paral-

lels
can \Ve
find?
3 Jung,
C. G.,
The

Practice arI Psychatherapy,

C.W., Val. 16, par. 250.
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In Book V of the Odyssey,
Odysse~s'
joumey between Calypso's
isle and the land of the Phaeacians is described.4 During this
drowned Odysseus except that Ino, asea goddess, comes to his assistance. She tells him to take off his clothes and swim for it and
adds, "Here, take my veil and put it around your chest; it is enchanted Poseidon
and you can
no har so
long which
as you would
wear it.
As
journey
stirscome
up to
a frightf~II
storm
have
soon as you touch land take it off, t:hrow it back as far as you
can into the sea." Ino's veil is the arc~etypal image that lies behind
the
symptom which
of transvestism.
vetI represents
the the
support
and
containment
the mother The
archetrpe
can provide
ego during a dangerous activation of the uncopscious. It is legitimate to use
this support, as Odysseus does, durin~ a time of crisis; but the veil
must be retumed to the goddess as sopn as the crisis is over.
Another parallel is provided by the rriests of the Magna Mater in
ancient Rome and Asia Minor. After tfeir consecration these priests
would wear feminine dress and all0'f their ha il' to grow long to
represent their commitment to the service of the Great Mother. A
remnant of this sacerdotal transvestifm exists today in the skirts
wom by the Catholic clergy who are in the service of Mother
is
Church.
based These
on theparallels
unconscious
go to show
need thrt
f9r athesupporting
urge of thecontact
transvestite
with
feminine deity-the mother archetyp~. This is the way to underof
the such
imagea symptom
of a deity,symbolically.
we are usin~1a
symbol whenever
because awe
deity
01'
stand
qf course,
speak
suprapersonal
for something known
power and
cannot
rationally
be precifeIy
u~derstood
denned.
but It
rather
is not
a symbol
a sign
expressing a mystery. This manner o' interpretation, if successful,
can lead the patient toward the symolic Iife. A paraIyzing, guiltJaden symptom can be repIaced by a meaningful, life-enriching
symbol which is experienced consciou Iy rather than Iived out in an
unconscious, compulsive, symptomati, way.
This case is an example of how a Fmptom can be transformed
into a symptom
Every
symbol through
derives from
awareness
the im,.ge
of itsofarchetypal
some archetypal
foundations.
situation. For instance, many anxiety sympt:l· oms have as their archetypal
context the hero's nght with the dr~gon, 01' perhaps the rites of
initiation. Many symptoms of frustral1tion 01' resentment are a re41 am indebted to Storr for pointing out rus amplification. (Storr, A., "The
Psychopathology
of Fetishism
and Transvesti
m," with
JournalGod.
of Analytical
Psycholenactment of Job's
archetypal
encouJter
To oe able
to
ogy, VoI. 2, No. 2, July 1957, p. 161.)
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symptom, immediately tran forms the experience. It may be just as
painful,
it has met;' ning.
Instead
of isolating
sufferer
recognizebutthenow
archetype,
see the
symbolic
image the
behind
the
Eromhis
Now
he felIow
feels humans,
himself ita U1p.ites
participating
him with partner
them in in
a deeper
the collective
rapport.
human began
enterprise-the
painful ofevolution
of human
consciousnesswhich
in the darknefs
the primordial
swamp
and which
will end we know not whefe.
Intense moods and emotional states will also yield up their meanman was in the grip of a angry mood. Things were not as he
wished
but relevant
he could SYmbOli~image
neither act out the
nor repress
it. Finallya
ing
it the
can affect
be found.
For example,
he prayed for understanding of its meaning. Immediately the image
carne
to him
of the Re
threeread!
~enthisin passage
the fieryin fumace
as and
described
in
the Book
of Daniel.
the Bible
as he reHected on it, his mood distPpeared. The third chapter of Daniel
describes the decree of Nepuchadnezzar that alI people on signal
shall falI down and worshp his golden idol. Shadrach, Meshach
and Abednego refused and Nebuchadnezzar in a state of ragehad
them thrown into the fiery fumace. But they remained unharmed
and a fourth figure was see walking with them in the fire, "like a
son of God."
This image resolved the angry mood because it expresses symbolicalIy the meaning of the mood. King Nebuchadnezzar represents
prerogatives
an arbitrary, of
tyrannical,
God and porer-driven
raîes when hefigure
is notwho
treated
would
as usurp
deity. the
Re
fiery
is the fumace.
ego identified
Shadrach,
with Mrshach
thf Self. Ris
and rage
Abednego,
is synonymous
by declining
with the
to
willingly to the fire of Ne uchadnezzar's frustration. This would
correspond to the patient's ability to avoid identification with the
affect but instead endure i and finalIy seek its meaning in active
re transpersonal
value to
motivation,
imagination.
The fourth
figlpersonal
re that appears
in theexpose
fumacethemsel"like the
son of God"
would
represfntin the
eomponent
that was
actualizedl
the transpersonal,
experience. It archetypal
brings meaning,
release and wholeness (as the fourth).
This example illustrates a Istatement of Jung. About his confronta-

tion
withliving
the unconscious
writes:
1 was
in a constanthrftate
of tension ... To the extent that 1
managed to translate the e:rp.otionsinto images-that is to say, to Rnd
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the images which were concealed in t~e emotions- 1 was inwardly
calmed and reassured.5
To the extent that one is unaware lof the symbolic dimension
of
existence,areone
experiences
the ofvicid1itudes
of we
life are
as symptoms.
Symptoms
disturbing
states
mirtd which
unable to
control and which are essentially mea~ingless-that
is, contilÎn no
value or signifîcance. Symptoms, in fac~ are degraded symbols, degraded by the reductive fallacy of the ego. Symptoms are intolerable
borne if we can discern its meaning. It is meaninglessness which
is the grea test threat to humanity.
precisely b.ecause they are meaningless'flmost
any difficulty can be
aur waking life is composed of a ser~es of moods, feelings, ideas,
and urgencies.
These
successive
psychf
states
through onwhich
we
pass
are like beads
strung
on a single
st~ing.
Depending
our conscious attitude, we experience this rosary of life either as a succession of meaningless symptoms or, throfgh symbolic awareness, as
a series of numinous encounters between the ego and the transpersonal psyche. aur pleasures as welll as aur pains are symptoms
if they carry no symbolic import. The sages of India recognize this
in their doctrine of Maya. According to llilis view pain and pleasure,
which are the symptoms of life, are indilssolubly connected. To gain
release Jram the painful symptoms 0ge must also relinquish the
pleasurable symptoms. In terms of analytical psychology, the Indian' s striving
for release
the symbblic
urge~cies life.
of pain
and pleasureis
equivalent
to the
search from
for the
Nirvana
is not an
symbolic life which releases man from his "awfuI, grinding, banal
escape
fromisthe
of life. of
It mea
is ~ther
discovery of the
life" which
onlyreality
a succession
inglessthesymptoms.
3. THE SYMBOLIC LlFE

Without
The symbolic
it thelife
egoin issome
alienated
form isfrom
a pref'equisite
i~s suprapersonal
for psychic
source
heaIth.
and
falls victim to a kind of cosmic anxietr Dreams often attempt to
heal the aIienated ego by conveying t9 it some sense of its origin.
Here is an example of such a dream. The dreamer was struggling
with the prabIem of ego-Self alienati9n. She was a prey to profound feelings of depression, unworthiness, and the meaninglessness
of her life and capacities. Then she hld this dream: An old man
5 Jung,
c. G., Memories,
1963, p. 177·

Dreams,

Reflectio!ns, New York, Pantheon

Books,
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who was both a priest anCla rabbi was talking to me. As

1 listened

1 wasGod
deepl~
moved and him.
felt 1felt
was the
being
healed.
It
to
his words
seemed
as though
SJqokethrough
eternal
question which is always within me resolve itself. For a moment 1 knew
why. As he talked he puti me back in touch with something 1 had
known a long time ago-~efore 1 was born.
This dream had a powerful impact on the dreamer. She experienced it as something hea~ing. The eternal question concerning the
first
upon ofawakening
she rnswered.
could not But
remember
what
old man
meaning
her life was
what was
thethe
answer?
At
had once read in a book and she realized that it was the essence
had said. Then sUddenlYjShe thought of an old Jewish legend she
of this legend which th I priest-rabbi had been telling her. The
story of this legend is as follows:
Prior tobefore
the birth
a chl.ld,
caUs
seed
of the
future man
human
01'
being
him of
and
dtcidesGod
what
itsthesoul
shall
become:
woman, sage or simpletok rich 01' poor. Only one thing Re leaves
undecided, namely, whe4er he shall be righteous ar unrighteous, for,
as it is written, "All thin!gSare in the hand of the Lord except the
fear of the Lord." The soul, however, pleads with God not to be sent
ta which 1 send thee, is better than the world in which thou wast;
and when 1 formed thee, 1 formed thee for this earthly fate." Thereupon God orders the a, gel in charge of the souls living in the
Eromthe
beyond
ButtheGod
makes answer:
"The world,
world
mysteries
of that other
Beyond tolife
initiate
thisthislworld.
so 1 into all
through Paradise and Re' 1. In such manner the soul experiences all
the secrets of the Beyond. At the moment of birth, however, when the
soul comes to earth, the angel extinguishes the light of knowledge
burning above it, and the soul, enclosed in its earthly envelope, enters
I

regain it.6
this world, having forgotlen its lofty wisdom, but always seeking to
The dream which brought this beautifullegend to the dreamer's
mind is an excellent example of the operation of the ego-Selfaxis
which brings into consci9~sness an awareness of the ego's origin
and meaning and awakel1ls the symbolic life. The figure of the
old
the man,
archetype
the rabbi-priest,
of the oldl
if awise
representation
man. He is
of what
a spiritual
Jung has
guide,
calleda
bringer of wisdom and healing. I would consider him to be a personification of the ego-Sel~ axis. In the combination of priest and
6

C.

Quoted by Gerhard AdIer,!Studies
G. Jung Foundation,1967, R. 1zof.

in Analytical

Psychology.

New

York,
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rabbi he unites two separate religiouf and symbolic traditions alreligious system. The theme of the pr natal origins of the ego is an
archetypal image of which we can Bnd many examples. For instance
there
Plato's
prenatal
ideas
as elaborated
in the
thoughis the
tale doctrine
he has tooftell
does ~ot
belong
to any particular
Phaedo. knowledge
According which
to this ismyth
is aInrecollection
prenatal
innatealllearning
b ,t forgotten.
psychologicalof

termspreexistent
this meansor that
the archetypall
human experience
a priori;
they onl~ forms
await of
incarnation
within a
are
particular
cence
is sometimes
individual expressly
life history.statedl
Thi1 in
Platonic
dreams.theory
A person
of reminismay
realizes has happened before and is f llowing some predetermined
plan. As one dreamer described such a dream:
dream of being involved in a SigniBcait happening which he dimly
neously. On the one hand it was u, ique, spontaneous, and unrehearsed. On the other hand 1 seemed also to be playing a rale and
re-enacting a story 1 had once known but forgotten. The two levels
were
1 was t1e,laying
perfectly
just
was experiencing
dreamthe
on rale
two levels
simultaIt
was inextricably
as though 1connected.
because 1 was really living it at the stme time. 1 made up my lines
as 1 went along but 1 seemed to be relped by the fact that 1 had
once known the story. When each sitllation came up it struck some
chord of memory which came to my arsistance.
Another parallel is an old Gnostic t~le which has many similarities to the Jewish legend previously ~uoted but carries it a step
enly origin. Modern translators have .ntitled this text "The Hymn
further
of the Pearl."
by showing
I quote
how it,
thesomewhat
soul awajens
abridged,
and remembers
from Hansits Jonas'
heavbook:
When 1 was a little child and dwelt ir the kingdom of my Father's
house and delighted in the wealth and splendor of those who raised
me, my parents sent me forth from the East, our homeland, with
pravisions for the joumey....
They Itook off from me the robe of
glory which in their love they had rade for me, and my purple
a covenant with me, and wrote it in fii heart that 1 might not forget
t and tobringest
the One
Pearl
it:
"When
into Egyef.ctlY
mantIe
thatthou
was goest
wovendown
to conform
my figure,
and made
serpent, thou shalt put on again thy roe of glory and thy mantle over
it and with
nextsea
in Wh~h
ran , be
to ourbykingdom."
which
lies inthy
thebrother,
middle our
of the
is heir
encircled
the snorting
1 left the East and took my way dornwards, accompanied by two
rayal envoys, since the way was dangeliousand hard and 1 was young
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for suchfrom
parted
a joumey
me. 1....
went 1sllaightway
±ent down to
intotheEgypt,
serpentandand
mysettled
companions
down
take the Pearl from him ....
1 was a stranger to my fellow-dwellers
in the inn ....
1 clothed myself in their garments, lest they suspect
1 might
close
his coming
inn untilfrom
he EOUld
me asbyone
ithout slumber
to take and
the sleep
Pearl 50andthatarause
the
serpent
me. Butand
tHrough
some cause themselves
they markedwith
thatme1 was
not
theiragainst
countryman,
they ingratiated
and
mixed me (drink) with t~eir
cunning,
and
gave
me
to
taste
of
their
I
meat; and 1 forgot that 1l was a king's son and served their king.
1 forgot the Pearl for whfch my parents had sent me. Through the
heaviness of their nouris~ment 1 sank into deep slumber.
All this that befell me, my
parents marked, and they were grieved
I
for me ....
And they w~ote a letter to me, and each of the great
ones signed it with his name.
"From thy father the Kinglof Kings, and from thy mother, mistress of
in Egypt,
the
East, and
greeting.
from Awakel
thy b~other,
and rise
ourupnext
out inof rank,
thy sleep,
unto thee
and perceive
OUl'son
the words of our letter. Remember that thou are a king's son: behold
whom thou has served in Hondage. Be mindful of the Pearl, for whose
sake thou has departed inio Egypt. Remember thy rabe of glory, recall thy splendid mantIe, Ithat thou mayest put them on and deck
thyseIf with them and thy rame be read in the book of the heroes and
Like become
then
a messenger
with thy
was brot~er,
thelletter.our ...
deputy,
It rose
heir up
in our
in the
kingdom."
form of an
eagle, the king of all winîed fowl, and flew un tiI it alighted beside
me and became wholly speech. At its voice and sound 1 awoke and
Just
arase asfrom
was my
written
sleep,
on too~
my Iheart
it up,were
kissed
the it,words
brokeof its
myseal,
letterand
to read.
1 remembered that 1 was r son of kings, and that my freebom soul
desired its own kind. 1 remembered the Pearl for which 1 had been
sent down to Egypt, and 1 began to enchant the terrible and snorting
the name of our next in ank, and that of my mother, the
of the East. 1 seized the Pearl, and tumed to repair home
serpent. 1 charmed it to srep by naming over it my Father's
Father. Their filthy and impure garment 1 put off, and left it

Queen
to my
name,
behind

our homeland, the East.
My letter which had awaened me 1 found before me on my way;
in their land, and directed~mY way that 1 might come to the light of
guided me my
withfear,
its
and asthat
it had
Iljeand
withwith
its its
voice,
light
shoneawakened
before me)
voice50 itit encouraged
and with its love it drew be on ....
(Then, as he approached his
homeland his parents sent out to him his robe of glory and his
mantle.)

And 1 stretched

foward it and took it and decked myself

with the beauty of its cOlTs. And 1 cast the royal mantIe about my
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entire self. Clothed therein, 1 ascended to the gate of salutation and
adoration. 1 bowed my head and adored the splendor of my Father
who had sent it to me, whose commands 1 had fulfilled as he too had
done what he promised
Re received me joyfully, and 1 was with
7
him in his kingdom
This charming tale is a beautiful symbolic expression of the
theory of analytical psychology concerning the origin and development of the conscious ego. The ego begins as the child of a royal,
heavenly family. This corresponds to its original state of identity
with the Self 01' archetypal psyche. It is sent away from this original
paradise on a mission. This refers to the necessary process of conscious development which separates the ego from its unconscious
matrix. When it reaches the foreign country it forgets its mission
and falls asleep. This situation corresponds to ego-Self alienation
and the state of meaninglessness. The letter from his parents
awakens the sleeper and reminds him of his mission. Meaning has
returned to his life. The connecting link between the ego and its
suprapersonal origins has been l'e-established. 1 would equate this
happening with the awakening of symbolic awal'eness.
Thel'e is a particulal'ly interesting parallel between the story
and the dream of the priest-rabbi. In the dream, after listening to
the words of the wise old man the dreamer l'emarks, "As he talked
he put me back in touch with something 1 had known a long time
ago-befol'e 1 was born." Similarly, in "The Hymn of the Pe arI,"
after the hero l'eads the letter, he says, "Just as was written in my
heal't were the wol'ds of my lettel'." In each case the individual is
recalled to something he once knew but had fol'gotten-his original
nature.
In "The Hymn of the Pearl" the awakening is bl'ought about
through the agency of a letter. The protean nature of this lettel'
suggests that it is a true symbol whose full meaning cannot be encompassed by a single specific image. It is a lettel' but it is also an
eagle. In addition, it is a voice that became wholly speech. When
it was time to make the l'eturn tl'ip, the letter underwent stiH another metamol'phosis and became a guiding light. Whenevel' we
encountel' in dreams an image which undel'goes such numel'ous
tl'ansfol'mations, we can be sure we are dealing with a particularly
potent and dynamic symbol. Such a symbol is the lettel'-eagle-voicelight image in this stol'Y. A letter is a means of communication
from a distance. The eagle, stated in the text to be the king of
1 Jonas, R., The Gnostic Religion, Boston, Beacon Press, 1958,

p. 113ff.
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birds, reminds one of the fact that birds have always been considered the messengers of God. lance treated a psychotic patient who
told me that he was receiving messages from Gad. When 1 asked
him how he got these messages, he said that the birds brought
them. Birds also suggest the dove of the Roly Ghost which is the
connecting link between God and man. (Pictures 30 and 31). The
voice reminds one of the call ar the vocation which means literally
a calling. This theme has always expressed an experience of awakening which leads the individual out of his personal preoccupations
into a more significant destiny. The letter as guiding light is paralleled by the star of Bethlehem which guided men ta the birthplace
of Christ, the manifestation
of deity. All of these amplifications go
ta show that the letter in its various aspects symbolizes the egoSelfaxis,
the line of communication
between ego and archetypal
psyche. Consciousness
of this axis has an awakening, transforming
effect on the personality. A new dimension of meaning is discovered
which conveys value to subjectivity.
Another example of the archetypal theme of the prenatal origin
of the saul is found in Wordworth's
ode: "Intimations
of Immortality."

(Quoted

here at greater

length.)

OUl' birth is but a sleep and a forgetting:
The Soul that rises with us, our life's Star,
Hath had elsewhere its setting,
And cometh from afar.
Not in entire forgetfulness,
And not in utter nakedness,
But trailing clouds of glory do we come
From God, who is our home:
Heaven lies about us in OUl' infancy!
Shades of the prison-house begin to close
Upon the growing boy.
But he beholds the light, and whence it flows,
He sees it in his joy;
The youth, who daily farther from the east
Must travel, still is Nature's Priest,
And by the vision splendid
Is on his way attended;
At length the Man perceives it die away,
And fade into the light of common day.

At this point Wordworth's
hero reaches Egypt, forgets his mission, and falls asleep. Re neverdoes
receive a definite letter of
awakening, but he has premonitions
of one.

Picture 30. THE ANGEL
Annunciation by DUrer.

GABRIEL

iHANDS MARY A LETTER.

The

Picture 31. A DOVE TRANS
GREGORY THE GREAT, Ivory

VOICE TO ST.
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.. and in a season of calm weather
Though inland far we be,
I

Which brought us hither,
Can in a moment travel thit, er.
And
see the
children
the shore,
Our souls
have
sight sportupo
of that i~'mortal
sea
And hearto the
rol~ng
evermore
Thanks
the mighty
human waters
heart by
Which
we live,...
To
Thanks
me the
to its
meanest
tendemess,
floweritsthatlblows
jo~s, and can
fears,give
Thoughts that do often lie too C1eepfor tears.
Ilie.In the last two lines there is a definile allusion to the symbolic

considered a letter sent to Egypt to a\
able to read the letter, but at least' we s
effort. 1 know of a man who had no use
terpretation.
had studied
own
Dreams areHe
expressions
of thehis
ego-sel

aken us. We may not be
ould open it and make the
for analysis and dream indreams
and dream
reached
axis. Every
can the
be

definite conclusion that dreams have n~ meaning whatever. They
one's feet tangled in the covers, lying on one's arm, that sort of
are
caused
by one'sto physical
sensa~tions
in bed-having
thing.
It is onIy
interesting
note what
ki d of while
dreams
a man with
nightmares.
such a conscious
He dreamt
attitude he
had.was
He in
hada s~veral
eluagmire
frequently
up to his
recurring
knees
sinking deeper and deeper, una bIe to move. At other times he
I

dreamt that
,1
paralytic
.. he was blind and someti~es

that he was a crippled

Sometimes dream images refer directl~ to the functioning of the
1 have encountered sever al dreams w ich use the image of an
island needing a communication syste with the mainland. Here
is an example of such a dream: A
n dreamt that he was on
ego-Selfaxis. This is true of the dr~lm about the priest-rabbi.
an island several miles of! the mainlandl• A great pile of telephone
I

and the dreamer feels he has rescued it from destruction by recogcab les comes
beach.
It is cOinected
the mainland
is an
important
a' vance inwith
communications.
nizing
what itupis. onIt the
H is neighbors think it is ugly and wa1t it thrown back into the
sea but the dreamer is able to persua~e them of its value.
cable is significant. The dreamer has a highly developed aesthetic
sense. Indeed, his major value judgme ts are based on aesthetic
The fact that the neighbors object to t}e ugliness of the telephone
considerations. In order to accept the nEjwcommunication pathway

li
I
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with the mainland, that is the archetypal psyche, the dreamer must
depose the tyranny of aestheticism which recognizes no values
other than its own. Thisis an illustration of the fact that the egoSelfaxis and the symbolic life are encountered through the inferior
function, the weakest portion of the personality. Only by awareness
and acceptance of our weakness do we become conscious of something beyond the ego which supports us.
Here is another dream which is a beautiful example of the egoSelfaxis and of the numinous'impact it can have. The patient had
this dream about one year prior to beginning analysis, during a
time of considera bIe distress. Although his psychotherapy was
long and arduous, this dream portended eventual success: 1 am
on the roof of a rooni completely surrounded by water when
1 hear wonderful music coming across the water. The music is
being brought by four "wise men" standing in small boats and
each is coming from one of the four directions. They are magnificently robed and as they proceed across the water through a
blue-gray dawn 1 realize that the music each one brings bears
the characteristics of the "direction" from which he comes. These
four musical qualities blend and merge into a sound which afJects
me powerfully in writing about it three years later as it did when
it occurred in the dream. The four "wise men" ascend stairs at
each corner of the room. 1 am overcome with a feeling of great
reverence and excitement, and as they reach the roof it has grown
lighter. The nearness of them is overwhelming. 1 realize they have
come to prepare me for the doing of some work. 1 then must go
downstairs and complete some task which requires prolonged
diligence and concentration. When 1 come back 1 see the four
"wise men" going back across the waters in their small boats.
Though there is a sense of disappointment the music seemed more
glorious than before, even' triumphant. There was definitely a
sense of having succeeded or passed the test. Then 1 saw that in
the place where each "wise man" had stood there was now a stone
idol which though abstract not only intrinsically represented the
"wise man" but indeed all that was implied by the culture and
mores of the direction from which he had come. There was a sense
of being thankful that 1 would be able to prove that they had been
there.
Then 1 turned my attention to the faur "wise men" each returning ta his own direction in the small boats, and the music became
even greater. Once more 1 heard with special clarity the special
personality of each of the faur directions blending mysteriously

~
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into a "supermusical" sound and the day became brighter until
an electric blue surrounded me and
sense of the most intense
well-being 1 had ever known filled me as the dream ended.
1 do not want to discuss this dream in its personal aspects but
only to the extent that it illustrates
e function of the ego-Self
axis. The drama of the dream takes p ace an the roof of a room
whichis a kind of platform raised a ove the water with steps
at each of its four corners. This remin s one of the early Egyptian
concept of the God Atum. He was repr sented as the world mound
rising out of the primeval ocean. Accor ing to Clark, this primordial
mound symbol "was soon formalized in o an eminence with sloping
or battered sides ar a platform sur ounded by steps on each
side ...
It is probably what the step py' amids represent." 8 Another
analogy is the Babylonian ziggurat, Iii ewise a holy mound with
steps on four sides leading to a platfor
on top which housed the
shrine of Marduk. (Picture 32) The tip of the holy mound was
thought of as the naveI of the worlCl, the point where divine
I

creative force is manifested, and the plfce of meeting between god
and man. The same ideas were assoqated with the pyramids of
the Mayas (Picture 33).
8 Clark, R. T. R., Myth and Symbol
Press, 1960, p. 38.

in Allcient

Egypt,

New York, Grave

Picture 33. MAYAN PYRAMTD. At the tap is a Temple of the Gad.
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The image of wise men bringing gif~S reminds us of the story
of J esus' nativity and the three wise m9n. This theme of bringing
hero which, we can add, is also the my h of the birth of the ego.9
But what is the significance of four w'se men instead of three?
There
a legend
when
Jesusofwa
three
gifts toisthe
newbornthatchild
is part
th~ born,
myth not
of the
birthbutof four
the
wise men were supposed to have corre to him from the four
corners of the world, but the fourth was delayed and did not
arrive the
in time.
The fact aIIudes
that there
alj~ four symbolism
wise men and
coming
from
four directions
to mlndala
intotality. The wise men thus represent a fourfold ego-Selfaxis.
They
the
dicatesarethatmessengers
the wise and
men gift-bringers
are a functitnromof the
the land
Self, beyond
or psychic
sea come to establish communication rith the ego. We are reminded of the previous priest-rabbi dr1am where likewise an old
wise man served to connect the dreamer with her suprapersonal
origins.
1would draw your attention to the lig t symbolism in this dream.
The -dream begins at dawn. It grows lig ter as the wise men reach
the roof and becomes still brighter at the climax of the dream.
Light represents consciousness. AII peopl es have myths of creation
which d~pict it as the creation of lightl. Such myths refer to the
creation of the ego which is the light pf consciousness born out
of
the ofdarkness
thetheunconscious.
dawn to
is the
daily
birth
the lightof of
sun and isSirpilarly,
ain apt image
represent
emerging consciousness. Thus we can pnderstand this dream as
referring to a growth or increase of copsciousness on the part of
the dreamer. This interpretation would lso correspond to the significance of the wise men whose attrib te is wisdom. Wisdom is
light in the psychological sense. The
ise men are bringers of
the light of consciousness.
Another feature of the dream is th t each wise man leaves
behind an idol or image of himself whi h epitomizes the direction
from which he comes and provides ta~gible proof of the reality
of his visit. This is most interesting. 1 unferstand it as a representasentedof by
tian
the the
symbolic
wise men,
process
bringitself.
imagesl.
Th~ of
archetypal
themselvesforces,
as gifts
repreto
the ego, symbols that remind the indivfdual of his suprapersonal
connections. These images would correspond in their function to
9 More precisely
the hero represents
the ego cooperates.

the ur~e to individuation

with which

the letter, eagle, and guid ng light in "The Hymn of the Pearl."
They are connecting link between ego and archetypal psyche
which transmit symbolic
eaning.
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The word symbol deri les from the Greek word symbolon

10

and balon, meaning that w ich has been thrown. The basic meanwhich
root~ords,
meaning
togetherIn 01'original
with,
ing is combines
thus "that two
which
h s beensym,
thrown
together."
Greek usage, symbols refer1ed to the two halves of an object such
as a stick 01' a coin which two parties broke between them as a
pledge and to prove later ti e identity of the presenter of one part
to the holder of the other. The term corresponded to our word
tally concerning which We ster's unabridged dictionary states: "It
was customary for trader, after notching a stick to show the
number 01' quantity of good delivered, to split it lengthwise through
the notches so that the pas exactly corresponded, the seller keeping one stick, and the pu ,chaser the other." A symbol was thus
originally a tally referring o the missing piece of an object which
when restored to, 01' thrown together with, its partner recreated
the original whole object. ~hiS corresponds to our understanding
of
psychological
of man.
a symbol.
The ussymbol
us
to the missing
part offunctfon
the {vhole
It relates
to our leads
original
whole man is a great deal more than the ego, it relates us to the
suprapersonal forces whic are the source of our being and our
meaning. ItThis
is the
for honoring
totality.
heals
our reason
SPlit,~our
alienationsubjectivity
from life. and
Andcultivating
since the
the symbolic life.
10

See L. Stein, "What is a Symbol Supposed to be?" ]ournal of Analytical

li'sychology, VoI.

II, No.

1, Jan·11957, p. 73.

CHAPTER FIVE

Christ as patadigm
of the Individu~ting Ego

1 am not ...

addressing myself tolthe happy possessors

of faith,
manyhas
peoplf
whom
light
has
gone but
out, tathethose
mystery
faded,forand
Gad the
is dead.
For most of them there is no goin1a back, and one does
Ta gain an understanding of rel'gious matters, probably all that is left us today is he psychological apnot know either whether going b~k is the better way.
proach. That is why 1 take thesf thought-forms that
have become
again
and pour
historically
them into
fixed,
moul'(Is
trV_taofmelt
immediate
them down
experience.
G. Jung 1

-c.

1. THE ACCEPTANCE OF SEPARAfENESS
The image of Christ, and the rich network of symbolism which
has gathered
tion
process. In
around
fact when
Him, the
provide
Christianl
man~myth
parallels
is examined
to the individuacarefully
that the underlying meaning of Chris ianity is the quest for individuation.
The myth of J esus Christ is unique in its assertion of the paradoxin the light of analytical psychology, tie conclusion is inescapable
icalisdouble
Christ.
He is bOIh
God and
man. existence
As J esus
he
a humanaspect
beingofliving
a particular,
limited,
historical
1 Jung, C. G., "Psychology and Religion" i~ Psychology
and East. C.W., 11, par. 148.
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Chriet, he is the "anointed one," the king,

time, the eternal deity it elf. Understood psychologically, this
means
that that
Christ
simul~rom
aneously
a symbol beyond
for bothspace
the Self
the Logos
has isexisted
the beginning
and
and the ideal ego.
of the Self.2 The circumsta ces of Christ's b'crth; his performance
of Jung
miracles;
the various
im ges
of the
of heaven;"
his
has developed
in so~e
detail
the "kingdom
idea of Christ
as a symbol
cognomen "Son of man" 'fhich equates him with the original
Anthropos or primordial man; the symbols of totality which surand
roundomega,"
him such
andas the
the symb~lism
four hangelists,
of the the
cross-all
twelve these
disciples,
pertain
"alpha
to
the phenomenology of the Self. But although Jung has made interesting
the Isubject,
has In
never
elaborated
the
idea suggestions
of Christ asonsymbp,l
of theheego.
thisreally
chapter
I shall
attempt a brief exploration 1f this subject. It should be clear, however, that my remarks are fnly preliminary suggestions toward a
future psychology of the Cnristian myth.
The nature of the historifal Jesus has always been a problem
fact and archetypal image a e so closely intermixed that it is almost
impossible to distinguish th m. However, although details remain
uncertain, a definite histor cal personality with astonishing psyfor scholars and theOlogiat,S.3 In the gospel accounts, personal
chological insight is reveal~d in the gospels. Jesus was probably
an illegitimate child. Cert~inly he demonstrates some characteristic the
features
of the
indiv~dual
whoand,
has more
had no
personal father.
When
personal
father
is missing
particularly,
when
he is completely unknown, as may happen with an illegitimate
child, there is no layer of p rsonal experience to mediate between
the ego and the numinous i age of the archetypal father. A kind
of hole is left in the psych through which emerge the powerful
archetypal contents of the c llective unconscious. Such a condition
is a serious danger. It threatens inundation of the ego by the
dynamic forces of the unbonscious, causing disorientation !lnd
loss of relation to external r~ality. If, however, the ego can survive
this danger, the "hole in th~ psyche" becomes a window providing
insights into the depths of being.

2

Jung C. G., Aion, C.W., 9 ii, pars. 68-126.

Jesus would appear to fitjthe above description. He experienced

For a detailed historical sur ley of this problern, see Schweitzer,
Quest of the Historical Iesus, New York, MacrnilIan, 1961.
3

A., The

a direct relation
Christ to
as the
Paradigm
heavenIyof (archethal)
the In~ividuating
father Ego
and described
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in numerous vivid symbolic images thb nature of the kingdom
of heaven (the archetypal psyche). It is I~vident from his teachings
that he had a profound awareness of ~e reality of the psyche.
Jesus recognized the reaIity of inner ps,chic states. For exampIe:
You have heard that it was said to the men of old, "You shall not
kilI; and whoever kills shall be liable to udgment." But 1 say to you
Whereas the Mosaic Law recognized fnIY the reality of deeds,
that everyone who is angry with his br ther shall be liable to judgment ... 4
And again:
You have heard that it was said, "You shall not commit adultery."
But 1 say to you that every one who 10 ks at a woman lustfully has

These
have
a major
psycholo~cal
import. They represent
alreadypassages
committed
adultery
with
her in riS heart.5
a transition from a kindof crude behaforistic psychology to one
which is aware of the reaIity of the psvche as such without concrete actions.
discoveries. Jesus formulated the conce! tion of psychological projection two thousand years before depth psychology:
The gospel
abound
in sawdust
manYlother
major
psychological
Why
do you accounts
look at the
speck of
in your
bother's
eye with
never a thought for the great plank in tour own eye? 6

Re family.
recognized
dangertostiU
ofhonor
psychic
ldentmcation
with
parents
and
TodaytheanaIysts
encoujter
references
to father
the
Old
Testament
commandment
one's
mother
and
as .
justmcation
for himself
a state clearly
of unconscious
lidentity with the parents.
Jesus expressed
on this i~sue:
set
... arnan
1 have against
not come
his tofatber,
bring and
peace,
a daugr,ter
but ~ sword.
against
Forher
1 have
mother,
comeand
to
be those of his own household.7
A man's foes are those of his own ho sehold because it is those
daughter-in-Iaw
against
mother-in}-law;and
foes will
to awhom
he is closest
with her
whom
he i. most apt atoman's
be identmed
4 Matt. 5:21-22, RSV.
5 Ibid. 5:27-28.
6
7

Matt. 7:3, NewEnglishBible.
Ibid. 10:34-36.
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an awareness of radical separateness is a prerequisite for individuation.
unconsciously. Such ideitifications must be .diSSOlved because
The divisive aspect of hat Jesus represents is made even more
I

explicit in a saying recoided in the Gnostic Gospel of Thomas:
17. Jesus says: "Men ind,ed think 1 have carne ta bring peace ta the
warld. But they da nat kfaw that 1 have carne ta bring ta the warld
hause, they will became three against twa and twa against threefather against san and sa against father-and they will be lifted up
discard,
fire, af)
sward,
Indeed, if there are five (peaple) in a
(ta the state
beingwa~
s litaries.8
discord. It is to achieve he solitary condition, the state of being
end of this
passa~eThis
makes
the purpose
anThe
autonomous
individual.
can clear
be achieved
only byofa inciting
separastages, the separatio is e perienced as painful strue and hostility.
Parents and family are t· e most frequent objects of unconscious
entification with others. In the early
tion from unconscious
f'

identmcation. Jesus singlis out the father for special mention:
is in heaven.9
And call na man yaur farer an earth, far yau have ane Father wha
Parents have power 0rer their grown children only because
to
the their
IaUerpersonal
continue parents'l
to pro~ect
To the
callimages
no man
of father
the archetypal
means toparents
withdraw alI projections of thr father archetype and discover it within.
Jesus demands a commitment to the Self which transcends loyalty
to any personal relations~iP:
Re wha laves father ar mather mare than me is nat warthy af me;
and he wha daes nat t ke his crass aud fallaw me is nat warthy
af me.10

and he wha laves san ar faughter mare than me is nat warthy af me;
Here we have the origtn of the idea of the imitation of Christ,
the ideal man (ego) whose life is to be folIowed as a model.
If anyane wishes ta be a allawer af mine, he must leave self behind;
The same idea is in

11

Daresse, Jean, The Secret
Viking Press, 1960. p. 358.
9 Matt. 23:9.
10 Matt. 10,:37-38,
8

aU. 16:24-26:

Books of the Egyptian

Gnostics.

New Yark,
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he must take up his cross and come w~th me. Whoever cares for his
my sake, he will find his true self. ( 'uXTJ) What will arnan gain
by winning the whole world, at the cot of his true self? ( l!JuXTJ ) .11
To
proper
translators
to
own convey
safety isthelost;
but ifmeaning,
arnan letthtimself
( l!JuXTJare) obliged
be lost for
translate the same word, l!JuXTJ, by two different terms, self and
read, "...
if a man will Iose his eg for my sake, he will find
the Self."
Psychologically understood, the cr ss can be seen as Christ's
true self. If psychological terms be Iermitted, the phrase could
own cross would mean to accept and onsciously realize one' s own
particular
attempt To
to imitate
destiny, hispattern
unique oflifewholeness.
pattern toThe
b~ fulfilled.
take up Christ
one's
literally and specmcally is a concrettstic mistake in the understanding of a symbol. Seen symbolicrlly, Christ's life will be a
paradigm to be understood in the cf.ntext of one' s own unique
spoken dearly on this subject:
We Protestants must sooner or later ace this question: Are we to
understand the "imitation of Christ" in the sense that we should copy
reality and not as something to be laViShlY imitated. Jung has
deeper sense that we are to live our o n proper lives as truly as he
lived his in its individual uniqueness? It is no easy matter to live a
life that is modelled on Christ's, but it is unspeakably harder to live
his
and,
if Iasmay
expreSSif'
ape his stigmata; or in the
one'slife
own
life,
trulyuse
as the
Christ
lived lis.12
2. THE ETHICAL TEACHING
admittedly a counsel of perfection. If taken literally and applied
consistently to the external wor1d, it is i imical to material existence.
Jung has suggested another way to u derstand it, namely on the
subjective
inner level.
Ris approao
is given
first dear It exThe ethicalor teaching
of Jesus
has alI· ays
been its
a problem.
is
1930 in Zurich. Jung is discussing a patient and has said that
the
patientin should
not look
on h rresented
r own inferiority
should
pression
the seminar
on down
"Visions"
in the but
autumn
of
accept it. Re continues:
11

Matt. 16:24-26, NEB.

12

Jung, C. G., "Psychotherapists or the CI~rgy" in Psychology and Religion:

West and East, C.W., 11, par. 522.
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Now this is a Christian attitude: for instance, Jesus said that the
least among our brethren is himself, and that we should give him
refuge and sanctuary. (Matt. 25: 40) And already in the first cetltury
after Christ there were philosophers like Carpocrates who held that
the least of one's brethem, the inferior man, is oneself; they therefore
directly read the Sermon on the Mount on the subjective level. For
instance he (Carpocrates) said, "... if thou bring thy gift to the altar,
and there rememberest that thou has aught against thyself, leave
then thy gift and go thy way; first be reconciled to thyself and then
come and offer thy gift." (Cf. Matt. 5:22 f.) It is a grand truth and
it is most probably the real idea behind the Christian teaching .. ,13.14

The subjective method ofinterpretation
when applied consistently to the teachings of Jesus yields a host of insights that are
remarkably similar to the discoveries of depth psychology. Seen in
this light Jesus' teachings become a kind of manual for promoting
the individuation process. By way of example, let us consider the
subjective interpretation of the Beatitudes, (Matt. 5:3-10).
Blessed are the poor in spirit, for theirs is the kingdom of heaven.
In The New English Bible we read, "...
those who know they
are poor." The literal meaning of hoi ptochoi to pneumati in the
Greek text of this passage is "beggars for the spirit." 15 Hence
the meaning is, blessed are those who are aware of their spiritual
poverty and are humbly seeking what they need. Understodd psychologically, the meaning would be: The ego which is aware of
its own empbness of spirit (life meaning) is in a fortunate position
because it is now open to the unconscious and has the possibility
of experiencing the archetypal psyche (the kingdom of hea ven) .
Blessed are those who mourn, for they shall be comforted.
Mourning is caused by the loss of an object 01' person who was
carrying an important projected value. In order to withdraw projections and assimilate their content into one's own personality
it is necessary to experience the loss of the projection as a prelude
to rediscovering the content 01' value within. Therefore, mourners
are fortunate because they are involved in a growth process. They
will be comforted when the lost projected value has been recovered
within the psyche.
13 Jung, c. G., The Interpretation
of Visions, taken fram the privately printed
seminar notes of Mary Foote. VoI. 1, p. 102. Slightly revised.
14 For further discussion of Carpocrates and the subjective interpretation of
Jesus' sayings, see Jung, C. G., Psychology and Religion: West and East,
C.W., 11, par. 133.
151 am indebted to Dr. Edward Whitmont for drawing my attention to this
fact.
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Ble"ed a" meekness
the meek,wiU
f"' refer
they ,hali
the of
earlh.
Subjectively
understood,
to aninJerit
aftitude
the ego
towards
and open to new considerations which can lead to a rich inheritance. To inherit the earth suggests a awareness of being individually related to 01' having a per onal stake in the whole
the
Such
attitude
fortu}ate
because it is teachable
(theunconscious.
wholeness of
life,an the
total ishuma
enterprise).
Blessed are those who hunger and 4irst for righteousness, for
they shall be satisfied. (In The Douay ersion we read: "Blessed
are those who hunger and thirst after jfstice, for they shall have

r

nourishes. Understood psychologicalIy, it is an objective inner
their -fiII.") Right 01' justice iS.here repr1esented as something that
ego
seeksprinciple
it in hunger,
i.e., an
I_empty
that does
01' guiding
that brings
a fense
ofego
fulfillment
to not
the
law which

Blesseditsare
merciful,andforjudgmeny
they s'F;ll
obtain
mercy. It inner
is a
~~:~tifY
owntheopinions
with
the objective
basic principle of analytical psychology fhat the unconscious takes
If, for toward
example,thethe
h~r ego
a kind
considerate
the same attitude
conscious.
egoego
as thl
takes and
toward
the un-

If the ego is merciful, it wiU receive mercy
contrary corolIary is "alI who take the sword
sword."
attitude toward the shadow, the latter riU be
Blessed are the pure in heart, for ther shall

from within. The
wiU perish by the
helpful to the ego.
see Gad. Purity 01'

cleanness
can signify subjectively
a s~ate with
of the
ego whichconis
free
from contamination
(by identificati.En)
unconscious
The ego which is conscious of its own dirt is pure, and the way
is open01' tomotivations.
it to experience
Self. is clnscious is clean 01' clear.
That the
which
tents
Blessed are the peacemakers, for ther shall be called the sons
of
the Gad.
opposing
It is

parties
the appropriate
of an intrapsychic
role of th[
cEnflict.
ego toIf mediate
the ego identmes
between
with one side of the conflict, no resolutipn leading to wholeness is

the reconciling function of peacemaker, it is acting in the interests
of totality, the Self, and hence as "son f God."
possible. The dissociation becomes pe]anent.
If the ego serves
Blessed are they that are persecut ld for righteousness' sake
("for justice's sake" in The Douay Verston) for theirs is the kingdom of heaven. The ego needs to endure pain and hurt without
succumbing to bitterness and resentmdnt in arder to be related
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contact
to the objective
with the inner
archetYtlal
la II' Such
psyche
an ego
and attitude
its healing,
is rewarded
life-giving
by
images.
is praise of the emptied or non-inflated ego. In Jesus' time, violence
The major point of the ~eatitudes as understood psychologically
tin.ed in a primitive fashio with the suprapersonal energies of the
archetypal
psycheinstinctu~ity
and evienced were
its inflation
symptoms
of anger,
and
unconscious
rampant. byThe
ego easily
idenviolence and Iust. Accordtng to Jesus' teaching the ego must be
emptied of such inflated i~entin.cations before it can perceive the
In this connection the kenosis doctrine of the incarnation is
relevant. This doctrine is based chiefly on two Pauline passages.
transpersonal psyche as sO~lething separate from itself.16
Most important is Philippians 2:5, 6, 7:
...
Christ Jesus who, th~Ugh he was in the form of God, did not
count equality with God a thing to be grasped, but emptied himself,
taking the form of a servlnt, being bom in the likeness of men.

For you know the grace o OUl'Lord Jesus Christ, that though he was
rich, yet for your sake h became poor, so that by his poverty you
might become rich.

The second passage is fou{ld in II Corinthians 8:9:
a voluntary proeess of em tying, whereby He divested Himself of
His etern al and innnite d:vine attributes in order to take human
Aceording
to theofkenosf
doctrine,
incarnation
of Jesus was
form.
This image
"ine· rnation
by the
emptying"
nts precisely
the
relinquishes its original, o' nipotent identincation with the Self in
processto ofachieve
order
ego developmtnt
a limite butduring
the in
egotheprogressively
actualwhich
existenee
real world
I

of space and time.
The is
dream
of a patie~~
in analysis
howdreamer
the kenosis
image
still operating
in the
modern indicates
psyehe. The
was
agentIe, sensitive, young man who had difficuIty in asserting himI

self and beeoming a deflnite individual. Re had this dream: 1
dreamed
saw aofmOder*
Christ Then
figure.
He was
travelling
in a
1sensed
there
was danger.
bus with a1group
his disciples.
He wa, going

'o

be be'jayedo

It Iwppened and

,ha ba, mcked

you, draws in with it the divi 'ty, in some form, to repay." The Conduct of
16 Emerson
some~ng
similar, " ... 34.
whatever lames 01' paralyzes
Life,
Dolpmn expresses
Books, New
Yor: , Doubleday,p.

Picture 34. CRUCIFIXION WITHIN A FIELD OF FORCE. Detail of altar piece.
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with violence. He was set upon and subdued. 1 looked in and
saw that they had apparen~ly tied ropes to each of his hands

+

1 knew

they would kill him that way. Then it appeared, when 1
looked at him more closely that he was not tied by

and feet and had pulled him right, spread-eagled in four directions.
bar attached ~o the rope. He was cooperating in his
own death! At the end of the dream came animage
of ahands
magneti
of forcewith
which
this
the
but field
as grasping
each looked
hand a like
wooden
drawing." (Se diagram).
The nature of this dream indicates that a crucial, nuclear process of transformation is taki g place. Such a dream denes adequate
rational interpretat ion, but some amplmcation is possible. The
cross as a neld of force h s a parallel in a fourteenth century
painting (Picture 34). In t is picture Christ is being crucmed
I

lines of force with outwar radiations. Thus the human ngure
is being transnxed on a f ur-fold structure by a transcendent
in the lap of God the Fathlr whose garments are represented as
energy neld. Understood ps lchologically this image would' express
energy of the Self.
The dream combines the idea of crucinxion with the image of
dismemberment. This same ombination is found in a nineteenth
century woodcut (Picture 5). Dismembered heads and limbs
the experience of the ego as it comes into proximity to the superior
are hanging from the cross suggesting that the image of the
crucinxion is being superi~posed
chologicaIly as a transfor
original unconscious content
Or,
way, it Dit'
is
such put
as another
that of Osiris.

on a myth of dismemberment

ative process which divides up an
for purposes of conscious assimilation.
riginal
unity can
submitting
to dispersal
emberment
be understood
psy-

existence. (Cf. discussion o unity and multiplicity in Chapter 6,
pages 172-176).
In the dream, the Christ ngure is undergoing a voluntary process
of dismemberment
In terms inofspatio-temporal
the dreamer's
and multiplicity
for the orste mptying.
of realization
psychology this would sug,est

the breaking up of an ideal or

In archetypal terms the dre' m depicts the wilIing sacrince of the
Self as an eternal image in order that it can become manifest in
consciousness as energy (t ,e magnetic neld of force). Unity is
"other-worldly"
attitude
0Jder
to make which
a realistic
life tension
adaptation.
split into two pairs
of in
pola:
ppposites
create
and

35. CRUCIFIXION AND DISMEMBERMENT. Woodcut roade in
Rennes, France, c. 1830.
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conflict but at the same time genera te energy for real life accomplishment.
Numerous other aspects of Jesus' teaching lend themselves to
psychological interpretation. I shall review briefly a few of them:
Make friends quickly with yaur accuser ...

(Matt. 5:25).

Do not resist one who is evil. But if one strikes you an the right cheek,
turn ta him the other also; and if any one would sue you and take
yaur coat, let him have your cloak as well. (Matt. 5: 39-40) .
Love your enemies ...

II

(Matt. 5: 44) .

These passages aU make the same point: To understand them
subjectively gives a startling new dimension to the meaning of
the Christian myth. We are being instructed to love our inner
enemy, to make friends with our inner accuser, and to offer no
resistance to that within us which we consider evi! (inferior, unaccepta bIe to ego standards). Of course this does not mean to act
out crude impulses externaUy. It refers rather to an intern al, psychological acceptance of the rejected, negative side of one's own
nature. The inner opponent to our conscious standpoint is to be
respected and treated generously. The shadow must be accepted.
Only then can wholeness of personality be approached.
The same meaning is attached to the injunction:
Give ta him who begs from you, and do not refuse him who would
borrow from you. (Matt. 5:42).

The inner beggar is the deprived, neglected aspect of the personality, what Jung caUs the inferior function. It needs its place
in consciousness and should be given what it asks:
When you give alms, sound no trumpet before yau. (Matt. 6:2).
But when you pray ... pray to your Father who is in secret; .

(Matt. 6:6).
Here we are told not to be identified with a persona of virtue
or piety. To be preoccupied with appearances or the effect one
produces on others reveals one's own lack of genuine personality.
Form and appearance are empty; the essence comes from the individual' s unique inner experience:
Do not lay up for yourselves treasures an earth, where moth and rust
consume ... but lay up for youl'selves treasures in heaven ... (Matt.
6:19-20).

In other words do not project psychic values outside yourself
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into objects. Projected values are extremely vulnerable to loss
(moth and rust). When a value is projected, loss of the object
is experienced as loss of the inner value it is carrying. Withdraw
such projections and recognize that values originate within:
Do not be anxious about your Zife, what you shall eat ar what you
shall drink ...
(Matt. 6:25).

This is a warning against another projection. Psychic life and
well-being are not sustained by material objects. They are necessary
but are not vessels of ultimate meaning. The source of psychic
sustenance is to be found within:
Judge not, that you be not judged. For with the judgment you pronounce you will be judged, and the measure you give will be the
measure you get. (Matt. T1,2).

Here is an explicit statement of the fact that the unconscious
mirrors to the ego the same attitude that the ego takes toward it.
Hence it is unwise for the ego ta presume to decide by its conscious
preconceptions what ought and what ought not exist in the psyche.
The judgmental attitude toward the unconscious is an inflation of
the ego and will always boomerang against it:
Do not give dogs what is holy; and do not throw your pearls before
swine ...
(Matt. T6).

This tells us to honor inner values and protect them from our
own disparagement and depreciation. But how do we know what
is truly valuable? ''You will know them by their fruits." (Matt.
7: 16). This is the essence of psychological pragmatism. The value
of a given concept or attitude is determined by its effects. That
which releases constructive energy and promotes psychic wellbeing is a value to be cherished.
Several gospel passages emphasize the particular importance
of that which has been lost, for example, the parables in the fifteenth
chapter of Luke, of the lost sheep, the lost coin, and the prodigal
son. These parables refer to the special significance of the lost
or repressed portion of the personality. The lost part is the most
important because it takes with it the possibility of wholeness. The
inferior function which has been lost to conscious life needs to
be given special value if one's goal is the wholeness of the Self.
The last becomes first and the stone that the builders rejected
becomes the cornerstone.
Similarly, the image of the child is given special worth:
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Truly, 1 say to you, unless you turn and become like children, you will
never enter the kingdom of heaven ...
Whoever receives one such
(Matt. 18:3-5).
child in my name receives me ...
Let the children come to me, do not hinder them; for to such belongs
the kingdom of God. Truly, 1 say to you, whoever does not receive
the kingdom of God like a child shall not enter it. (Mark 10: 14,15)·

The child signifies the young, underdeveloped aspect of the
personality, that which is fresh, spontaneous, and not yet fixed
in rigid patterns. One must become as a child to enter the kingdom
of heaven. This means psychologically that the deeper layers of
the transpersonal psyche are reached through the undifferentiated,
childlike aspect of the personality. These passages caution us
against applying the pejorative adjective "childish" to aspects of
oneself, because the child image carries a supreme psychic value.
A similar idea is expressed in the following parable:
Then the King will say to those at his right hand, "Come, O blessed
of my Father, inherit the kingdom prepared for you from the foundation of the world; for 1 was hungry and you gave me food, 1 was
thirsty and you gave me drink, 1 was a stranger and you welcomed
me, 1 was naked and you clothed me, 1 was sick and you visited me,
1 was in prison and you came to me." Then the righteous will answer
him, "Lord, when did we see thee hungry and fed thee (etc.) ... ?"
And the King will answer them, "Truly, 1 say to you, as you did it to
one of the least of these my brethern, you did it to me." (Matt. 25:3440).

The King is the central authority, a symbol of the Self. Re
identifies himself with "the least" -that aspect of the personality
which is despised and is considered to have no value. "The least"
is hungry and thirsty; that is, it is the needy, desirous side of
ourselves. It is a stranger, referring to that aspect which is lonely
and unaccepted. It is naked, that is, exposed, and unprotected.
It is sick, the side of the psyche that is diseased, pathological,
neurotic. And finally, it is in prison-confined and punished for
some transgression of collective rules and behavior. All these
aspects of the rejected shadow are equated with the "King,"
which means psychologically that acceptance of the shadow and
compassion for the inferior inner man are equivalent to acceptance
of the Self.
The way of individuation which Christ teaches and exemplifies
requires the total efforts and resources of the personality. Nothing
may be held back. The parable of the rich young man illustrates
this:
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Jesus said to him, "If you would be perfect (teleios = complete, fullgrown) go, sell what you possess and give to the poor, and you will
have treasure in heaven; and come follow me." (Matt. 19:21).

The same point is made in the parables of the kingdom of heaven
where it is described as a treasure in a field or a pearl of great
price; so that when man finds it "he selIs alI that he has to obtain
it." (Matt. 13:44). The treasure is the Self, the suprapersonal center
of the psyche. It can be discovered only through a total commitment. It costs alI that one has.
'There are a few passages in the gospels that raise certain difficulties for psychological interpretation. For instance, in the fifth
chapter of Matthew (29,30) we read:
If your right eye causes you to sin, pluck it out and
is better that you lose one of your members than that
be thrown into hell. And if your right hand causes
of! and throw it away; it is better that you lose one
than that your whole body go into hell.

throw it away; it
your whole body
you to sin, cut it
of your members

Similar statements appear in Matt. 18:8 and Mark 9:43-48.
These passages seem to be advising repression, and purposefuI dissociation from "bad" or offending psychic contents. Here,
1 believe a distinction must be made between what is required
at one stage of ego development and what at another. From the
standpoint of a welI-developed ego seeking wholeness and the
healing of dissociations, the image of cutting off offending members
is not applicable. However, at an earlier phase of development,
where the ego is stiU largely identified with the Self, the image
is quite appropriate. In this case the original, unconscious wholeness
needs to be broken up, to submit to dismemberment. At this stage,
separation of the ego from the shadow is required if the whole
personality is not to falI into the unconscious (that is, go to
helI) .
The passage from Matthew specifies the right eye and the right
hand as the offendin.s members. This detail alIows us another
interpretation. The right side is characteristically the developed,
differentiated side and hence symbolizes consciousness and the
wiU of the ego. To cut off the right hand would thus suggest a
sacrifice of the conscious standpoint and the superior function in
order to grant more reality to the inferior function and the unconscious. In his discussion of Tertullian and Origen, Jung interprets amputation in this way:
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That psychological process of development which we term the Christian led him (Tertullian) to the sacrifice, the amputation, of the most
valuable function, a mythical idea which is also contained in the great
and exemplary symbol of thesacrifice of the Son of GodY

In spite of these interpretative suggestions, the fact remains
that from the standpoint of psychology Christianity as practiced
has encouraged repression, and certain New Testament passages
can easily be understood as advising it. How these images are
to be interpreted in an individual case must take into account
the stage of psychic development of the person concerned.
3. THE SELF-ORIENTED

EGO

The image of Christ gives us a vivid picture of the SeIf-oriented
ego, i.e., the individuated ego which is conscious of being directed
by the SeIf. This state of Self-centeredness is expressed for example
in John 8:28,29, AV:

... 1 do nothing of myself; but as my Father hath taught me, 1 speak
of these things. And he that sent me is with me: the Father hath not
left me alone; for 1 do always those things that please him.
The state of SeIf-acceptance was inaugurated at the time of
Christ's baptism: (Picture 36) "... at that moment heaven opened;
he saw the Spirit of God descending like a dove to alight upon
him; and a voice from heaven was heard saying, 'This is my Son,
my Beloved, on whom my favor rests.''' (Matt. 3: 16,17 N.E.B.)
Thus a connection with his transpersonal source is realizeda source which loves and supports him.
However, this supreme revelation is immediately foIlowed by
a sinister development. The descending "Spirit of God" turns
negative and becomes the tempter. "Jesus was then led away
by the Spirit into the wilderness, to be tempted by the - devil."
(Matt. 4: 11) This sequence of happenings corresponds psychologicaIly to the almost irresistable temptation to inRation which
follows the opening of the archetypal psyche ("heaven opened") ..
The ego tends to identify with the newly-found wisdom 01' energy
and appropriates it for personal purposes. The inRation motif is
indicated by the high mountain to which J esus is taken. (Picture
37)·

Three specific temptations are presented. First Jesus is told:
"If you are the Son of God, teIl these stones to become bread."
17 Jung,

c. G., Psychological Types, C.W., 6, par.

20.

Picture 36. BAPTISM OF CHRIST, Leonardo de Vinei and Verrocchio.

Picture 37. SATAN TEMPTING CHRIST WITHIN A CIRCLE by Rembrandt.
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Jesus answered, 'Scripture says, Man cannot live on bread alone; he
lives on every word that God utters.'"
(Matt. 4:3, 4). This is
a temptation to materialism, the concretistic fallacy which would
apply the new energy literally or physically. The dan ger is to seek
one's ultimate security in physical well-being or literal, rigid "truth"
rather thari from a living contact with the psychic center of being.
The second temptation is to throw himself off the parapet: "'If
you are the Son of God,' he said, 'throw yourself down; for scripture
says, "Re will put his angels in charge of you, and they will
support you in their arms, for fear you should strike your foot
against astone.'" Jesus answered him, 'Scripture says again, "you
are not to put the Lord your God to the test.''''' (Matt. 4: 6, 7).
Rere the temptation is to transcend human limits for the sake
of spectacular effect. The answer indicates that it would be
challenging God, i.e., the ego's challenging the totality which is
a revers al of prerogatives and hence fatal to the ego.
The third temptation is to power and possessiveness: "....
the
devil took him to a very high mountain, and showed him alI the
kingdoms of the world in their glory. 'AlI these' he said 'I will
give you, if you will only falI down and do me homage.' But Jesus
said, 'Begone, Satan! Scripture says, "you shall do homage to
the Lord your God and worship him alone.''''' (Ma tt. 4: 8-10 ) .
One' s god is one' s highest value. If one seeks personal power
above all he is paying homage to a demonie inflation, an homage
that belongs to the Self..
The temptation of Christ represents vividly the dangers of encounter with the Self. AlI degrees of inflation up to overt psychosis
may occur. A valuable hint as to how to meet the danger is provided by Christ' s answers. In each case he does not respond with
a personal opinion but rather quotes the scriptures. This suggests
that only transpersonal wisdom is adequate to meet the threat. To
rely on one' s personal ideas in such a crisis would promote the
very inflation which the tempter seeks. This means psychologically
that one must seek the myth or archetypal image which expresses
his individual situation. The relevant transpersonal image will provide the needed orientation and protect from the dan ger of inflation.
The drama of the crucinxion and the events leading up to it
are a profound expression of the ultima te aspects of individuation.
Individual experiences of scom, disgrace and rejection take on
meaning and majesty when related to their archetypal paradigm.
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38). Exemplary also is Christ' s attitude in the Garden of
Gethsemane: "My Father, if it be possible, let this cup pass
from me; nevertheless, not as I will, but as thou wilt." (Luke
22:42).
This is the classic statement of the ego attitude needed in the
face of an individuation crisis. And with such an attitude, support
from the archetypal psyche is usually forthcoming. (Plate 4)·
Likewise, the experience of betrayal, which has its ultimate agonized expression in the words: "My God, my God, why hast thou
forsaken me?" (Matt. 27:46) is a characteristic feature of crucial
phases of individuation. At such times the ego feels utterly deprived of comfort and support, both from within and from without.
Trust, based on projections and unconscious assumptions, is
abruptly terminated. This state is a transition period. It is the
limbo of despair following the death of an old life orientation
and preceding the birth of a new one. Jesus' resurrection symbolizes
the birth of a more comprehensive personality which can result
from the conscious acceptance of the crucinxion ordeal. St. J ohn
of the Cross describes the situation in these words:

(Picture

It is meet, then, that the soul be first of an brought into emptiness and
poverty of spirit and purged from aII help, consolation and natural
apprehension with respect to an things, both above and below. In this
way, being empty, it is able indeed to be poor in spirit and freed from
the ord man, in order to live that new and blessed life which is attained by means of this night, (the dark night of the soul) and which
is the state of union with God.18

The central image of the Christian myth is the crucinxion itself.
For close to two thousand years the image of a human being
nailed to a cross has been the supreme symbol of Western civilization. Irrespective of religious belief or disbelief, this image is a
phenomenological fact of our civilization. Hence it must have something important to tell us about the psychic condition of western
man.
The crucinxion was the culmination of J esus' earthly life. In the
course of being crucined, Jesus as ego and Christ as Self merge.
The human being (ego) and the cross (mandala) become one.
There is a Greek prototype of this union of man and mandala in
the image of Ixion bound to the nery wheel. The implications are
far different, however. Ixion was bound to the wheel in punishment
18

Dark Night of the Soul, II, IX, 4.
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for his hybris in attempting
to seduce Hera. He submitted
to the
wheel involuntarily,
and his union with the wheel was to be eternal.
There is no "It is finished."
(John 19:30). The myth of Ixion
represents
the Self. It succumbs to inflation and identification
with
the Self-mandala.
The Christian
myth applies to a much higher level of ego
development.
Christ is both man and God. As man he goes to the
cross with anguish but willingly, as part of his destiny. As God he
willingly sacrifices himself for the benefit of mankind. Psychologically this means that the ego and the Self are simultaneously
crucified. The Self suffers nailing and suspension (a kind of dismemberment)
in order to achieve temporal
realization.
In order to
appear in the spatio-temporal
world it must submit to particularization or incarnation in the finite. The Self' s willingness to leave its
eternal, unmanifest condition and share the human condition indicates that the archetypal
psyche has a spontaneous
tendency
to
nourish and support the ego. Here the passage applies: " ... though
he was rich, yet for your sake he became poor, so that by his
poverty you might become rich." (II Cor. 8:9).
For the ego, on the other hand, crucifixion is a paralyzing
suspension between opposites. It is accepted reluctantly out of the
inner necessity of individuation
(the wholeness-making
process)
which requires
a full awareness of the paradoxical nature of the
psyche. Speaking of the moral aspect of this image Jung says:
The reality of evi! and its incompatibility with good cleave the opposites
asunder and lead inexorably to the crucifixion and suspension of everything that lives. Since "the soul is by nature Christian" this result is
bound to come as infallibly as it did in the life of Jesus: we all have to be
"crucified with Christ," Le., suspended in a moral suffering equivalent
to veritable crucifixion.19
and in another

place,

speaking

more generally,

All opposites are of God, therefore man must bend to this burden; and
in so doing he finds that God in his "oppositeness" has taken possession
of him, incarnated himself in him. Re has become a vessel filled with
divine conflict. 20
One of the essential

features

of the Christian

myth and the

Jung, C. G., Psychology andAlchemy, C.w., 12, par. 24.
Jung, C. G., "Answer to Job," in Psychology and Religion: West and East,
C.w., 11, par. 659.
19
20
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ken toward weakness and
ary values is brought about.
the usual conscious values,
g, poverty, and failure are
eveloped throughout Jesus'
representation in the crugly scourged and dies the
ss. This is what was beyond
whom, honor, strength, and
PsychologicalIy understood,
en the goals and values of
ment. Preoccupation with

inevitable and necessary in the early stages of ego development.
The ego must learn to assert itself in rder to come into existence
at
alI. Hence
Christian
mythandhasth~
l'ttledespising
place in of
the weakness
psychologyis
personal
honorthe and
strength
of the young.
stable and mature ego has already een achieved, that the psychological
implications
of of
the PSYChi~development,
Christ an myth are especially
apIt is in the
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when a fairly
plicable. In fact, the Christian myth JPresents us with images and
aattitudes
task of pertaining
the second tohalf
life. At thts process
phase of
development,
the
the of
individuatioj~
which
is speciRcalIy
image of the suffering deity is immel1lsely pertinent. This symbol
telIs us that the experience of sufferinlg, weakness, and failure belongs to the Self and not just to the efo. It is the almost universal
sufferings and failures. We Rnd it, fOI instance, in the general attitude people have toward their ow weaknesses, an attitude of
shame or denial. If one is weak in SI me respect, as everyone is,
mistake
of the
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assume total
and at the
sameego
time
it igIrsonal
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to be weak, for
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one However,
a very different
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point.
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These considerations are particularlYlapPlicable to the psychology
fact that one suffers becomes the bas~s for self-condemnation that
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is sitting
benlh
opposite
her. Re
is ragged and
man"
crustedwho
with
fiZth ...on aRe
ilZike
the dregs
of humanity
... enhe
is the disreputable poor, beylond the pale of society, the outsider,
"the Zeast among you."

mals." I then really Zook at him. Re is sitting on the right-hand
The man
says,an"They
OUghl
do something
the dead
small grey
anibench.
Strewn
his Zap
ar· ta
three
dead rats, about
and one
rabbit.
all over his head, and in it, a d in his nose and his eyes. At first, it
Zooks ta me Zike a halo. Rat er than being horrified and running,
which is what I would ordi rily do, I feel great compassion for
I then
that his
head
is~eiled
by a W
cloud
of gnats.
Theysomeare
him.
The see
analyst
says:
"This
is Christ."
e decide
ta call
one ta heZp him.21
This impressive dream shors the relevance of the Christian myth
for the 1modern
"TruIy,
say to you,
psyche.
as you
It ur,mediately
pid it to onereminds
of the Ieast
us of ofthethese
saying,
my
breathern, you did it to me.T (Matt. 25:40). The pitiful figure of
vivid picture of the despised and rejected aspects of the dreamer.
the
beggar
Wr'lththe
dead
animals
on his
is a
Her ragged,
consciousfiIthy
attitude
towar
her own
weak,
suffering
sidelap
is mirrored in the condition of the tramp. Most startling is the fact that
the tramp is equated with hrist. This can only mean that what
the drf" .•ner considers most isreputable within herself, beyond the
paIe, is in fact the supreme vaIue, God Himself. Properly understood, such a dream can Iead to a new attitude toward one's weakness, nameIy, to an acceptance of the inner inferior man as "the
way" to the Self.

4. MAN AS THE IMAGE

<DF

GOD

A
de ar expressi~n
of the idea
J ohn."asInparadigm
chapter
of particuIarly
the ego is found
in the ~pocryphal
"ActsofofChrist
perceivest me."

22

Again in chapter ninety-six, he says; "Behold

21 This dream appeared
in an a ,tide by Dr. Rem\e Brand in Current Trends
ninety-five
says toG.his
iscipIes;
minorTavistock
am 1 toPublications,
thee that
in
Analytical Jesus
Psychology,
Ad er,
editor, "A
London,
f.1

1961,
p. 200 f.
22 James, M. R., translator,
The I(I.pocryphal New Testament,
University Press, 1960, p. 253.
I

London, Oxford
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manhood,
thyself in me
which
... Iperceive
am about
what
to Ido,
suffer."123
fgr thine is this passion of the
If the figure of Christ is a mirror for t~e ego, it is certainly reflect-

l ..

man aand
ing
paradoxical
God, egodouble
and Self?
image.
JungIs to~ches
t~e individual
on this ego
samethen
question
both
in his alchemical studies. He writes:
with their sun symbol
between God and the ego." 24 After not ng that the alchemists were
they (the alchemists) were establiSjng an intimate connection
beyond
dealing interference
with unconscious
by the projections
conscious m1nd,
]hichhearethen
natural
reaches
phenomena
the conclusion that: "... nature herself is expressing an identity of God and
that a world-creating quality attaches to human consciousness as
such." 26
_
ego."
25
And
later
he
adds:
"This
is
undrlrstandable
when
V'(erealize
Perhaps the same problem lies at he root of the homoousiahomoiousia conflict of the fourth centur .. Is Christ to be considered
of the same substance as the Father 01' only of similar substance to
the Father? If we equate Christ with t e ego and the Father with
was made in favor of the "same subst. nce" doctrine and this has
been the functioning image in the do. ma ever since. Hence the
implication is that the Western psyche is rooted in a myth which
equates man with God, the ego with he Self.
The same issue is expressed in the i ea that Christ is an image
of God. In Colossians 1: 15 Christ is de cribed as "the image of the
invisible God ... " (R.S.V.) Again in Hebrews 1:3 Re is called
"the express image of his (God's) pers In." (A.V.) This manner of
speaking reminds us of Gen. 1:26 whe'e God says: "Let us make
man in our own image." If Christ is an i lage of God and man likewise has been made in God' s image, Christ would be equated
with man. Origen resolves the problem y making Christ the second
in a three-fold series of God-Christ-Man:

We,
therefore,
to thethat
image,
have the
Son, the
original,having
as the been
truth roade
of the acco~ding
nobte qualities
are within
liS.
23Ibid., p. 254.
Jung, C. G., Mysterillm Conillnctionis. C. "'1., 14, par. 131.
25Idem.

24

26

Jung, C. W., 14, par. 132.
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And what we are to the Son, such is the Son to the Father, who is the
truth.27

If we formulate this idea psychologically, it means that the real
ego relates to the Self only via an ideal ego as paradigmatic model
( Christ) which bridges the two worlds of consciousness and the
archetypal psyche by combining both personal and archetypal factors.
With these rather ambiguous reflections we encounter analytical
psychology's most difficult problem, namely, the nature of the relation between the ego and the Self. It is a problem that Christian
symbolism has done much to elucidate but which, despite all
efforts, remains a paradox for conscious understanding. Once it is
realized that "a world-creating quality attaches to human consciousness as such," the terms ego and Self are seen to refer to different
experiential levels of the same archetypal psychic process. The
ego is the seat of consciousness and if consciousness creates the
world, the ego is doing God's creative work in its effort to realize
itself through the way of individuation.
270rigen, On First Principles, edited by G. W. Butterworth, New York,
Harper Torchbooks, 1966, p. 20.

CHAPTER SIX

Being an Individual
The sale and natural carrier of Zife is the individual, and
that is sa throughout nature.

-c. G. JUNG

1. THE A PRIORI

EXISTENCE

1

OF THE EGO

The experience of individuality is a mystery of being which
transcends descriptive power. Each person has his own unique
version of this experience which is incommunicable as such. Yet, the
form of the experience is universal and can be recognized by alI
men. In fact, it sometimes seems that the goal of the individual' s
psychic development is to come ever closer to the realization that
his own personal, unique individuality is identic al with the eternal
archetypal individual. Uniqueness and universaIity merge as one
takes upon himself the fate of being an individual.
When we survey the phenomenon of life in alI its visible manifestations, what we observe is not a continuum but rather an almost
infinite multitude of discrete units of Iife in a perpetual state of
colIision and competition with one another to feed, beget, and
survive. From the complex molecular particles that are the viruses
to the highest vertebrates, we find that life is carried by indivisibIe units, each of which has its own autonomous center of being.
1 Jung

C. G., The Practice of Psychotherapy,
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It is the same for psychic life; the psyche also manuests itself
through a multitude of unique, separate centers of being, each of
which is a microcosm ... "an absolutely original center in which
the urriverse reflects itself in a unique and inimitable way." 2
Jung puts at the center of his psychology the process of realizing
oneself as an individual, the process of individuation. In Psychological Types he defines individuation as follows:
In general, it is the process of forming and specializing the individual
nature; in particular, it is the development of the psychological individual as a differentiated being from the general, collective psychology. Individuation, therefore, is a process of differentiation, having
for its goal the development of the individual personality.3
In the same place he also defines the term individual:

The psychological individual is characterized by its peculiar, and in
certain respects, unique psychology. The peculiar character of the
individual psyche appears less in its elements than in its complex
formations.
The psychological individual, or individuality, has an a priori unconscious existence, but it exists consciously only in so far as a consciousness of its peculiar nature is present, Le., in so far as there exists a
conscious distinctiveness from other individuals.4
Note the apparently simple and self-evident statement that "individuality has an a priori unconscious existence." an first reading,
the full implications of this remark might be missed. A mythological
image that says the same thing conveys much more adequately the
impact of its meaning. In the Gospel of Luke, when the people rejoiced that they had power over the demons, Jesus replied: "do
not rejoice in this, that the spirits are subject to you; but rejoice
that your names are written in heaven." 5 (Italics mine). Here is
the fuller meaning of the abstract statement thatindividuality
has
an a priori unconscious existence. One's name is written in Heaven!
In other words, one's unique individuality has a transpersonal origin
and justification for being. EIsewhere Jung puts it another way:
"The Self,like the unconscious, is an a priori existent out of which the
2 Pierre Teilhard
de Chardin, The Phenomenon of Man, New York, Harper
Torchbooks, 1961, p. 261.
3 Jung, C. G., Psychological Types, C.W., VoI. 6, par. 757.
4 Jung,
C.W., 6, par. 755.
5 Luke 10:20. RSV.
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The notion that one' s identity has an a priori existence is
expressed in the ancient idea that each person has his own individual star, a kind of celestial counterpart, representing his cosmic
dimension and destiny. The star of Bethlehem was Jesus' star,
having a brightness commensurate with the greatness of his destiny. Wordsworth expresses the same image in his lines:
The soul that rises with us, our life's star,
Hath had elsewhere its setting,
And cometh rrom afar ... 7

The image of the star as a transpersonal center of identity
appeared in a woman's dream. Following an important realization
that she belonged to herself and not to her husband she dreamed:
I was outside and saw a star fall ... But it did not disappear. It
pulsated a few times, then stayed hright and round. It was much
closer than any other star-yellow-orange-like
a sun hut smaller
than our sun. I thought to myself, "['ve seen a new star horn."
The "Robe of Glory" in the Gnostic Hymn of the Pearl (discussed
above, page 119) is another symbol of the transcendental center of
individuality. The savior leaves it behind as he descends to the
darkness of Egypt. But when his task is completed and he returns
to his heavenly home, the Robe of Glory comes to meet him. The
text reads: "Its splendor 1had forgotten, having left it as a child in
my Father's house. As 1 now beheld the robe, it seemed to me
suddenly to become a mirror-image of myself: myself entire 1 saw
in it, and it entire 1saw in myself, that we were two in separateness,
and yet again one in the sameness of our forms ... "8 In Jonas'
excellent commentary on this image he says: "It symbolizes the
heavenly or eternal self of the person, his original idea, a kind of
double or alter ego preserved in the upper wor1d while he labors
down below."9
Another point worth emphasis is the clear distinction Jung makes
in his definition between conscious individuality and unconscious
6 Jung,
c. G., Psychology and Religion: West and East. C.W., voI. 11, 1958,
par. 391.
7 Wordsworth,
William, "Ode on lntimations of lmmortality from Recollections
of Early Childhood."
8 Jonas, Hans, The Gnostic Religion, Boston, Beacon Press, 1958, p. 115.
9 lbid.,
p. 122.
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individuality. The process of achieving conscious individuality is
the process of individuation which leads to the realization that one's
name is written in heaven. Unconscious individuality expresses itself in compulsive drives to pleasure and power and ego defenses
of alI kinds. These phenomena are generalIy described by negatively-toned words such as selfish, egocentric, autoerotic, and so
forth. Although there is justiflcation for these negative terms, since
such behavior can be quite disagreeable to others, the attitude conveyed by these negative words can be quite damaging when the
individual applies them to himself. Such pejoratives, if used by the
therapist, may only reinforce the patient's own depreciatory attitude
toward the unconscious and his own potential wholeness. The fact
is that embedded in the manifestations of unconscious individuality
lies the supreme value of individuality itself, waiting to be redeemed by consciousness. We wiU never achieve the Zapis by throwing away the prima materia.
The same idea is expressed in a somewhat different way in the
following passage:
... mandala symbolism shows a marked tendency to concentrate all
the archetypes in a common center, comparable to the relationship of
all conscious contents to the ego....
One might perhaps regard the
mandala as a reflection of the egocentric nature of consciousness,
though this view would be justified only if it could be proved that the
unconscious is a secondary phenomenon. But the unconscious is undoubtedly older and more original than consciousness, and for this
reason one could just as well call the egocentrism of consciousness a
reflection or imitation of the "self"-centrism of the unconscious,lo
We might add to this statement that if egocentrism is the ego's
imitation of the Self, then it wiU be by conscious acceptance of this
tendency that the ego will become aware of that which it is imitating; namely, the transpersonal center and unity of individuality,
the Self.
In my experience, the hasis of almost alI psychological problems
is an unsatisfactory relation to one's urge to individuality. And the
healing process often involves an acceptance of what is commonly
called selfish, power-seeking or autoerotic. The majority of patients
in psychotherapy need to learn how to be more effectively selflsh
and more effective in the use of their own personal power; they
need to accept responsibility for the fact of being centers of power
10 Jung,

C. G., Mysterium Coniunctionis,

C.W., VoI. 14, 1963, par. 660.
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and effectiveness. So-called selfish or egocentric behavior which
expresses itself in demands made on others is not effective conscious self-centeredness or conscious individuality. We demand from
others only what we fail to give ourselves. If we have insufficient
self-Iove or self-prestige, our need expresses itself unconsciously
by coercive tactics toward others. And often the coercion occurs
under the guise of virtue, love, or altruism. Such unconscious selfishness is ineffectual and destructive to oneself and others. It fails to
achieve its purpose because it is blind, without awareness of itself.
What is required is not the extirpation of selfishness, which is impossible but rather that it be wedded to consciousness and thus
becomes effective. AU the facts of biology and psychology teach
us that every individual unit of life is self-centered to the core. The
only varying factor is the degree of consciousness which accompanies that fact.
The widespread current usage of the Freudian term, narcissism,
is a good example of the general misunderstanding concerning selflove. The myth of Narcissus implies something quite different from
an excess of indulgent self-Iove. Narcissus was a youth who rejected
aU suitors for his love. In reprisal, Nemesis arranged for him to faU
in love with his own reflected image in a pool and he died in despair
at not being able to possess the object of his love.
Narcissus represents the alienated ego that cannot love, that is,
cannot give interest and libido to life-because it is not yet related
to itself. To faU in love with the reflected image of oneself can
only mean that one does not yet possess oneself. Narcissus yearns
to unite with himself just because he is alienated from his own
being. As Plato expressed it so clearly in the Symposium, we love
and yearn for what we lack. Narcissism in its original mythological
implications is thus not a needless excess of self-Iove but rather just
the opposite, a frustrated state of yearning for a self-possession
which does not yet exist. The solution of the problem of Narcissus
is the ful:fiUment of self-Iove rather than its renunciation. We meet
here a common error of the moralizing ego which tries to create a
loving personality by extirpating self-love. This is a profound psychological mistake and only causes a psychic split. FulfiUed self-Iove
is a prerequisite to the genuine love of any object, and to the flow
of psychic energy in general.
In the case of Narcissus, fulfillment of self-Iove, 01' union with the
image in the depths, requires a descent into the unconscious, a
nekyia 01' symbolic death. That this is the deeper meaning of the
Narcissus myth is indicated by certain other details. Mter Narcissus
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died he turned into the flower narcissus. This is the "death flower"
(fram narkao, ta be stiff ar dead). The narcissus was sacred ta
Hades and opened the doors ta his realm of the underworld. Persephone had just picked a narcis sus when the earth opened up and
Hades emerged ta abduct her. The inescapable conclusion is that
narcissism, at least in its original mythological sense, is the way
into the unconscious where one must go in quest of individuality.
Another implication of the Narcissus myth and the theme of
falling in love with one's reflection is brought up by a parallel image
found in an Orphic interpretation of the Dionysus legend. When
the infant Dionysus was torn ta pieces by the Titans he was said ta
be playing with, among other things, a minor. According ta Proclus,
the mirror was interpreted as meaning that Dionysus saw his own
image in matter and went toward it with desire. Re yearned for
self-realization (like Narcissus ). Thus he became connned in matter
(incarnated),
and became subject ta dismemberment by the
TitansY Understood psychologically, this mythologem could refer
ta an early phase of development during which the primitive ego,
stillidentined with original unconscious totality, begins ta function
in spatio-temporal reality (embraces matter). But reality is hostile
to the inflated state of unconscious totality (ego-Self identity) and
dismembers it. Later phases of development then lead ta the recollection.
The subjective experience of individuality is a profound mystery
that we cannot hope ta encompass by rational understanding.
However, some of its implications can be approached by examining
the symbolic images that refer ta this experience. Let us begin by
looking at the testimony of etymology. Etymology is the unconscious side of language, hence it is relevant in psychological studies.
not, and
The word individual derives from the two Latin roots, in
dividere = ta divide. Its basic meaning is therefore something that
is indivisible. This corresponds ta the fact that the experience of
individuality is primary; it cannot be analyzed ar reduced ta simpler
elements.
It is interesting ta note that such a fundamental concept as the
individual must be expressed in terms of what it is not, i.e., not divisible. The same phenomenon occurs with the word atom, the
not, and tom from tembasic unit of matter (from the Greek a
nein = ta cut, divide). It appears again in the words integer and

=

=

11 Produs, Timaeus iii, 163, cited by G. R. S. Mead in Orphetls, reissued
London, John Watkins, 1965, p. 16of.
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to be a widow or orphan relates one to !cod (the Self).

2. THE MONAD AND THE MONOFENES
An important body of material refeying to the experience
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found
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ancients concerning
Oneincirthe
thephilqsophical
Morad. The speculations
early philosophers

Oxford University Press, 1958, p. 177·
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C.W., 14,of par.
14Ibid., par. 17.
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encountered the mystery of lindividuaIity in philosophical, cosmological projections. Their spefulations about the Monad or the One
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Monad was a prominent image in Pythagorean speculation. Accordposing order and Iimitation on the infinite. It was said that, "when
the Monad carne into exist nce, it limited the nearest part of the
unIimited." 17 The Monad was also identified with the central
ing to the Pythogoreans,
Monad is the creative principle, im-
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The Monad has a promin nt place in Gnostic speculation. Speaking of the Gnostics, Hippol tus writes:
For them the beginning of all things is the Monad, ingenerabIe, imperishabIe, incomprehensib e, inconceptibIe, the creator and cause of
alI things that are genera ed. This Monad is called by them the
/ F~ther.21
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are all Seals; which is blessed for ever and ever. This is the etern al
Father; this the ineffable, unthinkable, incomprehensible, untranscendible Father ... 22

The image of the Gnostic Monad emphasizes the all-encompassing mystery of individuality. It does not permit much rational exegesis but it does convey forcefully the sense that the individual is
the carrier of a profound- mystery. Such images are badly needed
today since there is very little in our contemporary culture to justify
and validate the individual as such.
The same image is taken up in Plato. In the Parmenides 23 there
is a lengthy discourse on the nature of the One. This dialogue
presents great difficulties for rational comprehension; the only
conclusions that are reached about the One are paradoxes. Here
are some of the conclusions:
· .. the one is neither at rest nor in motion (139b).
· .. the one ... must always be both in motion and at rest (146b).
· .. the one has nothing to do with time and does not occupy any
stretch of time (141d).
· .. if the one is, it is in time (15za).
· .. the one both touches, and does not touch, both itself and the
others (149d).
· .. the one both is and is becoming older and younger than itself.
(15ze) .

· .. the one ... neither is nor becomes older or younger than itself
(15ze) .
· .. if there is a one, the one is both all things and nothing whatsoever ... (160b).

The list of contradictions could oeprolonged,
but it is sufficient
for aur purposes. Even the philosophers have difficulty making anything out of this dialogue. 1 see it as an elaborate philosophical koan
which confounds the rational faculties in order possibly to open
the way for an immediate subjective experience of being an individual. The chief thing that Plato demonstrates is that the One
cannot be apprehended by logic 01' the conscious categories of time,
space, and causality. It carmot be apprehended by logic because
it involves contradictions. It both participates and does not participate in time, space, and the process of cause and effect. Such
22

Ibid., p. 54gf.

F. M. Cornford's translation in Plata: The Callected Dialagues, edited by
Hamilton and Cairns, Bollingen Series LXXI, Princeton University Press.
23
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This passage presents a point the understanding of which is absolutely essential· for psychological development and which comes
up frequently in psychotherapeutic practice. "As the One begets all
things, it cannot be any of them ... " This means that it is a mistake
to identify our individuality with any particular talent, function, or
aspect of ourselves. Rowever, very often this is just what we do.
If a person feels inferior and depressed in the presence of people
who are more intelligent, who have read more books, who have
traveled more, who are more famous, or who are more skillful or
knowledgeable in art, music, politics, or any other human endeavor,
then that person is making the mistake of identifying some particular aspect or function of himself with his essential individuality.
Because a particular capacity is inferior to that of another person,
he feels himself to be inferior. This feeling then leads either to
depressive withdrawal or to defensive, competitive efforts to prove
he is not inferior. If such a person can experience the fact that his
individuality and personal worth are beyond all particular manifestation his security will no longer be threatened by the accomplishments of others. This sense of innate worth prior to and irrespective
of deeds and accomplishments is the precious deposit that is left
in the psyche by the experience of genuine parentallove. Lacking
this experience, one must laboriously seek out from the depths
of the unconscious its inner equivalent, the Monad, often symbolized by a mandala. This experience conveys the sense of having a
transpersonal basis for being and enables one to feel he has a right
to exist as he actually is. The theological equivalent to this experience is justification before God.
Again Plotinus says:
There must be something that is fully self-sufficient. That is The One;
it alone, within and without, is without need. It needs nothing outside
itself either to exist, or achieve well-being, or to be sustained in
existence.26

This passage reminds us of Neumann's description of the uroborus, the image of the tail-eating serpent.27 Ris whole discussion
is pertinent to our subject although he confines himself largely to
the infantile manifestations of the uroborus. But this image is an
active and sustaining one throughout an phases of psychic develop26Ibid., VI, 9, 6.
2i Neumann, Erich, The Origins and History of Consciousness,
Series, XLII. Princeton University Press, 1954, p. 5 fI.
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ment. The psychic fact to w~ich this image pointsis the antidote to
engenders. To be aware of individuality is to realize that one has
aU that one needs. It also ' eans that one needs aU that one has,
namely, that every psychic content and happening is meaningful.
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convinced that it is a sober fact that becomes self-evident once
certain unconscious assumptions and identifications are dissolved.
But what about the undeniable experiences of human solidarity,
empathy, understanding, and love? And what about the process
of psychotherapy itself which requires that analyst and analysant
have a mutual effect on one another? If we are indeed windowless,
how can such things happen? First, we must exclude aH merely
apparent relationship which is actualIy based on projection and
unconscious identification. In such cases one only has the illusion
of knowing and relating to the other person. Having discarded
projection phenomena which make up the vast majority of what
usualIy goes by the name of love 01' relationship, we are left with
only one experience that we alI indubitably share with others and
that can enable us to have objective love and understanding. That
experience is the experience of being a windowless Monad, the
lone inhabitant of a sealed world. In this respect we are aH in the
same boat. And since this experience is the primary and essential
feature of human existence, what we share with one another is by
far the most important thing of aH, certainly basic enough for aH
the love and understanding that is in us. Hence, we are windowless only in regard to the details and particulars of our personal
life, OUl' judgments and OUl' perceptions. But to the extent that we
are related to our individuality as a whole and in its essence, we
come into objective and compassionate relation to others. To put it
concisely, we might say that the ego is windowless, but the Self
is a window on other worlds of being.
There is another image relevant to our subject which is closely
related to that of the Monad but which has some distinctive features
of its own. I refer to the Monogenes. Whereas the Monad is the
unbegotten, the Monogenes is the only-begotten. The most familiar
reference to this image is in the Creed which refers to Christ as the
only-begotten. The same term is used in Plato's description of cosmogony in the "Timaeus." 32 He writes:
In order then that the world might be solitary, like the perfect
Animal, the creator made not two worlds or an infinite number of
them, but there is and ever will be the one only-begotten ...
("Timaeus," 31).
32 Plato's Cosmology,
"The Timaeus of Plato," translated with a running
commentaryby F. M. Cornford,Inclianapolis,New York: Library of Liberal
Arts,BobbsMerrill.
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fact into consciousness. Lfneliness seeks diversion ar togetherness
in order ta forget the uncomfortable fact of individuality. Ta be
one. If loneliness is faced instead of forgotten, it can lead over ta
the creative acceptance of the fact of aloneness.
The aloneness of indivi uality is represented by the hermit, the
monk, the solitary one. 1 a recently discovered Gnostic Gospel
an individual means ta bll a special favored one, and also a lonely
called The Gospel of Tho1mas there are several significant sayings
of Jesus which speak of tihe "single ones" ar the "solitaries." The
I

fied ones":
Greek word is monachoi WllhiChcould also be translated as the "uni54· Jesus says: "Blessed are the solitary and the elect, for you wiII
find the Kingdom! BecauJe you have issued from it, you wiII retum
I
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35
. I when he finds himself divided, he wiII be
he wiII
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of darkness."
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b~t
79. Jesus says: "Many stand outside at the door, but it is only the
solitaries who wiII enter into the bridal chamber." 36

3. UNITY AND MULTliLICITY
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I

stood on a lofty mountain and saw a mighty Man, and another, a
dwarf, and heard as it were a voice of thunder, and drew nigh for to
hear; and it spake unto me and said: "1 am thou and thou are 1;
and wheresoever thou art am there and am sown (or scattered)
in alI; fram whencesoever thou willest thou gatherest Me, and gathering Me thou gatherest Thyself." 38

I

I

The mightly man and the dwarf refer to the theme of "the bigger
than big and smaller than small" which describes the paradoxical
nature of the experience of being an individual. The individual is
nothing in collective, statistical terms, but is everything from the
inner standpoint. The mighty man who is both great and small
is the Anthropos, the original Monad, which has undergone dispersal
in the process of the incarnation of the ego. Adaptation to the real
world of multiplicity requires attention to and involvement in
particulars which fragment the original state of unity. Our text
advises that these scattered fragments must now be gathered together.
In another passage from Epiphanius quoting the Gospel of
Philip, the soul is justifying itself as it ascends to the heavenworld:

I have recognized myself and gathered myself together from alI sides.
I have sown no children to the Ruler, (the Lord of this world), but
have tom up his roots; I have gathered together my limbs that were
scattered abroad, and I know thee who thou art.39
A theological vers ion of the same image is found in Augustine:
Since through the iniquity of godlessness we have seceded and dissented and falIen away from the one true and highest God and dissipated ourselves into the many split up by the many and cleaving
to the many; it was necesary that ... the many should have joined
in clamor for the coming of One (Christ) ... and, justified in the
justice of One, be made One.40
Again we have the remarkably psychological expression of the
same ideain Origen:
There was one man. We, who are still sinners, cannot obtain this
title of praise, for each of us is not one but many ... See how he who
Mead, G. R. S., Fragments of a Faith Forgotten, p. 439.
Mead, p. 439f.
40 The Trinity IV, 11, as quoted by H. Jones, op. cit., p. 62.
38
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thinks himself one is not one, but seems to have as many personalities
as he has moods ... 41

Dispersal or multiplicity as a psychological condition can be
seen from either the inner 01' outer standpoint. Seen from within,
it is a state of inner fragmentation involving a number of relatively
autonomous complexes which, when touched by the ego, cause
changes in mood and attitude and make the individual realize that
he is not one but many. From the external standpoint, multiplicity
is manifested by the exteriorization or projection of parts of the
individual psyche into the out el' world. In this condition one finds
his friends and his enemies, his hopes and his fears, his sources of
support and his threats of failure, concretized in outer persons,
objects, and events. In such a state of dispersal there can be no
experience of essential individuality. One is in thrall to the "ten
thousand things." 42
The inner and outer aspects are only two ways of seeing the same
fact. Either way we see it, a process of collecting is needed. This
collecting process is what occupies the majority of time in the
course of a personal analysis. Over and over again the analysant
must be able to say and to know, "1 am that," whether he is dealing
with a dream image or with an affect-laden projection. The process
of self-collection, or better self-recollection, involves accepting
as one's own alI those aspects of being which have been left out in
the course of ego development. Very gradualIy in the course of this
process the realization begins to dawn that there is a unity behind
the apparent multiplicity and that indeed it is this pre-existent unity
which has motivated the whole arduous task of self-collection in
the first place.
A modern dream wiU illustrate the themes we have been discussing. In fact, this entire chapter can be considered as a commentary on the implications of this dream. It is very brief: The dreamer
saw a one-celled organism, a small mass of pulsating protoplasm
like an amoeba. In the center where the nucleus would ordinarily
be was a hole. Through this hole he saw another world, a landscape
stretching to a horizon.
Quoted by Jung, Mysterium Coniunctionis, C.W., VoI. 14, par. 6, n. 26.
Augustine says, "... every soul is wretched that is fettered in the friendship of mortal things-it is torn to pieces when it loses them, and then realizes
the misery which it had even before it lost them." Confessions, Book IV,
Chap. VI.
41
42
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Some of the associations that the d ,eamer had were these: The
one-celIed organism reminded the reamer that life is carried
by discrete, individual units, the celIs. Here is a definite reference
to Monad symbolism. Protoplasm wa described as the basic life
stuff, the source of alI biological u ges to survive. We might
The pulsation brought to mind the eb and flow of the tide, systole
and diastole, and the alternation betwe n day and night. The hole in
the center of the celI reminded the dre mer of the rabbit hole which
ice' desirousness
s Adventures of
in alI
Wanderconsider
was
the entrance
it the seat
to another
of concupiscence
world in A~nd.
kinds.
land. The fact that the center of the beII was empty also recalIed
religious mandalas have the image of the deity in the center but
a passage the dreamer had read in Jun~1to the effect that traditional
the center of modern individual manl alas is usualIy empty. The
another
world. of the hole was describrd as a window looking into
over-alI effect
The dream thus gives us a picture of the Monad in its biological
form, the celI. This celI is composed of pulsating protoplasm signify1_

center of this trembling mass of concu iscent desires is the window
or entrance to the other world, the arc etypal psyche. The implicaing the psyche's basic hungers, lusts, ind urge to live. At the very
tion is that one gets a glimpse of the o her world by piercing to the
center of the protoplasmic urges, cert inly not by rejecting protoplasm. In other words, the experienc of individuality as a transpersonal fact is found at the very ce ter of our personal, selfish
urges to power, Iust, and self-aggrandi ement.
This dream has a paralIel in one re 'orted by Jung:
I

"The

dreamer

found

himself

with

t~lree younger

travelling

com-

smoke and soot. They climbed up fr' m the harbour to the 'upper
city.' The dreamer said, 'It was terrib y dark and disagreeable, and
panions in Liverpoal. It was night an~ raining. The air was full of
about this, and one of my companions said that, remarkably enough,
a friend of his had settled here, which astonished everybady. During
we
not tmderstand
ho1Oaanyone
publicstick
garden
it here.
in the
We middle
talked
this cauld
con versation
u.:e reached
sort o rOUld
large pool ... On it there was a single trec, a red-fla1Ocring magnolia,
of the city. The park 10as square, anl in the center was a lake 01'
companions had not seen this miracle whereas
understand why the man had settled h re.''' 43

1 was

beginning to

which miraculously stood in everlastinf sunshine. 1 noticed that my
Jung, C. G., The Archetypes and the CI111ectiveUnconscious, C.W., VoI.
gi, par. 654.
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disagreeable blackness o Liverpool corresponds to the protoplasm;
The name Liverpool, ref rring to the liver, the seat of life, has the
Thissymbolic
dream has
sever~IIs similarities
The
same
meaning
protoplasm. toInour
the previous
center ofdrmim.
the blackness of Liverpool is a pobl of eternal sunshine closely analogous to
the view
spot
of eternal
of the sunshinel.
other w~rld
is des_cribed
in the ,center
laterofbythethe
protoplasm.
dreamer as
Thea
the hole a tcindow into another world. Here we have empirical
proof that the Monad is not windowless after all. The Liverpool
dream led opening
to the paintin
of a mandala
Jung has
published.44
"Window
into ~ternity"
just aswhich
the other
dreamer
called
(Picture 39).
expres sion for the experience of being an individual. Such an image
emerges spontaneously f om the unconscious at times when all the
grand and terrible imp ications of being a unique, indivisible,
The mandala, as Jung~has demonstrated, is the major symbolic
theoretical
Ionely Monad
knowledge
are begin~ng
to dawnsymbolism
on the individual.
Conscious
~t mandala
means very
little.
ately as a substitute for he real experience. As Jung says:
In One
fact cannot
it raisesbethetoodanir
thatin such
mayforbewhat
used with
deliberca tious
theseimages
matters,
the
imitative urge and a po~itive1ymorbid avidity to possess themsehles
of out1andishfeathers anf deck themse1vesout in this exotic p1umage,
and app1ying them exte ally, like an ointment. Peop1e will do anything, nomatter how bsurd in order to avoid facing their own

sou1s.45

far too many
arefiS1ed
at such
Leaving
asidepeople
such abe
ations,into
thesnatching
experience
which"magica1"ideas
the mandala
symbolizes is by all evide ce the most central and fundamental fact
of human existence. It is the condition of being an individual with
all the consequences and implications which I have tried to touch
upon. This dimly realize fact is the source of our greatest yearnings and our greatest fea ·s. We love it and we hate it. Its imperadismemberment and at a other time convey the profoundest sense
of meaning and security. ut through all vicissitudes it remains the
tives can at one time PIu~ge us into~the anguish of separation and
ultimate fact of our be9g.
I Ibid.,
statedfigure
at the
6. beginnijg that extern al observation indicates that

44

45 Jung, C. G., Psychology

I

qnd Alchemy,

C.W., VoI. 12, par. 126.

Picture 39. THE LIVERPOOLI

MANDALA,

C. G. Jung.
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life is not a continuum but is made up of discrete units. However,
in discussing the windowless nature of the Monad we discovered
that the Monad does indeed have a window; that at the center of
the experience of individuality is the realization that all other individuals share the same experience as ourselves of living in a
singIe, sealed world, and that this realization connects us meaningfully with all other units of life. The result is that we do experience
ourselves as part of a continuum. Internal observation, at sufficient
depth, hence contradicts extern al observation. 1 am reminded of
the problem in physics concerning the nature of light. Is light
made up of particles or of waves; that is, 1S it composed of individual units or is it a continuum? Current data requires that it be
considered paradoxically as both particles and waves.46 And so it
is with the psyche; we are both unique ind ivisibIe units of being
and also part of the continuum which is the universal wave of life.
46 For a discussion
of this problem, see Werner Heisenberg,
Philosophy. New York: Harper Torchbooks, 1962, p. 44 ff.
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CHAPTER

SEVEN

The Trinity Archetype
and the Dialectic
of Development

There are three sorts of "Wholes" -the first, anterior to
the parts; the second, composed of the parts; the third,
knitting into one stufJ the parts and the whole.
-PROCLUS"

1. THE THREE AND THE FaUR
One of Jung's major discoveries is the psychological significance
of the number four as it relates to the symbolism of psychic wholeness and the four functions. The significance of the quaternity is
basic to his whole theory of the psyche, both as regards its structure
and its developmental goal, the individuation process. We are thus
particularly alert to quaternity symbolism as it appears in dreams
and in theimagery of myth and folklore. However, there are other
numerical motifs which are commonly encountered. Perhaps the
most frequent of these is the theme of three. Because of the predominant value that Jung attached to the quaternity, he tended in
most cases to interpret trinitarian images as incomplete or amputated quaternities.1 This approach calls forth certain objections.
Victor \Vhite, for instance, writes:
" Commentary on Timaeus, 83.265.
1 Jung, C. G., Psychology anei Alchemy,
C.W., VoI. 9 ii, para. 351.
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... are we always compelled to ask, when confronted with the number three, "Where is the fourth?" Are we to suppose that always and
everywhere the number three is to be understood only as four minus
one?-that every triangle is only a failed square? ... ar could it possibly be that temary symbols are, so to speak, archetypal images in
their own right, which present a content distinct from that of the
quatemity? 2
The present chapter will examine this question.
Jung's most comprehensive discussion of trinitarian symbolism is
in his essay "A Psychological Approach to the Dogma of the
Trinity." 3 The essay begins with a review of prechristian trinitarian
images, and then proceeds with a description of the numerological
symbolism of Plato and the Pythagoreans. Following some psychologic al commentary on the Christian trinity of father, son and holy
spirit, Jung then summarizes the historical development of the
dogma of the trinity as part of the creed. This is followed by a detailed discussion of the psychology of the three aspects of the
trinity and a comparison with the image of quatemity. The latter is
considered as bringing the trinity to complet ion by the addition
of the fourth previously rejected element, namely, matter, devil and
the dark side.
Without specifically stating it, Jung seems to be interweaving two
different interpretations which are at variance with one another. On
the one hand he interprets the trinity as an incomplete representation of deity, perhaps necessary for a certain period of psychic
development, but inadequate for the needs of individuation because
it leaves out of account the fourth principle of matter and the evil
side of God. This interpretation is illustrated by the following quotation. After discussing the reality of the evil power, Jung writes:
In a monotheistic religion everything that goes against God can only
be traced back to God himself. This thought is objectionable to say
the least of it and has therefore to be circumvented. That is the
deeper reason why a highly influential personage like the devil cannot
be accomodated properly in a trinitarian cosmos ... that would lead
straight back to certain Gnostic views according to which the devil,
as Satanael, is God's first son, Christ being the second. A further
logical inference would be the abolition of the trinity formula and
its replacement by the quatemity.4
2 White, V., Soul and Psyche. New York, Harper and Brothers, 1960, p. 106.
3 Jung, C. G., Psychology and Religion: West and East, C.W., Val. 11, par.
169 ff.
4 Ibid.,
par. 249.
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However, in other places in the essay, Jung speaks of the trinity
symbol as referring to three stages of a developmental process
which is complete and sufficient in itself, without the need for the
addition of a fourth. For instance, he describes the three stages of
father, son and holy spirit as follows. About the world of the
father:
The world of the Father typifies an age, which is characterized by a
pristine oneness with the whole of nature 5
... an age far removed from critical judgment and moral conflict 6
It is ... man in his childhood state 7
About the world of the SOn:
A world filled with longing for redemption and for that state of perfection in which man was still one with the Father. Longingly he
looked back to the world of the Father, but it was lost forever, because an irreversible increase in man's consciousness had taken place
in the meantime and made it independent.8
The stage of the Son is a conflict situation par excellence ... Freedom from the law brings a sharpening of opposites.9
Concerning the world of the holy ghost:
The advance to the thirdstage (the Holy Ghost) means something
like a recognition of the unconscious if not actual subordination ta
it ... Just as the transition from the first stage to the second demands
the sacrifice of childish dependence, sa at the transition ta the third
stage an exclusive independence has ta be relinquished.10 This third
stage means articulating one's ego-consciousnesswith a supraordinate
totality, of which one cannot say that it is ''1'', but which is best
visualized as a more comprehensive being.ll
In these quotations that describe the three developmental phases
of father, son and holy ghost, there is no suggestion that the trinity
is an incomplete symbol requiring the addition of a fourth ele5Ibid.,
6Ibid.,
7 Ibid.,
8 Ibid.,
Ibid.,
10Ibid.,
11Ibid.,
D

par. 20l.
par. 199.
par. 20l.
par. 203.
par. 272.
par. 273.
par. 276.
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ment. Rather, the trinity seems ta symbolize adequately and completely a developmental process in time. In discussing this developmental process Jung says: "The rhythm is built up in three steps but
the resultant symbol is a quaternity.12 This statement clearly implies
that the threefold rhythm and the fourfold gaal are separate symbolic entities neither of which properly can be interpreted in terms
of the other. However, this point is later lost when the trinity is
described as an incomplete representation of the deity.
The threefold rhythm of the developmental process deserves
greater attention. Let us consider that this ternary symbol is a
separate and valid entity within itself. In this case the archetype
of the trinity ar threefoldness and the archetype of quarternity ar
fourfoldness would refer ta two different aspects of the psyche,
each valid, appropriate and complete in its own realm. The
quarternity image expresses the totality of the psyche in its structural, static ar etern al sense, whereas the trinity image expresses
the totality of psychological experience in its dynamic, developmental, temporal aspect.
Quaternity, mandala images emerge in times of psychic turmoil
and convey a sense of stability and rest. The image of the fourfold
nature of the psyche provides stabilizing orientation. It gives one
a glimpse of static eternity. The mandalas of Tibetan Buddhism
are used for this purpose. They are instruments of meditation
which convey ta consciousness a sense of pe ace and calm as though
one were safely grounded in the eternal structural substance and
protected from the disrupting dangers of change. Patients in psychotherapy sometimes discover for themselves this method of
meditating an their own mandala paintings when their psychic integrity is endangered.
Trinitarian symbols an the other hand imply growth, development and movement in time. They surround themselves with dynamic rather than static associations. Thus Baynes writes, "The
triune archetype symbolizes the dynamic ar vital aspect." 13 And
again, "The number three is specifically associated with the creative
process ... Every function of energy in nature has, indeed, the
form of a pair of opposites, united by a third factor, their product.
Thus the triangle is the symbol of a pair of opposites joined above
or below by a third factor." 14 Jung gives the trinity a dynamic,
12Ibid., par. 258.
13Baynes, H. G., Mythology

P·565.
14Ibid., p. 405.

of the Saul, London, Ryder and Company,

1969,
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developmental interpretation in his description of the three phases
of psychological development as the stages of the father, the son
and the holy spirit. AII events in time naturally fall into a threefold pattern. Every event has a beginning, a middle and an end.
The conscious mind thinks of time in the three categories past,
present and future. J oachim of Floris 1,000 years ago interpreted
the trinity in terms of periods of time. According to his view, before Christ was the age of the father. The first milIenium after
Christ was the age of the son and the second milIenium was to be
the age of the holy spirit.
When dealing with temporal or developmental events there
seems to be a deep-seated archetypal tendency to organize such
events in terms of a threefold pattern. Freud submitted to this pattern
when he described psychological development in terms of the three
stages oral, anal and genital. Esther Harding ma de use of this
same threefold pattern when she described the three stages of psychological development in the terms autos, ego and Self.15 Another
example of a threefold division in the developmental process is
furnished by Alfred North Whitehead. In his essay "The Rhythm
of Education" 16 Whitehead distinguishes three stages in the natural
learning process. He calIs these the stage of romance, the stage of
precision and the stage of generalization. The first phase, the stage
of romance, is characterized by the emotional excitement of first
discovery. There is a total response which does not permit the
coolness and discipline of a systematic approach. Rather the child,
or man for that matter, is intoxicated by the glimpse of a new
world opening. The second phase, the stage of precision, subordinates breadth and totality of approach to exact formulation.
Here we have precise accumulation of facts and critical, intellectual
analysis. The third phase, the stage of generalization, is called by
Whitehead the synthesis of the two previous approaches. It is a
return to the total response of the romantic stage with the added
advantage of classified ideas and relevant technique.
The process of spiritual development described by the mystics
is also a three fold process. According to Inge:
(The mystic) ....
loves to figure his path as a ladder reaching from
earth to heaven, which must be climbed step by step. This scala
perfectionis
is generally divided into three stages. The first is called
15 Harding,
M. Esther. Psyhic Energy: lts Source and lts Transformation,
Bollingen Series X, Princeton University Press, 1963, p. 22 f.
16 Whitehead,
A. N. The Aims of Education, New York, MacMilIan, 1929.
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the purgative life, the second the illuminative, while the third, which
is really the goal rather than a part of the journey, is called the
unitive life, or state of perfect contemplation,17
Jung describes Pythagorean number symbolism which is pertinent here. The number one as the fust and original number is,
strictly speaking, not a number at alI. One as unity and totality
exists prior to the awareness of numbers which requires a capacity
to distinguish between separate, discrete entities. Thus, "one" symbolically corresponds to the uroboric state prior to creation and
the separation of things. Two is the first real number since with it
is born the possibility of discriminating one thing from another.
Two symbolizes the act of creation, the emergence of the ego from
the original state of unity. Two implies opposition. Two is the
separation of one thing from another and thus represents a state
of conflict. Three, however, is the sum of one and two and unites
them both withinitself. It is the reconciling symbol that resolves
the conflict state of two. To three would apply Jung's comment
about the symbolic significance of the holy spirit when he says,
"The holy ghost is a union of opposites." 18
Approaching the trinity from this angle there is no room for
a fourth element. If we think of it as reflecting a dynamic, developmental process, the third term is the conclusion of the process. The third stage has restored the original unity of the one on
a higher leveI. This new unity can be disturbed only by the
emergence of a new opposition which wiU repeat the trinitarian
cycle.
There is an exact parallel to this number symbolism in the formula Hegel proposed for understanding the historical process. According to Hegel, all the movements and happenings in human
history fall into a threefold cyclic pattern. First, an original position
is conceived and established. This is called the thesis. Next the opposite position is constellated, grows and finally overthrows the
first. This is called the antithesis. In the final phase the onesidedness
and inadequacy of the antithesis is recognized and replaced by a
synthesis of the two opposites. The formula is thus: thesis, antithesis, synthesis. The synthesis can then become a new thesis
through which the cycle is repeated. This was an insight of the
17 Inge, W. R,
Christian
MeridianBaaks,pp. 9 f.
18 Jung, C.W. 11, par. 277.
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and self-evidently true once
demonstrated in history, it
in individual psychology. It
e of the trinity which gives
, temporal events of human
ect.
ankind to conceive of deity
inity is only one example of
onian and Egyptian trinities.

In addition, there are the Greek trinitirs Zeus, Poseidon and Rades
and force
the various
embodiments
of the tr~ple
mother
goddess.been
Destiny,
the
directing
one' s temporal
f llte, has
generalIy
conceived in a threefold image. For ex ple, in Greece there were
the three fates: Clotho who spins the thread of life, Lachesis who
measures it and Atropos who cuts it. n Teutonic myth there were
the three norns: Urd, Verdandi and Shuld. Urd, the aged one,
refers to the past, Verdandi to the pre ent and Shuld to the future.
Hermes was most frequently consid red as a trinity. Numerous
shrines were set up in his honor at fhe junctions of three roads
llntil they became so commonplace t at they provided the origin
of the word "trivia." This list of exa ples, which could be considerably expanded, indicates a widepread tendency to associate
deity with a threefold nature. How re we to understand this in
the light of our conviction that the ps che has a fourfold structure?
These trinitarian images may refer to functional ar process deities
as opposed to structure deities. In ther words, they would be
personifications of the psychic dyna ism in alI its phases. From
this standpoint, a trinity could expres totality as well as a quaternity, but it would be totality of a di :erent kind. In the one case,
I

it would be a totality of the various ~ynamic phases of a developmental movement, in the other case a tptality of structural elements.
Three would symbolize a process, fou~ a goal.
Gerhard AdIel' makes a distinction petween feminine triads and
masculine
nected withtriads.
instinctual
Re states:
events"The
in th9.ir
fef,1inine
natural
triaddevelopment
is always conand
growth, whereas
position
between the
thesis
masculine
and antithesi~
three fsfinding
based on
its the
reconciliation
dynamic opin
19 T~is
undoubtedly
The
the
third trinities
step of seem
the synthesis."
feminine
to derive from
Itheiscategories
of thetrue.
natural,
19

Adler, G. The Living Symbol. New Yor~, Pantheon,

1961, p. 260.n.
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biological-one
could and
almtt~eath,
say whiIe
nonpsychic-growth
process, seem
such
as birth, maturation
the masculine trinities
ness. In the latter case, we have not biological categories but
to
relatespiritual
specincally
to theldevelopment
of the
psyche
consciousrather
or psychi
ones such as
thesis
and or
antithesis
or
God and Satano Howeve1 despite this distinct difference, in the
broad sense both masculîe and feminine trinities refer to a dynamic, developmental pro1cess in time.
In earlier chapters I outlined a scheme of psychological dewe observe toat explain
the various
of conscious
development.
likevelopment
the I levels
relations
between ego
and Self Iwhich
ego, the Self (or non-ego) and the connecting link between them
wise
ma de use ).of AccordiTIg
a threef:[ld topattern-the
three entities
being the
( ego-Selfaxis
this hypothesis,
development
of
consciousness occurs via la threefold cycle which repeats itself
again and again through9ut the lifetime of the individual. The
three phases of this repetitive cycle are: (1) ego identined with
Self, (2) ego alienated frdm Self and (3) ego reunited with Self
through (1)
the the
ego-Selfaxis.1
In Self,
briefer(2)terms
be
called:
stage of ~he
the these
stage stages
of the could
ego and
(3) the stage of the ego-Selfaxis. These three stages correspond
I

the father (Self), the age of the son (ego) and the age of the
holy ghost ( ego-Selfaxis ). This is another example of a threefold
pattern
totality
a temporal,
developmental
precisely
withexpressing
the three th·
te~ms
of theofChristian
trinity:
the age of
process.
spirit
The ismedieval
another idea
trinitari:f
tha~ man
representation
is composedof of
totality.
body, Similarly,
soul and
according
to
alchemical
th~ory,
aU
metals
were
composed
of the
three primary principles, Mercury, Sulphur and Salt. Paracelsus
Now, in order that these three distinct substances may be rightly
understood,
namely,
spirit, soul, and
body,
should be known that
combined these
two concettiOns
when
he itwrote:
they signify nothing else t~an the three principles, Mercury, Sulphur,
and Salt, from which all thr seven metals are generated. For Mercury
is the spirit, Sulphur is the soul, and Salt is the body.2o
A modem dream expres~es the same image. A man dreamcd,
In arder for an enterprise fa reach completion three things must
come together. There musf be chiU, a chiU-parIar, and R.N. (a
20 Waite, A. E. transl., The Hermetic
and Alchemical Writings of Paracelsus,
reprintedby UniversityBooks,l'few Hyde Park, N. Y., 1967, Val. 1, p. 125.
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The dream says the enterprise will be eonsummated only when
body,
the
ehili
soul
parlor
and isspirit
the body,
eome the
together.
eoncret1qhili
context
is the
for hot
realization;
"soul stufI;"
and

the llttedng of the wo,d i. the ,pontarom,
2. TRANSFORMATION

mative act of ,pidt.

AND DEVELOPMENT

The theme of transformation, of death and rebirth, which is a dynamic, developmental happening, is also associated with the number
three. Three days is thesymbolieal
duration of the night sea
journey, e.g., Christ, Jonah. Christ
as erucified between two
thieves. It was thus a triple erucifixion. Similarly, Mithra was commonly represented between two dado hori or torch bearers, one
with toreh raised, the other with toreh owered. The theme of "the
way," in which a third middle course merges out of the dialectic
of opposites is another expression of triadic symbolism. In this
connection, one thinks of the saying of Lao Tse, "The one engenders alI things." (Tao Teh Ching, 4 ).
The relation between the image of ' he way" and ternary symgenders the two, the two engenders t}e three and the three enAdler. After about three months of a alysis, the patient had the
folIowing
dream: 1 heard
vaiceinteresti~g
saying very
clearly;
three days
bolism is illustrated
in a avery
case
study "In
published
by
time." 21 Three days after this dream tlite patient had an intensely
1 can fantasy
see my own
not asaslfOIIOWS:
omething alien but as somemoving
whiehunconscious
she deseribed
is
thing
a ROAD,
madeanofunbroken
the sameconnection
stuf! of which
~ ammealso
so that
there
betw4en
andmaallde;other
creatures
and it. 1 can feel how this goes to the root of my neurotic problem:
1possible
had had
directto perception
ta therefore
and imto arelate
the rest of of
my somfthing
experience;umelated
the world
live. Now the world makes sense again

22

I;jl

did notdays
makeafter
sense,this
and fantasy
it was therefor~almost
literally
impossible
to
Five
she ha another
visual
image of

'''il

horizontal
three intersecting
poles passing
circles through
(seen as the
threeJimensiOnal)
PO~tltSof intersection.23
with vertical and
21

Adler, G., op. cit., p. 140.

22 Ibid., p. 144.
23

Ibid., p. 155.
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eight
These
days,
three
demonstrate
unconscio~s
_t clear
images,
connection
alI coming
between
within the
a period
numberof
three and
theme
thr road 01' the
way.night
As AdIel'
observes, This
the
phrase
"Inthe
three
daysof tinf1e"refers
to the
sea journey.
was verified by subseque t developments. The vision of the three
circles again emphasizes he number three. The description of the
road fantasy is most in eresting. Here the patient is becoming
aware of a connecting li
between herself, the ego, and the nonego. 1 would understand the road which brings a sense of union
and reconciliation as a re resentation of the ego-Selfaxis. This discovery is reached throug~ a three-fold process involving the three
terms, ego, non-ego and the connecting link between them; hence
the emphasis on the num el' three.
In fairy tales we find a wealth of ternary symbols. Important
actions leading to transfo 'mation 01' achievement of the goal must
often be repeated three imes. In many cases the story makes it
clear that action number one is based on one side of a pair of opof opposites, and action n mber three is a synthesis 01' reconciliation
of the two opposites. To give a single example, in Grimm's fairy
tale "The Water of Life" a princess is waiting to marry the man
posites, action number tl'O is based on the other side of the pair
who will come straight d9wn a golden pavement to heI' gate. Three
pavement, rides to the ri ht of it and is refused admittance. The
second also not wanting o damage the pavement rides to the left
brothers try to reach he~ The first, not wanting to damage the
of it and is denied entra9ce. The third, preoccupied with reaching
straight down the road.
e is the one admitted and allowed to
marry the princess.
the princess, does not efn see the golden pavement and rides
totality is symbolicalIy e pressed by three and not by four. This
aspect is the developme taI, temporal process of realization. AlThese examples go to s;ow that in a certain aspect of psychic life,
fold. Thus the three an the four would represent two separate
aspects of Iife. Four is structural wholeness, completion-something static and eterna!. Three on the other hand represents the
though the goal is fourtld, the process of realizing it is threetotality of the cycle of growth and dynamic change-conflict and
the trinitarian formula, he thesis three and the antithesis four
resolution
and renewed
again. Thus, in accordance with
must be resolved
in a n}onflict
w synthesis.
Jung over and over ~gain in his writings returns to the al-
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chemical question: "Three are here but where is the fourth?"
This wavering between three and four is well explained by the
theory of the fOl).rfunctions and the striving for wholeness. However, the antagonism between the three and the four could have
another meaning also. It could refer to the proper and necessary
conflict in man between the completeness of the static, etern al
quaternity and the dynamic change and vitality of the trinity.
Quaternity and mandala symbolisrn including the temenos and
magic circle distinctly emphasize the theme of containment. Add
to this the fact that even numbers are traditionaIly considered
feminine while odd numbers are thought of as male. This suggests that the quaternity may be predominantly an expresston
of the mother archetype or feminine principle with emphasis on
static support and containment, whereas the trinity is a manifestation of the father archetype or masculine principle which emphasizes movement, activity, initiative. If this view is valid, we
would then need another image of totality to unite the opposites
three and four.
If the trinity can carry an equal but different signincance to
the quaternity, it should emerge in empirical psychological material
with about the same frequency and emphasis as does the quaternity.
And, indeed this is the case. 1 turned to a collection of mandalas
published by Jung 24 and was surprised to nnd how frequently
there was trinitarian imagery embedded in pictures which had
been selected to demonstrate the quaternity. A mandala reproduced
by Jung entitled "The Tibetan World Wheel" is interesting in this
respect. It is said to represent the world. The wheel is held by
the god of death Yama and is based on a trinitarian pattern.
(Picture 7) 25 At the center are three animals, cock, snake and
pig. There are six spokes on the wheel and twelve outer divisions.
Jung says about this mandala: "The incomplete state of existence
is, remarkably enough, expressed by a triadic system, and the
complete (spiritual) state by a tetradic system. The relation between the incomplete and the complete state therefore corresponds
to the proportion of 3:+" 26 1 would add to this that a complete
state is also static, etern al, otherwordly. It would correspond to
the image of a god who does not participate in the conflict and
flux of history, one who does not undergo development.
24

Jung, C. G., The Archetypes

gi.
25
26

Jung, c. W., g, i, Figure 3.
Ibid., par. 644.
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When one begins to examine unconscious material with the
trinity in mind, he discovers that ternary symbols are not uncommon. For instance, arnan who had been in analysis for many
years with the problem of persistent containment in the uroborus
had the folIowing dream. Re dreamt that a circular object was
being divided into triangular sectors much as one would cut a
pie into pieces. The two geometrical forms, circle and triangle,
seemed to stand out in the dream and impress themselves on the
dreamer. The dream carried a sense of impact and importance.
To the circle was associated Jung's conception of the mandala,
wholeness, something to be desired. To the triangle the patient
associated the trinitarian image of God. If we are to understand
this dream at alI, we must resort to some conceptual generalizations
such as I am trying to present. In the dream, a circle is being
dismembered into triangles folIowing which the image of a circle
is contrasted with the image of a triangle. I understand this dream
as referring to the break up of an original state of uroboric wholeness, what I have called ego-Self identity, by means of a threefold dynamic process represented by the triangle. The dream contrasts the complete, circular state with the threefold triangular
state. I take this to mean that an attitude emphasizing static completeness must be complemented by the trinitarian dynamic principle. The threefold temporal process breaks up the static, eternal
state and subjectsit to a development of events in time involving
recurrent conflicts and resolutions according to the formula thesis,
antithesis, synthesis.
Another patient had this dream: She dreamt she was a student
in a classroom. She feels confident about her lesson and when
asked to recite the assignment begins to give the multiplication
table of four; four times one, four times two, etc. The teacher interrupts saying that this is not the assignment. The assignment
is to multiply three-place numbers by four. H er confidence gone,
the dreamer realizes she is not yet able to multiply three-place
numbers in her head and sits down in confusion. Rer association
to four was the quaternity of psychic wholeness, the mandala.
About three-place numbers she said that they tripled the difficulty
of multiplying and also that three reminded her of the Christian
trinity. This dream seems to speak directly to our subject. Simple,
one-dimensional fourness is not the assignment. Rather, fourness
is to be met in a threefold setting making it much more complex
and difficult. Fourness, or psychic totality, must be actualized by
submitting it to the threefold process of reaIization in time. One
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must submit oneself to the painful dialectic of the developmental
process. The quaternity must be complemented by the trinity.
Another example is taken from Adler's case study previously
mentioned. This dream occurred several years before the beginning of analysis and is considered to have initiated the individuation process. It carried a powerful impact and was recorded as
follows: 1 saw on an oval patch of blackness, which shaded of]
vaguely, a rod made of yellowish-white metal; at one end of it
was a monogram of the figures 1, 2 and 4 (superimposed on
one another).27 The dreamer's associations to the monogram of
numbers were particularly signincant. The rod reminded her of a
key 01' magic wand, and she associated it with the labarum carried
before Roman emperors. She was reminded especially of Constantine's dream on the eve of battle in which he saw the sign of the
cross in the sky and heard a voice say: "In hoc signo vinces."
Concerning this dream AdIel' writes:
So far as the sequence "1, 2, 4" is concerned, it represents the development of the mandala symbol, and of psychic totality. The number 1 represents an original preconscious totality; 2 is the division of
this preconscious totality into two polarities, producing two opposites ...
And the further subdivision-corresponding
ta the synthesis arising out of thesis and antithesis-would
produce the four
parts of the circle, and with its center, signifying the mandala:
CD ~
. The sequence of the three numbers 1, 2, 4 would
thus represent the natural growth, the "formula" of the mandala.28

o

Adler then quotes Jung as saying: "This unspeakable conflict
posited by duality ... resolves itself in a fourth principle, which
restores the unity of the nrst in its full development. The rhythm
is built up in three steps, but the resultant symbol is quaternity." 29
Later, AdIel' confuses this interpretation by nnding it necessary to
account for what he caUs the "striking omission of the number 3."
Re interprets the omission of the masculine 3 as representing a
compensation for the patient's identincation with the patriarchal
world. In my opinion this second interpretation is dubious and,
if true, would invalidate the nrst. The number three is already in
the sequence 1, 2, 4 if it is taken as a totality since it is a threefold sequence. Considering it to be a geometric series rather than
Adler, p. 26.
Adler, p. 29 f.
29Ibid.
27
28
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an arithmetic one, the three is quite properly missing. If I understand the symbolism correctly, substituting the sequence 1, 2, 3,
4 for the dream sequence 1, 2, 4 would destroy the essense of the
symbolic meaning which I understand to be the combination of
a threefold process with a fourfold goal.
Jung provides us with another example of the fusion of
quaternity and ternary images. I refer to the mandala vision published in Psychology and Alchemy. 30
The dreqmer sees a vertical and a horizontal Gircle having a common
center. This is the world clock. It is supported by a black bird. The
vertical circle is a blue disc with a white border divided into thirtytwo partitions. A pointer rotates upon it. The horizontal circle consists of four colors. On it stand four little men with pendulums and
round it is laid a golden ring. The clock has three rhythms or pulses:
1) The small pulse: the vertical pointer advances by 1/32;
2) The middle pulse: one complete revolution of the vertical pointer.
At the same time the horizontal circle advances by 1/32;
3) The great pulse: thirty-two middle pulses are equal to one revolution of the golden ring.

This vision is a beautiful mandala image with marked emphasis on the quaternity, e.g., four colors, four little men. However,
it has a threefold pulse or rhythm. In Psychology and Alchemy
originally published in 1944, Jung emphasizes the quaternity aspect
of the image and only says about the three rhythms: "1 do not
know what the three rythms allude to. But I do not doubt for a
moment that the allusion is amply justified ...
We shall hardly
be mistaken it we assume that our mandala aspires to the most
complete union of opposites that is possible, including that of the
masculine trinity and the feminine quatemity ... " 31
In his commentary on the same vision in Psychology and Religion published fÎrst in English in 1938, Jung has this to say about
the threefold rhythm:
If we hark back to the old Pythagorean idea that the soul is a square,
then the mandala would express the Deity through its threefold
rhythm and the soul through its static quatemity, the circle divided
into four colors. And thus its innermost meaning would simply be the
union of the soul with GOd.32

And later he says:
30 Jung, C. G., Psychology

31Ibid., par. 310 f.
32 Jung, C. G., Psychology

and Alchemy,

C.W., Val. 12, par. 307.

and Religion: West and East, C.W., Val. 11, par.
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... the quaternity is the sine qua non of divine birth and consequentIy
of the inner Ilie of the trinity. Thus circle and quaternity an one side
and the threefold rhythm an the other interpenetrate sa that each is
contained in the other. 33
It is clear from these quotations that Jung does not consider the
quaternity a completely adequate symbol for totality. Rather a
union of the quaternity with the trinity in a more complete synthesis is required.
lf, when confronted with three it is proper to ask where is four,
it is equally proper, when confronted with four, to ask where is
three. Because of preoccupation with the quaternity one may see
only the four in imagery that actually combines both four and
three. The theme of twelve, for instance, includes both three and
four as its factors. Likewise, the number seven combines four and
three by being their sum.
The trinity archetype seems to symbolize individuation as a
process, while the quaternity symbolizes its goal or completed
state. Three is the number for egohood, four is the number for
wholeness, the Self. But since individuation is never truly complete, each temporary state of completion or wholeness must be
submitted once again to the dialectic of the trinity in order for life
to go on.
33

Ibid., par. 125.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

Metaphysics and the Unconscious
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labors are witnesses for the living mystery.

-c.

1. EMPIRICAL

G. JUNG 1

METAPHYSICS

The process of individuation often expresses itself in symbolic
images of a metaphysical nature. Such images can be a problem
to the 'empiric al psychotherapist who is reluctant to give credence
to grandiose, unprovable ideas about life, especiaUy since such
ideas are often associated with obvious inflation, e.g., in psychosis.
AIso, the common collective misuse of metaphysical images is a
cause for caution. For the psychologist, the word metaphysics
tends to connote arbitrary assertions on faith about the nature
of ultimate reality. It caUs to mind dogmatic attitudes which are
repugnant to the empirical temperament. To the scientist, metaphysical dogmatism is a demonstration of the fact that one is "most
ignorant of what he's most assured." Jung also avoided the term.
For instance he wrote:

1 approach psychological matters from a scientific and not from a
philosophical standpoint ... 1 restrict myself to the observation of
phenomena and 1 eschew any metaphysical or philosophical considerations.2
In another place he says:
1 Jung C. G. Letter to John Trinick, October 15, 1957, published in John
Trinick, The Fire-Tried Stane, London: Stuart and Watkins, 1967, p. 11.
2 Jung, C. G., Psychalagy and Religian: West and East, C.W., 11, par. 2.
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and guard against overstep ling its proper boundaries by metaphysical
Psychology
the science
con fine
itself to its subject
assertions orasother
professi01nstheofsoul
faithhas... to The
religious-minded
man
the origin of these images (the archetypes) ...
The scientist is a
scrupulous worker; he cann t take heaven by storm. Should he allow
himself to be reduced into uch an extravagance he would be sawing
offfree
the tobranch
which htetaPhYSical
sits.3
is
accept onwhatever
explanations he pleases about

subiect can be separated from the personal attitude which 1ndividuals may take about it. One may take a dogmatic, unempirical attitude toward hysics as well as toward metaphysics.
These caveats
are certai{llY
in arder;
however,
metaphysics
as a
Witness,
for instance,
the efusal
to look
into Galileo's
telescope
physics has been an honor. d subiect of human concern since the
beginning of recorded his ary. Just as man's effarts to adapt to
other
aspects
reality beg
with naive,
concretely
because
it wasof"known"
tht1tn Jupiter
couldarbitrary,
not have and
moons.
Metamythological viewpoints, sf it has been in his reIat ion to metaphysical reality. But this neted not dis credit the subiect itself.
lation between Jung's disc veries and metaphysics. Re speaks of
"Jung's anxiety about wha he calls metaphysics," and continues:
This, it seems to me, does ot agree with his actual discoveries, which
on many points reach deeply into the dimension of a doctrine of

Paul Tillich has made al astute observation concerning the rebeing, that is, an ontology.IThiS fear of metaphysics, which he shares
with Freud and other nineteenth-century
conquerors of the spirit, is
a heritage of this century .] .. In taking the biological and, by neceshe has actually reached t e ontological dimension "imprinted upon
the biological continuum.'
And this was unavoidable, given the
sary implication, th.e Phys,cal realm into the genesis of archetypes,
express themselves. For to e revelatory one must express what needs
revelation, power
namely,he the
my teryto of
revelatory
attributes
thebeing.4
symbols in which the archetypes

realm with great courage. Re was not afraid of metaphysics but
course, Jung was
not ifraid
of don't
metaphysics.
that
of Of
metaphysicians.
Althoug
figures
lie, liars Re
can explored
figure. Likewise, although metaphysic~l reality can be demonstrated to some
extent by the methods of I1sychological empiricism, those with no
3 Jung,
4
Cari Gustav
C. G., Psychology
Jung, A Memotial
andlAlchemy,
Meeting,
C.W.,
The12,Analytical
par. 6. Psychology Club
of New York, 1962, p. 31.
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understanding
of these Tillich
methods
can misuse
the nature
findings
which
are reported. Although
is wron~
about the
of Jung's
anxiety, he does make an important I1oint, Le., that the symbolic
images of the unconscious, if they re to be revelatory, "must
express what needs revelation, name y, the mystery of being."
In Aion, Jung says something similar.
e writes:
I

It is possible ...
to reIate so-called netaphysical concepts, which
have lost their root connection with nat raI experience, to living, universal psychic processes, so that they can recover their true and
original meaning. In this way the connefrtionis re-established between
the ego and projected contents now ~ormulated as "metaphysical"
ideas.5

added
This that
is a acarefully
projected worded
metaphysical
psycholo$ical
cortent, statement.
when withdrawn
It mightfrom
be
We know that occasionally dreams do reveal, to some extent,
the "mystery of being." Hence these messages can properly be
called
metaphysical,
i.e., beyond
the physical
ar ordinary conprojection,
may still retain
its metaPhY[ical
quality.
ceptions
life. Furthermore,
these dreflms
of individuals,
although
they use of
unique
imagery and convey
an individual
revelation
to the
adreamer,
kind of tend
perennial
philosophy
thf unconscious
seems
also to
express aofgen~ral
or commonwhich
viewpoint,
to have
a more or lessuniversal
validitY.
general validity
can
best
be understood
as being based
on ItheThis
universality
of the urge
to individuation.
2. A SERIES OF "METAPHYSICAL"I DREAMS

1 had themany
opportunity
to observe
remarkable
Some
years
ago containing
series of
dreams
meta~hysical
images. aThe
dreamer
was arnan who was standing close to eath. He had death on both
sides of him, so to speak. Just befo e the dream series began
he had made a sudden, impulsive, unpremeditated suicide attempt
by swallowing a bottleful of sleeping pills. He was comatose for
thirty-six hours and on the verge of eath. Two and a half years
later he did die, in his late fifties, of a cerebral vascular accident.
Over a period of about two years, i4termittently, this man carne
to see me once a week and discusse~ his dreams. Our sessions
could hardly be called analysis. The patient lacked the objective
5

Jung, C. G., Aion, C.W., 9 ii, par. 65.
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and self-critic al capacit~
would lead to an awaren
that we observed the dr
ideas they were trying to
that the unconscious wa
metaphysics-either
to h
very close brush with d
in the ne ar future. 1 must
gone through an individu.

to assimilate any interpretation that
ss of the shadow. What did happen was
ams together and tried to discover the
xpress. Repeatedly 1 had the impression
trying to give the patient lessons in
lp him assimilate the meaning of his
ath 01' to prepare him to meet death
emphasize that this man had in no way
tion process as we use the term. Never-

were presented to him in the final dreams of his life.
theless many of the imagej, associated 'with the goal of that process
Over a two year perio~ the patient recorded approximately 180
transcendental

allusions .. ome of the dreams seemed to be pre~

atmosphere of do om and agedy. On awakening from these dreams
the dreamer
wasstandpoint
leff in a ofmood
of profound
depression.
Other
sented
the
there was
an
dreams from
of which
about ~ne the
thirdego,
hadin which
definitecase
metaphysical
ar
and these brought with them a sense of peace, joy and security. As a single exam le of the first category 1 shall quote
theeams
following
he had six
before his death:
seemeddream
to be whih
an fxpreSSion
of amonths
transperso

1 am

at home but

it's 10where ['ve been before.

1 go

into the

and spices, aU the same rand, but there is nothing ta eat. 1 feel
1 am not
danesome
in the
It is justareturning
is it the
pantry
ta get
food.hathese. shelves
stackeddawn
with 01'
seasonings
room. Something
alone.
wonderfrom
where
my
1 turl 1anamthenot
Ught
but it1comes
another
brilliant
moonlight?creaks.
afraid.
dog is.

1neeel more

light.

lJl

need more light and more courage.

1am

tion of meeting the intru el', death. Light is no longer with the
ego but in the other ro m. We are reminded of Goethe's last
words,
This "more
dream light."
probably efPresses th.e fear of the ego in anticipa- .
quent are thosein the se ond category, which contained defirrite
transpersonal imagery an which, 1 felt, attempted to give him
There inare
only ·a fewF ifomthis
of. 1dream.
Much more
frelessons
metaphysics.
thistype
group
have selected
thirteen
dreams to present and distuss. 1 give them in chronological order.
Dream 1:

1 ammyto intention
learn howthat
to at
do the
Ithe end
exercises
a Japanese
Na play.
was
of the ofexercises
my body
wouldIt
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Zen Koan.
arrive
which
wrUld
the equivalent
The atN6a physical
drama ofposition
Japan is
a clas
ical, be
highly
formalized ofarta
form. The to
similarities
actors
ancient
wearGreek
masks
drama.
and Tht
in ~ther
N6 play
respects
expresses
too there
universal
are
or archetypal realities; all emphasis is on the transpersonal. Nancy

Anyone
lending
himself
to follows:
the timeles~ experience of the N5 never
Wilson
Ross
describes
it as
forgets it, though he may be quite incfpable of conveying to others
I

space
in sense
ways unfamiliar
to our
Weste~n aesthetic
The eerie
time and
use
an
exact
of its peculiar
enchantmfnt.
The Na ...explores
of the human voice, in which normal bfeathing has been artfully suppressed; the occasional long-drawn, sad and solitary notes of a flute;
clack of sticks and the varied tonality of three kinds of drum; the
gliding ghostly dancers; ...
the sud en summoning stamp on the
bare
resonant
stage
where
every
"prop·
rty"
hasthe
been
abstracted
to a
the periodic sharp cues and catlike
YO~lS
from
chorus;
the abrupt
of the wooden masks wom by the par icipants; above all, the artful
mereofsymbol;
the and
extravagant
laviIh are
costumes;
unreal
reality
use
emptiness
silence ...and-these
a few the
of the
traditional

elements
thatsays
helptherefore
to create that
the speciarmagiC
of N5.6
The
dream
the ~etient must
practice relating
to archetypal realities. Re must put a ide personal considerations
and begin to live "under the aspect o eternity." The consequence
of these exercises will be that his ody becomes a Zen Koan.
A koan is a paradoxical anecdote or statement used by the Zen
master in the hope that it will help the pupil break through to
a new level of consciousness (illuminat' on, satori). Suzuki gives the
following example. A pupil asks th master, what is Zen. Re
replies, "When your mind is not dwe ing in the dualism of good
and evil, what is your original face be ore you were born?" 7
Such questions are meant to break hrough the ego-bound state
and give one a glimpse of transperso al reality, in Jungian terms,
the Self. One Buddhist scholar after experiencing Satori, burned
his previously treasured commentaries on the Diamond Sutra and
exclaimed: "Rowever deep one's know edge of abstruse philosophy,
it is like a piece of hair flying in the vastness of space; however
pp. 167 f.
6 Suzuki,
7
Ross, Nancy
D. T.,Wilson,
An Intraductian
The World taofZen
Zen.Bl ~ew
ddhism,
York,
New
Random
York, House,
Philosophical
1960.
Library, 1949, p. 104·
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important one's experience in things wordly, it is like a drop of
water thrown into an unfathomableabyss." 8
1 think we can assume that the dream is trying to convey some
such attitude as this-urging the dreamer to relinquish his personal
and ego-centered attitude in preparation for quitting this world.
Dream 2:
I was with several companions
in a Dali-esque landscape where
things seemed either imprisoned
01' out of control.
There were
fires all about, coming out of the ground and about ta engulf the
place. By a group effort we managed ta control the fires and restrict
them ta their proper place. In the same landscape tce found a
woman lying on her back on a rock. The front side of her body
was flesh but the back of her head and body was part of the living
rock an which she lay. She had a dazzling smile, almost beatific,
that seemed ta accept her terrible plight. The controlling of the
fires seemed to have caused a metamorphosis
of some kind. There
began a loosening of the rock at her back so that we were finally
able ta lift her off of it. Although
she was still partly stane she
did not seem too heavy and the change was continuing. We knew
she would be whole again."

The patient had a specific association to this dream. The nres
reminded him of the nre that was said to accompany Rades when
he broke out of the earth to capture Persephone. The dreamer
had once visited Eleusis and was shown the spot where Rades
was supposed to have emerged. Re was also reminded of an unnnished statue of Michelangelo's. (Picture 40).
A ngure coming out of the rock reminds us of the birth of Mithra
from the petra genetrix. The dream aIso has another analogy with
the Mithra myth. One of Mithra's nrst tasks was to tame the wiId
buIl. SimiIarly in the dream, controIling the nres was somehow connected with the emergence of the woman from the rock. By limiting
the nres, a living woman is being extracted from stone.9 This cor8Ibid., p. 94.
The same combination of ideas-self-discipline
and emerging Iife is found
in an apocryphal story of Paul. He is said to have spoken "the word of God
concerning self-control and the resurrection."
(See Acts of Paul II, 1, 5, in
James, M. R., The Apocryphal New Testament, Oxford, p. 273). Harnack comments on this passage. He says that self-control and the resurrection as a "pair
of ideas are to be taken as mutually supplementary; the resurrection or etern al
life is certain, but it is conditionecl by egkrateia (self-control),
which is
therefore put first. Cf., for example, Vita Polycarpi, 14 ...
'he said that
purity was the precursor of the incorruptible kingdom to come.''' (Harnack,
Adolph, The Mission and Expansion of Christianity, New York, Harper Torchbooks, Harper & Brothers, 1962, p. 92 n).
D
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responds
to theis disengag~ment
Sophia
from the
embrace
of
Physis, which
accomplilshed byof the
quenching
of the
fires of
desirousness.
later drJam
the feminine
personmcation
of Wisdom or LogosIn isa again
enbountered.
The image
also suggests
the
with death.
There is ofa the
similar
in the orancient
Greek
alchemical
text
separation
soul ima
froj e matter
the body
which
is associated
of ZOSin10S:"Go to the w Iters of the Nile and there you will find
a stone that has a spirit ( neuma). Take this, divide it, thrust in
your hand and draw out ts heart: for its soul (psyche) is in its
heart." 10 An added note i the text states that this refers to the
expulsion of the quicksilver. It is the alchemical idea of extracting
the soul or spirit which i imprisoned in matter and would correspond to the psycholog, cal process of extracting the meaning
from a concrete experienct1 (a stumbling stone,

1 Peter

2:9). In the

was
context
the ofmeaning
the dreamer's
of his sitfation
e~rthly life.
perhaps what was being extracted
sephone and the presume site of the latter's abduction at Eleusis.
This
us to consider
dream astoa Hades,
modern PerinWe association
must also allows
consider~he
dreamer's the
association
initiation into the mysteri s was considered most important in dedividual
of the
mysteries.
ancient Hymn
Greece,
termining version
one's fate
in t~leusian
e afterlife.
In the In
Homeric
to
Demeter we read:
but he who is uninitiate
d who has no part in them, never has lot
Happy
he among
has in
seenthethese
mysteries;
of
like isgood
things menfPon
once he isearth
dead,who
down
darkness
and
gloom.ll

Plato makes the same p0int:
... those
men had
who aestabl~shedthe
mysterie.swere
not unenlightened,
but
in reality
hidden meaning
when they said
long ago that
whoever goes uninitiated rnd unsanctified to the other world will lie
with the godS.12
in the mire, but he who a1,rivesthere initia.ted and purified will dwell
88, 3 vols., reprinted by HoBa, d Press, London, 1963, III, vi. 5. Quoted by
Psychology and Alchemy C.W.,
par. 405.
Jung,
10 Berthelot, M. P. E., cOllefion
des 12,
anciens
alchimistes grecs, Paris, 1887Cambridge,
11 Hesiod, Harvard
The Homeric
UniversitylPress,
HYrr!ns and
1914,
Homerica
p. 323, lines
(Loeb
480 Classical
ff.
Library),
12 Plato, Phaedo 69c.
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Although little is known about the content of the Eleusinian
Mysteries they must have included a death and resurrection ritual
since the Demeter-Kore myth is concerned with this theme. The
descent of Persephone to the underworld and the subsequent arrangement whereby she spends part of the year above ground
and part of the year in the underworld is a definite reference to
the green vegetation spirit which dies and is reborn each year.
Thus the dream alludes to resurrection. The woman becoming
disengaged from the rock will correspond to Persephone returning
from the underworld. This line of interpretation is verifled by
a later dream in the series in which the green vegetation numen
symbolizing resurrection is specifically pOltrayed.
3. RETURN TO THE BEGINNING
Dream 3:
It was a strange scene. 1 seemed to be in Africa standing at the
edge of an endless veldt, stretching as far as 1 could see. The heads
of animals were emerging from the ground, or had emerged. It
was very dusty. As 1 watched some of the animals emerged completely. Some were quite tame, others quite wild. A rhinoceros
and a zebra charged around kicking up a lot of dust. 1 wondered if
this was the Garden of Eden.
This dream has some similarity to the preceding one. Again,
living creatures are coming out of solid earth. The dreamer commented that he felt he was being permitted to look in on the
original creation. It 1S reminiscent of the remark of an alchemist:
Neither be anxious to ask whether 1 actually passess this precious
treasure (the philosopher's stane). Ask rather whether 1 have seen
how the world was created; whether 1 am acquainted with the nature
af the Egyptian darkness; ...
what will be the appearance of the
glarified bodies at the general resurrection.13

This author is demonstrating that he knew that the alchemical
secret was not a substance but a state of consciousness, a perception
of the archetypallevel of reality.
At the end of his personal life the dreamer is being shown the
universal beginning of life. Living forms are emerging from the
amorphous, inorganic eaIth. The emphasis on dust reminds us
13 Waite, A. E., translator, The Hermetic Museum, London, John M. Watkins,
1953, Val. I. p. 8.
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of the use of this image in Genesis. "The Lord God formed man
of dust from the ground." (Gen. 2:7 RSV). "You are dust and to
dust you shaU return." (Gen. 3: 19 RSV). Dust is powdery, pulverized dried-out earth. It is similar to ashes and the Hebrew
word "aphar" here translated as dust also means ashes. Ashes are
the resuIt of the alchemical calcînatio which "vas aUuded to in the
fire of the second dream. But according to the third dream, out of
the dusty ashes of burnt out life, new life emerges.
Shortly later there was another veldt dream:
Dream4:
Again the landscape of the veldt. Several acres of empty ground.
Scattered about were loaves of bread of various shapes. They
looked sedate and permanent like stones.
We have again the symbol of the stone that came up first in
Dream 2. There it was a stone that was not a stone but a woman.
In the present dream it is a stone that is not a stone but a loaf of
bread. This motif of the stone that is not a stone is weU-known in
alchemy (lithos ou lithos).14 It is a reference to the Philosopher's
Stone which according to Ruland "is a substance which is petrine
as regards its efficacy and virtue but not as regards its substance." 15
This statement would be an aUusion to the reality of the psyche.
In the fourth chapter of Matthew, the images of bread and stone
are connected. During Jesus' temptation in the wilderness the
devil said to him, "'If you are the Son of God, command these
stones to become loaves of bread.' But he answered, 'It is written,
"Man shall not live by bread alone, but by every word that proceeds from the mouth of God.''''' (Matt. 4:3, 4 RSV). Again in
Matthew 7:9 stone and bread are linked: "01' what man of you,
if his son asks him for a loaf, wiU give him a stone?" These passages
establish that bread is a human requirement, that stone does not
satisfy human needs, and that wiUingness to turn stone to bread
(i.e. to unite these opposites) is a prerogative of deity. Thus this
dream is providing a glimpse behind the metaphysical barrier
01', as Jung caUs it, the epistemological curtain, the figures behind which are "impossible unions of opposites, transcendental
beings which can only be apperceived by contrasts." 16
op. cit., I, iii. 1.
Ruland, Martin, A Lexicon of Alchemy, translated
London, John M. Watkins, 1964, p. 189.
16 Jung, C. G., Letter ta John Trinick, op. cit., p. la.
14 Berthelot,
15

by Waite,

A. E.,
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Dream 5:
1 10as invited to a party fo1' Adam and Eve. They had neve1' died.
They 1Oe1'e the beginning and the end. 1 1'ealized this anel
accepteel thei1' pe1'manent existence. Both of them 1Oe1'een01'mous,
ove1'scale, likeMaillol.ssculptu1.es.
They had a sculptural anel not
a human look. Aelam's face 10as veileel 01' covered anel 1 longeel to
know 10hat he looked like. 1 ela1'eelto t1'Y to uncove1' his face and
1 diel. The cove1'ing 10as a ve1'Y heavy laye1' of peat-mosses, 01'
some S01't of vegetable g1'o1Oth.1 pulled it away iust a little and
peeped behind. Ris face 10as kind but f1'ightening-it 10as like
a go1'illa 01' giant ape of some sort.
The location of this party is obviously the eternal, archetypal
realm. The ngures never die, but live in an eternal present. The
"kingdom of heaven" is the place where one meets the ancient
worthies. Matthew 8:11 says, "1 teU you many will come from
east and west and sit at table with Abraham, Isaac, and J acob in
the Kingdom of heaven."
The dream figures were said to be both beginning and end.
TraditionaUy, the characteristic of being both beginning and end
has never been applied to Adam. However it is applied to Christ
who was called the second Adam. As the Logos Re existed from
the beginning and was the agent of creation. (J ohn 1: 1-3 ). The
apostle Paul's whole passage on the resurrection which mentions
the second Adam (deute1'os Anth1'opos) is relevant ta this dream:
The first man Adam became a living being; the last Adam became a
life-giving spirit ...
The first man was from the earth, a man of
dust, the second man is from heaven ... Just as' we have bome the
image of the man of dust, we shall also bear the image of the man of
heaven ... La! 1 tell you a mystery. We shall not all sleep, but we
shall all be changed, in a moment, in the twinkling of an eye, at the
last trumpet. For the trumpet will sound, and the dead will be raised
imperishable, and we shall be changed. For this perishable nature
must put an the imperishable, and this mortal nature must put an
immortality." 17
Adam, as the nrst man, is an image of the Anth1'opos, the Prim al
Man of Gnostic speculation. According to the Gnostic Hermetic
treatise, Poimandres, the eternal Mind gave birth to the Anth1'opos
which then fell into the world of spatio-temporal existence because "Nature" loved him:
17

1 Corinthians

15:45-53 RSV.
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And Nature took the object of her love and wound herself completely
around him, and they were intermingled, for they were lovers. And
this is why beyond alI creatures on the earth man is two-fold; mortal
because of body, but because of the essential Man immortal.18
The Anthropos is the pre-existent form of man, the etern al Platonic idea, the divine thought which became incarnated by the embrace of Physis. Thus, for the dreamer to be introduced to Adam
suggests that he is being shown his "original face" prior to the
birth of the ego and implies that a process of disincarnation is
coming.
Dream 6:
in a garden, a handsome sunken terrace. The place is called
"The Thoughts of God." Here it is believed that the twelve Words
of God are to conquer the world. Its walls are lined like a nest
with ivy and something as soft as down or fur. 1, together with
others, am walking inside the enclosure. The force of the words
come with the force of an explosion or earthquake that knocks
us to the ground. The cushioned walls prevent one from being
hurt. It is the custom in this enclosure to walk next to the walls
around the walk. The point is to complete the circle either clockwise or anti-clockwise. As we walk the area grows smaller and
more intimate, more padded and more like a nest. The walking
itself seems to have something to do with the process of learning.
This dream further elaborates themes to which previous dreams
have alluded. Again the dreamer is taken to the pre-existent beginning, the source of the Logos. 1 know of no reference to the twelve
words of God; however, in the Kabbalah, the divine name is sometimes said to consist of twelve letters.19 More commonly it is thought
of as having four letters, the Tetragrammaton Yod, Re, Vau, Re.
According to Mathers, the tetragrammaton "is capable of twelve
transpositions, which all convey the meaning of 'to be;' it is the only
word that wiU bear so many transpositions without its meaning
being altered. They are called 'the twelve banners of the mighty
name;' and are said by some to mIe the twelve signs of the
Zodiac." 20

1 am

18 Mead, G. R. S., editor, Thrice-Greatest
Hermes, London, John M. Watkins,
1964, Val. II, pp. 6 f.
19 Waite,
A. E. The Holy Kabbalah, reprinted by University Books, New
Hyde Park, New York, p. 617.
20 Mathers,
S. L. MacGregor, translator, The Kabbalah Unveiled, London,
Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1962, pp. 30 f.

The dream makes it clear that the arden of the thoughts of God
is a circle with twelve words emanat ng from it. It would thus be
analogous to the
signs of the
which are a twelve-fold
Metaphysics
and Zod
thej ac
Unconscious
209
differentiation

of the circle of the yerr. Other parallels would be

pantheons of many peoples were ma e up of twelve gods. According to Herodotus, the Egyptians wer the nrst to name the twelve
godS.21
the twelve sons of Jacob and the twtlve disciples of Christ. The
conquer the world. The typical func ion of the Logos is to create
theAn
world,
not feature
conquer isit.that
Perhaps
thi is an
allusion
to the
unusual
the twe~ve
words
of God
arefact
saidthat
to
shortly The
the same
conscious
egoimplied
(worldby
= ego)
is tothat
be the
extinguished
in
death.
idea is
tlhe fact
circular nest
grows
of
a padded
smaller womb.
as it is The
circumambulat9d,
nest symb.rl emphasizes
becoming more
the materna!,
and more
protective,
aspect
of retrrning
to ego
the anxious
metaphysical
source, and containing
would surely
be reassuring
to the
about
death. The nest where eggs are laid nd hatched also has rebirth
implications. For instance, we are tol that in Egypt the New Year's
festival was called the "day of the chil in the nest. "22
The nest was lined with ivy. Accor ing to Frazer, ivy was sacred
to both Attis and Osiris. The priests

I

f Attis were tattooed with a

Frazer suggests that it may have repr. sented "the seal of a diviner
pattern
of ivy leaves.
Because
eEergreen
and of
non-deciduous
life, of something
exempt
rrom it
theis s~
vicissitudes
the seasons,
more explicitly
connected
The
theevergreen
immortal ivy
vegetation
is even
constant
and eternal
as thewith
sky Osirif
... '123as
spirit. This image is given fuller expre,ssion in Dream 9.

4. THE TRANSCENDENT

DIMENSION

Dream T
Two prize-fighters
are soinvolved
in q ritual
fight.
Their
fight are
is
beautiful.
They are not
much antag9nists
in the
dream
as they

Herodotus, Histories, II, 4.
collaborators,
working out an elaborare, planned design. They are
ZI

22

Erman, Adolf, The Religion of the Egypt~ans, quoted by Neumann, E., The

Frazer, James G., "Adonis, Attis, Osiris" Part IV of The Colden Bough,
Creat Mother,
Princeton Books,
University
195~', New
p. 243.
reprinted
by University
New Press,
Hyde Par
York, 1961, VoI. 1, pp. 277f.
23
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calm, unruffled and concen~rated. At the end of each round they
to aone
dressing
room.
dressing
roomblood
they apply
"makeup."
1retire
watch
of them
dip Injthe
hlS finger
in some
and smear
it on
the facetheir
resume
of his
fast,
opponent
furious b~t
a~d highly
himself.controlled
They return
performance.
ta the ring and
This
dreamlifegives
one frdm
t~e eerie
feeling
that ofit Maya.
is a glimpse
of
how
human
appears
beyond
the veil
The strife
between the opposites is ~econciled by being seen as part of a
beautiful dramatic spectacl . There is blood but it is only "makelarger design. There is a ~ght but no one gets hurt, it is only a
up," belonging to the worl~ of appearance and illusion. The lesson
of the dream seems to be ~ery similar to that given by Krishna to
fight, the war which Arjuna is reluctant to engage in:
O mighty
among
men, he is fitwhere
to attain
immortality
whoimage
is serene
Arjuna
in The
Bhagavadgit~,
also
there is the
of and
the
There is no existence for t e unreal and the real can never be nonexistent. The Seers of Trut know the nature and final ends of both.
not afHictedby these sensat'ons, but is the same in pleasure and pain.
is ever able to destroy tha Immutable. These bodies are perishable;
Know
to be indestruct{ble
by are
which
alI this
is pervaded. and
No one
but thethat
dwelIers
in these odies
eternal,
indestructible
impenetrable. Therefore fightj O descendent of Bharata! He who considers this (Self) as a slayef or he who thinks that this (Self) is slain,
neither
of these
knows
thenpr
'rruth.
It daes
is It been,
slain.
This
(Self)
is never
born,
doesFar
It die,
nor not
afterslay,
ancenor
having
ancient.24

Dream 8:
does It go into non-being. fhiS (Self) is unborn, eternal, changeless,
There are three squares, h~ating units made of metal coil ar neon
disconnected and are being cleaned. There is a new world concept
tubing. They represent mY~SeXUalproblems. Now they have been
of Gad, a widening of aw (eness of the vastness of the universe.
problem is inconsequential The washing is in a sense a ritual
washing, a cleansing of the three squares ta let them faZZinto their
Against the background of f,ternity a thing as temporal as a sexual
natural place in the vast ovrraZZ.
In the dream, my mind p~ayed with the visual image of the three
outside each.
24 Bhagavad
Cita,only
II, 15-20,
The then
Wisnaturdjt ,anslated
ta drawbya Swami
circle Paramandenda,
first inside each,
squares.
It was

dom of China and India, The :tvfodern Library,
1942, p. 62.

New York, Random

House,
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In the dream the reference to the efernal, divine realm as contrasted
three squares
with theapparently
temporal, represent
personal t~e
~falm
dreamer's
is made personal,
explicit. The
particularized existence in space and timf' They are associated with
sexuality, the source of heat or ener y. The fact that there are
three squares brings up the symbolic
eaning of the triad which
is discussed in Chapter 7. Threeness refers to dynamic existence in
historical reality. It expresses the pain ul dialectic of the developmental process which proceeds accord ng to the Regelian formula
of thesis, antithesis, synthesis.
The square, on the other hand, is î four-fold image which expresses totality with emphasis on the ftatic, structural, containing
aspects. In Eastern symbolism the sq~are represents the earth in
contrast to heaven. According to an a cient idea the human soul
is a square.25 The circle in contrast is a common symbol for God
and eternity. Thus when the dreame draws a circle within the
square and another one surrounding he square, he is combining
the individual and personal with the etern al and transpersonal.
The dream expresses the same idea in i s statement that the squares
"falI into their natural place in the vas over alI."

O

The image of a square containing al circle and surrounded by a
circle
has parallels in alchemf· If we move fram within
the original boundless chaos. The squa e would represent the sepaoutward, the inner circle would corretpond to the prima materia,
ration of the prima materia into the fo[ r elements, that is, the discrimination that the conscious ego brtngs out of the original undifferentiated whole. Rowever, as Jurg states, the square is an
imperfect form because, "In the sqfare the elements are stiH
united in a higher unity, the quintesse ce which would correspond
separate and hostile to one another."
Thus they need to be reto the outer circle surrounding the sq~are. According to the dream

r

place in the vast over alI."
The psychological condition of the first circle, prior to emergence of squareness is beautifully des ribed by Black Elk, a Sioux
this reunification of the square is a Plocess of finding its "natural
holy man. Re is deploring the fact that Indians now live in square
houses. Re says:
]
25 Jung, C. G., Psychology and Religion: W it and East, C.W., 11, par. 124.
26 Jung, c. G., The Practice of Psychotherapy,
C.W., 16, par. 402.
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. we made these little Igrey houses of logs that you see, and they
square.
''You have noticed tha, everything an Indian does is in a circle,
are square. It is a bad WfY to live, for there can be no power in a
and everything tries to b round. In the old days when we were a
strong and happy people, aU our pawer carne to us from the sacred
and that is because the Pfwer of the World always works in circles,
hoop of the nation, and so long as the hoop was unbroken, the people
Hourished. The Howering ree was the living center of the hoop, and
the circle of the four qua ters nourished it. The east gave peace and
light, the south gave war th, the west gave rain, and the north with
its cold and mighty wind gave strength and endurance. This knowledge carne to us from th onter world with our religion. Everything
the Power of the World oes is done in a circle. The sky is round,
and I have heard that the earth is round like a baU, and so are aU
nests in circles, for theirs 's the same religion as ours. The sun comes
forth and goes down in a circle. The maon does the same, and both
the stars. The wind, in iJ1Sgreatest power, whirls. Birds make their
are round. Even the seasors form agreat circle in their changing, and
always come back again ~o where they were. The life of arnan is a
power moves. Our tepees ere round like the nests of birds, and these
were always set in a circ e, the nation's hoop, a nest of many nests,
circle from childhood to f:hildhOOd,and so it is in everything where
where the Creat Spirit 5eant for us to hatch our children. But the
is
gone and(white
we are
dying,1
forput
theuspower
is not
in usboxes.
any mare.27
Wasichus
men)
h~ve
in these
square
Our pawer
Dream 9:
The
1 amgrass
aioneisinanagreat
unusuaifonpai
kird of
garden
turf, centuries
such as one
old. finds
Therein are
Europe.
great
hedges of boxwood and 4verything is completely ordered. At the
end of the garden 1 see F movement. At first it seems to be an

1 getHecloser
1 seea itdance.
is actually
enormous
frog herbal,
made ofmal1e
grass.
a green man,
of As
grass.
is doing
It is
very beautifui
andof 1
thin~ aithough
of Hudson's
novel,notGreen
gave
me a sense
peacd
1 could
reallyMansions.
understandIt
what 1 was beholding.
the vegetation spirit which played such an important part in ancient
mythology and which has received a comprehensive discussion in
Fraser's
most fully explicit
developed
image in this
In this Golden
dream Bough.
we hav~ he
a remarkably
representation
of
category, is Osiris as cOIT1--spirit,tree spirit, and God of fertility.
27 Neihardt, John G.,
Press, 1961, pp. 198 ff.

Black Elk
I

Speaks,

Lincoln, University of Nebraska
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The death and rebirth of vegetation were episodes in his drama:
"The ivy was sacred to him, and was called his plant because it was
always green." 28
an the symbolism of greenness, Jung says: "In the sphere of
Christian psychology, green has a spermatic, procreative quality,
and for this reason it is the color attributed to the Holy Ghost as the
creative principle." 29 And again, "Green is the color of the Holy
Ghost, of life, procreation and resurrection." 30 An example of the
greenness of the Holy Ghost is found in Hildegard of Bingen's
"Hymn to the Holy Ghost": "From you the clouds rain down, the
heavens move, the stones have their moisture, the waters give
forth streams, and the earth sweats out greenness." 31 This passage
has a close parallel in an ancient Egyptian hymn to Osiris which
says, "the world waxes green through him." 32 Another connection
between greenness and resurgent life is found in an Egyptian
Pyramid text. This passage evokes Kheprer (Khoprer, Khopri, "the
becoming one")33 the scarab god who is the rising sun: "Hail thou
god ... who revolvest, Kheprer ... Hail, Green one .... " 34
Greenness is an important image in alchemy. Some texts refer to
it as the benedicta viriditas, blessed greenness. According to Mylius,
the Soul of the Wor1d, or Anima Mundi, is green:
Cod breathed into created things ... a certain germination ar greenness, by which alI things should multiply
they calIed all things
green, for ta be green means to grow
therefore this virtue of
generation and the preservation of things might be calIed the Soul of
the world.35
In another alchemical text, the feminine personification of the
black and rejected prima materia says: 1 am alone among the
hidden; nevertheless 1 rejoice in my heart, because 1 can live
privily, and refresh myself in myself ...
under my blackness 1
Frazer, op. cit., Val. II, p. 11Z.
Jung, C. G., Mysterium Coniunctionis, C.W., 14,par. 137.
Ibid., par. 395.
31 Jung, C. G., Psychology and Religion: East and West, C.W., 11,par. 151.
32 Frazer, op. cit., Val. II, p. 113.
Clark, R. T. RundIe, Myth and Symbol in Ancient Egypt, New York,
Grave Press, 1960, p. 40.
Budge, E. A. WaIlis. Osiris the Egyptian Religion of Resurrection, reprinted by UniversityBooks,New Hyde Park, New York,1961.VoI.II. p. 355.
35 Jung, C. G., Mysterium
Coniunctionis, C.W., 14, par. 6Z3.
28
29
30

33

34
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have hidden the fairest green." Jung interprets
follows:

this passage as

The state of imperfect transformation, merely hoped for and waited
for, does not seem to be one of torment only, but of positive, if hidden
happiness. It is the state of someone who, in his wanderings among
the images of his psychic transformation, comes upon a secret happiness which reconciles him to his apparent loneliness. In communing
with himself he finds not deadly boredom and melancholy but an
inner partl1er; more than that, a relationship that seems like the
happiness of a secret love, or like a hidden springtime, when the
green seed sprouts from the barren earth, holding out the promise of
future harvests. It is the alchemical benedicta viriditas, the blessed
greenness, signifying on the one hand the "leprosy of the meals"
(verdigris), but on the other the secret immanence of the divine spirit
of life in aU things.36

What Jung refers to as the secret happiness accompanying the
discovery of the green one would correspond, perhaps, to the
sense of peace which the dreamer describes. For this man who is
shortly to die, the unconscious is presenting a vivid and beautiful
image of the eternal nature of life, whose particular manifestations
are continually passing away, but which is being continually reborn in new forms. The dream expresses the same idea as the
words of Paul in his resurrection passage, "Death is swallowed up
in victory. O death where is thy sting? O grave where is thy victory?" (1 Corinthians 15:54-55'AV).
5. COMPLETION

OF THE OPUS

Dream 10:
As in Ginsberg's Legends of the fews, where God was in personal
communication with various individuals, Re seemed to have assigned me a test, distasteful in every way, for which 1 was in no
way fitted, technically or emotionally. First 1 was to search for and
find a man who was expecting me, and together we were to follow
exactly the instructions. The end result was to become an abstract
symbol beyond our comprehension, with religious, or sacred, or
tabu connotations. The task involved removing the man's hands
at the wrists, trimming them and uniting them to make a hexagonal
shape. Two rectangles, one from each hand were to be removed,
leaving windows of a sort. The rectangles themselves were also
36Ibid., par. 623.
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symbols Of great value. The results 10ere to be mummified, driedup, andblack. AlI of it took a long tirne, 10ase,,;tremely delicate and
difficult. He bore it stoicalIy as it 10as his destiny as 10ell as mine,
and the end result, 10e believed, 10as10hat 10asdemanded. When 10e
looked at the symbol that had resulted from our labors, it had an
impenetrable aura of mystery about it. We 10ere both exhausted
by the ordeal.
The dreamer had browsed in Ginsberg's Legends of the fe10s
at the house 'of a friend, but had done no extensive reading in
this book. AIso, his knowledge of the Old Testament was minimal.
The dream is reminiscent of tasks imposed on individuals by
Yahweh, e.g., Jonah, Hosea, etc. If one's life is govemed by the
sense of a divine task, this means psychologically that the ego is
subordinated to the Self and has been freed of ego-centered preoccupations. Something of this idea is indicated by the nature of the
task imposed in the dream. A man's hands are to be amputated.
This rather grisly primitive image expresses a psychological process. The same image occurs in alchemy as the Hon with his paws
cut Off,37 (Picture 41) and in more extreme form as the dismembered man in the Splendor Solis treatise (Picture 42) .38 The hands
Pic ture 41.

LION WITR RIS
PAWS CUT OFF,
Alchemical Drawing.

37 Jung, C. G., Psychology

and Alchemy, C.W., 12, Fig. 4.
Trismosin, Solomon, Splendor Solis, reprinted by Kegan
Trubner and Company, London, Plate X.
38

Paul,

Trench,
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are the agency of the conscious wilI. Hence to have them cut off
would correspond to the experience of the impotence of the ego. In
Jung's words, "the experience of the Self is always a defeat for the
ego." 39
The next step in the dream task is to unite the amputated hands
into a hexagon. Here we have a reference to the union of the opposites, right and left, conscious and unconscious, good and eviI.
The product of the union is a six-fold figure. A well-known sixfold symbol which also is made of the union of two similar

*

but contrasting elements is the so-called Solomon's Seal.
It consists of two triangles, one pointing upward and one downward. For the alchemists it represented the un ion of fire (A)
and water (v). For others it has signified the interpenetration
of the trinity of spirit ( upward-pointing)
with the' chthonic
trinity of matter (downward-pointing)
and hen ce symbolized the
process of interrelation between the two. The number six is associated with the completion 01' fulfillment of a creative task.
In Genesis the world was created in six days with the final act, the
creation of Adam, on the sixth day. Jesus was crucified on the
sixth day of the weeR:. According to Joannes Lyndus, quoted
by Jung,
The number 6 is most skilled in begetting, for it is even and uneven,
partaking both of the active nature on account of the uneven, and
of the hylical nature on account of the even, for which reason the
ancients also named it marriage imd harmony ... And they say also
that it is both male and female ... And another says that the number
six is soul-producing because it multiplies itself into the world-sphere,
and because in it the opposites are mingled.40
Summing up the meaning of these amplifications, the dream
seems to say that a task must be performed whereby the powers
of the individual. ego, for both good and evil, are separated or
extracted from their un ion with that ego and reunited in an
abstract or suprapersonal image. When the two rect angular windows are added a rather eerie effect is created
reminding one of a primitive masK. The net
result is a geometric al image which 1 would
venture to suggest is a symbolic representation of the face of God.
C. G., Mysterium Coniunctionis, C.W., 14, par. 778.
Jung, C. G., The Practice of Psychotherapy, C.W., 16, par. 451, n. 6.

39 Jung,
40

Pic ture

42. THE DlSMEMBERED MAN, Alchemical Drawing.

Dream 11:

There is a darkness, but with a luminosity in it, not describable.
A darkness somehow glowing. Standing in it is a beautiful golden
woman, with an almost Mona Lisa face. Now 1 realize that the
glow is emanating from a necklace she is wearing. It is of great
delicacy: small cabochons of turquoise, each circled in reddish
gold. It has agreat meaning for me, as if there were a message
in the complete image if only 1 could break through its elusiveness.
The dreamer, who was quite uninformed
about philosophy and
religion, did not know the opening passage in the Gospel of John
concerning the Logos. It is certainly relevant ta the dream.
In the begining was the Word and the Word was with God, and the
Word was God. Re was in the beginning with God; alI things were
made through him, and without him was not anything made that was
made. In him was life, and the life was the light of men. The light
shines in the darkness, and the darkness has not overcome it. J ohn 1: 1-5·
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Dream 12:
l have been set a task nearly too difficult for me. A log of hard
and heavy wood lies cove+d in the forest. 1 must uncover it, saw
or hew from it a circular ]I1iece,and then carve through the piece
I

Princeton University Press, pp. 1 5 f.
41 von Franz, Marie-Louise ~urora
Consurgens,
Bollingen
Series LXXVII,
42 Aquinas, Thomas. Summa
Iheologica
1, q. 44, art.
4.
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Again we have the theme of the diffi~,

assigned task analogous

material which first must be uncovered 01'made manifest and then
to the alchemical opus. The covered fOg is the hidden, original
given a special form which has some uniqueness since it wiII not
recur again. The carved design is a five-~old image. The number five
occurs again in the remark that there i~ danger of deterioration in
of the
alchemists.
It is the offifth
and ultimate
of the
five
years.
The symbolism
fiveform
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four elements and hence the final goal of the process. Ruland says
the quintessence is "the medicine itse f, and the quality of substances separated by the art from the ,ody." 43 Jung says that the
number five suggests the predominance of the physical man.44 This
would correspond to the fact that the dream image reminds one
of an abstract human figure with five protuberances-four
limbs
and head. Hence it would suggest t e goal and completion of
physical existence.
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In some
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The motif of the treasure-house is found in alchemy as a synonym
for the philosopher's stone.45 The fifth parable of Aurora Consurgens is entitled "Of the Treasure-House which Wisdom built
upon a Rock." Alphidius says, "This is the treasure-house in which
are treasured up all the sublime things of science or wisdom or the
glorious things which cannot be possessed." 46 In Alphidius, the
treasure-house is a fourfold structure and thus clearly a symbol of
the Self.
A similar "treasury" image occurs in Catholic theology concerning the "treasure of merits" accumulated by Christ and the saints.47
In spite of the concretistic misuse of this image by the Church
to justify the sale of indulgences, it is an archetypal idea which
expresses some aspect of the objective psyche.
In the examples cited, the treasury, when found, will convey
benefits to the finder. In our dream, however, tile dreamer is not
making a withdrawal for his own use, but rather a deposit which
will augment the public treasury. We recall the words of Jesus,
"Even as the Son of man carne not to be served but to serve."
(Matthew 20:28 RSV). The dream seems to imply that the psychological accomplishments of the individualleave some permanent
spiritual residue that augments the cumulative collective treasury,
a sort of positive collective karma. In that case the words of Milton
concerning a good book could apply equally to the fruits of the
inner psychological task of individuation. A permanent spiritual
deposit is left which "is the precious life-blood of a master spirit,
embalmed and treasured up on purpose to a life beyond life." 48
The dream mentions the need to prevent deterioration. Some
preservative or embalming process is required. Dream 10 brought
up the same theme in the mummmcation of the amputated hands.
Perhaps the signincance of these references corresponds to the
archetypal symbolism that lay behind the elaborate embalming procedures of ancient Egypt. This idea seems provocative, although 1
cannot pursue it further at present.
Dream 13:
1 was looking at a curiously unique and beautiful garden. It was
a large square with a floor of stone. At intervals of about two
Jung, c. G., Mysterium Coniunctionis, C.W., 14, par. 2, n. 9.
Von Franz, op. cit., p. 314.
47 Hastings,
James, editor, Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics, New York,
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1922, Vot VII, pp. 253 ff.
48 Milton, John, Areopagitica.
45

46
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the symbolism of the pole or pillar. In simplest terms it represents
the phallic, striving, vertical thrust to ards the upper spirit realm.
It may signify the axis mundi which is the connection between the
point at the top (Picture 43). It brin~s up the whole question of
human world and the trans-personal di"line world. an such a cosmic
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50 Clark, op. cit., p. 236.
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This dream series demonstrates, 1 think, that the unconscious
under certain circumstances brings up considerations which properly can be called metaphysical. Although the dreamer did not
undergo the process of individuation in the usual sense of that
term, it can be surmised that the pressure of impending death
may have telescoped that process. Certainly these dreams suggest
an urgericy on the part of the unconscious to convey awareness of
a metaphysical reality, as if such an awareness were important
to have before one's physical death.

The question will be asked, what effect did these dreams have
on the dreamer. This is difficult to answer with certainty; practically all of the dreams reported here had an intense emotional
impact on the dreamer, but interestingly he experienced this impact only when recounting the dreams in the analytic session, not
beforehand. Somehow the presence of the analyst was needed
to release the numinosity of the dream images. Taken as a whole,
the dreams conveyed a series of small religious experiences which
brought about a gradual and definite change in the dreamer's
life attitude. This unreligious, unphilosophical man was given a
metaphysical initiation. As a result, he was at least partially released
from pre-occupation with personal frustrations and his personality
acquired a new level of depth and dignity. After being brought
back from near death he voiced the question several times, 'Why
is my life prolonged?" Perhaps these dreams contain the answer.

CHAPTER
lINE

The Blood o -Christ

Theology without alchemy is like la noble body without
its right hand."
Our Art, its theory as well as its Ipractice, is altogether
elects: It is not of him that wills or of him that runs,
a gift
of God,
Who thegives
it w~en
but
simply
through
mercy
of Godand
.••••to whom Re

1. INTRODUCTION
The subject of this chapter is an anc~ent archetypal image Iaden
with the sacred meanings of millenial. Such an image has great
power for good or ill and must be trfated with care. When it is
embedded in the protective substan<ee of orthodoxy it can be
handied with safety. But the empiric 1 method of anaIytical psychology requires that we attempt to strip away the protective,
traditional context in order to examine the living symbol itself and
to explore its spontaneous function in the individual psyche. It is
as if we were visiting powerful wiId an mals in their natural habitat
rather than looking at them connned o cages in a zoo. Although
this method is necessary, we should recrgnize its danger. It we must
The
work naive
with explosives
ego that approaches
in our Iaboratory
such ~etus
~n image
treat carelessly
them respectfulIy.
can falI
••Waite, A. E., trans., The Hermetic
1953, Val. 1, p. 119 .
.•••Ibid., p. 9.
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into hybris and then be blasted by the inevitable recoil of nemesis.
With these thoughts in mind I have appended two alchemical quotations as mottoes. The nrst expresses the attitude of scientilic empiricism and practical psychotherapy. It reads: "Theology without alchemy is like a noble body without its right hand." 1 But
to guard against the hybris of the human will, the second quotation
must immediately follow: "Our Art, its theory as well as its practice, is altogether a gift of God, Who gives it when and to whom
Re elects: it is not of him that wills, or of him that runs, but
simply through the mercy of God." 2
Jung has demonstrated that the ngure of Christ is a symbol of
the Self 3 and this discovery has enabled us to go a long way toward relating traditional Christian mythology to modem depth
psychology. An important corollary image associated with the
symbolism of Christ is the image of the blood of ClITist. My attention was first directed to this theme when I encountered several
dreams referring to the blood of Christ. Such dreams indicate that
the blood of Christ is a living symbol which still functions in the
modem psyche. I therefore propose to explore this symbol and
some of its ramifications in the light of Jung's psychology.
In order to demonstrate that this image together with its associative connections is a living organism and not a theoretical construct, one must use the empirical, descriptive, phenomenological
approach. Rowever, this approach makes great demands on the
reader. As the various links are traced out among various parallels
and analogies, he is in dan ger of getting lost in the maze of interconnections. I know of no way to avoid this problem if one is to
be true to the empirical method. Misunderstanding critics notwithstand ing, Jung'spsychology is not a philosophy or a theology but
a verifiable science. In order not to obscure this fact we are obliged
to use the cumbersome empirical-descriptive method which always
keeps in immediate view the actual manifestations of the psyche,
despite their confusing complexity. To provide an overall orientation I include a chart showing some of the inter-connected images
which we shall see are associated with the image of the blood of
Christ. (Figure 8).
1 Waite, A. E., trans., The Hermetic Mllsellm, London, John M. Watkins,
1953. VoI. 1, p. 119.
2Ibid., p. 9.
3 E.g. vide Jung, C. G., "Christ,
a Symbol of the Self" in Aion, C.W., 9 ii,
par, 68 Ef.

Figure 8.

2. THE MEANING OF BLOOD
ancient thought and practices. Since rimitive times blood has
carried numinous implications. The bl, od was considered to be
The image of the blood of Christ has ~umerous connections with
the seat of life ar soul. Because the live' wasthought to be a mass
of clotted blood, the soul was located in that organ.4 Since life
ebbed away as one bled to death, the equation of blood and life
was natural and inevitable. Likewise, he shades of the dead in
Hades could be restored briefly to some semblance of Ilie by giving
them blood to drink. The classic exan ple of this practice is the
4 Yerkes, R. K., Sacrifice in Greek
and Rom~n Religions and Early ]udiasm,
New York, Scribner's, 1952, p. 42 n.I.
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Another feature of ancient blood symbolism is the notion that
blood establishes a bond Of covenant between the divine or demonic
powers and man. Pacts with the devil must be signed in blood
and blood must flow to bind a contract between God and man.
The "blood of the covenant" occurs in the ceremony through which
Yahweh binds himself to Israel in the 24th Chapter of Exodus:
And Moses wrate alI the words of the Lord. And he rase early in the
morning, and built an altar at the foot of the mountain; and twelve
pillars, according to the twelve tribes of Israel. And he sent young
men of the people of Israel, who offered burnt offerings and sacrificed
peace offerings of oxen to the Lord. And Moses took half of the blood
and put it in basins, and half of the blood he threw against the altar.
Then he took the book of the covenant, and read it in the hearing
of the people and they said, "alI that the Lord has spoken we will do,
and we will be obedient." And Moses took the blood and threw it
upon the people, and said, "Behold the blood of the covenant which
the Lord has made with you in accordance with alI these words."
(Exodus 24:4-8 RSV).
The blood here serves as a kind of glue or binding agent. Half
of it is thrown on Yahweh, represented by his altar, and half is
thrown on the people. The people are thus united with God "in
one blood." God and people have participated in a joint baptism
or solutia, which unites them in a communion.
The idea of the "blood of the covenant" is picked up again in
the New Testament and applied to the blood of Christ. Just as the
blood of the sacrificial animals poured out by Moses cemented the
old bond between God and Israel, so Christ' s blood, willingly
poured out by himself, cements the new bond between God and
man. This parallel is made explicit in the Ninth Chapter of Hebrews:
Therefore he (Christ) is the mediator of a new covenant, so that
those who are called may receive the promised eternal inheritance ...
even the first covenant was not ratified without blood. For when every
commandment of the law had been declared by Moses to all the
people, he took the blood of calves and goats with water and scarlet
wool and hyssop, and sprinkled both the book itself and all the
people saying, "This is the blood of the covenant which God commanded you." And in the same way he sprinkled with the blood both
the tent (tabernacle) and alI the vessels used in worship. Indeed,
under the law almost everything is purified with blood, and without
the shedding of blood there is no forgiveness of sins. Thus it was
necessary for the copies of the heavenly things to be purified with
these rites, but the heavenly things themselves with better sacrifices
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than these. For Christ has entered, not into a sanctuary made with
hands, a copy of the true one, but into heaven itself, now to appear
in the presence of God on our behalf. Nor was it to offer himself
repeatedly, as the high priest enters the Holy Place yearly with blood
not his own; for then he would have had to suffer repeatedly since
the foundation of the world. But as it is, he has appeared once for
all at the end of the age to put away sin by the sacrifice of himself.
(Heb. 9:15-26 RSV).
This passage demonstrates how Rebrew myth and ritual merges
with Platonic thought in evolving the Christian symbolism of
the blood of Christ. The Rebrew "blood of the covenant" is considered a "copy" of the genuine article and it is sprinkled on the
tabernacle of Yahweh which is a copy of the etern al heaven. This
idea, together with the statement that Christ's blood is only once
for all time, implies psychologically that a transformation has occurred in the archetypallevel of the collective psyche. Cod himself
has undergone a change so that the cementing and redeeming fluid
which unites man with Cod, Le., the ego with the Self, is now continually available through the initiative of the Self as Christ.
In the new dispensation the "blood of the covenant" becomes
the blood of the communion meal. This connection is made in the
account of the last supper where it is said: "And he took a cup,
and when he had given thanks he gave it to them saying, 'Drink
of it, aU of you; for this is my blood of the covenant, which is
poured out for many for the forgiveness of sins.''' (Matt. 26:27-28
RSV. See also Mark 14:23-24 and 1 Cor. 11:25). Thus the Old
Testament injunction to eat no blood has been superseded, at
least for symbolic and ritual purposes. Drinking the blood of Christ
becomes a means of cementing the connection between Cod and
man.
Concerning blood as the sealer of a covenant, W. Robertson
Smith gives us some important information. Re writes:
The notion that, by eating the flesh, or particularly by drinking the
blood, of another living being, a man absorbs its nature, or life, into
his OWll, is one which appears among primitive peoples in many
forms ... The most notable application of the idea is in the rite of
blood brotherhood, examples of which are found all over the world.
In the simplest form of this rite, two men become brothers by opening their veins and sucking one another's blood. Thenceforth their
lives are not two but one ... In ancient Arabic literature there are
many references to the blood covenant, but instead of human blood
that of a victim slain at the sanctuary is employed.
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With these observations in mind, thel drinking of Christ'sblood
in the ritual of the Roman Catholic Maîs can be seen symbolically
to represent a two-fold cementing process. First, the individual communicant
cements his personal
God.
Secondly,
he becomes psychologically
identmed relationl
with ]1ltothe
other
communicants
as part of the mystical body of Christ. hrist's action of offering his
blood as a nourishing drink (like the pelican) is an expression
of the positive mother archetype, or ratl er, that component of the
Self. The same meaning must be atta hed to the cup or chalice
symbolism which has gathered round t e blood of Christ. Relevant
to this line of thought is an interesting and unusual image in the
apocryphal Odes of Solomon. The nrst four verses of Ode 19 read
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Smith, W. Robertson,and
The Religion of tH,e Semites, 1899, Reprinted by
MeridianBooks,New York, 1956, pp. 313 f.
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mingled the milk from t1(e two breasts of the Father; and gave the
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The Logos is not only milk but a110 semen as is indicated by
the verses of Ode 19 which immediately foUow those previously
quoted:
of the right hand. The womb of the Vir in took (it), and she received
conception
and brought
Virgin
became
with
And
those who
take (it) forth:
(the and
milk the
of fhe
Father)
areainmother
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great mercy.l°
According to ancient physiology, tîe female could turn blood
into milk and the male could turn it ~nto semen. Blood, milk and
arrive at the Stoic concept of the Log s Spermatikos, the creative,
semen were variations of the same e{.sential substance. Thus we
impregnating Word corresponding to he creative function of the
Word in John 1:3: "AU things were ~ade through him, and without him was not anything made that WjS made."
I
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their foreheads to indicate that they are to be spared in the general
destruction.
The blood sacrifice of Christ has many parallels with the sacrifice
of the paschal Iamb whose bIood protects the Israelites from the
vengeance of Yahweh and these parallels help elucidate the .psychological meaning of the redemptive power of the blood of Christ.
In the Exodus story an involuntary sacrifice of the first-born son
was re'.uired of every Egyptian family. The Jews were spared this
happening only by substituting a voluntary sacrifice, the blood of
which was then displayed. The state of things was signified by
the hardness of Pharaoh's heart. A state of petrification prevailed.
To remedy this condition, blood must fIow. The soul-stuff must
liquify, be extracted from the hard, sterile status quo so that life
and libido might fIow again. When put in such terms we can
immediately see how these images apply to the inner life of the
individual. The urge to individuation, symbolized by Yahweh, demands transformation, freedom for enslaved and repressed capacities. If OUl' Egyptian heart will not yield, blood must be extracted
by force. To the extent that libido is voluntarily transferred to the
transpersonal purpose by a sacrificial attitude one avoids the
destructive consequences to the personality that occur when the
ego sets its wiIl against the requirements of the totality, the Self.
Christ was identified with the paschal Iamb and called Agnus
Dei. AIso, according to an objective appraisal of the symbolism,
Christ as the first born son of God wiIl be equated with the Egyptians' sacrifice of their own first-born sons. To my knowledge this
conclusion is not reached in traditional exegesis; however, it is
necessary for a full psychological understanding of the myth. The
redeeming sacrifice always occurs with a mixture of moods-Iamblike meekness and pharaonic intransigence. At the very best,
the ego is wiIling but reluctant as was Christ in the garden.
More can be said about the symbolism of Iamb sacrifice. As
signifying innocence, meekness and purity it represents something
we least want to kiIl. This theme comes up occasionally in dreams.
For instance, 1 recall a patient who had what could be called a
Job 01' Ahab complex-an unquenchable resentment against God
for permitting the young and innocent to suffer. She once dreamed
that a Iamb was to be sacrificed and she couldn't beaI' to watch.
In such a case it is lamb-like childhood innocence which must
be sacrificed, namely, the expectation that reality is, 01' should be,
superintended by an all-Ioving father. The "blood of the Iamb"
must be extracted from this immature attitude in order that the
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spirit of benevolence can live effectively in reality, not as the passive
demand of a childish ego but as an active power motivat ing the
conscious personality. The sacrifice of innocent purity also implies
the realization of the shadow which releases one from identification
with the role of innocent victim and the tendency to project the
evil executioner on to God or neighbor.
3. CHRIST AND DI0NYSUS
Another important line of symbolic connections links the blood of
Christ with the grape and wine of Dionysus. The original reference
is in the Gospel of John where Christ says of himself: "1 am the
tme vine, and my father is the vinedresser. Every branch of mine
that bears no fmit, he takes away, and every branch that does
1 am the
bear fmit he pmnes, that it may bear more fmit ...
vine, you are the branches." (J ohn 15: 1-5 RSV). From this it is
only a short step to the identification of Christ with the grape which
is cmshed to make wine. The seventeenth century poet Henry
Vaughn expressed this connection in his verses on The Passion.
Most blessed Vine!
Whose juice so good
1 feel as Wine,
But thy faire branches
How wert thou prest
To be ruy feast! 11

felt as bloud,

The miracle at Cana which transformed water into \Vine (John
Christ as a wine-maker, and wine with its
indwelling spirit is analogous to the "living water" which Christ
offered the woman of Samaria. (J ohn 4: 10). Living water or
elixir vitae is a term used much later by the alchemists. The chalice
of Antioch in the Cloisters of the Metropolitan Museum, dating back
probably to the fourth century A.D., shows Christ surrounded by
clusters of grapes (Pictures 44 and 45). As Jung says: "The wine
miracle at Cana was the same as the miracle in the temple of
Dionysus, and it is profoundly significant that, on the Damascus
chalice, Christ is enthroned among vine tendrils like Dionysus
himself."12
2: 1 ff) established

11 Vaughn, Henry, Silex Scintillans in The Complete Poetry of Henry Vaughn,
edited by French Fogle, Garden City, New York, Anchor Books, Doubleday,
1964, p. 185·
12 Jung, C. G., Psychology and Religion: West and East, C.W., 11, par. 384.

Picture 44.

THE CHALICE OI\' ANTIOCH.

Dionysus with his wine liS an ambivalent symbol. Re can bring
as described by the Persian poet Omar Khayyam:
inspiration, ecstasy
and be~evolent
transformation of consciousness
thl t can with Logic absolute
The Crape
The two-and eventy jarring Sects confute:
The soverign lchemist that in a Trice
Life's leaden etal into Cold transmute,13
Plato in the Republic (1 , 363C) describes an idea, current in his
time, of a paradisal after-l fe reserved for the righteous. The gods
"con duct them to the house of Hades ... and arrange a symposium
of the saints, where, reclineld on couches and crowned with wreaths,
they
entertain
time heIljceforth
with(Paul
wine,Shorey
as it the
fau'est meed
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were the
an everlastirlg
drunk."
trans.).

the miraculous
flow
of lifeduring
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And one
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rai' uids
e
In Euripides' Bacchae tllere is a striking and beautiful image of
HeI' wand and smi f. the rock, and straight a jet
Of quick bright water came, Another set
Was
red wine
the Cod sent
to heI',
HeI' thyrsus
in that
thel bosomed
earth,upand
there
Sought
whiter
drauphts,
dipping
A darkling
fountail
Andwith
if any
lips finger-tips
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of hobey,
mt1k,And
Ran with
sweet
dropreed-wands
by drop. ivy-crowned
(Il. 700 Ef., Murray trans.).
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However the sacred orgies of Dion~sus can also be violent and
terrifying with mad Maenads dismem~ering alive whatever crosses
their path. Such was the fate of Orphe1s and P~ntheus. The horrors
that can be perpetrated when the egois inflated by identification
with the power of the collective unconsbious are awesome. Consider
for instance the medieval atltos-da-fe !committed by self-righteous
ecclesiastics drunk with the blood of Christ.
The terrible aspect of wine symbolisrh 1S fmther elaborated in the
image of God's grapes of wrath. In Rj~elation we read:
"Put in your sickle, and gather the clusters of the vine of the earth,
for its grapes are ripe." So the angel ~wung his sickle on the earth

and gathered the vintage of the eart~, and threw it into the great
wine
press
of and
the wrath
God; Erom
and t~e
side the
city,
blood of
f10wed
the wine
wine press
press was
.. ,14trodden out13 Rubaayt
14

of Omar Khayyam,
Rev. 14: 18-20, RSV.

Picture 45. CHRIST
AS A CLUSTER

OF GRAPES.

translated bf Edward Fitzgerald, Verse LIX.
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God' s wrath is the winepress that extracts the wine from the
grapes, but it can also be the wine itself as evidenced by the phrase
in Revelations 16: 19 "... the wine of the fierceness of his (God's)
wrath." (A. V. ) .
The same fierce image appears in Isaiah 63: 1-3:
"Who is this that comes from Edom, in erimsoned garments from
Bozrah, he thatis glorious in his apparel, marehing in the greatness
of his strength? ... Why is thy apparel red, and thy garments like
his that treads in the wine press?" Yahweh answers: "1 have trodden
the wine press alone, and from the peoples no one was with me;
1 trod them in my anger and trampled them in my wrath; their lifeblood is sprinkled upon my garments, and 1 have stained all my
raiment." (RSV).
Church fathers considered this passage to refer to the suffering
Messiah.14 According to them "he who comes 'red' from the 'wine-

press' is none other than Our Lord Jesus Christ, for ... this 1S the
question which the angels put to him on the day of his triumphal
ascension." 15
The Isaiah text says that the figure in bloody garments is Yahweh
drenched in the blood of his enemies. The patristic analogists
identified the figure in bloody garments with Christ drenched in
his own blood. Thus the paradoxical reversal characteristic of
Christian symbolism oecurs. The sacrificer becomes the sacrifical
victim. For Yahweh, the blood of his enemies becomes his own
blood.
The ancient Egyptian priests had identified wine with the blood
of God' s enemies. According to Plutarch:
... they did not drink wine nor use it in libation as something dear
to the gods, thinking it to be the blood of those who had onee battled
against the gods, and fromwhom, when they had fallen and had
beeome commingled with the earth, they believed vines to have
sprung. This is the reason why drunkenness drives men out of their
senses and crazes them, inasmueh as they are then filled with the
blood of their forbears.16
JerusalemBible,p. 1243, note b.
Pinedo, Ramiro de, El Simbolism o en la eseultura medieval espanola,
Madrid, 1930, Quoted by Cirlot J. E., A Dietionary of Symbols, New York,
PhilosophiealLibrary, 1962, p. 29.
16 Plutarch, "Isis aud Osiris" in Plutareh's Moralia VoI. 5., Loeb Classical
Library, Cambridge,Harvard UniversityPress, 1962, p. 17.
14
15
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This idea is most interesting psychologically as a description of
the effects of an influx of the collective unconscious: one is filled
with the blood of his forebears. Jung has spoken in similar terms
about his own experience of the unconscious. Concerning his imperative urge to understand the psyche he says: "Perhaps it is a
question which preoccupied my ancestors, and which they could not
answer ... ar is it the restless Wotan-Hermes of my Alemannic and
Frankish an cestors who poses challenging riddlesP" 17
Another Old Testament passage associated with Christ is Genesis
49:10-12:
The scepter shall not depart from Judah, nor the ruler's staff from
between his feet, until he comes to whom it belongs ... he washes
his garments in wine and his vesture in the blood of grapes; his eyes
shall be red with wine, and his teeth white with milk. (RSV).
"He to whom it belongs" refers to the Messiah according to J ewish and Christian tradition.18
The passage gives us a picture of a ruler filled with wine and
redness\ a kind of fountain brimming with vital juices. Red eyes and
white teeth suggest a union of opposites which is taken up much
later in alchemy with the coniunctio of the red man and white
woman. The association of this passage with Christ is another link
between him and Dionysus. Eyes "red with wine" are Dionysian
eyes, dnmk with an excess of blood or life intensity. It is a magnified
version of the sanguine or blood-filled temperament. Such an image
appeared for example in a patient's dream prior to the emergence
of a new quantity of psychic energy. He dreamed: There was a
woman whose bZood was very, very red-so red it couZd aZmost be
seen under her skin. She was a person who Zived life to the fullest,
taking enjoyment where she couZd find it. This dream figure
could be a smaller version of the red-eyed ruler washing in the vital
Ilie fluid.
Alchemists also used grape and wine symbolism to represent the
vital Ilie essence which is the goal of their process. The alchemical
opus was called the "vintage." One text says: "Press the grape."
Another says: "Man's blood and the red juice of the grape is our
fire." Wine is a synonym for the aqua permanens. Hermes, the
presiding deity of alchemy is called "the vintager" and the philo17 Jung, C. G., Memories,
Dreams,
1961, p. 318.
18 ]erusalem Bible, p. 75, note g.
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sophical water is called "grape-clusters of Hermes," Uvae H ermetiS.19

The image of wine in dreams wiIl generaIly convey similar meanings to the alchemi cal use of the symbol. In addition it often associates ultimately to the blood of Christ. For example, a young man
who was discovering his tendency to spill and dissipate his own individual essence dreamed that he was pouring himself some wine.
An acquaintance (a shadow figure) took it and poured it down a
sink. The dreamer, thoroughly aroused, told him he had gone too
far and that there would be no more of that. With this dream the
link was made to the blood of Christ through the dreamer's association that consecrated wine left over after communion must not be
disposed of by pouring it down the sink.
4. EXTRACTION BY SACRIFICE
Christ is sometimes represented as a grape being pressed in a
wine press. For example a fifteenth century woodcut (Picture 46)
shows Christ in a press. From his breast blood flows into a chalice
and from the chalice a number of streams flow out to various
19

Jung, C. G., Alchemical

Studies, C.W., 13, par. 359 n.

Picture 46. CHRIST

CRUSHED

AS A GRAPE.

Picture

47· AZTEC SUN GOD FEEDING ON HUMAN BLOOD.

activities of man. In this picture the divine sacrifice is releasing
energy to sustain the daily life of man. The Self is supporting the
existence of the ego. This idea is the reverse of the ancient view that
man must sacrifice in order to nourish the gods, Le., the ego must
support the Self. A striking representation of the latter view is in an
Aztec picture (Picture 47) showing a stream of blood flowing from
a sacrificial victim into the mouth of the sun god.
Understood psychologically, both processes operate at varying
times in the psychic life of the individual. At times the transpersonal
totality must be fed by the sacrificial blood of the ego. At other
times the ego can not survive unless it finds contact with the lifepromoting effects of the sacrificial blood of the Self. The reciprocal,
two-fold nature of the psychic life-supporting process is expressed
in the Christian symbolism itself. According to the myth, Christ is
both God and man, i.e., both Self and ego. In terms of the sacrificial
rite he is both the sacrificing priest and the sacrificial victim. This
point is emphasized in another passage from Hebrews:
But when Christ appeared as a high priest of the good things that
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have come, then throug~ the greater and more perfect tabernade
for all into the Holy Pla e, taking not the blood of goats and calves
but his own blood, thus securing an eternal redemption. For if the
(not made with hands, tjfuatis, not of this creation) he entered once
sprinkling
sanctifies for
of the
defiled
purificafion
persp'ns with
of thethef1esh,how
blood of much
goats more
and bulls
shall ...the
blood of Christ, who thr~ugh the eternal Spirit offered himself without
to God,
puqfying 9:
your
conscience
serveblemish
the living
God (Hebrews
11-14
RSV). from dead works to
the sacrificial victim. Re i the agent who extracts from himself the
redeeming
blood. Christ
A smii~1
iar
image is found
in the Visions
of
In this passage
simultaneously
the sacrificing
priest and
Zosimos. There we read:
an unendurable torment ... till I perceived by the transformation of
the body that I had beco .e spirit ... " and even as he spoke thus, and
"1
I held
am Ion,
him the
by force
priesttoofco,
!e verse
innerwith
sanctuaries,
me, his eyes
and became
I subrpitasmyself
to
blood.20
And later:
This
the priest
the Ithe
~nner
sanctuaries.
It isand
he raises
who changes
the
hodiesis into
blood. of
makes
eyes
dairvoyant,
the dead.21
Jung says about this visionl:

changed into

pneuma

..

1.

The vision
indicateslthat the
purpose ofpriest:
the transformation
process
is itself
the spiritualizktion
of main
the sacrificing
he is to be
one and the the
same.
This l'tidea
of thethat
unity
of the and
prima and ultima
Throughout
visions
is dear
sacrificer
sacrificed are
materia, of
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that
whole
which
of saorificed
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rtdeemsfrom
andbeginning
thatinwhich
to end.22
is
be redeemed,
The idea the
that
Christ
himself
arder
to to
extract
or make
manifest his spiritual esse ce is expressed in the scriptural passages
referring to the coming af the Paraclete. In John 16:7 Christ says ta
his disciples: "1 tell you he truth: it is ta yaur advantage that 1
go away, for if I do nat go away, the Caunselar (Paraclete) will not
come ta yau; but if I ga, I will send him ta you." (RSV). In the
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fashion: "1 will pray the Father, an~ he will give you another
Counselor (Paraclete), to be with yo~ forever, even the Spirit of
truth, whom the world cannot receivej because it neither sees him
nor knows him; you know him, for he dwells with you, and wiH
have
be in spoken
you." to
(John
you, 14:16,
while 17
1 am
RSV).
stiH t,'ith
~nd you.
again,But"These
the Counselor
things 1
(Paraclete ), the Holy Spirit, whom he Father will send in my
name, he will teach you an things ... " (John 14: 25, 26 RSV).
In a certain sense the Paracleteis synonymous with the blood
of Christ. Each is the product of Chri t's sacrifice. Each is the disembodied effective essence which can come into existence only by
the loss of the concrete, particular forn of Christ. The Paraclete, as
described in John, can only be seen as an individual, inner guide
which supercedes the Jesus of history and dogma. It is .the "inner
1ndividuation.
Christ" of Meister Eckhart 01', in PSYC1h010gical
terms, the Way of
The connection between Christ andtIis blood raises questions of
importance as demonstrated in a bit~er medieval dispute. There
I

Minor concern ing the blood of Christ hed during the Passion. The
Minors, said that it ceased to be united to the divinity of Christ, the
Dominicans that the union did not ce. se. Eventually Pope Pius II
was a theological cornbat between th1 Dominicans and the Friars
forbade both parties to discuss the question further.23
Such apparently

sterile intellectual Idisputes are rich with sym-

bolic
psychologically.
seems
to be meaning
whether when
01' notviewed
it is possible
to extractHere
the the
fun issue
archetypal
meaning from its particular incarnatio in the myth of Christ and
the church founded on that myth. 1 other words, whether it is
possible to have a purely psychologic 1 approach to the numinous
energies of the psyche without bene t of a particular religious
faith or church affiliation. For us the a swer is obvious; but what a
revolutionary question it would have byen if consciously formulated
in the middle ages.
process of sacrifice. The psychological implications of sacrifice are
quite complex. For a fun discussion o it consult Jung's account in
his essay on "Transformation Symbolis in the Mass." 24 For present
The method by which the blood i1f Christ is extracted is the
23

Hastings, James, editor, Encyclopaedia

Scribner's,
XII, p. 321.
24 Jung, 1922,
C. G.,Val.
Psychology
and Religion:

381 ff.

of Religion and Ethics, New York,
I

West

and East, C.W.,

11,

par.
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1 would note
tha at least
four different arrangements are
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possible in the sacrificial situation depending on who is doing the
sacrifice, what is being sac~ificed, and for whose benefit the sacrifice
is done. The four possibilities can be listed as follows:
God
PRIEST
Mall sacrifices
mall
God
for
mall
man
God alld God
1.

2.
3·
4·

"!",,",C<AL "'CUM
1. God sacrifices man. rhis

FORmE

BENE'"

OF

version corresponds to all ancient

(originally a human) as l' presenting man. The movement is from
human to divine, i.e., it i the divine realm which is to be augmented at the expense of he human. Thus the implica,tion is that
the
ego ispractice.
too full The
and Pl'
t est
e transpersonal
world
too empty.
The
sacrificial
acting for God
sacrifices
an animal
balance must be righted b a sacrifice of the ego to the advantage
of the Self.
2. God sacrifices God. his procedure corresponds' to the symbolism of all totemistic me ls to the extent that they are performed
as sacred ritual and henc under the auspices of God. The outstanding
example
is the
Bloman
in which
therepre~
celebrating priest
stands
for G6d
the Catholic
sacrificer Mass
and the
elements
sent Godindicating
human,
the sacrificed.
a relativf
In Ithis
emptiness
case theofmovement
the ego (poverty
is from of
divine
spirit)to
unconsclOUS.
3. Man sacrifices God. TI is action has no specific religious representation since its essence 's apparently secular 01' personal. It corresponds
to a adrainage
o energyfrom
andthevalue
from transpersonal
which r~quires
sustaininjinHUX
transpersonal,
collective
examples would be Prom theus' theft of fire and the original sin
categories to serve the i~terests of .the conscious ego. Mythical
sacrifice should not apply here since it is more a matter of des aof Adam and Eve. Strictl speaking it would seem that the word
cralizing than of making s,cred. However during the empirical vissitudes of psychological deiVelopment when such a step is required,
the experience justifies the term sacrifice to describe the reluctant
relinquishing of containme t in old modes of being. It is actually the
greatest sacrifice of all an as the myths tell us exacts the highest
price. In the history of eul re, this stage would be represented by
atheistic materialism. The movement of' energy is from divine to
human and thus belongs o a condition requiring an increase in
conscious autonomy.
I

4. Man sacrifices man. This fourth type of sacrifice is a hypothetical ideal and has only begun t emerge as a possibility to
Then:~fersto
Blood aofsJChrist
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human understanding. It
crifice of the ego by the ego

ment
its transpersonal
destiny.
S11ce
man is both
and
for theofdouble
purpose of the
ego's O~tl
development
and agent
the fulfillpatient it is a conscious procedure, not motivated by unconscious
archetypal compulsion, but rather by cbnscious cooperation with the
urge is
to prefigured
individuation.
reenactsarchjtypallevel
o~ the conscious
level
what
on theIt divine,
in thehuman
sacrifice
of
Christ by himself. According to Chrysostom, Christ was the first to
25 This
action then
eaf
his aown
Hesh
his own
comes
model
forand
the drink
ego which
hasl~lood.
reached
a sufficient
levelbeof
consciousness to understand its meanilflg. Jung describes this meaning as follows:

of the individual, where it had its un onscious beginnings. Re must
If
the projected
to be
healedtnd
it must
return
celebrate
a Last conflict
Supper is
with
himseIf,
eat his
own into
fleshthe
andpsyche
drink
if you
to endure
yourseIf,
how wiIl
his own
other
in blood;
himselfwhich
... For
means
that hav~
he fust
recognize
and accept
the
you be able to rend others also? 26

The, collective effects of self-assimqation are described by Neumann in these words:
... the predigestion of evil which .. 1. (the individual) carries out
as part of the process of assimilating ris shadow makes him, at the
same time, an agent for the immunizafion of the collective. An individual's shadow is invariably bound îP with the collective shadow
lective evil is invariably co-digested t the same

time.27

The same image occurs in the ale emical process of circulatio
of histook
group,
andinasa he
digests
0ln Hask.
evil, About
a fragment
of thesays:
colwhich
place
pelican
ar his
reHu
this Jung

in the age-old
oneself
and turning
image oneself
of the uroboroJlies
into a 1irculatory
the thought
process....
of devouring
This
"feed-back" process is at the same time a symbol of immortality....
(It) symbolizes
One, of
who
prac1eds fram
the cIash
of opposites....
(Thesethe
symbols
alchemylwere
a mystery)
whose
inner

26Ibicl., par. 512.
25Jung,
C. G.,Erich
Mysteri1l11l
C'I"a New
14, par.
423. New York, C. G.
27Neumann,
Depth Conitmctonis,
Psychology an
Ethic,
Jung Founclation, Putnam's, 1969, p. 130.
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for
kinship
themwith
the two
the mystery
were idenbcal,28
of faith was sensed by the adepts, so that

5. ATTRIBUTES OF THE fLOOD OF CHRIST
of
The
Christ.
scriptures
We binds
have
attribute
alread~1
definite
its addition
cementing,
characteristics
covenant-sealing
to the
blood
quality
which
man veF
to noted
God.
In
it cleanses
from
sin
(1 John 1:7 RSV and Rev.ll:S AV), Le., releases one from unconscious guilt. AIso it is saiClto sanctify (Heb. 13: 12 RSV) which,

psychologically understood, Iwould suggest the introduction of the
sacred ar archetypal dimension into personal consciousness. It is
called On
precious
value.
the Roman
(1 Peter
Catho~c
1:1~)religious
indicatingcalendar
that it July
carries
1 is the
designated
highest
as "The Feast of the Most Precious Blood of our Lord Jesus Christ."
A major attribute of the lood of Christ is its power for the redemption of souls, as evide ced by such passages as:
I

In him we have redemption through his blood ... (Eph. 1:7 RSV).
. . . his deal' Son, In who we have redemption through his blood,
even the forgiveness of sin. (Col. 1:13-14 AV).
. . . thou was slain, and ha~ redeemed us to God by thy blood ...
(Rev. 5:9 AV).
instance, a well-known Ca holic missal which includes pictures
iIlustrating certain Christian doctrines, has a most interesting paintPopular
ing
representing
religious the
belief
redemp
has ~elaborated
ive power of
thisthetheme
bloodextensively.
of Christ (PicFor
ture 48).
The upper portion of this picture shows Christ on the cross surI

moon, on his right the sun. n angel holds a chalice which is collecting
stream
of blood
is.uing
from his light.
side. The
lower
of
Circlt
of radiating
On his
leftpart
is the
rounded a by
concentric
the picture shows souls tormented in purgatory. An angel is pouring
Christ's blood out of a chalife into purgatory. As the blood touches
the tortured psychologicallY'1
Understood
figures they ar1 purgatory
released and
is move
the condition
out of theof Rames.
being
identified with the Raming ~esirousness of concupiscence and the
redeeming
raging wrath
blood
which
of Christ
is gen1rated
f,an be when
considered
desire asis afrustrated.
consciousnessThe
bringing Ruid derived from the Self which conveys a broader viewP09i:t including the .archet1pal .m~aning of existence and which
- Jung C. G., Mystenum

Conzrunctwnzs, C.W., 14, par. 512.
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sions. Putting it another
ay, the picture shows two states of
torment, the upper torment of crucifixion and the lower torment of
releases the torture.
individual
frOl
his narrow,
personalistic,
meaningless
Both
c nditions
are equally
painful ego-dimenbut one is
precious life fluid.
voluntary (accepted by corisciousness) and hence generates the
Another important attribufe of the blood of Christis its ability to
reconcile and bring peace to warring opposites. Paul says in Colossians:

I

... through him to reconcif.e to himself aII things, whether on earth
or in heaven, making peaqe by the blood of his cross. (Col. 1:20
RSY).

Again in Ephesians:
But now in Christ Jesus you
near in the blood of Christ
both one, and has broken
abolishing in his flesh the

who once were far off have been brought
For he is OUl' peace, who has made us
down the dividing waII of hostility, by
law of commandments and ordinances,

so making peace, and mig t reconcile us both to God in one body
through
the cross,
thereby
bringing
an of
end.the (Eph.
that he might
crea te
in hitself
one the
new hostility
man in to
place
two,
2:13-16 RSY).

Here the aspect of the S lf as reconciler of opposites is clearly
presented. According to Jun this "passage probably influenced the
alchemists' conception of ercurius as a peacemaker, a mediator
between warring elements nd a producer of unity.29 "Mercurius
is conceived as 'spiritual b ood' on the analogy of the blood of
Christ." 30 Mercurius also corresponds to the Holy Ghost 31 which
The wine of Dionysus sha es with the blood of Christ the qualities of reconciliation and co munion. The dream of a young minprovides
another
betwetn
it andillustrates
the bloodthis
of point
Christ.strikingly:
ister,
which
came link
to my
att ntion,

sacristy, which looks like a itchen, the communion wine is to be
Dream (abbreviated):
to wines-a
celebrate dark
communion.
prepared
by mixing two 1se i'm
'arate
blue wine Inandthea
red wine. The latter is in al bottle with a yellow labeI that looks
like
a Scotch
labeI Coniunction,s,
and is matjked
"Paul."
At 10.
a round table, two men
29 Jung,
Mysterium
C.W.,
14, par.
30 Ibid., par. Il.
31

Ibid., par. 12.
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are sitting. One is a politicalleftist, the other a rightist. Up to now
they have maintained a faQade of social amenity but now they are
becoming hostile to one another. 1 suggest that they ventilate at the
gut level and resolve their feeling relationship. At this point the
scene darkens as in a theatre play and a red-yellow spotlight
focuses on a small table between and behind the two men. On the
table is a bottle of the warm red wine with the Scotch label
clearly marked "Paul." Then there is total darkness and the tinkle
of glasses, sounding as though they' ve been clinked and perhaps
broken. The sense is obvious in the dream. 1 think: they' ve drunk
the red wine in their discussion, attained comradeship, became drunk
in the process, fallen asleep and dropped their glasses. My response
is delight in the aesthetic way this has been portrayed and anxiety
about the fact that the service needs to begin and we do not now
have the ingredients for the communion wine mixture.
This dream presents the interesting image of two wines-a blue
one and a red one-perhaps symbolizing the separate spirits of
Logos and of Eros. It shows that the dreamer has achieved. a
"lesser coniunctio," a reconciliation with the shadow, but the
"greater coniunctio" signified by the fun communion service with
both wines is not yet ready to take place.
Regressive dissolution and conscious reconciliation of differences
are sometimes confused or contaminated with one another. The
blood or wine of Christ and Dionysus can cause either. Usually it
is experienced as blissful, e.g., the beautiful description by Nietzsche
of the Dionysian principle:
Under the charm of the Dionysian not only is the union between man
and man reaffirmed, but nature which has become alienated, hostile,
or subjugated, celebrates once more her reconciliation with her lost
son, man. Freely, earth proffers her gifts, and peacefully the beasts
of prey of the rocks and desert approach. The chariot of Dionysus is
covered with flowers and garlands; panthers and tigers walk under
its yoke. Transform Beethoven's "Hymn to Joy" into a painting; let
your imagination conceive the multitudes bowing to the dust, awestruck-then you will approach the Dionysian. Now the slave is a free
man; now alI the rigid, hostile barriers that necessity, caprice, or
"impudent convention" have fixed between man and man are broken.
Now, with the gospel of universal harmony, each one feels himself
not only united, reconciled, and fused with his neighbor, but as one
with him, as if the veil of milya had been torn aside, and were now
merely fluttering in tatters before the mysterious primordial unity.32
32 Nietzsche, Friedrich, "The Birth of Tragedy,"
in Basic Writings of Nietzsche,
transl. and edited by Walter Kaufmann, New York, Modern Library, p. 37.
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As previously shown, the blood of Christ is synonymous with the
Logos. According to the Gospel of John, the Logos is light. "In him
was life, and the life was the light of men." (John 1:4 RSV). The
blood of Christ as light is presented strikingly in the Gnostic
treatise, Pistis Sophia. Incidentally, the text also mentions several
other related images which we have already considered. Jesus has
caused his disciples to ascend with him into heaven and is showing
them a vision :
Jesus said to them: "Look up and see what you may see."
And they raised their eyes and saw agreat, exceedingly mighty
light, which no man in the world can describe.
Re said to them anew: "Look away out of the light and see what
you may see."
They said: "We see fire, water, wine and blood."
Jesus said unto his disciples: "Amen, 1 say to you: 1 have brought
nothing into the world when 1 carne, save this fire, this water, this
wine and this blood. 1 have brought the water and the fire out of the
region of the Light of the lights of the Treasury of the Light; and 1
have brought the wine and the blood out of the region of Barbe16
(the celestial mother or feminine Logos). And after a liule while my
father sent me the holy spirit in the type of a dove.
"And the fire, the water and the wine are for the purification of aU
the sins of the world. The blood on the other hand was for a sign
unto me because of the human body which 1 received in the region
of Barbe16, the great power of the invisible god. The breath on the
other hand advanceth towards aU souls and leadeth them unto the
region of the Light."
For this cause 1 have said unto you: "1 am come to cast fire on the
earth,-that is: 1 am come to purify the sins of the whole world with
fire."
And for this cause 1 have said to the Samaritan woman: "If thou
knewest of the gift of God, and who it is who saith unto thee: Give
me to drink,-thou wouldst ask, and he would give thee living water,
and there would be in thee a spring which weUeth up for everlasting
life."
And for this cause 1 took also a cup of wine, blessed it and give it
unto you and said: "This is the blood of the covenant which wiU be
poured out for you for the forgiveness of your sins."
And for this cause they have also thrust the spear into my side, and
there carne forth water and blood.
And these are the mysteries of the Light which forgive sins; that is
to say, these are the namings and the names of the Light.33
33 Mead, G. R. G., (trans.) Pistis Sophia, London, John M. Watkins, 1947.
pp. 308 f.
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TO ALCHEMY

The blood of Christ has many connections with alchemical symbolism. In alchemy, blood is often used to describe the product of
an extraction procedure. For instance one text says: "... therefore
puII down the house, destroy the walls, extract therefrom the
purest juice with the blood, and cook ... " 34 As Jung comments on
this passage: "...
these instmctions are the typical alchemical
procedure for extracting the spirit or soul, and thus for bringing unconscious contents to consciousness." 35 Often mentioned is dragon' s
blood or blood of the lion. The dragon and lion are early forms
of Mercurius mannested as passion and concupiscence which must
undergo extraction and transformation. The ancient mythological
paraIIel is the blood of the Centaur, Nessus, whom Heracles killed
when Nessus attempted to rape Deianeira. This blood was capable
of generating erotic pas sion and when Deianeira later gave Heracles
a shirt soaked in Nessus' blood in an effort to restore his attraction
to her, it produced a fiery agony that ended only on his funeral
pyre. Thus, like Mercurius who can be either poison or panacea,
the arcane substance symbolized as blood can bring either
passion, wrath and fiery torment or salvation depending on the
attitude and condition of the ego experiencing it.
The symbol of blood links two different operations in the alchemical procedure, solutia and calcinatia. Water and fluid are parts of
the solutia symbol complex. Blood as fluid thus connects with
solutia. However, blood is also associated with heat and fire and
falIs into the context of calcinatio. Blood as a union of fire and
water is thus a combination of opposites. The double state is alluded
to in Luke 19:34: "... one of the soldiers pierced his side with a
spear, and at once there carne out blood and water." (RSV). This
is an echo of the water and fire motn in John the Baptist's statement: "1 baptize you with water for repentance, but he who is
coming after me is mightier than 1 ... he will baptize you with the
Holy Spirit and with fire." (Matt. 3: 11 RSV). Water dissolves and
merges separa te things in a uniting medium. Fire has different levels
of meaning. It may be the intensity of desirousness, the warmth of
love, or the inspiration of the Holy Spirit. In different contexts it
can refer to either Eros or Logos. The redness of blood connects it
with alI the implications of that color and w[th the foremost red
Jung, C. G., Mysterium
35Ibid., par. 180.

34

Coniunctionis,

C.W., 14, par. 179.
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flower, the rase. The poet ofthe
in the lines:

Rubciiyat links blood and rase

1 sometimes think thatnever blows so red
The Rose as where some buried Caesar bled; (Verse XIX)
The term Red Sea was used in alchemy to refer ta the tincture or
elixir of the Philosopher's Stane. This alludes to the fact that the
Church fathers equated the Red Sea with the blood of Christ in
which Christians are baptized symbolically. The Red Sea permitted
the Israelites ta pass through but drowned the Egyptians. Jung
notes a Gnostic interpretation of this image as indicating that: "The
Red Sea is a water of death for those that are 'unconscious'but
far those that are 'conscious' it is a baptismal water of rebirth and
transcendence." 36 Thus the effects of immersion in the essence of
the Self are liberating ar destructive depending an the attitude of
the ego. Heracles did not survive his immersion in the Red Sea.
an the other side of the Red Sea the Israelites encountered the
wilderness and later the revelations of Yahweh an Sinai. Thus an
first encounter with the Self one experiences a certain loneliness and
separation from others. Concern ing this experience Jung says:
"Everyone who becomes conscious of even a fraction of his un conscious gets outside his own time and social stratum into a kind of
solitude ... But only there is it possible ta meet the 'gad of salvation'. Light is manifest in the darkness, and out of dan ger therescue comes." 37
The blood of Christ parallels very closely the elixir vitae ar
aqua permanens of the alchemists which was really a liquid form
of the Philosophers' Stane. The texts often .state this connection
explicitly. From aur vantage point we might say that just as the Old
Testament "blood of the convenant" was considered by Christians
as a prefiguration of the blood of Christ, sa the blood of Christ was
taken by the alchemists as a prefiguration of the elixir of the
Philosophers' Stone.
One text says:
For as the Philosophers' Stone, which is the Chemical King, has
virtue by means of its tincture and its developed perfection to change
other imperfect and base metals into pure gold, so our heavenly King
and fundamental Comer Stone, J esus Christ, can alone purify us
sinners and imperfect men with Ris 'Blessed ruby-coloured Tincture,
36Ibid., par. 257.
37Ibid., par. 258.
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that is to say, His Blood, from aII our natural fiIth and uncleanness,
and perfectly heal the malignant disease of our nature ... 38
again:
For, as the Philosophical Stone becomes joined to other metals by
means of its tincture and enters into an indissoluble union with them,
so Christ, our Head, is in constant vital communion with aII His
members through the ruby tincture of His Blood, and compacts His
whole Body into a perfect spiritual building who after God is created
in righteousness and true holiness. Now, that regeneration which is
wrought in baptism through the operation of the Holy Spirit is realIy
nothing but an inward spiritual renewal of fallen man, by which we
become God's friends, instead of his enemies ... 39
Another interesting text of Gerhard Dom has the following to say:
(The philosophers) called their stone animate because at the final
operations, by virtue of the power of this most noble, fiery mystery,
a dark red liquid, like blood sweats out drop by drop from their
material and their vessel, and for this reason they have prophesied
that in the last days a most pure (genuine) man, through whom the
worId wiIl be free, wiIl come to earth and wiIl sweat bloody drops
of a rosy or red hue, whereby the worId wilI be redeemed from its
FalI. In like manner, too, the blood of their stone wiIl free the leprous
metals and also men from their diseases ... and that is the reason
why the stone is called animate. For in the blood of this stone is
hidden its soul ... For a like reason they have called it their microcosm, because it contains the similitude of aII things of this worId,
and therefore again they say that it is animate, as Plato caIIs the
macrocosm animate.40
The stone that sweats blood is of course a precise parallel to
Christ in the garden of Gethsemane: "And being in an agony he
prayed more eamestly; and his sweat became like great drops of
blood falling down upon the ground." (Luke 22:44 RSV). Psychologically it means that the extraction of the aqua permanens inevitllbly involves psychic pain and conflict. As Jung says: ". , . every
psychic advance of man arises from the suffering of the soul ... " 41
Suffering by itself is of no value. It is only consciously accepted,
meaningful suffering which extracts the redeeming fluid. It is the
Waite, A. E., The Hermetic Museum, VoI. I, pp. 103 f.
Ibid., pp. 104 f.
40 Dom G., "Congeries
Paraclesicae Chemicae de transmutatione metallorum"
quoted by Jung, C. G., Alchemical Studies, C.W., 13, par. 381.
41 Jung, C. G., Psychology and Religion: West and East, C.W., 11, par. 497.
38
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willing endurance of the opposites within onself, the acceptance of
one's shadow, rather than indulging in the cheap way out by projecting it onto others, which brings transformation.
Jung gives the following commentary to Dorn's text:
Since the stone represents the homo totus, it is only logical for Dom
to speak of the "putissimus homo" (most true man) when discussing
the arcane substance and its bloody sweat, for this is what it is all
about. He is the arcanum, and the stone and its parallel OI' prefiguration is Christ in the garden of Gethsemane. This "most pure" 01'
"most true" man must be no other than what he is, just as "argentum
putum" is unaIloyed silver; he must be entirely man, arnan who
knows and possesses everything human and is not aduIterated by
any influence 01' admixture Erom without. This man will appear on
earth only "in the last days." Re cannot be Christ, for Christ by his
blood has already redeemed the world Erom the consequences of the
FaIl....
On no account is it a question here of a future Christ and
salvator microcosmi, but rather of the alchemical servator cosmi (preserver of the cosmos), representing the still unconscious idea of the
whole and complete man, who shall bring about what the sacrificial
death of Christ has obviously left unfinished, namely the deliverance
of the world Erom evi!. Like Christ he will sweat a redeeming blood,
but ... it is "rose-colored;" not natural 01' ordinary blood, but symbolic blood, a psychic substance, the manifestation of a certain kind
of Eros which unifies the individual as well as the muItitude in the
sign of the rose and makes them whole ... 42
7. MODERN

DREAMS

The symbol of the blood of Christ is active in the modern psyche as
evidenced by dreams of patients in psychotherapy. For example,
the foIlowing is a dream of a young housewife whose personal and
feminine identity had been very largely submerged by arbitrary
and damaging treatment in childhood. She has a considerable
creative talent which up to the time of the dream had been completely unrealized. Not long after beginning psychotherapy she had
this dream: A figure, an angel, in a white draped garment on her
knee is bent over writing with her right hand on an oval-shaped,
sand colored stone which is set iri new grass. She is writing with
the blood that is contained in a vessel held by a male figure standing on her right side. He holds the vessel with his left hand.
After the dream, the dreamer painted a picture of it. (Picture
49)' In the painting the angel has become a large white bird which
42 Jung, C. G., Alchemical

Studies, C.W., 13, par. 390.
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Picture 49. BIRD WRITING WITH THE BLOOD OF CHRIST, Painting
by a patient.

is writing with its biIl. The man holding a chalice of blood in his
hand is a bearded figure dressed in a robe and is clearly a representation of Christ. The dreamer had essentially no personal
associations, saying only that the man reminded her of Christ and
the bird Qf the Holy Ghost.
This dream is obviously of great importance and repl'esents a
profound process going on within the dl'eamer. Concerning the
oval slab of stone, a dream occuring about three months later
associated to it. In the later dream: she sees four square concrete
slabs with circles on them. They are cracked and broken. A voice
says, "These are your erroneous attitudes about femininity which
are now destroyed." Thus the oval stone can be considered a new
foundation replacing the old broken slabs, a kind of tabula rasa
on which hel' true identity can now be written. That we are witnessing a nuclear process pertaining to the establishment of the central
core of her personality is evidenced by the presence of the symbol
of the blood of Christ. As pl'eviously indicated this symbol belongs
to the phenomenology of the Self and its presence indicates that
the transpersonal center of individual identity is activated and is
pouring an influx of energy and meaning into the conscious personality.

EGO AND ARCHETYPE
According to the dream picture, Christ provides the blood but
the Roly Spirit does the writing. This corresponds very closely to
Christ's saying: "... it is to your advantage that 1 go away, for il 1
do not go away the Paraclete will not come to you." (Iohn 16:7). The
going away is the means by which the blood is extracted, leaving
individuation energy free to be expressed by the autonomous spirit
in its individual manifestation. It is probably significant that this
patient had been reared as a Roman Catholic and at the time of
the dream was in the process of withdrawing her projection of ultimate authority from the church and its doctrines.
The next dream is that of a young male graduate student. As a
child he had been erroneously diagnosed as having heart disease
because of a functional heart murmur. This experience caused him
considerable anxiety at the time and left him with a phobic reaction
tothe sight of blood 01' the prospect of seeing blood. As we explored this symptom, blood was found to represent affect 01'
emotional intensity of alI kinds. Re was afraid of alI reactions
that carne from his heart. After one particular encounter with his
"blood complex" during which he made a special effort to stand his
ground and look into his own anxiety rather than run, he had this
dream: 1 am in the neighborhood of a strange 3-storey house which
1 begin to explore. 1 venture down into the basement and there jind
a fasdnating church-sanctuary. Immediately my attention is drawn
to a luminous symbol over the altar. It consists of a cross and at
the center of the cross a pulsing heart. It holds my attention for
some time and seems to carry many hidden meanings. After leaving
1decide to return again for another experience of this strange cross.
As 1enter the sanctuary again, 1am start led to jind a Catholic sister
at the doorway, and the room full of people, aU in worship.
Accompanying the dream he sketched a cross with a superimposed
heart (Picture 50).
With this dream we have a beautiful example of how a psychic
symptom can be resolved when its core of archetypal meaning is
f}enetrated. The dream equates the blood complex (heart) with
Christ on the cross. In effect, what this patient is afraid of is the
blood of Christ. Put in these religious 01' archetypal terms the fear
of blood loses its irrational nature and hence is no longer a
symptom. It becomes rather a reaction to the numinous, a holy,
awesome dread of the transpersonal reality of Selfhood. This is not
neurosis but rather an awareness of the religious dimension of the
psyche. The dream conveys to the dreamer the fact that his affect
and emotional intensity is sacred stuff and that, while he may
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approach it with fear and tremblin , it is in no wise to be despised 01' rejected as he was previous y inclined to do. ar to put it
another way, neurotic meaningless s ffering has been transformed
into conscious, meaningful sufFering
ich is understood as a necessary ingredient of a profound, arc etypal life process, Le., the
extraction of the blood of Christ.
The following was the initial drea 1 upon beginning analysis of
a man who later became a psychoth rapist: After some difficulty
he had caught a golden-colored fish. is task was to extract its blood
and heat it until it reached a perma ently fluid state. The danger
was that the blood might elot duri g the process. He was in a
laboratory boiling the blood of the fi h. An older man, a "spokesman for tradition," told him it woul never work, the blood was
sure to elot. H owever the heating continued and the dreamer knew
it would succeed.
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The fish symbol has a double aspect. an the one hand it is
a cold-blooded creature of the depths and thus represents unconscious instinctuality akin to the dragon. an the other hand it
is a symbol for Christ. Thus it symbolizes both the redeemer and
that which is to be redeemed.
A relevant myth concerning the extraction of a saving substance
from a fish is found in the apocryphal book of Tobit. In this story,
the hero Tobias was on his way to marry Sarah, a woman who had
married seven times. Each time on the wedding night the bridegroom had been killed by a demon who inhabited Sarah's bedroom. an his way Tobias encountered a large fish which leapt
out of Jhe water at him. Raphael, his guide, told Tobias to catch
this fish and extract its heart, liver and gal!. The gall was reserved
for another purpose, but the heart and liver were to be burned
on the night of his wedding with Sarah to banish the demon that
had killed her previous husbands. This was successfully accomplished. Tobias survived his marriage to Sarah and collected money
owed him from Sarah's father.
This tale conta ins important symbolism concerning what is required to relate to the unconscious without being destroyed by
it. The coniunctio is successful only after the capture of the fish
and the extraction of its essence which becomes a saving substance
similar ta the blood of Christ. In short, it means that the problem
of unconscious desirousness must be mastered as a necessary prelude to the coniunctio. Christ was identified with the fish (ichthys)
from the beginnings of Christianity. Hence the blood of the fish is
also the blood of Christ. By extension, the fish can represent the
whole Christian aeon, the age of Pisces now coming to a close.43
Hence in its most universal sense, the extraction of the blood of
the fish would suggest the extraction of life and meaning from
the whole Christian dispensation. A precious psychic essence is
being separated from the previous form which had contained it.
As the dream indicates, the transition from the old form to the
new one is dangerous. The blood might clot. In other words, in
the process of separating the religious meaning of life from its
containment in traditional Christianity, there is dangerthat
the
suprapersonal value may be lost entirely. ar, perhaps, the danger
of coagulating into fixed form would suggest that the newly released transpersonal energy might become prematurely bound in
narrow and inadequate categories of understanding and action.
43 Jung, C. G., Aion, C.W., 9 ii,

par.

127

f.
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Examples might be political 01' sociological partisanships, ar perhaps, various petty personal fanaticisms in which the container is
too small to hold the magnitude and meaning of the suprapersonal
life energy. However, the dream implies that the transformation
will be successful.
In summary, the blood of Christ represents the primal power of
life itself as manifested on the psychic plane, with profound potentiality for good 01' ilI. As a symbol of the fluid essence of Selfhood and totality it contains and reconciles all opposites. If it
comes as a fiery influx of undifferentiated energy it can destroy
the petrmed 01' undeveloped ego. On the other hand it is the
nourishing, supporting, binding, life-promoting energy which flows
from the transpersonal center of the psyche and which maintains,
validates and justifies the continuing existence of the personal
center of the psyche, the ego. As a combination of water and fire,
it is both comforting, calming, protecting and also inspiring,
agitating and invigorating. It is the essence beyolld tirne which
carries and renders meaningful personal temporal existence. It is
the eternal column on which the present moment of conscious
existence rests. Whenever a sterile, stagnant, 01' depressing state
of consciousness is released by an influx of meaningful images,
feelings 01' motivational energies it can be said that an archetypal
dynamis~ represented by the blood of Christ has begun to operate.
Such experiences confirm the reality of the "power for redemption"
which is the essential quality of the blood of Christ.

CHAPTER TEN

The PhilosoPhers' Stone

Understand ye Sons of Wisdom, the Stone declares:
Protect me, and 1 will protect thee; give me my own,
that 1 may help thee.
-THE

1. INTRODUCTION

GOLDEN TREATISE OF HERMES"

AND TEXT

A rich and complex symbol of the Self is found in the alchemist's

idea of the Philosophers' Stone-the ultimate gaal of the alchemical
process. Some may wonder what value the fantasies Qf the alchemists can have for modern empiric al psychology. The answer
is that these fantasies express symbolically the deeper layers of
the unconscious and provide valuable parallels ta help us understand the images that emerge today in the depth analysis of individuals. The very fact that the alchemists were psychologically
naive and uncritical permitted the symbolic images ta manifest
themselves without distortion. Jung puts it this way:
(In order to understand the fuII range of a symbol's meaning) the
investigation must turn back to those periods in human history when
symbol formation still went on unimpeded, that is, when there was
still no epistemological criticism of the formation of images, and
when, in consequence, facts that in themselves were unknown' could
be expressed in definite visual form. The period of this kind closest
to us is that of medieval natural philosophy....
It attained its most
significant development in alchemy and Hermetic philosophy.1
Jung says at the concIusion of Mysterium
"Atwood, M. A., Hermetic Philosophy
Press,NewYork,1960, p. lz8.
I Jung, C. G., Alchemical Studies, C.w.,
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par. 353.
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AIchemy ... has performed for me the great and invaluable service
of providing material in which my experience could Bnd sufficient
room, and has thereby made it possible for me to describe the individuation process at least in its essential aspects.2
The goal of the individuation
process is to achieve a conscious
relation to the Self. The goal of the alchemical procedure
was
most frequently represented
by the Philosophers'
Stone. Thus the
Philosophers'
Stone is a symbol for the Self.
Fragmentary
descriptions
of the nature and attributes
of the
Philosophers'
Stone are scattered
throughout
the voluminous
alchemical literature.
A full study of the phenomenology
of this
image would require the sizable task of collecting these scattered
materials.
However,
my purpose in this chapter is much more
modest, and for this purpose 1 was fortunate to Bnd in a single
text a fairly full and detailed
description
of the Philosophers'
Stone.
The text
of English
at London
It reads

1 shall use is found in the prolegomena
to an anthology
alchemical texts edited by Elias Ashmole and published
in 1652.
as follows (with spelling modernized) :

(1) (The mineral form of the Philosophers' Stone) hath the power
of transmuting any imperfect earthy matter into its utmost degree
of perfection; that is, to convert the basest of metals into perfect
gold and silver; flints into all manner of precious stones; (as rubies,
sapphires, emeralds, and diamonds, etc.) and many more experiments of the like nature. But as this is but a part, so it is the least
share of that blessing which may be acquired by the Philosophers'
Materia, if the full virtues thereof were known. Gold 1 confess is
a delicious object, a goodly light ... ; but, as to make gold is the
chiefest intent of the alchemists, so it was scarce any intent of the
ancient philosophers, and the lowest use the adepti made of this
Materia.
(2) For they being lovers of wisdom more than worldly wealth,
drove at higher and more excellent operations: And certainly he
to whom the whole course of nature lies open, rejoiceth not so
much that he can make gold and silver, 01' the devils to become
subject to him, as that he sees the heavens open, the angels of
God ascending and descending, and that his own name is fairly
written in the Book of Life.
~ Jung, C. G., Mysterium

Coniunctionis,

C.W., 14, par. 792.
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(3) Next, to come to the Vegetable, Magical, and Angelical Stones;
the which have in them no part of the Mineral Stone ... for they
are marvelously subtle, and each of them differing in operation
and nature because !itted and fermented for several effects and
purposes. Doubtless Adam (with the Fathers before the flood and
since) Abraham, Moses, and Solomon, wrought many wonders by
them, yet the utmost of their virtues they never fulIy understood;
nor indeed any but God the Maker of alI things in heaven and
earth, blessed for evermore.
(4) For, by the Vegetable (Stone) may be perfectly known the
nature of man, beasts, fowIs, !ishes, together with alI kinds of
trees, plants, flowers, etc. and how to produce and make them
grow, flourish and bear fruit; how to increase them in colour and
smelI, and when and where we please, and alI this not only at an
instant ... but daily, monthly, yearly, at any time, at any season;
yea, in the depth of winter ...
(5) Besides the masculine part of which is wrought up to a solar
quality, and through its exceeding heat will bum up and destroy
any creature, plant, etc., that which is lunar and feminine (if
immediately applied) will mitigate it with its extreme cold: and
in like manner the lunar quality benumbs and congeals any animal,
etc. unless it be presently helped and resolved by that of the Sun;
for though they both are made out of one natural substance, yet
in working they have contrary qualities: nevertheless there is such
a natural assistance between them, that what the one cannot do,
the other both can and will perform.
(6) Nor are their inward virtues more than their outward beauties;
for the solar part is of so resplendent, transparent lustre, that the
eye of man is scarce able to endure it; and if the lunar part be
exposed abroad in a dark night, birds will repair to (and circulate
about) it, as a fly round a candle, and submit themselves to the
captivity of the hand ...
(7) By the magical or prospective Stone it is possible to discover
any person in what part of the world soever, although never so
secretly concealed or hid; in chambers, closets, or cavems of the
earth: For there it makes a strict inquisition. In a word, it fairly
presents to your view even the whole world, wherein to behold,
hear, or see your desire. Nay more, it enables man to understand
the language of the creatures, as the chirping of birds, lowing of
beasts, etc. To convey a spirit into an image, which by observing
the influence of heavenly bodies, shalI become a true oracle, and

The Philosophers' Stone
yet this is not any ways necromantical
drous easy, natural and honest.
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or devilish; but easy, won-

(8) Lastly, as touching the angelical Stone, it is so subtle that it
can neither be seen, felt, or weighed; but tasted only. The voice
of man (which bears some proportions to these subtle properties)
comes short in comparison. Nay the air itself is not so penetrable,
and yet (oh mysterious wonder!) a Stone, that will lodge in the
fire to etemity without being prejudiced. It hath a divine power,
celestial and invisible, above the rest and endows the possessor
with divine gifts. It affords the apparition of angels, and gives a
power of conversing with them, by dreams and revelations; nor
does any evil spirit approach the place where it lodgeth. Because
it is a quintessence wherein there is no corruptible thing, and where
the elements are not corrupt, no devil can stay or abide.
(g) S. Dunston calls it the food of angels, and by others it is
termed the heavenly viaticum; the tree of life; and is undoubtedly
(next under God) the true ...
giver of years; for by it man's
body is preserved from corruption, being thereby enabled to live
a long time without food; nay 'tis made a question whether any
man can die that uses it. Which 1 do not so much admire, as to
think why the possessors of it should desire to live, that have those
manifestations of glory and etemity presented unto their fleshly
eyes; but rather desire to be dissolved, and to enjoy the full fruition, than live where they must be content with the bare speculation ...

( 10) That there is a gift of prophecy hid in the red Stone, Racis
will tell you; for thereby (saith he) philosophers have foretold
things to come, and Petrus Bonus avers that they did prophesy not
only generally but specially; having a pre-knowledge of the resurrection, incamation of Christ, day of judgement, and that the world
should be consumed with fire; and thus not otherwise than from
the insight of their operations.

(Il) In brief, by the true and various use of the Philosophers'
Prima Materia (for there are diversities of gifts, but the same
spirit) the perfection of liberal sciences are made known, the
whole wisdom of nature may be grasped, and (notwithstanding
what has been said, I must further add) there are yet hid greater
things that these, for we have seen but few of his works.
( 12) Howbeit, there are but a few stocks that are fitted to inoculate
the grafts of this science ono They are mysteries incommunicable
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ta any but the adeptij and thase that have been devated even

their cradles ta srve and wait at this altar.3
Elias Ashmole, the a1f1thorof this text, was not a practising al-

Eram

chemist.
He and
was astroloitw
a scho~ar of
particular
interest
in
alchemy
andwide
had learning
gatheredwith
a large
collection
of
terest was his relation o the alchemist William Backhouse. The
alchemist adopted Ash ole as his spiritual son. "This was a signal
event in Ashmole's life one which he felt placed him in the long
Backhouse,
seemingly
line
true manuscriPt~on
sages." 4 T o years
booksof and
theselater
subjects.
A personal
note on
of his
indeath bed transmitted

~urther secrets to Ashmole. Ashmole wrote

of the Philosophers' S one, which he bequeathed to me as a
legacy." 5
description
of the
Philosophers'
Stone the
is undoubtedly
in Ashmole's
his diary that
BaCkhfuse
"told
me in syllables
true mattp,r
numerous
alchemical
with ofwhich
he wasas familiar.
a compilation
of the t9xts
~ualities
the Stone
describedAshmole
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ganic whole
collected
these
by scatter,d
passinî them
items,through
compounded
his ownthem
rich into
imagination
an orand then gave them ex~ression in his quaintly charming style.
four
Ashmole
differentdescribes
Stones w~f.ch
t~e Philosophers'
he calIs respectively,
Stone as
thethough
Mineralit Stqne,
were
In our text these four categories divide the power of the Stone
into different modes o; functioning for purposes of description,
the Vegetable Stone, ti Magical Stone and the Angelical Stone.
but there is a deeper mi aning than this. Throughout alchemy, the
symbolism of the numHer four plays an important role. Fourness
was considered to be Ihe basic ordering principle of matter. In
the beginning of the w rld, prior to creation, there was only the
prima materia which w s without form, structure 01' specific content. AlI was potential, nothing actual. In the act of creation the
four elements, earth, ai , fire and water were separated out from
had been imposed on the prima materia giving it order and
the
prima and
materia.
It iS1
as though
thechaos.
cross o.f the four elements
structure
bringing
osmos
out of

the3 Ashmole,
London Edition
Elias (editor)
1652, 1ith
Theatrum
a new Introduction
C hemicum Britannicum,
by Allen G. A
Debus.
Reprint
Johnof
son Reprint Corporation, N~w York and London, 1967.
4 Ibid., p. XXIX.
5Ibid., p. XXIX.
I
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In order to produce the Philosophers' Stone, the four elements
must then be reunited in the unity of a quintessence. The original
whole and unified state of the prima materia is thus restored in the
Philosophers' Stone on a new level. These ideas have many parallels
in the process of psychological development, particularly four as a
symbol of wholeness. The fourfold nature of the Philosophers'
Stone immediately relates it to the fourfold mandala images of the
Self and indeed we have alchemical pictures of the Stone which are
in the form of mandalas (Picture 51). In psychological terms we
usually consider the number four to refer to the four psychic
functions, thinking, feeling, sensation, and intuition. However, this
interpretation is by no means adequate to cover the full meaning of
fourness. The four elements for instance cannot be equated with
the four functions. It seems rather that the structuring pattern of
fourness can emerge in a variety of contexts to bring order and
differentiation to experience. But always it carries the implications
of fulfillment or completion.
Although Ashmole speaks of four different Stones, in the discussion which follows the actions of the different aspects of the Stone
shall be considered as deriving from a single, unitary Philosophers'
Stone.
2. TRANSFORMATION AND REVELATION
The first paragraph of the text begins as follows:
(1) (The mineral form of the Philosophers' Stone) hath the power of
transmuting any imperfect perfection; that is, to convert the basest of
metals into perfect gold and silver; flints into aU manner of precious
stones; (as rubies, sapphires, emeralds, and diamonds, etc.) and many
more experiments of the like nature. But as this is but a part, so it is
the least share of that blessing which may be acquired by the Philosophers' Materia, il the fuUvirtues thereof were known. Cold 1confess is
a delicious object, a goodly light ...
; but, as to make gold is the
chiefest intent of the alchemists, so it was scarce any intent of the
ancient philosophers, and the lowest use the adepti made of this
Materia.

According to the alchemical view, metals in the earth went
through a gradual, natural process of growth. The base metals
such as lead were immature, early forms. Very slowly they would
mature and grow into the noble metals, gold and silver. The alchemists thought they could hasten the natural growth process
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Picture 51.
Drawing.

A MANDALA,

Alchemical

by the procedures of their art. This idea is an obvious projection
onto matter of the fact that natural psychological growth is fostered
by paying attention and" orking on" psychic content.
Cold and silver were c, nsidered "nbble" metals because they
were incorruptible, they
ere not subject to rust or corrosion.
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of life. Understood psychologically this Icapacity of the Stone refers
and value in the most ordinary and e en disagreeable of happenings. Likewise, inferior, "ba se" aspect of oneself will be seen to
contain
value. Since
is in perSOlality
the . ye of to
theperceive
beholder,meaning
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but is "philosophical gold." What is co, fusing is that after saying
this the authors then proceed to talk ab ut fires, Rasks, and chemical
procedures in the laboratory. The o ly explanation is that the
alchemists themselves were confused. They were looking for a
"philosophical" or spiritual content in a chemical procedure and
this was doomed to failure. Rowever, in their failure, the alchemists
left us a rich heritage of symbolic material which describes the
'phenom~nology of the individuation prpcess.
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pher means lover of Sophia or WisdoIl1l.A stone is matter in one
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factuality. The Philosophers' Stone
like concretized or actualized wisdo '. In Aurora Consurgens 6
wisdom personified as Sapientia Vei i specifically equated with
the Philosophers' Stone. However, th. Stone means more than
wisdom meant to the philosophers jus as the Stone means more
than the figure of Christ means if undfrstood in the usual purely
spiritual sense. Jung's comment about tîe Stone's relation to Christ
is relevant here since Christianity too over the one-sided spirituality of Platonic and Stoic philosoph :
...

The symbol of the stone, despite t> e analogy with Christ, con-

assumptions of Christianity. The very co cept of the "stane" indicates
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LXXVII, Princeton University Press, 1966.
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the peculiar nature of this symbol. "Stone" is the essence of everything solid and earthly. It represents feminine matter, and this
concept intrudes into the sphere of "spirit" and its symbolism ...
The stone was more than an "incamation" of God, it was a concretization, a "materialization" that reached down into the darkness of
the inorganic realm 01' even arose from it, from that part of the Deity
which put itself in opposition to the Creator ...
Vie may therefore suppose that in alchemy an attempt was made
at a symbolical integration of evil by localizing the divine drama of
redemption in man himself.7
Paragraph two continues:
(2) For they being lovers of wisdom more than worldly wealth,
drove at higher and more excellent operations: And certainly he
to whom the whole course of nature lies open, rejoiceth not so
much that he can make gold and silver, 01' the devils to become
subject to him, as that he sees the heavens open, the angels of
God ascending and descending, and that his own name is fairly
wriUen in the Book of Life.
This paragraph
Museum:

1S

similar in tone to a passage in The Hermetic

Neither be anxious to ask whether I actually possess this precious
treasure. Ask rather whether I have seen how the world was created;
whether I am acquainted with the nature of the Egyptian darkness;
what is the cause of the rainbow; what will be the appearance of the
glorified bodies at the general resurrection ... 8
In both passages the experience of revelation is considered to be
the important thing.
Our text contains three biblical references. The first is in the
twenty-eighth chapter of Genesis where it 1S said Jacob dreamed
"that there was a ladder set up on the earth, and the top of it
reached to heaven; and behold, the angels of God were ascending
and descending on it" (RSV).
Jacob's ladder symbolizes the ego-Selfaxis as discussed earlier
(p. 37) (Plate 5). The ascending and descending angels correspond
to the alchemical procedures of sublimatio and coagulatio.9 SubJung, C. G., Mysterium Coniunctionis, C.W., 14, par. 643.
Waite, E. A. (Transl.), The Hermetic Museum, London, John M. Watkins,
1953, VoI. 1. p. 8.
9 Cf. Jung, C. G., Psychology and Alchemy, C.W., 12, par. 65 f.
7

8

Plate
JACOB'S LADDER bv William

Blake
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limatio, psychologicalIy, is the process pf raising concrete, personal
experiences to a higher level, a level o~ abstract OI'universal truth.
Coagulatio, in contrast, is the concretizr,tion OI'personal realization
of an archetypal image. For the ascen~ing and descending angels
to be visible would mean that the I1ersonal ego-world and the
this state in his lines:
To see a world in a grain of sa d
And a heaven in a wild flower,
archetypalHold
psyche
arein seen
as inter_~fenetrating.
Blake expresses
infinity
the palm
of Yo1!lrhand
And etemity in an hour.
(Auguries of Innocence)

Of interest also is the fact that a Istone was concerned with
when he realized that the place "...
i. none other than the house
of
God, dream.
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theused
gatea stone
of heave
," he set
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for
Jacob's
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this, are
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the spiri~s
in ,1heaven."
are subject
(RSV).to The
you; third
but
reference is the term "book of life" w ich is found in Revelation
20:15, "and if any one's name was not found written in the book
of life, he was thrown into the lake of ilie." (RSV).
In Chapter six I have discussed th psychological meaning of
having one's name "written in heaven" 01' in "the book of life." It
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an undeniable
right to exist in all its uniqueness.
These effects
correspond
closely to the effects of an encounter with a symbol of
the Self that may emerge in dream or fantasy in the course of
psychotherapy.
For example,
a woman with an alienation
problem
had this
dream: An orphan child was placed at my doorstep at night. It

seemed that it had an umbilical cord which reached into heaven. 1
Jelt completely Julfilled when 1 discovered it. 1 knew my purpose in

life.
The umbilical cord reaching to heaven is an explicit image of the
ego-Selfaxis.
The theme of the orphan comes up as a description
of the Philosophers'
Stone. On the back of the stone mandala he
carved at Bollingen (Picture 52), Jung carved the following words
deriving Erom alchemical quotations concerning the Philosophers'
Stone:
I am an orphan, alone; nevertheless I am found everywhere, I am one,
but opposed to myself. I am youth and old man at one and the same
time. I have known neither father nor mother, because I have had to be
fetched out of the deep like a fish, or felllike a white stone from heaven.
In woods and mountains I roam, but I am hidden in the innermost soul
of man. I am mortal for every one, yet I am not touched by the cycle of
aeons.ll
The text proceeds:
(3) Next, to come to the Vegetable, Magical, and Angelical Stones; they
which have in them no part of the Mineral Stone ...
for they are
marvelously subtle, and each of them differing in operation and nature
because fitted and fermented for several effects and purposes. Doubless
Adam (with the Fathers before the flood and since) Abraham, Moses,
and Solomon, wrought many wonders by them, yet the utmost of their
virtues they never fully understood; nor indeed any but God the Maker
of all things in heaven and earth, blessed for evermore.

The chief content of this paragraph
is that Adam and other
ancient worthies were possessors of the Philosophers'
Stone. This
is a common assumption in alchemical texts and it was thought, for
instance, to account for the longevity that was enjoyed in those
early days. In Judeo-Christian
myth, the early patriarchs
were
considered
to be almost semi-divine
ancestors. They were in immediate contact with the source of being. God spoke to them and
11 Jung,
c. G., Memories, Dreams, Reflections, edited by Aniela Jaffe, Pantheon
Books, New York, 1963, p. 227.
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shared tohislive
tinue
purposes.
in paradise.
They ~t
Iare
is etern
appropriate
al archetypal
that they
figures
should
who ha
conve
possessed
of
the Self
theare
Stone.
oftenTheaccrmpanied
Pfychologicalbyparallel
an aura
is that
of antiquity.
experiencesA
timeless, etern al and henc. ancient quality. It conveys the sense
that one is participating in a process of the ages which relativizes
specific
aspect of
the vicissitudes
of the
the Phe~omenOIOgy
her and now. of the Self is its essentially

The·text
3.
THE FERTILITY
continues:
PRitCIPLE
(4) For, by the Vegetable (Stone) may be perfectly known the
nature of man, beasts, fo ls, fishes, together with aII kinds of
trees, plants, flowers, etc. and how to produce and make them
grow, flourish and bear f it; how to increase them in colour and
smell, and when and whe e we please, and aII this is not only at
an instant ...
but daily, monthly, year1y, at any time, at any
season; yea, in the depth f winter ...
,1

I

This aspect of the Stone orresponds to the saying of Jesus, "1
came that they may have life, and have it abundantly." (J ohn
10:The
10 RSV)
Anhere
explicit
id ntification
of Christ
with theprinc.iple.
fertility
Stone is
describf'
d as the growth
and fertility
into Egypt.is an
principle
found
the inway
an t~1Egypt,
arocryphal Joseph,
legendMary
concerning
and Jesus
the met
flighta
farmer sowing wheat. Th9 infant Jesus picked up a handful of
seed and threw it by the wayside. Instantly it grew, ripened and
was ready for reaping. As Joseph and his family hid in the tall
wheata group of Herod's oldiers came looking for them. "Have
you seen a mother and c iId?" asked a soldier. "Yes," said the
farmer, "1 saw her as 1 was sowing this wheat." "That must
have been months ago," sai Herod's soldiers and they went away 12
(Picture 53).
Also Osiris embodies the rrinciple of life and fertility. An Egyptiau Coffin text says;
Which comes f rth from Osiris,

1
Which
am the
grows
plantu~fanlife
the ribs of Osiris,
12 Gaer, Joseph, The LOTe of Ithe New
Testament,
Dunlap, 1966, p. 626.

New York, Grosset and

Picture 53· THE MIRACULOUS
Heures de Jean, Duc de Berry.

GROWTH OF WHEAT, Tres Riches

Which allows the people to live,
Which makes the gods divine,
Which spiritualizes the spirits, ...
Which enlivens the living,
Which strengthens the limbs of the living.
1 live as corn, the life of the living, ..
1 am life appearing from Osiris,13
In antiquity the fertility principle occasioned a great deal of
worship. Sexual symbolism played a large part in these rites since
sexuality is obviously the source of life and a means by which
the transpersonal purposes of Nature make man their instrument.
The womb, the breast and the penis are thus apt symbols for the
life principle itself which in the words of our text brings forth
alI forms of life and knows "how to produce and make them
grow, Hourish and beaI' fruit."
13 Clark, R. T. Rundle, Myth and Symbol in Ancient Egypt, New York,
Grave Press, 1960,p. 118f.
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Considered psychologically, the growth-promoting qualities of
the Stone refer to the fact that the Self is the fons et origo of
psychic existence. Life, growth and fertility are expressions of
libido or psychic energy. This aspect of the Stone is connected
with the alchemical symbolism of the benedicta viriditas, the
blessed greenness, which has links with Aphrodite, the spirit of
vegetation and the Holy Ghost. (Cf. p. 213)
The fertility aspect of the Stone appears at times in dreams.
For instance a young man who was going through a life transition
and was rather too-closely involved with transpersonal energies
dreamed that where he walked the grass grew thicker and greener
in the path of his footsteps. Another man had the following dream:
1 see a man with a phenomenally long penis. Re was a young
man and yet he seemed to be my grandfather. The penis was like
a pipe and put together in sections. In arder to get around he took
of] the sections and carried them in a specially fitted box.
This ngure is immediately identified as an aspect of the Self by
the fact that it is paradoxically both young and old, i.e., transcends
the category of time. The Philosophers' Stone is frequently
described in such paradoxical terms. The huge penis refers to the
creative or fertility principle which we are discussing (Picture
54)· Its size, which goes far beyond human proportions, ipdicates
its archetypal or suprapersonal nature. The fact that it is built in
sections and h~s an artificial or constructed quality is reminiscent
of the phallus of the reborn Osiris. Following his dismemberment,
the original phallus was the one fragment which could not be
found. Isis therefore replaced it with an artificial, wooden one
with which Horus was conceived. Conception by a wooden phallus
is a strange, non-human happening. It thus alludes to a transpersonal process beyond human Of ego understanding. It perhaps
points to pS1jchic conception by a symbolic image rather than concrete reality.
4. THE UNION OF OPPOSITES
The fext proceeds:
(5) Besides the masculine part of it which is wrought up to a
solar quality, and through its exceeding heat wiIl burn up and
destroy any creature, plant, etc., that which is lunar and feminine
(if immediately applied) wiIl mitigate it with its extreme cold:
and in like manner the lunar quality benumbs and congeals any
animal, etc. unless it be presently helped and resolved by that of

Picture 54. THE REGENERATlVE SYMBOL OF THE HALOA FESTIVAL, From a Greek vase.

the Sun; for though they both are made out of one natural substance, yet in working they have contrary qualities: nevertheless
there is such a natural assistance between them, that what the
one cannot do, the other both can and wiU perform.
We are here informed that the Philosophers' Stone is a union
of two contrary entities, a hot, masculine, solar part and a cold
feminine, lunar part. This corresponds to what Jung has demonstrated so comprehensively, namely, that the Self is experienced
and symboIized as a union of opposites. The Philosophers' Stone
is often described as a coniunctio of Sol and Luna. Many alchemical
pictures attempt to depict this paradox (Pictures 55 and 56).
The text also describes the negative and dangerous quaIities
which each of these parts can have when it operates alone. The
·solar part when encountered by itself is destructive because of its
excessive heat and intensity. This is reminiscent of Psyche's second

Picture 55. THE SUN-MOON HERMAPHRODITE.

Picture 56. UNION

OF SUN AND
MOON-SULPHUR
AND MERCURIUS.
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task in the myth of Amor
and Psyche Venus

fleece.
to get aA wisp
friendly
of wool
reed from
growing
a speciali
by the
flockriver
of sheep
gave with
Psyche
golden
this
advice:
...
(doBerce
not) heat
at this
hour
thoseand
terrible
sheep. For
they
borrow
from
theapproach
blazing s~m
wild frenzy
maddens
some times even with venomous bite , they vent their fury in
destruction of men. But ...
(when) the heat of the noonday
them, so that with sharp horns and foreheads hard as stone,
has assuaged its burning, and the beasts are lulled to sleep by

the
sun
and
the

soft riverand
breeze
... their
and,anger,
whengooncd
have
abated grove,
their
madness
allayed
shlkethethesheep
leaves
of yonder
crooked twigs.14
and thou shalt Bnd the golden wool clinging here and there to
Neumann comments that "the rendmg golden rams of the sun
symbolize an archetypally overpow ring male-spiritual power
which the feminine (ego) cannot face" 15 Neumann interprets the
whole Amor and Psyche myth from the standpoint of feminine
psychology and certainly it is the wo an who is most vulnerable
to the destructive effects of one-side solar power. However the
problem also applies to men.
destructive aspect is encountered psy,hologically either internally
externally
in projection.
Externally
it may
be experienced
The
one-sided
solar component
of tt:e
Philosophers'
Stone inasitsa

01'

scorching by the fiery affect of anothe

person. Internally it may

by a fiery an ger emerging from the unconscious. In either case
there are damaging psychic effects f,om which it takes time to
recover.
Moderate
mitigated
ntities of
are
be
encountered
whenar one
becomes quilntified
withsolar
and libido
consumed
is
inimical fructifying
to psychic and
life. life-promotT.·g, but a one-sided excess
creative,
when encountered by. itself may als be destructive because its
extreme cold "benumbs arid congeal." The classic example of
the benumbing, paralyzing aspect of the negative feminine principle is the myth of the gorgon Medu a. To look at her turns one
The text tells us that the lunar palt of the Philosophers' Stone
For example I once heard of the ca e of a young scientist who
into
stone. The man's
egoandis Psyche,
the oneJore
vulnerable
this effect.
14 Neumann,Erich,
Amor
Bol,'ngenSeries
LIV, to
PrincetonUniversityPress,p. 43 f.
15

Ibid., p. 99.
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was enthusiastically involved in some important research. One
day his mother carne to visit him in his laboratory. She looked
around and uttered some depreciatory remark concerning the value
of what he was doing. That did it! It was enough to destroy the
man's relation to his work for several days. Ris libido had been
"benumbed and congealed." Re was relieved only when anger at
the situation broke through to consciousness, i.e., when the solar
component of the Philosophers' Stone resolved the one-sided effect
of the lunar component.
The congealing, benumbing effect of the lunar quality is an
extreme form of the capacity of the feminine principle to promote
coagulatio. Images and urges of a spiritual nature which would
prefer to soar unfettered by the earth are obliged by the feminine
Eros principle to become related to personal, concrete reality.
If the ego is too far removed from such reality it will experience
the encounter with the feminine as a paralyzing crash to earth.
It can be quite helpful ta realize that the damaging effects of
the dangerous lunar power and the destructive solar power are,
nevertheless, aspects of the Philosophers' Stone. When one is recuperating from the effects of an encounter with either of these
potencies, it helps in maintaining one's orientation and perspective
to know that what he is suffering from 1S the Stone itself. Anyone
who would seek the Philosophers' Stone is bound, repeatedly, to
be a victim of one of its partial aspects. These happenings constitute the alchemical operations which gradually bring about the
transformation. But the operations are on ourselves. We experience
the calcinatio of the solar fire 01' the benumbing coagulatio of the
lunar power. In the midst of these rigors it is immensely helpful
to know that they are part of a larger, meaningful process.
The next paragraph speaks of the positive qualities of the solar
and lunar components of the Stone:
(6) Nor are their inward virtues more than their outward beauties;
for the solar part is of sa resplendent, transparent lustre, that the
eye of man is scarce able ta endure it; and if the lunar part be
exposed abroad in a dark night, birds wiIl repair ta (and circulate
about) it, as a fIy round a candle, and submit themselves ta the
captivity of the hand ...
The positive aspect of the solar principle of masculine, spiritual
consciousness derives from the fact that it is light-producing. Everything becomes clear, shining and transparent in the intensity of
its illumination. The experience of this aspect of the Self may
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carry considerable numinosity and is generaIly accompanied by
light symbols-brilliant illumination, shining countenances, haloes,
etc. William James comments on the frequency of light phenomena,
which he caIls photisms, in the experience of religious conversion.
He quotes the description of such a case as folIows:
AU at once the glory of God shone upon and round about me in a
manner almost marvelous ... A light perfect1y ineffable shone in my
soul, that almost prostrated me on the ground ... This light seemed
like the brightness of the sun in every direction. It was too intense
for the eyes ... I think I knew something then, by actual experience,
of that light that prostrated Paul on the way to Damascus (Picture
21). It was surely a light such as I could not have endured long.16
In the course of analysis, illuminations of a lesser magnitude
sometimes occur and are associated with characteristic dream
images. Examples of such images can be found in the dream series
published by Jung in Part II of Psychology and Alchemy, e.g., 7,
19 and 20 in that series. The experience accompanying these images
is an expansion of awareness and increased understanding. It is
an encounter with an aspect of the Self and hence very impressive.
However, since only one side is constellated the typical symbols
of wholeness are not explicitly stated.
The text also speaks of the positive aspects of the lunar part.
What the moon means psychologically is very difficult to convey
adequately in words. Erich Neumann has made a splendid effort
to do so in his paper "On the Moon and Matriarchal Consciousness" 17 which I warmly recommend. In this paper he writes:
It is not under the buming rays of the sun but in the cool reflected
light of the moon, when the darkness of consciousness is at the full,
that the creative process fulfills itself; the night, not the day, is the
time of procreation. It wants darkness and quiet, secrecy, muteness,
and hiddenness. Therefore, the moon is lord of life and growth, in
opposition to the lethal, devouring sun. The moist nighttime is the
time of sleep, but also of healing and recovery ... It is the regenerat
ing power of the unconscious that in noctumal darkness or by the
light of the maon performs its task, a mysteTium in a mysterium,
from out of itself, out of nature, and with no aid from the head-ego,18
16 Janies, William, Varieties of Religious
Experience, New York, Modern
Library,RandomHouse,p. 246 f.
17 Neumunn,Erich, "On the Moon and MatriarchalConsciousness,"
Spring,
AnalyticalPsychologyClub of New York, 1954, p. 83.
18 Ibid., p. 91.
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The text tells us that the lunar part of the Stone wilI attract
birds at night and cause them to accept captivity wilIingly. Birds
as elusive intuitions or spirit-potentials are thus brought into
reaIity by the lunar mode of being which is so well described
by Neumann. We also have expressed here the theme of the
tam ing of the wiId creature. A parallel is the motif of the unicorn
who can be tamed only in the lap of a virgin (Picture 57). In
alchemy, the unicorn symbolized Mercurius, the elusive spirit
difficult to grasp and contain. In one text the unicorn turns into
a white dove, another symbol for Mercurius and also for the Holy

Picture 57. VIRGIN

TAMING A UNICORN,
AIchemical Drawing.
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mous with the lunar portion of the Stone which brings birds
willingly into captivity. These image refer to a certa in attitude
Ghost.19 Thus the virgin who can tam~ the unicorn will be synonyengendered by the lunar or Yin aspect of the Self which brings
submission to the transpersonal total ty of the personality. It is
the taming of wild willfulness which thinks it is sufficient unto
itself.
An actual
woman mayurges
serveint1
t isrelation
function
for a man.
She
wild, free
but undisciplined
to reality
and into
must be virginal in the symbolic ~ense described by Esther
H~rding 20, Le., one who belongs to erself and functions as an
independent feminine being uncont minated by masculine attitudes.
In alchemy the unicorn in the lap f the virgin was clearly associated with the dead Christ in the lap of Mary.21 This brings
the whole idea of the incarnation of the Logos into this symbolism.
I

I

cerned with how to coagulate, captur or fix the elusive mercurial
spirit. One way represented pictorially was to transfix the mercurial
serpent to a tree or nai! it to a cross just as was done to Christ
Incarnation is an aspect of coagUlatiJ. The alchemists were con(Picture 58). Tree and cross are feminine symbols and hence
, These images defy facile explanation but they surely have to do
with the realization of the psyche as a concrete entity which is
equate with
th,e virgin's
lap and the~lunar
the aspect
Stone.
brought
into effective,
particularized
e istence aspect
by theoflunar
of the Stone.

5. UBIQUITY
Paragraph seven continues:
(7) By the magical ar prospective St~ne it is possible ta discover
any persan in what part of the world soever, although never sa
secretly
earth: For
concealed
there it armakes
hid; ain strict
chambe+
inq~isition.
closets,
In ara caverns
word, itoffairly
the
hear, ar see your desire. Nay more, it enables man ta understand
presents
the
language
ta your
of the
view
creatures,
even theasWhOl1world,
the hirping wherein
of birds, talowing
behold,
of
19
C. G.,
and Alchemy,
C.W.,New
12, York,
par. 518.
20 Jung,
Harding,
M.Psychology
Esther, Woman's
Mysteriesj
C. G. Jung Foundation, 1971, p. 103 f.
21 Jung, C. G., Psychology and Alchemy,
C. 'rV., 12, par. 519.
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Alchemical Drawing.

beasts, etc. To
convey a s irit into an image, which by observing
Picture 58. THJ. CRUCIFIED SERPENT,
the influence of heavenly îodies, shall become a true oracle, and
yet this is not any ways necromantical or devilish; but easy, wonI

Nothing can be conceal d from the Stone, aU is open to its
view. It is ubiquitous (Pic ure 59). The Stone is thus equivalent
derous easy, natural and h~nest.
to the all-seeing eye of Gfd. In the fomth and fifth visions of
Zechariah there is an interesting paraliel to our text. In the fourth
vision Zechariah sees a store with seven eyes upon it (Zechariah
3:9). In the fifth vision bie sees a golden lampstand on which

Picture 59. UBIQUlTYIOF

THE STONE,
Alchemical Drawing.
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are seven lamps. An angell telIs him: "These seven are the eyes
these passages to refer to the Philosophers' Stone.22 The seven
rusalem.
Bible).would
Jung corre
stat pond
s that tocertain
alchemists
interpreted
eyes of God
the seven
planetary
spheres
of Yahweh; they cover t{e whole world." (Zechariah 4:10 Jeand in alchemy to the se en metals. They are the seven steps
I

The eye of God was a prominent image in ancient Egyptian
on
the ladder
of transfOrmrtiOn.
religion.
A coffin
text say : "1 am the alI-seeing eye of Horus,
frightfulness." 23 This pass. ge reflects the usual atlitude of the
ego upon encountering the experience of the eye of God. It is an
anxiousappearance
attitude in strikes
which ot1rror,
e is afraid
his sins ofMighty
unconsciouswhose
Lady that
of Slaughter,
one of
ness will be found out an judged. Since nothing can be hidden
from the Philosophers' Ston , the Stone will be felt as a ·dangerous
threat by any one who is trl ing to eva de full self-awareness.24 The
Stone can see alI because it symbolizes the complete, integrated
personality which will hav no hidden, split-off aspects. For the
same reason it permits the understanding of the birds and beasts,
of the eye of God sugg sts a unified source of cOllSciousness
which
intu~tive
andItinstinctive
wisdom.
The to
image
(vision)represent
within man'
the sunco
scious.
perhaps also
alIudes
the
phenomena of synchronici . The eye as a circle is sometimes
a feature of mandalas, e.g. Jung's Bollingen Stone is in the form
of an eye with a pupillus figure (Telesphorus) within the pupi!
(Picture 52). The eye of G d is a pictori al expression of the statement, V ocatus atque non ocatus Deus aderit (Picture 60).
FinalIy this paragraph
elIs us that the Stone can "convey a
spirit into an image, which by observing the influence of heavenly
bodies, shall become a ~e

oracIe." To convey a spirit into an

to express a vague undiffer ntiated mood or affect in some specific
fantasy image. This happ· ning is what we seek in the process
of
active
imagination.
To ring to
an the
emerging
content
image
must
refer PSyc.hOlog~'calIY
capacityunconscious
of the unconscious
Clark, Myth and 5ymbol, p. 221.
"Divine Wisdom ... is e umon wherein God eternalIy sees Himself,
Jung, c.
Psychology
an~AlChemy,
C.W.,
par.of518.
He being
thatG.,union
Himself.
n the Love,
the 12,
Light
God, that mirror is
called the Wisdom of God; butl in the Wrath· it is called the aIl-seeing Eye."
Boehme, Jacob, in Personal 9hristianity, the Doctrines of Jacob Boehme,
edited by Franz Hartmann, Ne\'{ York, Frederich Unger Publishing Co., p. 48.
23

24
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I

.......
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Picture 60. THE EYE OF GOD,

disembodied, or better the not-yet-e bodied, must undergo incarnation;
a spirit the
mustimmaterial
be caughtmUf
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form the
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into consciousness,
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become aoperation
content of
This isperform
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of the toalchemical
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coagu1latio. Dreams
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creative expression. Our text says it is the Philosophers' Stone
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as do active
forms
imaginative
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the imagination
transformationand[other
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'corresponds

to the old statement th~t dreams come from God.

from
In other
its transpersonal
words, the image-making
center, the Self,
pqwer
andofisthe
not psyche
a function
derives
of
the ego.
parallel to our text. The dream reads a follows :
1 am lying an a cauch; an my right, ne r my head, there is a preciaus

C. A. Meier has reported

a mOderl dream which is an exact
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perhaps
set tain see
a ring,
hrs the
ta make every
image that
1 want
visiblewhich
in a living
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...

patient slept when he visited the a cient shrines of Asclepius
in the hope of receiving a healing dream. Re speaks of the
precious stone as a symbol of the .elf and says that it "also
fulfills
function the
of couch
the crystal
in prophecy, that is, it
Meiertheassociates
to theb.11
II line or bed on which the
serves as a 'yantra' (charm) for the visualization of unconscious
contents." 25
25 Meier,
C. A. Ancient lncubation and lvfodern Psychotherapy,
Northwestern University Press, 1967, p. 56.
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aur text adds that the'
age, when it is related to the inHuence
of the heavenly bodies, b comes an oracIe. The heavenly bodies,
as planetary factors, would refer to the transpersonal forces, the
archetypes of thecollecti e unconscious. The idea seems to be
that when one experienc s the image-making power of the unconscious in context with an understanding of the archetypal dimension of the psyche he is given access to an oracular, i.e., a
broader, ego-transcending Iwisdom.
Paragraph eight continues:

can neither be seen, felt, or weighed; but tasted only. The voice
of man (which bears som proportions to these subtle properties)
comes short in compariso . Nay the air itself is not so penetrable,
and
(oh asmysterious
a Stone,
lodge that
in theit
(8) yet
Lastly,
tOUChing~te onder!)
angelical
Stone, that
it iswill
so subtle
fire to etemity without bjing prejudiced.

It hath a divine power,

divine gifts. It affords the apparition of angels, and gives a power
celestial
and invisible,
abole y the
rest and
the possessor
of conversing
with them,
dreams
and endows
revelations;
nor does with
any
eviI spirit approach the t1ace where it lodgeth. Because it is a
quintessence wherein there is no corruptible thing, and where the
elements are not corrupt, Ino deviI can stay or abide.

Here again we are prl1sented with the paradoxical nature of
the
Stone.
It is so invisi~le,
diffused
rarefied
no way
of perceiving
it tiut by
taste. and
an the
other that
handweit have
is a
crumble
it. This
the .theme ofthat
the etern
stonealwhich
is not weaken
a stone
stone,
so solid
and is
uncha*geable
fue cannot

01'

"The Stone which is not . stone is a substance which is petrine
which goes alI the way lack to Greek alchemy.26 Ruland says,
The Philosophers' Stone 's a symbol of the cent el' and totality of
as
efficacythe
andparadoxical
~'rtue but not
as regards
substance."
27
theregards
psyche.itsHence
nature
of the itsstone
wiII corof the reality of the psyc e but how many have the perceptive
faculties to "taste" its rea presence. If that oft-referred-to "man
in the street" were to read this chapter, would he think that 1 was
respond to the paradOXica! nature of the psyche itself. We speak
talking about anything rejl? Probably not. The majority of those
that term their vocation ~sychology are not aware of the reality
Berthelot,
M. London,
P. E., COlleltion
des 1.Anciens Alchemistes
by26Holland
Press,
1963, 1, III.
27 Ruland, Martin, A Lexiconlof
John
M. Watkins, 1964, p. 189,.
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transl. by A. E. Waite, London,
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of the psyche. It is considered to be behavior, conditioned neurological reflexes or cell chemistry, but the psyche itself is nothing.
In the words of our text "it can neither be seen, felt, 01' weighed."
For those who can perceive reality only in those terms, the psyche
will not exist. Only those who have been forced by their own
development or their own psychogenic symptoms to experience
the reality of the psyche know indeed that although it is intangible
yet it is "petrine as regards its efficacy." The fullest realization
of this fact comes as the fruit of the individuation process.
The text further telIs us that the Stone "affords the apparition
of angels, and gives a power of conversing with them, by dreams
and revelations." This is an elaboration of the image-making capacity previously mentioned. To be in contact with the Self brings
awareness of transpersonal meanings, here symbolized as converse with angels.
The paragraph concludes with the statement that no evil spirit
can approach the Stone, "Because it is the quintessence wherein
there is no corruptible thing." Psychologically speaking, an evil
spirit 01' demon is a split-off complex with an autonomous dynamism
which can possess the ego. Its existence is perpetuated by a repressive ego-attitude which will not accept the split-off content
and integrate it into the personality as a whole. Awareness of the
Self and the requirement of the total personality elimina te the
conditions under which autonomous complexes can survive. The
quintessence is the nfth unined substance that results from the
union of the four elements. It corresponds to the unined personality
which gives equal consideration to alI four functions. A single function operating arbitrarily without the modification and correction
of the other functions is devilish. As Jung puts it: "Mephistopheles
is the di!'ibolical aspect of every psychic function that has broken
loose from the hierarchy of the total psyche and now enjoys independence and absolute power." 28 As did Christ, the Stone casts out
devils, ie., partial aspects of the personality which try to usurp
the authority of the whole.
6. SPIRITUAL FOOD AND THE TREE OF LIFE
Our text continues:
(9) S. Dunston caUs it the food of angels, and by others it is termed
the heavenly viaticum; the tree of life; and is undoubtedly (next
under God) the true ...
giver of years; for by it man's body is
28

Jung, C. G., Psychology and Alchemy, C.W., 12, par. 88.
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preserved from corruption, being thereby enabled to live a long
time without food: nay 'tis made a question whether any man can
die that uses it. Which 1 do not so much admire, as to think why
the possessors of it should desire to live, that have those manifestations of glory and eternity presented unto their fleshly eyes; but
rather desire to be dissolved, and to enjoy the full fruition, than
live where they must be content with the bare speculation ...
This paragraph presents several ideas which require elaboration.
The stone is called "the food of angels." Ordinarily one doesn't
think of angels as requiring food. However, perhaps their condition is analogous to that of the dead spirits in the underworld
as found by Odysseus. In order to bring forth the spirits he was
obliged to sacrifice two sheep and pour out their blood which
would attract the spirits who are hungry for blood.29 This is
an interesting image which expresses how libido must be poured
into the unconscious in order to activate it. Evidently something
similar happens with angels, they need the food of the Philosophers' Stone in order to manifest themselves to man. Food is a
symbol of coagulatio. Thus the idea might be that the etern al,
angelic realm is concretized or brought into temporal existence
via awareness of the Self.
The term "food of angels" also has a scriptural reference. Referring to the manna from heaven sent to the Israelites in the
desert, Wisdom 16:20 says, "You gave the food of angels, from
heaven untiringly sending them bread aIready prepared, containing every delight, satisfying every taste." O erusalem Bible). "The
food of angels" is here equivalent to "Bread from Heaven" and
in the sixth chapter of John this term is applied to Jesus who
says: "1 am the Bread of Life; he who comes to me shall not
hunger, and he who comes to me shall never thirst." Oohn 6:35'
RSV). The Catholic liturgy uses these texts as references to the
Eucharist which leads us into the next characterization of the stone.
The stone is also called "the heavenly viaticum." The viaticum
is the Eucharist administered by a priest to a dying man. The
word originally referred to money or necessaries for a journey.
It derives from via, road or way. The journey a dying man takes
is out of this world into heaven. The same note of death is struck
later in the paragraph when Ashmole wonders why anyone with
the Philosophers' Stone should want to stay alive. Thus the stone
promotes a kind of death to the world, Le., a withdrawal of
projections.
20

Homer, Odyssey, Book XI.
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The Stone is also call~d "the tree of life." This refers to the
second tree in the Garde of Eden. After Adam had ea ten from
the tree of the knowledg of good and evi! he was expelled from
the Garden "lest he put f rth his hand and take also of the tree of
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On account of likeness aIone, and not substance, the Philosophers
compare their material to la golden tree with seven branches, thinking
that it encloses in its s~ed the seven metals, and that these are
as natural trees bring fo th divers blossoms in their season, so the
hidden in it, for which rdt:asonthey caII it a living thing. Again, even
material of the stone cal ses the most beautiful colours to appear
when it puts forth its bl<ilssoms.32
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suprapersonal structure or ordering of things which is inherent
in the universe itself, quite outside the structuring principles of
ego consciousness, namely, space, time and causality.
Jung speaks of this transpersonal ordering principle as selfsubsistent meaning and reports several dreams which apparently
allude to it. One of them is as follows:
The dreamer was in a wild mountain region where he found contiguous layers of Triassic rock. He loosened the slabs and discovered
to his baundless astonishment that they had human heads an them
in low relief.36

The term triassic refers to a geological period about 200 million
years ago long before man had evolved. Thus in the dream the
advent of man was prophesied, so to speak. In other words man' s
existence was predetermined or inherent in the inorganic substrate
of the world.
A patient once brought me a similar dream: The dreamer was
exploring asea cave examining various attractive stones polished
by the tides. To his great surprise he came upon a perfectly formed
figure of the Buddha which he knew had been created solely by
the natural forces of the sea. Such dreams suggest that predetermined order, meaning and consciousness itself are built into
the universe. an ce this idea is grasped, the phenomenon of synchronicity is no longer astonishing. Surely it is not without significance that in both of these dreams the human form has been
imprinted by nature on a stone. In fact 1 would consider both
dreams to be referring specifically to the Philosophers' Stone, the
same stone which our text tells us has the power of prophecy.
( 11) In brief, by the true and various use of the Philosophers'
Prima Materia (for there are diversities of gifts, but the same
spirit) the perfection of liberal sciences are made known, the whole
wisdom of nature may be grasped, and (notwithstanding what has
been said, I must further add) there are yet hid greater things
than these, for we have seen but few of his works.
For the first time the text uses the term prima materia as synonymous with the Philosophers' Stone, and this is done in a passage
which emphasizes the various and diverse aspects of the Stone.
an the first view it would seem that the end is being confused
with the beginning. The prima materia is the original first matter
which must be subjected to lengthy procedures in order finally
36Ibid. par. 945.
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to transform it into the Philosophers' Stone, the goal of the opus.
But such ambiguities are characteristic of alchemical thought just
as they are characteristic of the symbolism of the unconscious.
Descriptions of the prima materia emphasize its ubiquity and
multiplicity. It is said to have "as many names as there are things"
and indeed Jung in'his ,seminar on Alchemy mentions 106 names
for the prima materia without beginning to exhaust the list. In
spite of its diverse manifestations the sources also insist that it is
essentialIy a unity. Our text makes the same point: "there are
diversities of gifts, but the same spirit." Thus the Philosophers'
Stone, the end of the process, has the same multiplicity in unity
as does the original stuff at the beginning. The difference is that
it is now a Stone, i.e., concrete, indestructible reality. It is perhaps significant that the beginning of the alchemical process is
referred to in this penultimate paragraph of the description of the
goal. It suggests that a cycle is completed, the end is a new beginning in the eternal circulatia, and that the Stone, like Christ,
is both Alpha and Omega.
In psychological terms the theme of unity and multiplicity involves the problem of integrating the conflicting fragments of one's
own personality. This is the essence of the psychotherapeutic
process. The goal of this process is to experience oneself as one;
but also, the impetus to make the effort seems to derive from the
unity that was there a priori alI the time. Our text implies that
unity once achieved must break into new multiplicity again if life
is to go an. In the words of ShelIey:
The one remains, the many change and pass;
Heaven's light forever shines, earth's shadows fIy;
Life, like a dome of many-coloured glass,
Stains the white radiance of etemity ... 37
Our text concludes:
( IZ) Howbeit, there are but a few stocks that are fitted to inoculate
the grafts of this science an. They are mysteries incommunicable
to any but the adepti, and those that have been devoted even
from their cradles to serve and wait at this altar.

This passage confirms an observation which has been gradualIy
forming itself in my mind. It is my impression that those who go
farthest in the process of individuation almost always have had
37
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Lao- Tzu, 36, 187
lap~, 160
Lap~ Philosophorum, 295
Last Supper, 245
Legge, Francis, 221
libido, 82, 234, 274; investment, joint, 231;
solar, 277
lightsymbolism,129,200,250,279
limbo of despair, 150
!ion, 251
lion with paws cut off, illus., 177
lithos ou lithos, 206
liturgy, Catholic, 288
Liverpool, 176
Liverpool mandala, illus., 177
Logos, 207f, 208, 217f, 232, 249;
feminine personincation of, 204
loneliness, 171
Lord's Prayer, The, 94
love,170
Lucifer, 93

Index
Luna, see moon
lunar power, coagulatio, 278
Iust, 11, 63
Luther, Martin, 56
Lyndus, Joannes, 216
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mysterium, 94
myth, 16; Christian, 150ff, 243,JudeoChristian, 270; Mithra, 202; and
religion, 69ff; and ritual, Hebrew, 230
mythology, 3, 65

N
M
magic, primitive, 100
man, ideal, 134
mandala, 4, 6, 9, 17; image, 31, 37f, 129,
152, 176, 189ff,265
Manichaaean eschatology, 223
manna, 49, 288
Manna, lsraelites gathering, illus., 49
Marduk, shrine of, 127
Mary, 70, 123
Mass, the, 64, 290; ritual, Roman Catholic,
231f,288f
Mathers, S. L. MacGregor, 208
Matthew, 145
maturity,5
May, Dr. RoHo, 57
Maya, doctrine of, 117; veil of, 210
meaning, abstract, 108; subjective, 108
meaninglessness, 107
Mead, G. R. S., 173, 208, 250
Medusa, 277
Meier, C. A., 285
melancholia, 15
Melchior, 289
Melville, Herman, 46
Mercurius, 13,248,251, 280
Mercury, 186
Meshach, 116
Messiah, 238, 239; complex, 14
metals, "noble," 266
metanoia, see repentance
metaphysics, empirical, 197; and unconscious,
197ff,
Michelangelo, 72, 202
microcosm, 158
Midas, King, 266
midIle age, 7
milk, 231ff
mirror, 154f, 159, 162
misery,61
Mithra, 187,202
Moby Dick, 266
monachoi, 172
Monad, 163ff, 169f, symbolism, 175
Monadology, 167
Monogenes, 170f
moon, Sun-moon Hermaphrodite, illus., 276;
Union of Sun and Moon, illus., 276
Mosaic Law, 133
Moses,70
mouming, 136
multiplicity, 172ff
murder,44
Murray, Gilbert, 31

Napoleon, 13
narcissism, 161
Narcissus, 161f
nature, mystical communion with, 11
Nazism, 65
Nebuchadnezzar,
116
Nekyia, 161
Nemesis, 26, 31, 161f
nest symbol, 209
Neihardt, John G., 212
Neumann, Erich,4, 38, 167,245,277,279
neurosis, 52
New English Bible, The, 136
Nietzsche, F., 27, 69, 249
Nirvana, 117
N6 drama, Japanese, 200f
"noble savage," Il
nostalgia, 7, 11
nous, 171
number symbolism, Pythagorean, 180, 184,
192
numinosum, 52, 82, 94
numinous encounters, 117

o
"Ode on lntimations of lmmortality,"
Odes of Solomon, 231
Odysseus, 228, 288
Odyssey, 115
Omar Khayyam, 236
omnipotence, 15
omphalos, 20
"One," the, 165ff; see Monad
only-begotten, 171
Ophites, 18
opposites, 274ff; union of, 4
oracIe,286
orgasm, 72
Origen, 145, 155, 173
original man, 8
orphan, 163, 270
Orpheus, 237
orthodox views, 88
orthodoxy,225
Osrris,139,209,213,221,272
Otto, Rudolph, 94f

p
Painting of a Patient, illus., Plate 3
Pandora' s Box, 24
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Paracelsus, 186
Paraclete, 242; synonyrnous with blood of
Christ,243
paradigm of the ego, Christ as, 154
paradoxes, 165
Paramandenda, Swami, 210
paradise, 8, 11
Paradise as a Vessel, illus., 17
parent-child relationships, 39, 88
parental rejection, 39, 55
participation mystique, 65
paschallamb,
233
pas sion, 251
Paul, Saint, 55, 76
patient's drawing, illus., 74
penis, 273f,
Penitence of David, The, illus., 57
Pentheus, 237
perfection, 135
permissiveness vs. discipline, 12
Perry, John Weir, 13
Persephone, 202, 204f
Perseus,70
personality, individuated, 68; non-inHated,
63; wholeness of, 142; perversion,
polymorphous, 11
petra genetrix, 202
Peuch, Henri-Charles, 223
Phaeton, 29f; complex, 29
phallic symbol, 221
phallus, 274
Pharaoh, 234
Philip, Gospel of, 173
Philosophers' Stone, 206, 220, 252f, 260ff,
275; as Alpha and Omega, 294; as eye
of God, 282ff; as fertility principle, 272;
as homo totus, 254; nature and
attributes of, 261ff; paradoxical nature
of, 286; as prima materia, 293; in
prophecy, 292; symbolof Self, 261; as
tree of life, 290; as viaticum, 289
physical fact, 112
physical phenomena, 112
philosophy, Platonic, 267
philosophy, Stoic, 267
Physis, 204, 208
Pietii,72
Pieta, illus., 75
piety, 142
piUar, symbolism of, 221
Pinedo, Ramiro de, 238
Pisces, 258
Pistis Sophia, 221, 250
Plato,8, 162,165, 170, 180,204,236
Pleiades, 90
Plotinus, 166ff
Plutarch, 238
pneuma,204
polarization of opposites, 20
pole, symbolism of, 221, 223
Pollux, 166

Poimandres, 207
Polycrates, 31f
potency, 114
pragmatism, psychological, 143
pride,63
prima materia, 102f, 160,211, 263ff
Primal Man, 207
primitive, 101; image of the 11; symbolical,

11

projection, 174; animus, 28; phenomena, 120;
psychological, 133; of the Self, 104
Prometheus, 16, 24
protoplasm, 174, 175
provisionallife, 13
psyche, 6, 89, 204; autonomous reality of,
111; as image maker, 285; individual, 3,
225; modern, 154; unconscious, 114
Psyche,277
psychic, energy, 56, 109; facts, 1i2; health,
43; identification, 133; life, 158;
meaning, 101; inner states, 133;
sustenance, 143; totality, 129; wound, 12
psychic stability, reestablishment shown in
child's painting, illus., 10
psychological development, 61; oral, anal and
genital, 183; reorientation, 107
Psychological Types, 158
psycho!ogy, analytica!, 121, 131;
behavioristic, 133; child, 5f; Christian,
55; Freudian, 113; modern, 114
psychopatho!ogy, 114
psychosis, 13; overt, 149
psychotherapy, 62,107; Jungian, 113
psychotic me!ancholia, 54
Puer Aeternus, 14
purgatory, 246f
pyramid, 127; Mayan, illus., 128
Pythagoreans, 164

Q
quaternity,

179, 182, 189, 191, 193

R
racism,65
rage, 116
Raphael, 258
Rawlinson, George, 32
reality, archetypal, 11; encounters, 12; of life,
84; spatio-temporal, 162
Red Sea, 252
redemption, 103
redness, 23, 238, 239, 248f
Regenerative symbol of Haloa Festival,
illus., 275
religion, 3; collective, 69
remL.,iscence, theory of, 119f
repentance,42,53,91
repression, 20, 146
Republic, 236

Index
resentment, 96
revelation, 199, 269
"Rhythm of Education, The," 183
"Rite of the Crown," 63
rites,65
ritual, 63
"Robe of Glory," 159
Ross, Nancy Wilson, 201
roundness, 8f
Rousseau,
Ruland, Martin A., 219, 286

Il

S
sacrifice, arrangements of, 244; blood, 228;
God-God, 244; God-man, 244; man-God,
244; man-man, 245; psychological
implications of, 243
sacrificial attitude, 96
St. Anthony and St. Paul being fed by a
Raven, illus., 53
St. Christopher carrying Christ as Sphere,
illus.,99
St. Paul, Conversion of, illus., 77
Salt, 186
sanctuaries, Semitic, 223
Sapientia Dei, 218
Sarah,258
Satan, 78, 91, 93f; see deviI
Satan tempting Christ within circle,
illus.,148
Satori, 201
scintilla, 164
scorn,149
Search for Meaning, The, 107ff
Self, 3, 4, 31, 38, 96, 97; a priori, 171;
awareness of the, 48; encounter with
the, 62ff, 95
self-acceptance, 40, 146
Self-archetype, 78
self-assimilation, 245
self-criticism, 153
selfhood, transpersonal reality of, 257
self-realization, 153
self-recollection, 174
self-regulation, 61
self-righteousness, 86
semen, 233
separateness, acceptance of, 131
separatio,134f
Sermon on the Mount, 136
serpent, 15ff, 23, 79,167; crucified, illus., 282
seven,193
sexual problems, 210
sexual symbolism, 273
sexuality, 18, 76, 273
shadow,38f,85,87,91,142,200,235,240,
245,249
Shadrach, 116
shame,31
Shelley, Percy B., 294
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sin, 38f, 55; as inflation, 34
"single ones," 172
six, 216
Skeat, Walter W., 163
sloth,63
Smith, W. Robertson, 230f
Sol, see sun
solar fire, calcinatio of, 278
solipsism, 15f
solitaries, 172
Solomon's Seal, 216
Sophia, 102,204,218,221
square, 4, 21lf
Splendor Solis, 215
star, 159
Star of Bethlehem, 122
status quo, conscious, 70; psychological, 79
stealing, 21
Stein, L., 130
Steinbeck, John, 44
stone, 206, 223
Stone, Angelical, 263f, 270; Magical, 262,
264,270; Mineral, 261, 264, 270;
Philosophers' (see Philosophers' Stone);
Vegetable, 262, 264, 270, 272
Stone, Bollingen, illus., 271
Stone, Ubiquity of, illus., 283
strife, 186
sublimatio, 268ff
Sullivan, Harry S., 109
sulphur, 186
superstitious, 101
suicide,44
Sun, the, 3, 176
sun-wheel, 72; varieties of the three-footed,
illus.,76
super-order,60
superstitions, 111
Suzuki, D. Y., 201
swamp, primordial, 116
sword,21
symbiotic relationships, 26
symbol, function of the, 107, 109
"Symbolic Life, The," 117ff
symbolic imagery, 110; life, 109; meaning,
130
symbolon, 130
symptoms, psychic, 256; psychosomatic, 56;
as degraded symbols, 50ff
synchronicity, 293

T
taboo, 33; -s, 63
Tao Te Ching, 187
tarot cards, 81
Teilhard de Chardin, Pierre, 105, 158
temptation, 147
Tertullian, 145
tetragrammaton, 208
Thomas, Gospelof, 134, 170

Index
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Thompson, Francis, 70
three, 184, 188; (see triads, trinity)
"Tibetan world Wheel, The," 189
Tillich, Paul, 198
Tobias,258
Tolstoy, 49, 51f, 81
torture, 37f
totality, 186, 188; trinitarian, 186;
unconscious, 162
Tower, The, illus., 82
transference, 59
transpersonal categories, of existence, 64;
dimension, 64; experience, 64; powers,
11,101; psyche, 144; totality, 241
transvestism, 114f; sacerdotal, 115
traumatic childhood, 54
treasure-house, 220
tree, alchemical, illus., 289
tree of life, 17, 263, 287
triadic symbolism, 76
triads, masculine and feminine, 185
Trinity, 179ff
trinity symbolism, 179f, 182, 185ff, 188f, 191,
193
trinity of matter, 216; of spirit, 216;
Teutonic, 185
Trismosin, Solomon, 215
twelve, 193, 208f
two,184

u
unconscious, collective, 3
unconscious existence, a priori, 158
unconscious identification, 103
Unconscious, Metaphysics and the, 197ff
unconsciousness, 25
understanding, 170
unicorn, motif of the, 280
Union of the Sun and Moon-Sulphur and
Mercurius, illus., 276
uniqueness, 157
unitary reality, 96
unity, 172ff
universality, 157
urges, protoplasmic, 175
uroborus,4, 7,167,184
Uvae Hermetitis, 240

v
Valentinian speculation, 171
values, projected, 143
Varieties of Religious Experience, 50, 52,
54,279
Vaughn, Henry, 235
Vaughn, Thomas, 62
vegetation spirit, 209, 212f, 272, 274
Vei! of Maya, 210
Venus, 277
verities, eternal, 266
via negativa, 163

viaticum, heavenly, 263
victim,15
violence, 42, 44
Virgin taming Unicorn, illus., 280
virtue,142
"Visions," 135
visualization, 285
Von Franz, M.-L., 14,218,267

W
Waite, A. E., 186,208,225,253
Waste Land, The, 47
"Water of Life, The," 188
wheel, 31, 35
wheel of life, 34; illus., 35
white, 23, 239
White, V., 180
Whitehead, A. N., 183
wholeness, 13; archetype of, see Self
widow,163
Wilde, Oscar, 33
wilderness, 50, 70
Wilhelm, Richard, 104
will of the ego, 145
Willoughby, Harold R., 63
window, 170, 175f, 178
wine symbolism, 237ff
Wisdom, 93, 218; see Sophia
wise men, 129
womb,273
Wordsworth, William, 10, 122, 159
works,57
world-ego, 209
world naveI, 4, 20; see omphalos
W orld Soul, The, illus., II (frontispiece)
W orld Wheel, Tibetan, 189
wrath, 63; God's, 238
"writer's block," 22

y
Yahweh, 18, 20f, 24,38,43, 70,82,89,91,
93,95, 215, 228f, 233f,252, 284;
complex, 14;-answers Job from
whirlwind, illus., 90;-frightens Job with
glimpse of Hell, illus., 86;-shows Job
the Depths, illus., 92
Yama,189
yellow, 248f
Yggdrasil, 21
Yin,281
Z
Zecharillh, 282, 284
Zen Buddhism, 63
Zen Koan, 201
Zeus, 24, 30, 70
"Zeus, Tower of," 164
Ziggurat, 127; Great Ziggurat of Ur,
illus.,127
Zodiac, signs of the, 90, 209
Zosimus, 204

